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Thesis Abstract
In the post-war penod 1945 to 1996, numerous commissions, reports and task forces
made recommendations with respect to arrangements and approaches that could facilitate
interaction between univeaities and government and promote efficiencies and economies to be
derived from a system-level approach to enrolment growth and academic program development.

This thesis identifies the various recommendations reiated to enhanced structures for
system-level coordination and planning of Ontario universities from the perspective of what they
reveal about the balance between university autonomy and govemment intervention. Specific
initiatives to introduce greater planning and coordination in the development and funding of
academic degree programs in Ontario are examined with a view to explaining their success,
failure or transformation.
Findings suggest that the Ontario govemment generaily prefemd increased collective
autonomy of the institutions to an increase in its own involvement in direct regulation of the
university sector. A variety of initiatives were undertaken by the university collectivity in an
attempt to ensure rational development of the sector but, proving too contentious, were largely
abandoned.
The university collectivity has not been able to sustain broad support for collective
decision-making processes that served to place limitations on the academic or research potential

of some or al1 of its member institutions. Yet. institutions appeared willingly to have conceded
some autonomy to govemment in order to access additional public support or avoid decisions
that would create inter-institutionai confiict.
Govemrnent largely failed to provide ongoing leadership in the coordination and
planning of university development. It has acted more like a referee between universities
jockeying for status and greater access to public funds. Therefore, the roles that univenities.
individuaiiy and collectively, are expected to play in response to public policy objectives are
largely determined by the individual institutions acting independently and cornpetitively in
response to financial incentives and disincentives built into govemment's exercise of its

spending powea. This limits government's ability to ensure that the provincial support directed
to universities is spent in the most effective. efficient and responsive manner. Responsibility for
the degree to which the public interest is sewed rests predomlnaatiy with individual university
decision-makers.
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life-long leaming inspired me to enrol in the higher education program. The second is Michael
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and especially, to David Tnck who at the last minute put wind beneath my wings.

in addition, I would like to express my appreciation to Glen Jones, whose insights and
assistance got me through some dificuit spots during the writing of the fint ciraft, Stefan Dupré,
who, despite an incredibly hectic scheduie, took time to ensure I was "exquisitely trained," and to
David C. Smith for his timely advice.
To Robert Berdahl, my extemal examiner, and examining committee membea Carolyn
Tuohy and Malcolm Levin, 1extend my sincere appreciation for the thorough review and
thoughtful remarks they provided me in their assessrnent of this thesis.
1 would also like to recognize the financial assistance provided me by way of the Rapp

Scholarship, established in recognition of the contribution of the Rapp farnily to the Ontario
[nstitute for Studies in Education, which facilitated the completion of this endeavour.
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insights and experiences of the events recorded herein, without which this thesis could not have
been considered complete.
Diana M. Royce
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Chapter 1:

Scope of Inquiry

Through an examination of commissions, repolts and task forces undertaken between
1945 and 1996 that made recommendations pertaining to university system-level coordination
and planning, and initiatives undertaken as a result of such recommendations, this thesis will

attempt to explain why so Little system-level univeaity coordination and planning has resulted
in Ontario. While some advison were requested to recommend on ways and means of
enhancing university system coordination and planned development, other advison did so in
the context of an examination of other issues. The goal, therefore, of this thesis in regard to

the various documents analysed is not to summarize or critique them per se. Rather, the

documents are analysed with a view to examining the factors that led to their preparation, the
nature of their recommendations and the subsequent disposition of their advice. This thesis
examines what the documents reveal about the Rovince of Ontario's ongoing sauggle to find

an appropnate balance between the perceived benefits of university autonomy and of rationally
coordinated and planned expansion and contraction of the publicly funded univenity sector.

The emphasis in examining each of the reports is on identifjmg the problems resulting from
the lack of mechanisms for system-wide coordination and planning, the rationale for
alternative structures and approaches to university-govemment relations, the reaction and
response of relevant parties to such proposais and the outcome of any initiatives that were
subsequently undertaken.

Chap&r I: Scope of lnquirp

1.1

Background
From the 1840s. legislators responsible for univenity development in what would

become the province of Ontario. envisioned a state university system composed of one
provincial institution (the University of Toronto), surrounded by a constellation of affliated
colleges. However. the unanticipated proliferation of private. denorninational university
colleges, largely independent of the state, cornbined with steady growth in the perceived
importance of universities to personal development, social mobility and economic prosperity
substantially transformed the provincial interest and involvement in the provision of univeaity

education. Events of the period immediately following the conclusion of the second WorId
War in 1945 acted as a cataiyst to the aforementioned trends and triggered a desire on the part

of govemment to expand publicly funded univenity education. There resulted profound
changes in scale and scope. which were underwritten with public financial support.
Almost immediately in the wake of publicly funded expansion in the number of
legaliy-autonomous institutions, the provincial govemment and the univenities were engaged
in study after study in a quest for advice on various aspects of university development. The
ensuing reports repeatediy addressed the issue of enhanced system-wide coordination and
planning. Report after report contained recommendations with respect to system-level
structures, and mechanisms and policies that could facilitate interaction between univenities

and government and at the same time promote eficiencies and econornies to be derived from
a system-level approach to enrolment growth and academic program development.

Despite repeated requests for advice. and a chorus of recommendations for a greater
degree of system-level university coordination and planning, very little action has been taken

Chaptzr 1: Scope of lnquijt

by the provincial govemment or by the universities coilectively. in the resuit, Ontario

universities continue to enjoy a highly autonomous relationship with the provincial
government. especiaüy when compared to otherjurisdictions of comparable size and scope in
the United States where state agencies for coordination and planning are typically responsible
for the development of the publicly lunded university sector.

1.2

Limitations of this Shidy

This thesis identifies the various recommendationsrelated io system-level coordination
and planning for Ontario univeaities. examines in detail efforts to introduce greater system
coordination and planning into the development and funding of university acadernic programs.

and endeavours to explain why the degree of system-level coordination and planning of
Ontario univenities that has o c c m d has been signif~cantlyless than has been recommended
in the post-war era.
Hence. the scope of this thesis is restricted primarily to recommendations and
initiatives pertaining to structures for the coordination and planning of publicly assisted
university-level education in Ontario and while sensitive to the context, does not undertake to
analyse the complete contents of the reports in which they are found. While reports undertaken
in Ontario constitute the rnajority of the documents reviewed, national reports which appeared
to contribute to, or influence the debate in Ontario around system-levei coordination and
planning stnxctures and process, are examined as weU. Reports emanating from other
provinces were not reviewed as they did not appear to have a significant impact on discussions

in Ontario.

Citaper 2: Scope of lnquiry

The scope of this thesis is also lirnited to an andysis of Ontario's univenity-level
sector, which came to consist of the 17 univenities and two univenity-level institutions that
receive operating grants from the province of Ontario.' While mention is made of Ontario's
system of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology (CAATs) which were estabiished as
crown agencies in 1965, this thesis does not purpon to discuss coordination and planning
issues specificaily p e r t d n g to that sector of postsecondary education, nor does it examine

the role of the Councii of Regents, the government's policy advisory agency and collective
bargaining agent in the CAAT sector.
The period under examination begins in 1945 with the commencement of significant
post-war ensolment demand for university education and ends with the recommendations
contained in the Decernber 1996 report of the Advisory Panel on Future Directions for
Postsecondary Education. Whde the potential for analysis of the latter report is restricted by
its relatively recent appearance, the framework for univenity-govemment relations it

advocated is noteworthy, in that it represents a distinct departwe from an established pattern
of recommendations encouraging government to enhance formal university system
coordination and planning structures and processes.

The universities include: Brock University and affiliate Concordia Luthern Theological Seminary; Carleton
University; University of Guelph; Lakehead University; Laurentian University. its federates Huntington
College. Thornelm Univenity and Université de Sudbury, and its affiliases Algoma College and Colkge de
Hearst; McMaster University and its affiliate McMaster Divinity College; Nipissing University; University of
Onawa and its federate Saint Paul University; Queen's University and its affiliate Queen's Theological College:
Ryerson Polytechnic University; University of Toronto and its federates University of St. Michael's College,
Trinity College, Victoria University and affiliate the Toronto School of Theology;Trent University; University
of Waterloo and its affiliates Renison College, St. Paul's United College, St. Jerome's College and Conrad
Grebel ColIege; University of Western Ontario and its affiliaes Brescia College, Huron College, King's CoIlege
and St. Peter's Seminary; Wtlfiid Laurier University and its federate Waterloo Lutheran Seminary; University of
Windsor and its affiliates Assumption University, Canterbury CoUege and Iona College; and York University
and its bilingual campus. Glendon College. Related university-level institutions include the Ontario CoHege of
Art and Collège dominicain de philosophie et de théologie.

CAapter I: Scope of lnquirp

in addition, a detailed examination of acadernic pro-

coordination and planning in

the Ontario univenity sector is undertaken which focuses on the role of the Council of Ontario
Universities, the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies and its Advisory Committee on
Academic Planning, and the Ontario Council on University Affairs and its Academic Advisory

Cornmittee. While one could conceivably have selected other foci for in-depth examination.
such as those of credit transferability or coordination of library resources, the coordination and
planning of academic program development is arguably the primary object of univeaity
system coordination and planning efforts, and certaùily in Ontario proved to be a fulcrum upon
which a deiicate balance between univenity autonomy and government intervention was

established.
While recognizing that the university community is composed of a diverse set of

constituencies composed dong institutional and disciplinary lines as well as by groups
representing snidents, faculty, staff and administraton, this snidy focuses on the relationship
between Ontario university presidents, individually, as Chief Executive Officers of theY
institutions, and coliectively in the context of the Council of Ontario Univeaities and its
afiliated organizations, and the Ontario Ministry responsible for univeaities and its advisory

body on university poiicy, namely the Ontario Council on University Affairs. This approach
is adopted because it is in the context of the interplay of these actors that the debates and
decisions around the issues pertaining to system coordination and planning in Ontario have
primarily occurred.

In view of three recent and comprehensive pieces of research, one on the history and
significance of the Ontario funding distribution mechanism in 1992, and two on the Ontario

Cliapîe~I: Scope of lnquiry

Councii on Graduate Studies' graduate program qudity appraisal process undenaken
respectively in 1991 and 1994, these issues will receive only cursory review in this thesis to
avoid duplication?

This work chronicles the various recommendations pertaining to structures for
university system coordination and planning in Ontario fiom 1945 to 1996. emanating from
national and provincial initiatives using an historical approach. It documents the reactions of
the government and the univeaity community to these recommendations and identifies
detenninants of the degree of univeaity system coordination and planning in Ontario. It
examines how recommendations have changed over tirne and the envimnmental factors which
affected perceptions of the need for coordination and planning. It examines the individuals and

structures responsible for system-level coordination and planning. Efforts to introduce and
undertake system-level coordination and planning are exarnined in particular detaii with
respect to academic program development. The key question to be answered is why has
Ontario had such limited structures, policies and mechanisms for ensuring system-level
coordination and planning a . n gits pubiicly assisted universities, which receive the majority

of their operating revenue from the public purse. In answering this question, the nature of the
relationship between Ontario universities and the provincial govemment wiil be exposed, and

2.

See J. Paul Stenton. The Onrario University Operathg Gram Fonnuh: Izs Developmnt to 1986, Unpublished
Doctor of Education thesis, University of Toronto, 1992; Carolyn FiIteau. Evalwting the Evaluarors: A
Description of the Ontario Couneil on Graduate Studits AppraisoLr Process, A project subrnitted in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the degrce of Master of Public Administration in the Faculty of Graduate
Studies, Queen's University, August 1, 1991; and Ellen Herbeson. The Otztario Council on G r e c Sncdies
Apptaisafs Process: A Care Sm&, Unpublished Doctor of Philosophy thesis, University of Toronto, LW.
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the forces that have detennined the degree to which govemrnent has infiuenced the behaviour

of the province's publiciy-assisted universities will be identified.

Certain insights and numerous documents which inform this research ffow from the
nature of the author's professional position. As a Senior Research Officer with the Ontario
govemment's advisory body on matters of university policy, the Ontario Council on University
Affairs (OCUA), from 1985 to 1996 when the Council was abolished, the author worked
closely with memben of OCUA and its Acadernic Advisory Cornmittee (AAC). In addition.
the author had responsibilities which provided opportunities to work closely with the Council

of Ontario Univeaities (COU), the Ontario Council on Graduate Sudies (OCGS), senior
university administrators, senior analysts and executives within the Ontario minisw
responsible for university matten, and bureaucrats in other provinces. Through the Ontario
Council on University A f f ' the author was directly or indinctly involved with a number of

the system-level policies, instruments, mechanisms and initiatives under review. including the
program funcihg approvds process. the Transition Assistance Program, program quality
reviews, the University Restrucnuing Steering Cornmittee, and the Resource Allocation
Review. From July 1996 to December 1996, the author was a Senior Policy Advisor with the
Advisory Panel on Future Directions for Postsecondary Education.
Aspects ofthis thesis have k e n previously published in two govemment of Ontario

documents: University-Government Relations in Ontario 1945-1995: A Swnmary of Selected
Initiatives and Recommendations Related to System Coordination and planning' and (with

3.

Wntten by the author and published in an unatuibuttd fashion by the Ontario Council on University Affairs,
under the title University Govenunent Reian'ons in Ontario 194S0i99S:A Swnmory of Selected Initiarives and
Recommendations Reloted to System Coordinationand Planning, Toronto: The Council, March 1995.
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David M. Carneron) "Prologue to Change: An Abbreviated History of Public Policy and
Postsecondary Education in Ontario" in Ercellence, Accessibility, Responribilicy: Repon of

the Advisory Panel on Future Directions for Postsecondary Education?
Throughout her professional career in the postsecondary sector the author has also
benefitted from her association with the Canadian Society for the Smdy of Higher Education.
having served on the Executive of that organization, as Chair for Membenhip Services and

as Secretary-Treasurer.
The information containeci in this thesis is based on pubiished research, public reports.
government documents, ministry and OCUA archives, university documents and publications.
unpublished academic papers. public addresses, minutes of various OCUA committees,
Ministerial correspondence, author's personal notes from public hearings held by the Ontario
Council on University Affairs, meeting minutes of the Academic Advisory Committee. and
conferences sponsored by the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. the Canadian Society
for the Study of Higher Education, the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies. the Canadian
Association of University Teachers. the Council of Ministers of Education. Canada and the
Ontario Economic Council.
Personal interviews were undertaken with fourteen individuals, deemed to be key
informants, directly involved in the decisions and processes related to recommendations about
system-level university coordination and planning in Ontario at various points in time during
the penod under examination. Interviews with these individuals were used to c o n f m the

4.

David M. Camemn and Diana M. Royce. "Prologue to Change: An Abbreviated History of Public Policy and
Poswcondacy Education in Ontario", Background Paper, Appendix B. in Advisory Panel on Future Directions
f't Postsecondary Education, ficellence~Accessibiliry*Responsibility: Repon of r k Advisory Panel on Future
Directionr for Posrsecondary &cation, Toronto: Queen's Rintcr, Decembcr 19%.
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independent research findings and to provide additional insights and detail. The individuais
included a former Premier of Ontario ( 1). former Ministea responsible for university affain
(3). university presidents (3). chairslexecutive directodpresidents of government or university
agencies or advisory bodies (5). and senior provincial civil servants and senior staff from the
university coiiectivity (5). A number of the individuals had held more than one of these types

of key positions over their careen.
Individuals were selected on the b a i s of the breadth of their experience in relation to
the events under study. Four interviews were bnef and consisted of conversations to ascertain

particular facts or opinions not otherwise available. Eight individuals were interviewed for a
penod ranging from forty-five minutes to one and a half hours in duration. The interviews
were recorded and transcribed. Some individuais. stiii holding key positions in government

or the university system requested that their cornments be unattributed and this request has
been respected. Two additional individuals were interviewed after they had reviewed specific
chapten for accuracy and in one case key aspects of the discussion were recorded.
Interview questions were focused on the paaicular knowledge and experiences which
each interviewee had to offer. There was some standardization of questions among
interviewees. Where standard questions were asked, there was a very high degree of sùnilarity

among the responses provided.
1.4

The Research Context for University-Goverment Relations in Ontario
An historiographic approach is taken in this work, which is an approach to research on

the broad deveiopment of Ontario higher education frequently adopted by scholars of Ontario
higher education. Robin Harris's History of Higher Educalion represents one of the earliest

Chapter 1: Scope of lnquùy

attempts to analyse systematically the development of Ontario's institutions of higher
education. This work stands as a foundational, but rather dry, encyclopaedic history of the
development of Ontario's universities. Harris's work provides an extensive inventory of the
"where", "what*' and "how much" of university structures and program development to the
1970s, but limited analysis is brought to bear on the broader factors contributing to why the
universities of Ontario developed the way that they did or how the nature of univeaitygovemment relations affected their development.
A more contextual and conceptuai histoncal treatment of the earfy yean of Ontario

higher education would await the recent publication of Matters of M i d by A.B. McKillop in
1994. This schoiarly work charts the historical transformation of the concept of the univenity
frorn the late 1800s to the 1950s. In doing so, the relations between the universities and
government over that period are woven intricately throughout the piece. The epilogue of this

work. entitied 'Towards the Educative Society" &es

an explicit link easily recognizable by

the student of higher education to the work of W.G.Fierning, who, in the 1 9 7 0 ~
had
~ taken up
the historical needle and thread at the very point where McKillop leaves off.

W.G.Fleming's 1971 work, entitled Post-secondary and Adult Education, was one
of a seven volume series of historical scholarship on education in Ontario entitled, Ontario's
Educative Sociefy. Fleming's research contributes a comprehensive, if largely descriptive look
at the development of the Ontario universities and their relationship with the provinciai
government from the 1950s to the 1970s. Fleming delved into both the formal structurai and

the idormal attitudinal aspects of university development and in this regard provides a very
detailed descriptive study of the development of the university-govemment relationship in

chaprer 1: Scope of fnquiry

Ontario, much of which is based on persona1 interviews, meeting notes and reports of
cornmittees, counciis and commissions of that period This approach provides a texture and
complexity of analysis which complements and enhances Harris's foundational contribution
to postsecondary research in Ontario over a similar p e n d Fleming's work concludes in LWO.
coinciding with the initial work of the Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario.

chaired by Douglas Wright. As such, Fleming's contribution to the fiterature covers the critical
period of university development in Ontario but not the ensuing period of consolidation. In the

years following Fleming's publications, the Ontario government embarked on a regular, and

still very much ongoing search for a new poiicy framework for postsecondary education. The
doctoral dissertation of E.E. Stewart, a former Deputy Minister of Education and h m 1972-73
Secretary to Cabinet during the William G. Davis era, contributes substantially to our
understanding of policy developrnent and university govemment relations in Ontario from
1791 to 1964.

The Ontario-specifc iiterature is also nch with published public lectures and seminars
bearing directiy on the subject of university-govemment relations and perceptions of the need

for greater coordination and planning by the likes of former Premier of Ontario, the
Honourable William G. Davis, who presented his treatise on univenity-govemment relations.
Govemments and the University, at York University in the context of the 1966 Gerstein

lectures; Kenneth Hare. former member of the Commission to Study the Development of

Graduate Programmes in Ontario Universities ("the Spinks Commission") who gave the Man
B. Plaunt Lectures, On UniversiiyFreedom, ai Carleton University in 1967; a 1985conference
sponsored by the Ontario Economic Council foiiowing which the proceedings were pubiished
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as Ontario Universities: Access. Operutions und Funding; and seminars in 1973. 1980 and
1987 sponsored by the Higher Education Group, Ontario hstitute for Studies in Education.

The 1973 seminars resuited in seven Papen published under the title Agencies for Higher
Education in Ontario, which focused on the dynamic nature of the Ontario postsecondary
sector to the early 1970s. The 1980 serninars, which focused specifically on govemmentuniversity relations, were pubiished under the title Critical Issues Fa&g Ontario Universities.
feaniring Percy Smith ("Academic Freedom and Institutional Autonomy") and Robert O.
Berdahl ("System-Wide Decision-Making: A View fiom Outside"). The 1987 seminar, w hich
was by far the largest with 18 papes published, focused on the theme reflected in the title of

the publication Goverwtents ond Higher Education - The Legitimcy of Intervention. To these
one can add a nurnber of collections of the speeches and reflections of such fonner Ontario
university presidents as Claude T. ~ i s s e l pand J.A. CorryT6and such former univenity

administrators as Robin ROSS.'
Research projects undertaken by the Council of Ontario Universities also provide
insights into the nature of university-govemment relations at various points in time. For

example. in 1971, the Cornmittee of &sidents of Universities of Ontario's subcommittee on
Research and Planning published its brief to the Commission on Post-Secondary Education
in Ontario entitled Towardr 2000: The Future of Post-Secondary Educatïon in Ontario. This

bief advocated greater integration and coordination between the coileges of applied arts and
technology and the universities, a single Department of Post-Secondary Affairs and a single

5.

6.

7.

C.T. Bisselt. The Szrengrh of rhe University, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968.
J.A- Corry. Farewell the Ivory Tower, Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1970.
Robin Ross. The Short R d Down: A University C h g e s , Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1984.
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advisory body as a better way to meet provincial postsecondary needs?

In 1982. Paul Axelrod published Scholars and Dollars: Politics,Economics cuid the
Universitiesof Ontario 1945-1980. Axelrod relies on the histoncal record. not as an end in

itself, but rather as hie1 for his analysis of the relationship of univenities to society within a
contextual approach to a study of the political economy of higher education in Ontario and an
analysis of the province's postsecondary political culnire. This research follows in the tradition
of the Marxist or neo-Marxist critique, and the ensuing analysis focuses heavily on the

instrumental nature of the university-governrnent relationship to state economic objectives.
When iooking for a provinciaiiy-comparative context in which to situate this thesis,
one fin& a smaller body of related research, comparative and otherwise. Research projects

undenaken by the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada have from time to t h e
contributed insights into the nature of university-govemment relations from a national
perspective. For example, in 1974. a report to the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada, entitled Planning for Planning

-

Relationrhips between Universities and

Govenvnents: Guidelines to Process, undertaken by Bernard Trotter and A. W.R. Carrothers.
captured the strengths and weaknesses of structures for facilitating university-governrnent

relations throughout Canada in the early 1970s. This report also proposed roles and
responsibilities for universities, the univeaity collectivity, intermediary bodies, and
governments to facilitate and coordinate short, medium and long-term planning.

In an aaaiytical snapshot of pst-secondary education in Canada, Peter M. Leslie's
report to the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC), Canndian

8.

J. Porter, B. BIishen et al for the Cornmittee of Pfesidents of Universities of Ontario, Towards 2000: The Future
of Posz-Secondary Education in Ontario. Toronto: McCleHand and Stewart. 197 1, p. 170.

Universities 1980 and Beyond, provides a pan-Canadian comparative look at univenities.

coordinating sa~chiresand policies as they relate to financing and excellence. Although some
of the analysis. bas& as it was on the assumption of emoiment decline, is now dated. in view
of the recent closure of the Ontario Council on University Anairs, Leslie's work was prophetic
in observing that:
The am's length relationship which the governrnent sought to guaraotee, fmt
through formula fmancing and subsequently through establishing the Ontario
Council on University Anairs as a butfer between the state and the universities.
is an uncertain one. Political pressures...=y make such a relationship dificuit
to sustain?
Aspects of Leslie's analysis verge on advocacy of institutional autonomy. While recognizing
the need for a provincial role in the development and structure of a university system in each

province, Leslie advocated a permissive stance for provincial govemments, vis-à-vis
universities "that [would] support, not resuict, the development of the universities...and
respect the importance of university autonomy regarding the internai disposition of fun& and

the development of academic pr~gramming."'~

In 1982, William M. Sibley addressed a conference of 400 individuals broadly
representative of the national education community, sponsored by the Council of Ministers of
Education, Canada, on the subject of the role of the intermediary body in Canadian
postsecondary education." Sibley described in detail the nature, role and powen of various

provincial intermediary bodies in place in Canadian provinces at that time - most of which no

9.

Peter M. Leslie. Canadian Universities 1980 and B e y o d Enrolment, Structural Change and Finonce, Ottawa:
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, September 1980, pp. 90-9 1.

10.

lbid.. pp. 372-373.
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W.M. Sibley, 'The RoIe of Interrnediary Bodies in Postsecondary Education", Postsecondary Educafion Issues
in the 1980's: Proceedings of the CMEC Conference on Postsecondcrry Edircution, Toronto,October 19-22.
1982,Toronto: Council of Mùusters of Education, Canada, 1983.
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longer exist. Sibley, at that time with the Saskatchewan Univeaities Conunission. provides
a particularly insightfd analysis of the factors determinhg the degree of influence that
intemediary bodies have on govemment and the univenities. He concludes that differences
in the formai statu and powen of the various provincial intermediaries are less significant in
explaining their e=cacy than the nature of the political and historical culture and the
prevailing economic conditions in which they are operating.12 Quoting Robea Berdahl, Sibley
observes that an intennediary's relationship with the govemment and the univeaities cm be
described as one of "equal and opposite unpopularity"" which is likeiy to worsen in
"straitened economic circumsta~ces,"'~perhaps explainhg why a nurnber of provinces
subsequently abolished their intermediary structures. Sibley concludes

hg-range

planning. which he characterized as "the most general intractable problem which
intemediaries...face'*I5 is made even more dificult due to the uncertainty inherent in
anticipating future manpower needs. provincial economic circurnstances and society's future
needs.16 In an environment fraught with uncertainty, Sibley warns that intermediaries may
forestall govemment intervention in matten of univenity development but they by no means

cm completely prevent it should govemment become convinced that univenities are not
taking the "hard but necessary de ci si on^"'^ needed to demonstrate responsible stewardship in
the use of public fun&.

12.

13.

Ibid., pp. 147 and 149.
Ibid., p. 149.

14.

Ibid

15.

Ibid., p. 156.

16-

Ibid, pp. 157- 158.

17.

Ibid, p. 149.
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Sibley's discussion of interrnediary bodies struck two scholars of higher education in
British Columbia as incornpiete. provoking them. in 1985. to undertake a more detailed
analysis of their own, focusing on the value of intermediary bodies to govemment and
universities. The resulting cornparison of govermnent-univenity relations in Alberta (which

had abolished its intermediary body in 1972)- and British Columbia (which at that time had
had an intermediaxy body since 1974). was undertaken by Lee Southem and J o b D. Dennison.
Their findings suggested that while an intermediary body could potentiaily hinction as an
instrument of rational system planning and coordination in the univenity sector independent
of political motivation, in practice, politicai and fiscal factors were perceived to have bad more

impact on system govemance and university-govemment relations than did the existence of

an intermediary body or lack thereof."

In addition to the scholariy liteiature about system coordination and planning in other
Canadian jurisdictions, one fin& a variety of provincially-focused reports, such as resulted
from the 1961 Royal Commission of h q u j r on Education in Quebec, chaired by Msgr.
Alphonse Parent, and the New Brunswick Royal Commission on Higher Education of 1961.
chaired by John Deutsch of Queen's University in Kingston. The fornier recommended a
greater role in centrai planning and coordination for a decenuaüzed institutional delivery
system, and the latter recommended p a t e r institutional cen&ation.l9

While each province

has, at various points in time, undertaken a review of its postsecondary policy framework and
its relationship with its universities, the debate amund univenity-governent relations and

18.

Lee Southem and John D.Dennison. "Govemment-University Relations: IMB or No IMB? A Comparative
View of Aiberta and British Columbia," Thc CcvladianJournal of Higher Education. Vol. XV-2, 1985, p. 87.

19.

See David M. Cameron, More Than an Accrdemic Qucsn'an.., op ci!., pp. 105-1 16 for an ovemiew of these
reports and two others undertaken in British Columbia and Rince Edward Island within the same tirne period.

system development in Ontario did not appear to be influenced by such reviews to a noticeable
degree. Ontario policy maken and opinion leaders appeared more inciined over the years to

look to developments in the United Kingdom and in Arnerican state university systems such
as California and New York for inspiration. It was only during the 1990s, as a result of the

Ontario Council on University Affairs' participation in a debate on system restructuring and
a subsequent review of the allocation of public resources to the university sector. that
university-governent relations in Ontario were deliberately placed in a broader context that
included ment developments in the United ECingdom, A m W a and Amencan state university
systems as weii a s initiatives that were occurring in other Canadian provinces such as
~lberta,~'British C~lurnbia,~'Manitoba,"

New ~ n i n s w i c k , ~Nova Scotia,"

and

Saskatchewan?
With the L99 1 publication of More Zhan an Acudemic Question: Universities,

Government and Pubic Policy in Canada, David M. Cameron provided a unique and wideranging examination of the relationship beo~eenCanada's universities and the federal as well

as provincial govemments, focusing primarily on the period 1945 to 1990. Both historical and
contextual in nature, Cameron's work is the fmt of its khd to review a wide range of national

20.

Alberta, Department of Advanced Education and Career Development. New Directionsfor Adult Leaming in
Alberta October 19%.

2 1.

British Columbia, Chrting a New Course: A Strategic Planfor the Future of British Columbia's College.
Imtitute, and Agency S y s m Ministry of Education, Skills and Training, 1995.

22.

Manitoba, Posr-secondury Education in Manitoba: Doing Things Differently,Report of the University
Education Review Commission, December t 993.

23.

New Brunswick. To Live and barn: Thc Challenge of Education and Training, Report of the Commission on
Excellence in Education, January 1993.

24-

Nova Scotia Council on Higher Education, Crincal Choices: The Nova Scotia University System or a
C r o s s r d Green Paper on Higher Education, October 1994.

25.

Saskatchewan, h k i n g at Saskatchewan Universities:P r o g r m . Govemnce. and Goals. Report of the
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and provincial commissions during that period, linking them to issues of national and

provincial significance such as system-planning, institutional govemance structures,
unionization, and institutional management. This work provides contextual overview and
analytical insight into the nature of the national - provincial interplay of issues affecting
university development Canada-wide. By comparing and contrasting the development of
Canada' s provincialiy based university systems, Cameron' s work provides a unique synthesis
of the local and national nature of univenity-goverment relations across Canada.
Building on the foundation of Ontario and Canadian-based research to the 1980s, Glen
A. Jones and Michael L. Skolnik have produced a great deal of the descriptive. analytical and

policy-relevant research on the development of higher education in Ontario in recent years.
Much of their latest scholarship touches directly or indirectiy upon the development of
relations between the universities and govenunent and university coordination and planning.
Both have noted that since the 1960s there have been a series of unheeded, although repeated
cails for greater system coordination in ~ n t a r i oBoth
. ~ have provided insights into the nature

of university-government relations, noting the existence of a public monopoly over the
granting of university degrees. explainhg the high degree of uniformity across Canada with
respect to institutional quality, hinction and fields of study as a response to the need to meet
public expectations for equaiity of access to a widely dispersed population and to assuage
regiond political aspirations? and arguing that provincial and institutional promotion of

26.

27.

Michael L Skoinik. "Diversity in Higher Education: The Canadian Case", November 1986. p. 19, (a siightly
condensed version of this paper appeared in Higher Education in Europe. Vol. Xi,No. 2, 1986). pp. 19-32, and
Glen A. Jones, "Modest modifications and structurai stability: higher education in Ontario," H i g k r Education.
No. 21, 1991. p. 579.
Michael L.Skohk, "Diversity in Higher Education...,op cit.. p. 17.
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uniformity results fiom the sharing or irnitating of best practices among jurisdictions as well
as a desire for parity among institutions in ternis of financing and ~ a t m e n tAt
. ~the same
tirne, their research has reveaied significant programmatic diversity which they attribute to the
institutions' high level of autonomy.

In the context of a review of postsecondary diversity in Canada, Skolnik has
documented institutional and political resistance to institutional differentiation. a core tenet
of system coordination. and identified a number of factors which, in his view, mitigated
against deliberate univenity stratification:
Chief among these is that the most persuasive arguments for divenity are
social and educationd. not financial. Stratification would produce significant
economies only if it were used to camouflage reductions in accessibility, and
al1 three political parties have corne out against reductions in accessibility. if
the social and educational arguments faii to persuade. then the political
arguments against stratification are likely to prevai~.'~

While many jurisdictions intemationally undenvent significant structural change. Jones

observes that it has been the practice in Ontario for government to pursue university-related
policies that resist change, or punue it in rnodest forms, within an overall policy of treating
ali institutions equally, as evidenced by a lack of a province-wide institutional classification

systerns and littie legal differentiation of institutional powed" Jones argues that the lirnited
role played by the federal govemment in higher education policy, a phenornenon he t e m "soft

federalism," has also contributed to provincial university system stability.

In a 1992study entitled "Govemments, Governance. and Canadian Universities," Jones
28.

Glen A. Jones, "DiversityWithin a Decentralized Higher Mucation System: The Case of Canada", 7ïze
Mockers and Mmked: Comparative Perspectives of D@erenrion'on, Convergence and Diversity in Higher
Education, V.L. Meek et al (Eds.). Oxford: Pergamon Ress, 19%. pp. 84-87.

29.

Michael L.Skolnik, "Diversity in Higher Education..."op. cir.. p. 20.

30.

Glen A. Jones, "Modest modifications and structurai stability..., op ci!.. p. 579.
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brings together what he views as the elements of a "Canadian" approach to the relationships
between universities and govemments: 1) sol3 federalism; 2) binary structure consisting of
degree and nondegree sectors; 3) secular univenities; 4) public monopoly over the authonty
to gant degrees: 5) limited cornpetition among universities; 6) high level of institutional

-

autonomy; 7) managerialism at the margins most public funding is ailocated to universities

as an unconditional block of fun& with coordination and planning in specific policy areas
achieved through regdation, typically of new program funding, and targeted or strategic
hnding to stimulate particular activities; 8) exclusive sector policy networks typically
dorninated by the responsible government department, the intermediary body (where it exists)

and representatives of univenity, facuity and student interests; 9) bicameralism and
decentralized, participatory governance.3' While pointing to the existence of very important
differences between provinces, Jones argues that "it is the combination of these nine factors
which make the Canadian 'approach' un~sual."~*
In a series of research papers undertaken in the 1990s, Skolnik examined governmentfinance" and structures for
university relations from the perspective of ac~ountability,~~
coordination and planning (with Glen A. one es)? A persistent theme throughout this research
is the challenge to govemment-univenity relations posed by the high degree of institutional

3 1.

Glen A. Jones, "Governments,Govemance. and Canadian Universities" Higtter Education: Handbook of
Theory and Research, J.C. Smart (Ed,),Vol. XI, New Yodc Agathon Press, 1996. pp. 361-366.

33.

Michael L-Skoinik, "University Accountability in Ontario in the Nineties: 1s There a Role for a Provincial
Agency?." Ontario lounurl of Higher Education, Toronto: Higher Education Group. OISE, 1994.
Michael L. Skolnik, "Upsetting the Balance: The Debate on Proposais for Radically Altering the Relationship
between Universities and Govemment in Ontario," mimeograph,May 24, 1995.
Michael L. SkoW and Glen A. Jones, "A Comparative Anatysis of Anangemena for State Coordination of
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1992.

34.

35.
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autonomy enjoyed by ûntaxio universities. which Skolnik argues 1s "perhaps the most striking
feature of Ontario universities" when ''viewed in an international conte~t".~
In late 1996,just
prior to the release of the most ment postsecondary policy review undertaken at the behest
of the Ontario government, Skolnik argued that "drift" appears to be the sttategy underpinning

most postsecondary policy in Ontario, and that left to their own devices in a deregulated
environment, without a conscious vision or pian of how the system could be rnost eficientiy
and effectively steered toward sociaiiy beneficial results, institutions becorne even more

similar in t e m of standards, functions and aspirations. Skolnik concludes that Ontario is
currently "using an elitist mode1 to deliver mass higher education"" and that the "financial

difficuity, if not impossibility. of maintaining such an expensive univeaity system model
provides incentive to modifj it?' While recognizing that "there will always be a proper role
for a good measure of drift in fonnulating higher education p ~ l i c y he
" ~suggests
~
that there

may be "a heaithier balance to be obtained between drift and design.'"
Building upon the work of Manin Trow. which analyzes the challenges faced by
universities and govemments in making the transition from elite to mass to universai
accessibility to higher education, Bernard J. Shapiro, former Ontario Deputy Minister
responsible for universities, former Council of Ontario Universities visiting scholar 19931994, and now Rincipal of McGiU University. has contributed to the debate on how Ontario

can best meet the challenges of mass accessibility in the context of consuained public
36.

Michael L. Skolnik, "Upsetting the Balance...", op cit., p. 30.

37.
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finances. Noting that demand for univeaity access continues to increase based on the belief
that the economic development of society is positively affected by such expansion and that
university certification

fosters upward social mobility, Shapiro argues that policies enhancing

differentiation are essential to effective management of the "second-s tage massification"

which Ontario is experiencing. Arguing that stage-one massification. characterized by
differentiation of institutional types. is eventuaiiy undermined by, among other things, mission
overioad and ovedap, Shapiro suggests that stage two massification requires an emphasis on
differentiation not between institutional types but within institutions? However. he notes that
the ultimate challenge is how to manage the "pst-rnass" age when "there is no sign that the
expansion of higher education is ending or that anyone is in control of the devel~prneat.'*~

In the next section, research that extends beyond the provincial and Canadian context
will be briefly reviewed.

1.5

The Broader Research Context
Within the domain of planning broadly consutmi, a substantial portion of the literature

is devoted to the why's and how's of institutional planning of a strategic, financial and
academic nature? Of direct relevance to this thesis is the subset of the planning literature

devoted to system coordination and planning.

4 1.

42.
43.

Bernard J. Shapiro. "Mas Higher Education: Problems and Challenges", unpublished, Septernber 1993, p. 10.
This work was subsequently reworked with the assistance of Harold T. Shapiro, Resident of Princeton
University and published by the Council of Ontario Universities in 1994 under the ticIe Higher Ehhcation: Som
Problems and Challenges in a Chonging Worià
fbid., p. 30.
For example, refer to the jounial Planningfor Higher Education pubtished by The Society for College and
University Planning, the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan-

Scholarly research on system coordination and planning appears to be dominated by
case studies of cumnt practices in the United States where fomal structures for coordination

and planning are widespread, and the sharing of %est practices" research is encouraged. The
study and analysis of higher education systems and the variety of arrangements and

administrative mechanisms for funding, coordination and planning is emphasized. Within this
body of literature. one fin& conceptual research focusing on the univenity-govemment
interface. The works of Eric ~ s h b yRobert
,~
O. ~erdahl~',
Burton Clark and Lyman Glennp
are representative of this vein of seholady research. The more analytical, as opposed to what
1 wouid characterize as practical or applied research. is fnquentiy situated in a comparative

or case study context of Amencan States or international jurisdictions. But. as mentioned at
the outset. the b u k of the system-coordination and planning literature is concemed with the

"how to" administrative arrangements facilitahg state interaction with universities as typified
by the work of D. Kent Halstead, Statewi.dePlanning in Higher EducationSnJohn D. Millet's.

Conflict in Higher Education", Aims C. McGuinness. Jr.3 Recent State Higher Education
S u e s and Trend$ Nt Coordimn'onMd ~ovem4nce."~
and his State Postsecondary Education

44.

See Eric Ashby, Universities: British, Indicui. Aficun, Cambridge. Mass.:Harvard University Press, 1966.

45.

See Robert O. Berdahi. Statewidc Coordination of Highcr Education. Washington: American Council on Higher
Education, 1971.

46-

See Lyman A. Glenny, Autonomy of Public Collegex The Challenge of CoordUttltion, New York: McGraw-

Hiii, 1959.
47.

See Kent D. Haistead, Statewidc Planning in Higher Educution, Washington: U.S.Govemment Printing Office,
1974.

48.

See John D.Millett. Conflict in Higher Eüucation: Sate Govemtnenr Coordination Versus Institutional
Independence, San Francisco: lossey-Bass, 1984.

49.

See Aims CI McGuinness, Jr., 7'he Search for More Efective Srare Policy Leadership in Higher Edùcation:
Recent Stare Higher E;dw:ation Sncdjes anà Trendr in Coordination und Govenuutce, Denver. Education
Commission of the States. 1986.

Structures: Handbook, 1988." Scholarly joumds in particular, abound with articles on the

"'how to" of approaches to state-wide coordination and planning. Rototypicai examples of this
genre of the literatucc are G.Eaton, J. Miyares, and R. Robertson's article "Statewide Planning

During Declining State Support"";

and L. Fisher's article "State Legislahires and the

Autonomy of Colleges and ~niversities."'~
Generaüy speaking, much of the literature reflects a profoundiy unquestioning
acceptance of statewide coordination as a positive indicator of efficient and effective state
policy-making processes, university performance and use of limited state resources. A review
of the litera~redoes, however, reveal critics of centrai coordination and conaol. A 1976 report
of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching argued

that

centralization

ultimately costs more and could not be shown to have improved policies and practices, except
where "careful advance academic planning for higher education as a whole'"' had k e n
undertaken. Other concerns expressed in relation to centralized coordination and planning
include loss of autonomy, increased bureaucratization. duplicative review processes, and
reduced institutionai efficiency and adaptability. H.D. Graham argues that consolidated
governing boards tend to thwart cornpetition and destroy institutional diversityY It is
noteworthy that much of this line of argument is generated by university faculty and
50.
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admiriistraton. Not surprisingly. therefore, J. Fredericks Voikwein's research revealed that
notwithstanding a number of detractors from state controls, the "literature on this topic does
not include a great deal of andytical data..and most literature on the topic is based on

informed opinion rather than research"" I. Fredericks Voikwein's own empincal research in
the area of state financiai control found that aithough there was "Little evidence that freedom

from the burdens of state control encourages individual campuses to reduce administrative
overhead" there was evidence which suggested that "[u]niversities which are less tightiy
controlied by their state governments also tend to be less dependent upon state appropriations"
and that institutions demonstrated more effective cost management under conditions of

deregulati~n.~
In addition. he found that 'Those campuses which are encumbered by elaborate
fiscal and personnel controis by their state oficials are less likely to develop alternative

sources of revenue. or do so less effectively.""

The work of J-C. Hearn and C.P.Grisw~ld~
"State-Level Centraikation and Policy
Innovation in U.S.Postsecondary Educati~n."~~
represents a smaii body of empincaiiy-based
assessments of the merits of the trend toward greater statewide coordination in its various
forms in the United States. Their research. which tests the relationship between policy
innovation and degree of centralization amoag States with state agencies of govemance or
coordination, revealed that both consolidated governing boards and statewide coordinathg

55.

J. Fredencks Volkwein, "State Financial Conml ofPublic Universities and its Relationship to Campus
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boards were positively associated wirh academic innovation and that there was no evidence
that the nature of the structures themselves made any rnateriai difference in the degree of

innovation observed. They dso found that governance arrangements "showed no relationship

This type of research is beginning
with innovations in financing postsecondary atten~iance."~~
to provide an empiricaliy-based component to the literature.
In conclusion. it is not aitogether surpnsing bat much of the research on system
coordinaiion and planning is impressionistic rather than empincai in nature, since the
comparative and case study genre is not generated solely by professional academics. hblic
policy practitioners provide a useful service to their fellow practitioners in other jurisdictions
by sharing their state-specif'icexperiences. Much of this type of research assumes that system

coordination and planning provides optimal outcomes for the state, so such research focuses
on the refmement of structures. policies and regdations to maximize the effective use of state
resources and achievement of state objectives.
There is a body of non-North Amencan international Iiteraîtue pertainiag to university
system coordination and planning and univenity-state relations, that is both jurisdictionaily

specific and comparative. Although some research conceming developments in the United
Kingdom and Australia are referenced in the ensuing text, this body of literature, while

illumhating in a compmitive context. is less relevant to the research at hancl, and therefore.
is not reviewed here.
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1.6

The Contribution of thi.c Research to the Literature
This research marks the f i t attempt to chronicle and explain the history of system-

level coordination and planning of Ontario universities From 1945 through 1996 by analyzing
the development of and response to the recommendations of commissions, reports and task

forces. It is also the fmt attempt to examine the role of the Academic Advisory Committee of
the Ontario Council on University AffairS in academic program coordination and planning as
weli as this Cornmittee's relationship to the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies. Its findings
will be of particular interest to public poiicy makers and observes in Ontario and other

Canadianjurisdictions contemplating system-level coordination and planning initiatives in the

university sector. It provides an Ontario case study on which to base futtire research
undertaken in a national and international, comparative context. It aiso provides a foundation

for a series of detailed case studies of specific coordination and planning initiatives, including
those related to credit transferability. French language academic programming, and research

policy.

Chapter 2:

2.1

The Nature of University-GovertmentRelations

The Importance of Universities to Ontario Society
An act of incorporation exists for each Ontario univeaity. which provides legislative

authorizaîion for them to grant, in most cases, any and dl degreesMUniversity acts typically
set out the institutions as pnvate corporations. identify the objects of the university, powen
of the university, composition of the Board of Govemon and its role and powen, composition
and role of Senate. role and powers of the Chancellor, President, and Vice-Chancellor, and

identify the fmanciai and other reporthg requirements of the Lieutenant Govemor in Council.
Universities consider their primaiy functions to be teaching, research and community
service. Within the individual acts of the Ontario legislature that Iegally charter each
univeaity, these roles are typicaily descnbed as the pursuit of learning through scholarship,
teaching and research within a spint of fiee enquiry and expression, the advancement of
leamhg and dissemination of knowledge. the intellectual, spirinial, moral, social and physicai
development of the university's members and students, and the bettement of society.

In addition. the acts of some universities, such as that of the Univenity of Ottawa,
speciS, a unique mandate for the institution: e.g. 'To further bilinguaiism and biculturalisrn
and to preserve and develop French culture in Ontario." Other institutions have developed
institutional mission statements that reflect a particular institutional orientation distinguishing

them From other univenities. For example, Lakehead University has adopted a regional
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mandate that it be "a univeaity in and for the North." [emphasis provided16'This mandate is
reflected in its program ofienngs and research programs such as those related to the pulp and
papa industry and native affairs.
Within the Ontario university sector. acadernic program mix often reflecrs particular

roles that have k e n reinforced by histonc program strengths or mandates and by provincial
legislation and funding policies which emphasize the prevention of program duplication. For
example. the University of Guelph has a particular mandate arising h m its unique agriculturai
and veterinary program offerings - a legacy of its parent institutions, the Ontario Agricultural

College and Expenmentai F m , and the Ontario Vetennary Coliege.
Financiai incentives within the provincial operating grant system have also influenced
institutional role. Since 1981-82. Trent University has voluntarily opted to focus on program
offenngs at the undergraduate level in Arts and Science, divesting itself of single-discipline
graduate programs. In recognition of the additional costs this role differentiationentails, Trent
University receives an annuai grant from the Ministry of Education and Training totailing
$1.346 miiiion in 1996.

While one can point to differentiated institutional roles within the Ontario university
sector, it is critical to note that the Ontario universities' roles and missions, as distinct from
their range of programs, are largely selfdefineci. Relative to other publicly hinded univeaity

sectors of comparable size and public cost, Ontario universities are highly autonomous.
Universities are recognized as institutions that play an important role in the economic,
social, technological and culturai development of the province and the country. For this reason
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they are fiurded to a significant degree from the public pune. in 1995-96. the government of

Ontario provided S 1.5 billion in public assistance to university-level institutions in the
province. This hinding constitutes on average 70% of the sector's operating income.
The perceived importance of universities to provincial prosperity was recognized in
Ontario ai the tum of the twentieth century as iliustrated by a passage from the 1906 Ontario
Royal Commission on the University of Toronto, wherein it was staied:
a liberal policy in deaiing with higher education is dictated by sound
statesmanship and an intefigent outlook The modem conception of univenity
training imposes new and serious burdens, but these burdens are cheemilly
assumed in every progressive country. It is felt that both intellectual and
material advancement are intimately associated with the most thorough and
complete instruction. especiaiiy in a new and growing community. If we are to
heed the lessons of the past, neglect of these necessary measures would
certainly entai1 a lower standard of national efficiency?
Following World War I, education, provided by the State if necessary, was deemed essential

for future prosperity. The 1920. Ontario Royal Commission on University Finances,
underscored the State's responsibiliv for educationai accessibility:
Education is not oniy intimately bound up with social and industriai
reconstruction. but. in a deep sense, is the most important and enduring side of
post-war poiicy. Upon the entent to which a country develops and uses the
innate abilities of its citizens, its future, prosperity and permanence depend.
The value of education to the nation has been reaiized afresh in these later
days. This value is so great that it is the obligation of the State to provide full
educational facilities for aii its people. Only so can the healthy existence and
contuiued progress of the State be maintained."
It was argued that the benefits of investing in education would accrue in terms of national
prosperity:
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Education, appiied to industry. commerce and the development of the naturai
resources of the country, promotes industrial effciency, commercial growth
and the increase of material wealth. ...National wealth and industry are dirrctly
related to education and must becorne more and more dependent upon it as
civilkation advances?
Acceptance of state financing of public education in Ontario was fvmly rwted in the view that
access to education was a public good and in the public interest.

Ontario's ongoing recognition of the importance of univenities was most recently
documented in 1996 by the Advisory Panel on Postsecondary Education, which stated:
Throughout the history of postsecondary education in Ontario, the importance
of higher education to the development of society and to economic prosperity
has been recognized. Today, in the midst of global economic, social and
political change, a strong and vibrant postsecondary education sector is more
important than ever. In this sotdied information age, support for knowledge
generation in our society, preparation of knowledge worken for our economy,
and support for lifelong leamhg and innovative research in our institutions are
key to our collective biture?
Public recognition of the importance of universities to Ontario society is an issue on which

there is broad political consensus of long standing. At the same time, following the second
World War, when govemments began to finance universities on a large scaie, concerns
developed around the ways in which higher education policy could provide for the desired
degree of institutional and programmatic expansion, and ensure sound institutional
management and expenditure of public funds. Publicly fmanced expansion of the nurnber and
scope of universities led to an increasing role for governent in univenity affairs and there

have been continued caiis for the development of policies and structures promoting
coordinated and planneci developments among Ontario universities. Both increased collective
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autonomy and increased government regdation have k e n advocated over the y e m .
Intermediary, "buffei' agencies evolved and various policies and mechanisrns were put in

place. Yet, reductions to institutional autonomy implicit in both approaches have been largely
resisted and consecutive govemments have repeatedly resorted to attempting to influence
univenity behaviour through financial incentives and disincentives. While the balance
between centrai coordination and institutional autonomy smick in the 1960s era of institutional
expansion has not changed signifi~cantly.the Ontario government and the provincially assisted
universities appear to have b e n engaged in an ongoing search for higher education structures
and policies chat would strike a different balance between govemment direction and

institutional discretion in the publicly financed development of an Ontario univenity system.

2.2

The Nature of University Autonomy
University autonomy is usuaiiy defined as the power of universities to govem

themselves without extemal controls. It is frequently regarded as a precondition of vigorous
univenities and essentid in a democratic society. The literature suggests that univenity
autonomy exists because society beiieves that it benefits from it. As Hare argued:
Academic freedom is part of the general freedom of liberal democratic
societies...The proof that acadernic freedom is a desirable end is empirical. The
best universities - those that pursue and spread their leaming most effectively seem to be those thaî govem themselves...the practical case for freedom is that
free universities are better than servile univenities, and hence they serve the
public i n t e r e ~ t . ~ ~

The autonomous ideal has roots in the mediaeval universities' teaching guilds. Guild
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memben placed a high value on intellectual freedom. protecting ir as best they couid by
practising self-governance within the guild and obtaining exemptions from stricttues of state
and church. The Noah Amencan definition of university autonomy. which was heavily

influenced by the example of the nineteenth century German university's emphasis on the
research functions of the univenity and the resultant need for Lehrfreiheit (a narrow fom of
academic freedom). is usually attributed to Justice Felix Frankfurter of the U.S.Supreme
Court who cast university autonomy in terms of "the four essential freedoms of a univenity to determine for itselfon academic grounds who may teach. what may be taught, how it should
be taught and who may be admitted to st~dy."~'

In the Canadian context. the Association of Universities and Colieges of Canada have
descnbed the powen and duties associated with university autonomy as follows:
to select and appoint faculty and staff: to select and admit and discipline students;
to set and control curriculum; to establish organizational arrangements for the
carrying out of academic work; to create programs and to direct resources to them;
to certiQ completion of a program of study and gant degrees."
Some scholars, such as Eric Ashby, have specifically cited the ability to undertake intemal
financial management unfettered by extemal conuol as an additional characteristic of
autonomous universities. His description of university autonorny is three-fold:

L.

The freedom to select staff and students and to deterrnine the conditions under which they
remain in the university;
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3.

The freedom to allocate available hinds across categories of expenditures?

Former Ontario university president, Claude T. Bissel1 also subscribed to a view of
institutional autonomy that explicitly included unfettered internai fiscal management
flexibility:
1 would suggest that there are three basic freedoms: the fieedom to determine who
shdl be taught, the freedom to detexmine what shall be taught. and the freedorn to

determine who shail teach. I shaii add a fourth. although it is impiied in the f i t
three: the freedom to distribute its financial resources as it sees fit, 1 am not
suggesting that these are absolute freedoms, in the sense that the universities should
refuse to discuss any of these matters with outside bodies. I am simply saying that
the University must never abdicate its right to make the fmal decisions in any of these
areas. For abdication in one means abdication in ail."
Why should universities, particularly universities that are almost entirely publicly funded.
be entitled to such a significant arnount of autonomy? The answer lies in the need for

intellectual freedom within the univenity in order for it to hilfill its fundamental functions
related to the search for new knowledge and its subsequent transmission to future generations.
Academic freedom enables university faculty to search out new knowledge regardless of how
unique or controveniai, and to transmit this knowledge without fear of reprisal from acadernic.
political, ecclesiastic or govemmental authorities.
Cowan notes that the concepts of academic freedom in Canada owe much to the

watershed joint AAUWAAC declaration of 1940 in the United Staies which set out "the four
pillars of acadernic freedom" as follows:
1. The nght to teach without adherence to any prescribed doctrine (provided that one dealt
with the subject matter in the Senate-approved course outline);
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2.

The nght to research without reference to prescribed doctrine:

3.

The right to publish the results of one's research, and;

4.

The nght to speak extramually, which includes the right to cnticize the govemrnent of
the day or the administration of one's instit~tion.'~
British scholars have also contributed to the Canadian understanding of academic

freedom. Sir Keith Murray described the name of the freedom that univenities claimed to be
hindamental to their success as "freedom of thought." This, he argues. requires three ancillary
freedoms:
The fmt of these is &dom to make their own appointrnents to teaching posts. suice
otherwise political orthodoxy might become a condition of academic advancement
and the pursuit of tnith might be distorted. The second is freedom nom extemal
control over what is taught, which means freedom from interference in teaching,
examinations and the award of degrees. The third is freedom from extemal control
over admissions, so that the universities can select those rnost capable of benefit
from their courses. without regard to creed or c o l ~ u r . ~
The Canadian Association of University Teachers' (CAUT) statement on academic
freedom declares:
The cornmon good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free
exposition. Academic freedom in universities is essential to both these purposes in
the teaching function of the univeaity as well as in its scholarship and research.
Academic staff s h d not be hindered or impeded in any way by the university or the
faculty association from exercising their Iegal rights as citizens, nor shail they suffer
any penalties because of the exercise of such IegaI rights. ...Academic members of
the community are entitled, regardas of prescribed doctrine, to &dom in carrying
out research and pubiishing the resuits thereof, freedom of teaching and of
discussion, freedom to criticize the university and the faculty association, and
freedom from institutional censorship. Academc &dom does not reguire neutrality
on the part of the individual. Rather, academic fixedom makes cornmitment possible.
-
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Academic fixedom carries with it the duty to use that freedom in a manner consistent
with the scholarly obligation to base research and teaching on an honest search for
kn0wledge.7~
Whiie James Perkins concluded that bbautonomyfor the univeaity surely has its suongest
case in its role as protector of intellechml freedo~n,"*'~
much of the Literanire appears to confiate
the concepts of acadernic k d o m and institutional autonomy. The Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada has charactenzed institutional autonomy as academic freedom in its

"collective f~rm".'~
Othea, such as Ken Hue, have argued that university autonomy was a
form of academic fieedom, asserting: "Academic ûeedom has two aspects, related but distinct.
There is the freedom claimed by the individuai scholar. And there is the autonomy of the
university to which he bel~ngs."'~
On the assumption that academic freedom is absolutely central to the abiiity of a

university to carry out its fundamental missions of teaching and research, while management
flexibility. the other aspect of institutional autonomy is not. some scholars have endeavoured
to distinguish the notions of institutional autonomy and acadernic freedom. As noted by the
Ontario Council on University Affairs:
Those who argue the importance of the distinction between academic freedom and
autonomy do so in the belief that it wiil help in the defence of academic f'dom. the
more important of the two concepts for universities in the fhifdment of their
mission."
'3.
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Berdahl, in particular, argues:
the cause of academic freedom will be strengthened if it is disengaged somewhat
from the question of university autonomy. Academic freedom must be f i y
defended wherever and however it is threatened; but institutional autonomy has
necessarily and legitimately k e n reduced by state actions...78
The comparative rcsearch undenaken by Ashby of British. Indian and Arnerican

universities has been particularly important in demonsuating that patterns of institutional
autonomy and academic fieedom vary significantly across jurisdictions. Ashby concludes:

There is a very strong case for asserting that [academic freedom] cannot Vary with
latitude. race. politics, or creed. ... By contmt university autonomy does not always
and everywhere assume the same patterd9
While Berdahl observed "autonomy is related to academic freedom in that the latter is more
likely to flourish in the autonomous institution,"" the research of Ashby demonstrated that the
connection was not a necessary one. Ashby's research demonstrated bat:

...academic freedom as a concept is universal and absolute. whenas autonomy is of
necessity parochial and relative, with the specific powers of govemments and
universities varying not oniy from place to place but also from tirne to
time ...emphasiz[ing] the urgency of keeping its definition relevant to changing
c~nditions.~'
Berdahl continues:
The real issue with respect to autonomy...is not whether there will be interference by
the state but rather whether the inevitable interference will be codmed to the proper
topics and expressed through a suitably sensitive rne~hanisrn.~~
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The üterature suggests that notions Vary about what the "proper topics" are. and reveals
that what is considered legitimate government intervention varies among jurisdictions. For
example. some jurisdictions, such as New York State have a state univenity system govemed
by The Regents of the University of the State of New York, which imposes significant
bureaucratie controis on its universities related to admissions, budgets, program and

institutional mission. As Dressel notes:

...there have been many private institutions which were autonomous, but which did
not extend academic freedom to the faculty and permitted little autonomy to
individuais or sub-units within the institution... By contrast, though state coordinating agencies. offices of state goveniment, and unified system boards have
increasingiy compromised the autonomy of institutions in recent years. in no
situation has this invasion of autonomy been aiso an actuai limitation on academic
freed~m.'~
One could conclude from the literature that govemment intrusion into what is considered
strictly academic matters is an unacceptable violation of univenity autonomy while reductions
in management flexibility are cornrnon and in many jurisdictions. acceptable.
As Hurtubise and Rowat observed, an extended definition of academic fieedom often
masks univenity resistance to legitimate government involvement in publicly funded

universities:
If the confusion between autonorny and [academic] freedom is great, the confusion
between autonomy as a necessary tool for protecting academic freedom and as a
convenient excuse for opposing outside control of any kind is even greater. The
problem here is that univenities often claim autonomy in order to protect areas that
are not essential to academic fnedom and should not be pmtected. Thus universities
should not daim autonomy for areas that are of vitai interest to the state and society.
Though rnany of these areas are of great acadernic signincance. most of them are not
directly related to the exercise of academic freedom."
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A number of scholars have attempted to isoiate the essential nature of academic freedom

from other freedoms ciaimed by univenities so as to better protect univenities frorn extemai
cnticism of institutional autonomy generally. To emphasize the duai nature of autonomy,
Humibise and Rowat proposed the following definition:

...the areas claimed for autonomous decision making by univenities should be
divided into two categories. One covers those areas that are essential to academic
freedom. and the other covers those areas that prudentially should belong to
univenities ... The fmt rnay be called areas of "essentiai autonomy" while for the
second we have devised the terni "prudentid auton~my"?~
For similar reasons. Berdahl also concluded that certain kinds of autonomy may be
necessary conditions for academic excellence and for safeguarding the public interest while
othen are not essential. Further to this point, Berdahi asserts that:

...a major source of current friction is that many acadernics are tying to protect too
much. and many persons in state government are trying to daim too much. A
fundamental cause of this confusion is the failure of persons on both sides to
recognize that academic freedom and university autonomy, though related, are not
synonymous and that univenity-state relations in the one area rnay quite properly
differ from those in the ~ther."'~
Berdahi's contribution to diffenntiating between autonomy related to academic freedom and
autonomy related to management flexibility has taken form in his notions of substantive and
procedural autonomy:
Substantive autonomy is the power of the university or coliege in its corporate fonn

-

to detemiine its own goals and programmes if you will. the what of academe.
Procedural autonomy is the power of the university or college in its corporate f o m

to determine the means by which its goals and programmes will be pursued - the how
of academe.*
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in view of these distinctions, Berdahl advocates an approach to state-univenity relations b&
on the following parameten:
First, ...g ovenunent in general ought to stay out of any issues which threaten to
lessen the vital academic freedom of penons undertaking teaching and research at
universities and colleges. Secondly, ...govemmenial procedural controls are probably
counter-productive and certainly irritating, but do not justify the same shrill note of
academic outrage w hich might be voiced at threats of acadernic freedorn. Finally, in
the crucial domain of substantive autonomy, the state and the universities m u t
somehow fom a constructive pamiership in which, whiie force majeure obviously
lies with the state, there are sensitive mechanisms for bnnging together state
concems with accountability and academic concems with autonomy?
2.3 Accountability

What is meant by accountability? The Canadian Association of University Teachers
observed that one of the many types of accountability inchdes "the... role of the state vis-à-vis
higher education, ... to ensure that the large sums of public rnoney involved in the r u ~ i n g
of
the universities and colleges are wisely ~ ~ e n tThat
. " ~accountability
~
involves an assessrnent

of the relationship between outcornes and resource utilization is reflected clearly in the
definition adopted by the Education Commission of the States which defines accountability

as:
a concept and process that involves setting goals for higher education, measuring
progress in relation to those goals and reporting to the people of the state, through
the responsible state agencies, the degree of attainment of educational objectives?
Governrnent expects certain results from its investment in higher education. Fleming
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recopnUes this point in his assessrnent of the nature of public accountability. Fleming States:
Government support necessarily has some kind of strings attached to it. The political
system demands that there be a public accounting for aii expendinires by public
agencies. Thus there must be a means of enstuing that huids turned over to the
universities are spent not only eficiently. but also in accordance with purposes that
the public regards as worthy of support. 9'
The complexity of the concept of accountability in the Ontario university context stems
from the Iegaily autonomous status of Ontario universities vis-&-visgovernment. From a
pmtical viewpoint. former Ontano university president, Harry M u r s observes:
Autonomy and accountability are the diversionary opening bids in a Faustian
negotiation. Accountability is the most imocuous concession that govemment can
afford to ask of autonomous institutions. if it wishes to assure that public fun& are
being spent in accordance with public priorities; it is also the most ingratiating
gesture autonomous institutions can afCord to make. if they wish to forestal1 state
intervention?
Recent research suggests that developments in univenity-govenunent relations in Canada
appear to be following the trend towards greater govemment influence over univenities that

characterizes Anglo-saxon systems of higher education." In large part this is a reflection of
a growing perception in society and govemment that universities are too autonomous and not

sufficiently responsive to changes in the fiscal, social aod political environment. Ontario's
former Deputy Minister of Education and Colleges and Universities. Bernard Shapiro. recently
noted:
What 1 am referring to by accountabiiity in a mass system of higher education is
twofold: cost effectiveness and productivity on the one hand anà, on the other hand,
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responsiveness. Of these two. 1 believe that the latter, responsiveness, is
fundamentaDy what the chief patron of higher education. the state, has in rnind?
Shapiro adds that the univenities have not demonstrated much responsiveness to "the voiced
concems of students. parents, taxpayea and others regarding access, costs. quality and value

on both the teaching and research side". Shapuo observed:

In general. the response of higher education to these concerns thus far has been some

combination of (i) denial that any problem exists, (ii) projection - the problem really
lies elsewhere - and/or (üi)paranoia (we are the objects of a witch hunt) or. beyond
these, even a hostiiity to the communities that support us."
He concluded:

This refusal to deal with the concems of others - ...an impiicit unwillingness to admit
to the need to change in some way that would be relevant to the ciramatic changes in
the world around us - is either a denial of our own history... and/or an indulgence
inappropriate in a democratic environment for a social enterprise of such substantial

proportion^.^^
At a minimum, the requirement to demonstrate responsible actions should not be
incompatible with autonomy. Bernard Trotter et al. argues that the two concepts of autonomy
and accountability are interdependent:

...accountabiIity depends upon delegation. Where there has not been delegation of
authority and ~esponsibilitythere is no place for accountability. The university has,
in Our view, been delegated certain responsibilities and asked to perform certain
functions by society. Unless it is k e e to a considerable degree to choose the way in
which it perfonns these functions it cannot be held accountable for its performance.
Thus the possibility of accountability depends directly upon the degree of
autonomy.%

It is clearly important to get the balance nght between autonomy and accountability. As
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Berdahi wams: 'Too much autonomy might lead to universities unresponsive to society; too
much accountability might destroy the necessary academic ethos"."

in Ontario, the balance is heavily tipped in favour of university autonomy. By virtue of
their incorporating acts, Ontario univenities are established as legaiiy autonomous institutions.
Their acts generally establish the goveming board or council as the corporate or legal entity
that is the university and speciQ the composition, roles. responsibilities and methods of
operation of the board where fiduciary responsibility for the univenity lies. In bicameral
goveming structures academic responsibility rests with university senates. In the context of
unicamerai govemance structures, academic and fiscaUmanagernent responsibilities are
combined.
University boards are typicaily composed of a majority of external members which the
board itsetf selects, together with alumni, municipal appointees, and appointees of federated
and aff'diated institutions as the case may be. Boards also have members representing faculty,
students. and staff. Most, but not d l , have extemal "provincial" mernben appointed by the
Lieutenant Govemor in Council (LGIC)." The President, and often the Chancellor, are aiso
members of the board? While Ontario universities are legaüy autonomous fiom govemment
they are considered "public" universities in that they they accept a sigmfkant degree of public

fùnding.
Neither the individual incorporating acts of the institutions, nor the Ministry of Colleges
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and Universities Act speciQ an accountability relationship between the govemment and the

universities, although individual university acts generally specify that the board is to submit

an annual financial statement to the Minister responsible for univeaities or to the Lieutenant
Governor in Council.
A variety of unrelated accountability mechanisms have k e n deveiopd by government

over the years, the majority of which are institutionaliy-centered, initiative or policy specific

and tied to the receipt of provincial operating and capital grants. Financial and enrolrnent
reporting requirements and policies pertaining to operating grants, tuition and ancillary fees
are outlined annually in the Ontario Operating F

d Distribution ManuuL'w Specific

reporting requirements are normally associated with strategic or targeted funding initiatives.
Mechanisms for determining program funding eligibility have evolved through cooperative
efforts between universities and govemment, though govenunent's control over the huiding
of new univeaity programs exerts a powemil influence on institutional decisions regarding
additional program offenngs. Authority over which programs receive public suppon rests
eniirely with governrnent, while primary responsibiiity for academic quality rests entirely with
the institutions, individually and coilectively. The govemment currently receives the results

of graduate program quality reviews and monitors the review process. At the undergraduate
level, govemment defen to institutional Senate assessments on program quality and no state
monitoring process is in place.lO' Current quality accountabiiity mechanisms, therefore, pertain
o d y to graduate and professionai programs. To mid- 1996, accountability for graduate program
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quality was part of the mandate of the Ontario Council on University Affairs and when it was
abolished such responsibilities reverted to the Ministry of Education and Training.

2.4 Reconciling the Interests of the State with those of Autonomous Universities

In view of the vital importance of universities to economic, social. culturd and
iechnological advances in modem society. and the substantial public investment in universities
that continues to be made by the state, how does the state balance the need to achieve specific
goals and objectives in the economic. social, culturai and technologicai realms with the needs
of univenities with respect to academic freedom and institutional autonomy? Many observers

share Berdahl's view lhat there need to be mechanisms for bringing together the perspectives
of both the state and the univenities to reconcile the divergent interests and forge a
constructive relationship built on mutual trust.

Li relation to public policy, Ron Watts argues that univenities cannot simply be treated
as instruments "by which society achieves economic competitiveness and prosperity". Neither
cm univenities take a completely autonomist view. which assumes that only by "standing

apart from the immediate concems of society. can they reaiize their full potential as centres
of leaming."'m Watts concludes that univenities and govemment must be viewed as mutually
interdependent, arguing that neither universities nor society can be isolated or independent of

each other. They must work together. The question then, is how?

The literature reveals a range of organizational approaches to university-govemment
relations ranging from no centrai coordination or regdation where individual decisions of
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autonomous institutions, based on market forces, the extemal environment and serendipity
shape the development of universities in a given jurisdiction to highiy centraiized approaches
w here, in the extreme, universities are effectively agencies of the state. The range of potential

structures, based on a compilation of the structurai alternatives identified in the literature is
illustrated below:

HlGHEST DEGREE OF INSTITUTIONAL AUTONOMY
1

1

t

No Direct Government R e w t i o n or Control
Autonomodnreguia~-faire..
Development is shaped by market forces. serendipity and institutionai decisions. A
laissez-faire stance is adopted by the state. There is no state involvement. Institutions rnay
be privatized. There is an irnplicit reliance on academic self-govemance through
professional guilds and market influences to realize the public interest.

Uncoordinated Development within a Cornpetitive Policy Framework:
Govenunent establishes a poiicy and funding framework with incentives and
disincentives that maximize cornpetition and minimize govenunent direction and
reguiation. Govemment might implement institutional legislaiion to require institutionai
differentiation or establish financial incentives and disincentives in relation to access to
public funding which institutions may choose to pursue, after which universities would
enjoy extensive autonomy.
Self-Remdation
Coordination and Planning Undertaken by a Collective Authority Exercising Collective
Autonomy:
System-level coordination and planning wouid be undertaken by the univenities
collectively in conjunaion with agreed upon state objectives. To be successful, individual
institutions would necessarily delegate a degree of authority to the collectivity, which
would require ~ ~ c i eauthority
nt
to make decisions binding on ail membes. Such a
system could be buttressed by finaucial incentives or by the potential for unspecified
govemrnent intervention shouid collective autonomy become umespmsive to mutually
agreed upon public policy objectives. Cornpetition among institutions could exist in
certain respects, but wouid be Iimited by collective regdation.
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Monitored Seif-Replation
Coordlnatioo and Planning Undertaken by a CoUective Authority Exercising
Coilective Autonomy with State Monitoring and State Sanctions for Unsatisfactory
or Non-compliance:
System-level coordination and planning would be undertaken by the univenities
collectively in conjunction with agreed upon state objectives and performance
expectations. Individuai institutions would delegate a degree of authority to the
collectivity, which would have suficient authotity to make decisions binding on al1
mernbers. Decisions about institutional perfomance would be butvesseci by specific state
fmancial sanctions shodd collective autonomy become unresponsive to mutually agreed
upon public policy objectives or fail to achieve particular objectives.
Coordination and Regdation of Universities bv Governent
Advisory Intermediary Body:
System development is influenced and shaped by the advice of an agency of government
with advisory powers (no executive authority) that consults with the universities and
advises govemment on policies related to system coordination and planning including
hinding requirements, ailocation of huids, academic program quality. development and
coordination in relation to policy objectives and societal needs. The advisory body would
also recommend on system-level financial incentives and disincentives to achieve
publicly enunciated policy objectives.

Regulatory Intermediary Body:
System development wouid be shaped by an agency of govemment with monitoring and
regulatory authority to undertake and implement comprehensive system planning and
coordination hnctions centraily, including defmition of institutional missions,
establishment of system enroiment levels. allccation of institutional funding entitlements,
authorization of institutional budgets and approval of academic prograrns. Such bodies
would be nsponsible for mediating conflicts among institutions within the system.
System-level Unitary G o v e r h g Board and Senate:
This approach is characterized by the "University of Ontario" concept. There is a single
goveming board and senate for al1 Mversities in a jurisdiction which assumes systemwide responsibility for govemance, academic quality, and coordination of the system
including the negotiation and approvai of institutional missions, enrolment levels, and
program mix.
Direct State/Politid Control
Centralized Control:
Direct micro management of ail aspects of hanciai and academic management by the
govemment rninistry responsible for universities.
1

1

HIGHEST DEGREE OF STATE CONTROL
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In practice. structures for system-level coordination and planning are typicaily more
complex than the models outlined above would suggest, they often reflect a combination of
two or more characteristics of the general ideai types and their operation is frequently affected
by financial incentives and disincentives. The approach adopted in each jurisdiction reflects

an evolving balance between institutional autonomy on the one hand and state control and
public accountability on the other.

2.5 Government Involvement in System-level Coordination and Planning

Left to their own devices and the influences of market forces. publicly funded univeaities
might arguably be less socially responsive than they are in most North Amencan jurisdictions
today. However, no one knows if this is the case because governments have generally exerted
at least a moderate degree of influence on institutional behaviour which. trends suggest, tends
to be gradually increasing. Martin Trow observed that increased govemment interest and
involvement in university development pardeiied the increase in university participation rates
which have resulted from the transfomation of univenity education from an elite service.
catering to a srnall segment of society defined in terrns of a participation rate of less than IS%
of the population. to an activity in which there is rnass participation of between L 5 and 50%
of the population, as weli as the potential for universal participation of over 50% of the
population. Trow concludes:

In every advanced society the problems of higher education are problems associated
with growth. Growth poses a variety of problems for the educational systems that
experience it and for the societies that support them...growth has its impact on every
form of activity and manifestation of higher education.[O3
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lijurisdictions like Ontario where higher education is provided by legally autonornous.
self-governing universities which in tum, are largely publicly funded, the financial pressures
univenities place on the public purse generate intense debate over how the public fun&
received are used. As public expenditures for universities increase or decrease, so increases
expectations for accountability in their use. In addition to the public investment in universities.
the university's importance to society, and in particular the perceived economic benefits of a
highly educated populace, have served to bring state govemments and higher education into

an ever closer, more complex and potentially troublesome relationship. Aims McGuuiess, of
the Education Commission of the States, observes:
Renewed recognition is being given to the centrai role that the higher education
system plays in the states' economic hiture: in the ability to amact new industry and
in the state's overall social, economic and cultural weU-king. This is fuelhg a new
sense of urgency regarding the effectiveness and responsiveness of the state's
systems for goveming and financing higher e d ~ c a t i o n . ' ~
McGuiness wanis that university-government relations are complex. and require effective,
formal structures to facilitate the resolution of inherently conflicting interests among
universities and between universities and the state:
State coordination of higher education is pertiaps the most complex baiancing act in
state govemment. Conflicting interests are the reality. State interests are not the same
as institutionai interests, and despite assertions to the contraq, state Uiterests are not
sirnply the sum of the interests of aii the institutions in the state. An effective
structure is one that draws these conflicting interests together in a way that
differences and tensions are resolved before they empt into major political
controversies.'O5
The desire for coordination and planning presupposes that institutional and system-level
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processes should be organized so as to increase the likelihood that public fùnds are used in
ways that maxirnize output from given resources and maximize the welfare of society by
ensuring an optimal match between e x p e n d i ~ e sand social preferences. Although it is
important to recognize that efficiency cannot be measured precisely in an area such as higher
education, where the output is largely intangible and the benefit is spread out over long periods

of time, Bowen defines efficiency as a relationship between the variables of cost and outcorne:

The degree of eficiency in any activity is comrnonly measured, or judged, by
comparing the resources used and the outcomes or benefits achieved. The p a t e r the
benefits with given resources, or the fewer the resoums with a v e n benefits, the
greater the efficiency. ..mheunderlying concept is that the use of resources involves
a cost and that the results should be at least cornmensurate with that cost. The cost
is in the form of sacrificed alternatives. When resoums are committed to any given
end, the cost consists of the sacrifice of the best alternative end to which the
resources might have k e n committed. ...Thus, for higher education the degree of
efficiency is judged by comparing the outcomes (at the margin) with the outcomes
that might have been reaiized if the same resources had k e n employed for other
purposes. such as persona1 consumption, health services, or national defence. To
decide whether the higher educational system should be maintained, expanded, or
contracted, one must judge whether greater outcomes could be attained by
transfemng resources into higher education or out of i d M
McGuiness's review of state initiatives in the mid-1980s reveaied that states sought to
strengthen the links between their investment in higher education and a variety of outcomes
related to: state economic development; increased differentiation among institutions and
programs according to quality and state priorities; the reduction of actual or potential
duplication of highcost-graduate and professional programs; the ability of institutions to
achieve inter-institutional cwperation; and the ability to close or merge institutions or change
institutional mission. State initiatives dso dealt with concems about the effectiveness of the
state coordinathg or goveming stmctures. In addition, structures for coordination were used
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to enable state officiais to escape intense institutional lobbying by competing institutional
interesdo7
Institutional differentiation has arisen as a particularly important aspect of state strategies
for controiIing the cos&of providing mass accessibility to higher education. One of the major
concems of system coordination and planning is identifying and achieving an optimal balance
between the functions of the universities and available resowes. Differentiation may involve
specialized institutional types such as two-year university-level colleges or research institutes:
program emphasis; modes of program delivery; and functional emphasis such as undergraduate

teaching or graduate studies. In 1984, the Bovey Commission identified five Vomis" by which
universities could be differentiated: by institutional character; sectord area (mathematical
sciences, humanities, social sciences, applied sciences etc.); by individual program; composite

method (a combination of two or more of the aforementiowd forms), and by "current pattern"
or unfettered institutional evolution "in which no categorization has been established".'" By
forcing institutions to perfom different roles and functions, and at diflerent levels of quality,
the state attempts to reduce overaii costs.

Research suggests that universities typicaily avoid differentiation. Newman's research
forced him to conclude that universities wilt not differentiate themselves in terrns of
institutional mission due to the influence of "the single pyramid of institutional prestige"
which drives aii institutions in the direction of prestige based on research output. Newman
concludes:
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Udess missions can be differentiated and multiple pyramids of prestige created the
naturai ambitions of the campus cannot become a rneans for channelling campus
entrepreneunhip into useful purposes. hstead the result is often that the
entrepreneurid drive essential for institutional quality is often diverted into
cornpetition among the institutions for prestige and resources.'"
This phenornenon has also been observed by McGuiness in his analysis of trends in state
coordination and governance:

...despite the best efforts of state coordinating and govemuig bodies, the politics and
basic incentive structures of state system seem to Iead to uniformity and encourage
institutions to aspire to a single rather than multiple definitons of excellent [sic] and
prestige. l0
System coordination and planning have been advocated a s a means to promote

institutional diveaity and differentiation. control the public costs of university education and
maintain quality while facilitaiing desired levels of accessibility. The nature of the structures
adopted to facilitate system coordination and planning directly impact on the nature and
pattern of university-government relations in a given jurisdiction.

2.6 Coordinathg Agencies as Structures for University System Coordination and

Planning
The Iiterature indicates that the statewide coordinating agency has become the most
common structure adopted by Amencan States seeking effective means of reconciling state and
university interests in a system context. McGuiness notes that system coordination is a
function distinct from that of institutional governance:
State CO-ordination is not the same as governance. Co-ordination is concemed
primarily with the state and system perspective - the framework within which
governance takes place. ...An effective CO-ordinatingmechanism is one that
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addresses thestate or system-wide issues while at the same time reinforcing effective
institutiond leadership and govemance.

"'

While system planning and coordination are often used interchangeably in the vernacular,
they have distinct objectives. Planning is "directional" in nature. It estabiishes goals and guides
action. It involves the prearrangement of policy and methods to guide work toward given
objectives and generates the action necessary to realize desired results. System planning
typically refea to the nature and extent of univeaity services in a particular junsdiction. It is
directed toward multiple activities while guiding and directing the system as a whole. The
principal value of planning is in the strategy it provides for reacting to probable and possible
hiture events and changes.

Coordination is operational in nature. Giemy defînes coordination as "the act of
regulating and combining so as to give harmonious results." Coordination interrelates and
unifies action to achieve predetermined goals. It relates parts of a system to the whole.
interrelates parts within the system. and relates the parts and the system to extemai factors.

The objectives of system coordination are widely agreed to be the prevention of additional
costs that might arise fiorn unnecessary duplication of the major functions of the institutions
and the improvement of quality and effïciency by providing focus for certain speciaiized

activities. Flowing from this, system coordination aims to ensure:

9

programmatic and institutiond diversity
educational responsiveness and innovation
establishment or closure of graduate and professional programs in response to market
needs
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stimulating improvement of undergraduate education
assurance of student and credit transfer between institutions and programs
facilitating lifelong education
determining procedures for terminating obsolete or duplicative existing programs
identiwg the appropriate division of financial contribution between the state and the
individual student.

"'

Taken together. system planning and coordination typicdy encompass the hinctions of master
planning, budgeting, program review and policy analysis.
2-6.1 M'er Phnning

System planning typicaily involves the development and publication of an action oriented
master plan with respect to the number. location. sue, and mission of the institutions within
a given jurisdiction. It also involves ongoing consideration of programmatic scope. It typically

promotes institutional differentiation. program rationalization and inter-institutional
articulation. Glenny notes that:

The characteristics which distinguish the master plan from most state surveys are the
variety of subjects studied; the volume of data collected; the depth of analyses; the
integration of programs. budgets, and building priorities to provide a unity of
purpose; the full inclusion of non-public institutions; and the means for stepby-step
implementation of the plan. with simultaneous review and revision leading to the
fulfilrnent of major goals.113
Berdahl described master planning as a complex process involving the identification of key
problems, related data collection and analysis. identification and evaluation of options and
consequences. selection of goals, and the development of an implementation strategy, a system
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for reevaluating goals and a means to achieve them on an ongoing basis.""
Master, long-range or strategic planning is undertaken in jurisdicrions with state higher
education boards (e.g. Connecticut, Georgia, nlinois, Nevada, New York and West Virginia)

and in jurisdictions with coordinating and planning commissions (e-g. Alabama, California,
Horida, Maryland, New Jersey, Tennessee and Virginia)."' The literature suggests that the
benefits of statewide planning are twofold: creating divenity among institutions and programs
while conserving public resources.

In Canada there has been little evidence of master planning, Save for in the province of
Quekc, where, consistent with the principles and plan set out by the 1963 report of the Royal
Commission of Inquiry on Education (the Parent Commission), the development of education
at ail levels in the province was modified and publicly hinded education was substantially

centralized.
2.6.2 Budgeting

Coordinating bodies involved in the budgeting fùnction typically detennine the
globaYsystem financial needs through a process of reviewing institutionai budgets and
subsequentiy recommending an appropriate level of public subvention for the university

system. Budgeting processes used to detemine the level of funding to be made available Vary
and may range from Line-by-line budgeting, to zero-based budgeting to formulait processes.

In addition, cooràinating bodies usually have the authority to allocate and distribute fun&
provided to individual institutions for operating and capital needs once overail funding levels

have been determined. This authority is generaily regarded as essential to the coordinating
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bodies' ability to implement system planning decisions. In the context of system planning,
formula funding instruments that allocate available funds among institutions also provide a
predictable base for institutional and system planning and budgeting. Where little or no systemlevel strategic planning is undertaken. the incentives and disincentives built into the formula
funding allocative mechanism may act as a surrogate for system coordination and planning.
2.6.3 Academic Program Review

Within the statewide coordinating structures, academic program review and approval is an
integral instrument of coordination. Rogram review may encompass issues of establishment of
new institutions, branch campuses or professional schools, the establishment of new programs
or courses, and the enrolment levels in. or closure of, existing programs. State coordinating
bodies with the power to review existing programs have strived to eliminate programs of
marginal quality or productivity, prevent unnecessary duplication, ensure new programmatic
needs are met, and restrict growth in high cost program areas to ensure public h d s are directed

toward maintaining and improving quality in the programs offered. State - university conflict
over program approvals can be reduced when the process is linked with a master plan that
assigns institutions' basic roles and missions. Berdahl identified a number of approaches to
program review:
The administrative procedures employed in program review differ widely and seem
to have no particular correlation with type of agency. Quite a few agencies...rely
chiefly on staff analysis...; at least one uses a standing committee of lay board
members..; several employ statewide committees composed of persons from the
institutions...; some lean heavily on outside consultan&...; a few favour a mixed
pattern, using interinstitutional committees for most judgements and outside
consultants for a few others...; and one state has a standing advisory committee whose
members are drawn from both inside and outside the state6I'..
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The criteria generally applied to programs under review include the invinsic rnerit of the

program proposal (if a new program). societal need, the qualifications and accomplishrnents of
those offering the program, the centraiity of the program CO institutional mission, and unit costs.
2.6.4

Policy Amlysis and Zntermedinry Function

Coordinating agencies typically undenake analysis of planning. budgetaq and
programmatic data, review options from the standpoint of the public interest in higher
education, and develop and transmit advice to the govemment, which if supported, will be
financed if necessary and nuned over to the agency for implementation. Successful agencies
have the respect and confidence of both the institutions and the govemment. As Berdahl notes,
"Ideaiiy, an agency would i d e n e closely enough with each side to partake of the benefits but
not so closely as to suffer the disadvantage~."~~~
However, his research suggested that few
agencies have achieved such equilibriurn and none have been able to maintain if for any period

of time.

2.7 Patterns and Structures for Coordination and Planning

The iiterature reveals some difficulty in precisely defining the various system-Ievel goveming
structures which exist in practice because they are not uniform in composition, responsibility or
function. In addition to differences in structures between jurisdictions, there are significant
differences among types of agencies within jurisdictions. Distinctions have been typicdy made
based on the specific nature of goveming and coordinathg roles, extent of powers (advisory and
regulatory), huictiond responsibilities (planning, budgeting, programrning, personnel decisions)

aod span of control (all post-secondary institutions, university transfer institutions and full
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universities, or universities only).
The literatwe identifies two widely adopted patterns of organization for coordination: the
consolidated goveming board or goveming agency. and the coordinating board or agency. In
addition, scholars have identified classification schemes including "executive appointed
agenciesTT'l""advisory boards" comothg coordinating boards without significant authonty over
programs or budgetsVii9
the division of coordinating agencies into two types: one "regulatory."
the other an "advisory co~ncil."'~~
the division of coordinating boards into three types: (1)

majority of institutional representatives and advisory powea; (2) majority public representatives

and advisory powers; (3) majority of public membea and regulatory powers in certain mas but
not goveming responsibility."' and informal or voluntary institutionally-bued systems (no forxnai
agency at aU). where States have neither a single coordinating agency created by statue nor a
voluntary association perfomiing a significant statewide coordinating function.'" One might be
tempted to label the latter pattern one of "no coordination". However, Berdahl warns against this
misleading conclusion, arguing:

in cases where no coordinating agencies (either voluntary or statutory) were set up.

normal state organs - the govemor's office, the budget office, legislative cornmittees,
the state auditor. etc. - have made decisions (usudy on an ad hoc basis) which
explicitiy or implicitly performed this fbnction. ln

1 18.
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The most fkquentiy cited ment categorization of coordination arrangements was undertaken
by Aims McGuinness for the Education Commission of the tat tes.'" This approach defines

co~lsolidatedgoverning boouds as those having legal responsibility for the ongoing govemance
of one or more sectors of postsecondary education within a state. Characteristicaily, states
adopting this approach create one board with legal goveming authority over the operation and
management of most or aïi of their public institutions. McGuiness notes that of the 19 states with
consolidated goveming board arrangements in 1988, 12 had authority over al1 public
postsecondary institutions and seven had authority over a i i 4-year public postsecondaq
institutions.

In states where there are separate boards to govern the various public systems and
instinitions. state coordinathg baards are ofien established to fuifiil coordination and ovenight
responsibilities. While state coordinating boards lack the governing boards' legai responsibility
for management and operation, they frequently have authority over the approval of new and
existing programs. a d o r institutional budgets. Such coordinating boards. w hich McGuinness
deems "suong coordinating boards", are quite powemil relative to coordinating boards with a
purely advisory mandate. Coordinathg boards established with only an advisory capacity have

no regulatory authority over program approval or budgeting mattea?

Of the 23 states with

coordinating board arrangements in 1988. McGuiness notes that eight had authonty over budgets
and program approval, one had authority over budgets only, 11 had authority over program

approval only and three had no authonty over budgets or program approval.

..,op cit.
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McGuiness noted that planning agencies,with even less power than coordinating boards,
were established in four states. McGuiness notes that planning agencies typicaily exist in states
where higher education governance is the responsibility of two or more boards. The addition

of state advisory boards in states with statewide governing boards for senior institutions was
fmt noted in the academic literahire by Millet in 1984. His research suggested that while such

advisory agencies lacked formal authonty, they appeared to be exerting significant influence

on policy decisions.

FmaLIy, McGuiness identifies four states with mixed governance arrangements which

may include agencies with responsibility for aLi levels of education. states with consoiidated
governing boards and a separate statutory coordinating agency. or other state specific
structures.

2.8 Structures for Voluntary or Mandatory Coordination

With respect to informai or voluntary systerns of coordination the literature suggests that
its attmctiveness stems fiom its potential to satisfy the legislatues' concerns for efficient and

effective use of scarce public resources whiie requiring minimum diminution of institutional
independence. Characteristics of successfd voluntary coordination appear to be seven-fold:
1)

a recognition of the need for coordination by di parties;

2)

mutual respect and trust among parties;

3) environment of confïdentiality pemlltting N14sclosure of institutionally sensitive
information;
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horizontal equity among institution^;'^^
ability to achieve unanirnity and maintain consensus;
threat of govenunent sanction or intervention if voluntary coordination is unsuccessful
or not undertaken;
use of professional research staff, independent of any institution. to collect and analyse
data and make recornmendations.'21

The disadvantages of voluntary systems of coordination have also been documented and
appear to accrue to both certain types of institutions as weil as to the public interest. These

disadvantages include:
a tendency to preserve the statu quo;

domination by the largest or oldest institutions;
tendency to operate fiom a position of self-interest resulting in inadequate representation
of the public interest in policy and decision-making and in the collection and presentaîion
of data;
ineffective coordination of large systems of institutions due to the formation of cliques
and blocs which engender mistrust and make consensus difficult to achieve;
reluctance to deai with issues deemed highiy controveaid with the possibility that issues
important fiom a system-perspective such as credit transfer among different
postsecondary sectors or issues with financiai implications may not be addressed at al1
and ignored;
unclear public accountabiiity.'=

The literature on U.S.state coordinating structures suggests that each state that has
adopted a particular smcnur for coordination and planning has done so on the assumption that
Meaning that al1 institutions are ireated equally despite differences among thern as contrasted with vertical
equity where the differenccs among institutions arc recognized and the institutions are ueated unequally but
fairly.
See Glenny, Auronomy of Public CoUeges...,op cit., pp. 246-248 and Hurtubise and Rowat, The University.
Society and Governmenr....op cit.. ,p. 85. and Berdahl, Smtewide Coordination ....,op cir., p. 3 1.
See Glenny, Autonomy of Public Colleges...,op cit., pp. 249-262 and Berdahl, Statewide Coordination .-...op
cita,p. 32.
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such a structure will best serve its political, social and economic interests. What one cmnot
conclude fiom the literanire is whether particular state coordinating structures provide better
outcomes than othea or what postsecondary secton would look like having had alternative
structures. However, the literature appean to suggest that mandatory or statutoty state
stnictwes for coordination and planning are more successful than voluntary structures in their
ability to reduce destructive cornpetition arnong institutions for state funds, and contribute
simcantly

and positively to the efficiency and effectiveness of system outcomes by exerthg

positive leadership.129
As Burton Clark noted. the structural arrangements that have facilitated system

development at one point in time. may prove too bbconstraining"at anotherl" underhning that
the specific structure itself is Iess important than the existence of some formal structure
whether voluntary or mandatory. However, some of Glenny's earliest findings. derived from

a comparative andysis of formal and voluntary agencies suggest that voluntary agencies are
less effective in serving the public interest:

in short, it seems clear that even if the voluntary systems were to make rnoderate
improvements in organization and operation. there is little hope that they could serve
the interests and needs of state-wide higher education as weU as formal coordinating
agencies. Their senrice in the interests of state-wide higher education cannot be as
effective as that of formal coordinating agencies with legally assigned powers and
responsibilities. The primary motive of participants in voluntary systems is the
welfare of individual institutions, not the system as a w h ~ l e . ' ~ '
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The literahue provides scant evidence of effective voluntary cooperation at the system level.
It is generally argued that this mode1 is unworkable as an insuunent of collective coordination
and planning because of the unwillingness of member institutions to cede suficient authority
to the coliectivity or to impose sanctions for divergent behaviour. Leslie provides an analysis
of the name of the barriers to voluntaq cooperation in the Canadian context:
Voluntary cooperation or coordination among univenities is rendered dificult by
their king in cornpetition with each other, especially as regards the introduction of
new academic programs. The older and larger institutions seek to preserve an
established position vis-a-vis other universities of like character. often in other
provinces; they are correspondingly concemed about the dispersai of financial
resources among universities within their own province. By contrast. many of the
newer universities are anxious to diversify their prograrnming and to share the field
equally with the aaditionally leading universities. They chafe at restrictions of their
fiuther development.

'"

Despite the advantages offered by mandatory coordinating structures, McGuiness notes
that, in the "no man's land between state government and the institutions," many statewide
coordinating and governing boards are constantiy subject to criticism and face proposais for
their elimination in neariy every iegislative session. Although few challenges to their existence

are successful, those challenges that are deemed of a serious nahue are frequently grounded
in the belief that the "existing board has been focusing more on detailed administrative or
intemai management affairs rather than the strategic policy issues facing the system or the

tat te".'^^ Such claims typicaiiy emanate from the institutionsconcemed. From the legislator's
perspective, mandatory coordinating boards are, as Berdahi note& vulnerable to challenge on
the grounds that they are not imposing on the institutional prerogative enough, leading
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legislatoa to describe their state's coordinating board as " avoluntary system with a fig leaf.
operating essentiaiiy to negotiate bargains among thieves."'"
Whether a mandatory or voluntary cwrdinating mechanism is adopted, Burton Clark
argues that the exercise of state-wide coordination involves more than a simple bilateral
relationship between the univeaities and govemment. His conceptual fmework views
coordination as an exercise that has political. bureaucratic, professional academic and market
influences:

m...systems involve a i i four of the

major forms specified here and ail four are
apparentiy required for effectiveness. The specid function of political coordination
is to articulate a variety of public interes&...as these are defmed by prevailing groups
within and outside of govemment. The special function of bureaucratic coordinatkm
is to compose a forma1 system out of fragmented parts and to provide fair
administration. The huiction of academic oligarchy is to protect professional selfd e . to lodge the control of academic work. including its standards, in the han& of
those pemanentiy involved and most intimately comected with it. And that special
hinction of the market is to enhance and protect freedom of choice. for personnel.
clientele. and institutions. and thereby indirectly promote system Bexibility and
adaptability.13'

Clark notes that the balance among the four elements varies widely from system to systern.
2.9 A Brief Overview of Systern-wide Coordination in Ontario, Canada and the United
States

In applying Clark's conceptuai framework to the Ontario univenity system in 1985.
Robert Berdahi concluded that Ontario's system of coordination had strong academic
participation and market components but that "what may now be needed...is a stronger coordination role on the pari of the political and bureaucratic elements of the provincial
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g~vernment."'~
Such conclusions were based on the observations of recently imposed fiscal
restraints on universities, coupled with a refusal
to gant OCUA the executive authority which would be needed to implement that
negative fiscal policy with minimum damage to quality standards in higher
education. Instead, lacking such authority, OCUA has had to rely on the ability of the
univenities through the COU to achieve voluntarily 'system rationakation' by
themselves. Inter-institutional co-operation at its best may be only panly effective
during a t h e of growth, when there is something for everyone to share; to ask that
of a univenity system on the way down...is really a pious hope, and the results in
Ontario bear witness to that fact.'"
As Berdahl notes, there is an inevitable threat to overall quaiïty standards in a system which

lacks the authority to undertake selective retrenchment during periods of fiscal constraint or
contraction because under such circurnstances the public interest is not weil served by
pretending that ail academic programs in a l l institutions are of equai value. Berdahi obsenred

with some concem:
For some reason the provincial government has k e n reluctant to delegate the
executive authonty to its coordinating board - perhaps feeling that it wanted to
honour univenity autonomy by avoiding such authority. ...[Tlhat self-denying
ordinance plus severe undeminding has combined to create a potentiaily disastrous
policy for postsecondary education.13'
Over ten years later, while U.S.state systems continue to move in the direction of
mandatory state-wide coordinating agencies, Ontario has eliminated its advisory body - the

Ontario Council on University Affairs, and a number of Canadian provinces have moved away
from the use of intennediary bodies.
Widespread use of state coordinating agencies in the United States resulted from the
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massive growth in postsecondary enrolment that began in the 1950s and continued into the

early 1970s. Berdahi's 1971 study of statewide coordination of higher education in the United
States reveaied that in 1969, only two states lacked some fom of coordinating agency and only
two othes relied on voluntary association to perfom the coordinating function. with the most
popdar i o n of system governance king manifest in the fom of the statewide coordinating

agency. During the 1970s and early 1980s, the Pace of change in statewide coordination and
control slowed. but cootinued in the direction of centralization. McGuiwss notes that by 1972.
47 states had established either consolidated goveming boards or statewide coordinating
agencies. Of the 27 coordinating boards in existence in 1988. al1 had responsibility for
postsecondary planning. and budgeting (either at the system or institutional Ievel). AU had
responsibility for new or existing program review or approval, with some jurisdictions such
as Alabama, Indiana, New Jersey, Oregon. Virginia and Washington delegating responsibility

for both the review of existing prograrns and the approval of new programs to statewide
mandatory coordinating bodies.

"'

In the Canadian context, coordinating boards have existed in most provinces at some
point in tirne; however, in contrast to the Amencan experience, their possession of broad
executive authority has k e n the exception rather than the d e . In 1997. there are four
Canadian coordinating bodies. usually referred to as intermediaxy bodies. These are the
Conseil supérieur de I'éducation in Québec, the Manitoba University Grants Commission
which is in the process of king strengthened and transfomed into the Manitoba Council on
Post-Secondary Education; and the Nova Scotia Council on Higher Education. In addition. the
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provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward lsland jointly support a regional
intermediary body, the Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission.
The Ontario Council on University Affairs, an advisory body to the Ontario Minister
responsible for universities since 1974. was abolished in mid-1996and has not been replaced.

In view of the fact thaî Ontario has had some fonn of intermediary/advisory body since 1961.
for the fmt t h e in 35 yean, Ontario universities now deal either individually, or collectively

through the Council of Ontario Universities (COU),with the state apparatus, without any

'bbuf5er".This will likely redouble the importance of the province's hinding mechanism as an
instrument of state coordination and planning and may enhance the importance of COU.
Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland, and Saskatchewan have no intermediary agency

between the universities and their respective provincial governments.
While "university system" in the U.S. literature tends to denote a degree of central
coordination by design, Peter Leslie notes that in the Canadian context this is not the case and
that "the term does not necessarily imply either conscious design or centrai control."'" As
Skolnik and Jones point out:
Some of the more hndamental differences in the coordination of higher education
between States and provinces can be atuibuted to differences in govemment
structure. The parliarnentary system emp!oyed by the Canadian provinces invoives
a series of stmcnires and a political dynamic that sharply contrasts with the American
state model.'"

In 1980, Leslie's analysis of the degree of central coordination in Ontario suggested that,
while "the identity of a central directing mechanism is unobvious" the Council of Ontario
140.
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Universities and its advisory cornmittees. the Ontario Council on University Affairs and the
responsible government minisûy formed "a network of coordinating institutions which
paipably do limit univenity auton~my."~"While these institutions were described as
"coordinating", Leslie's description of system outcornes indicate they had not k e n
demonstrably successful in this regard: "Ontario has not k e n markedly successful in
restraining the proliferation of new programs and it has certainly not been successful in
bringing about the elimination of redundant ones."'"

nK Council of Ontko Universities consists of the president of each Ontario university
and an "acadernic coIleagueWelected by the university senate. It provides a forum for research
and information sharing among universities and acts as an advocate for univenity interests vis-

a-vis govemment and its agencies. Leslie observes that the role of COU is somewhat
ambivalent:

In seeking to ward off direct govemment controls over the univenity sector. the
COU itself becornes to sorne degree an agent of the state. hedging in the autonomy
of its member institutions, It cannot issue instructions to them, but it does have an
important role to play...in the moulding of the Ontario universities into a system.'"
The Ontario Council on University Affairs (OCUA), the purely advisory buffer body
agency between the Ontario universities from 1974 to 1996, never possessed executive
authority comparable to the higher education commissions which existed in British Columbia

and Saskatchewan (both to the mid 1980s),Manitoba and the Maritimes. The OCUA was
responsible for developing and advising the govenunent on policy issues, new program
funding, system fuiancial requirements, and funding allocations ail from the perspective of the
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public interest and operated at arms-length from both government and the institutions.
As Skolnik observed, it is typical in the Canadian context that:

each university is answerable only to its own board of govemoa; provincial
govemrnents intervene hardly at ail in the operation of univenities; and there is Little.
if any, provincial direction of the planning and development of univenity systems.
In fact, the so-calied "public" universities in Canada may be subjected to less direct
intervention into their activities by governrnent than are the private univenities in
the United States.

'"

What is centrai to this thesis is why this absence of effective formal structures for system
coordination and planning is the case in Ontario. As it will be demonstrated in the next two
chapten, since the 1960s, the Ontario govenunent has regdarly tumed for advice on

enhancing system coordination and planning to commissioned advison and advisory bodies
which have repeatedly identified a need for greater system coordination and planning of the
province's university system and the means to achieve it.
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Post-War Expansion of Canadian Universities and the Role of the Federal
(;ovement
At the conclusion of World War II, universities played a key role in the orderly

reintroduction of the reniming veterans into Canadian society. Ontario veterans returned home
to enrol in five universities: Toronto, Queen's, Western (with affiliated colleges in Waterloo
and Windsor), McMaster, which had moved from Toronto to Hamilton in 1930. and Ottawa.
The newly established Carleton Coiiege would not obtain univeaity status until 1957. Of these
universities o d y Toronto, Queen's and Western were eligible for the provincial grants
available at the time. In the period irnmediately following World War II. the Federal
govemment played a unique role in fmancing univenities. Save for the University of Toronto,
universities at that time were small and, despite provincial support for those eligibie. underresourced. The Federai govemrnent, in conjunction with the National Conference of Canadian
Universities (NCCU),la undenook to provide University education for reruniing veterans. The
Veterans Rehabilitation Act ensured that the Federal govemment paid the tuition fees of

quaLiQing veterans and provided a gant to the receiving university of $150 per veteran.
University enrolment in Canada increased by 46% in one year. In 1946-47. demobilized

servicemen accounted for 44% of all univeaity students.'" However, the signifcant increases
in university enrolment were due to more than just the intake of veterans since the number of
veterans supported by the federal grants program dwindled after 194748. In fact, rnost
veterans completed their univenity educations by 1951. Yet university enrolment continued
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to increase and the phenornenon occurred across Canada As Cameron notes: "Discounting
veterans, universiv emlment in Canada increased from 36,000 in 1941-42 to 6 1.600 in 195152, an increase of almost 70 per cent in IO years."'"

In Ontario,university undergraduate enrolment had hovered at around 12,000 hill-time
students since the late 1920s. Between 1940 and 1945, total full-tirne univeaity enrolment had
jumped to nearly 22.000 students. Enrolment levels remained at just over 20,000 from 1952
to 1955, after which levels steadily rose.'"9 Between 1945 and 1995, full-time university
enrolment in Ontario increased more than ten-fold, fiom approximately 22.000 to 227,000
students. Full-time undergraduate enrolment grew from approximately 20,000 to ZO3.ûûû and
full-time graduate enrolment increased from approximately 1,500 to 24.000 during this
period. 'O
In view of the skyrocketing student demand for university education in addition to the
"veterans bulge". which nearly doubled Ontario university enrolment levels, the institutions
tumed to both federal and provincial levels of govemrnent for financial support. The
recommendations of the Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letten and
Sciences, established in 1949, providedjustification for a continued Federal policy of financial
support for universities.
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The Commission was directed to conduct a sweeping review of national institutions
and programs related to the development of Canadian culture and to make recommendations

with respect to ''heir most effective c~nduct."'~'Despite the silence of the British North
America Act in regard to higher education. education generally was clearly designated as a
provincial responsibility. However, provincial jurisdiction was subtly challenged by the
recommendations of the Commission. Although universities were not mentioned within the
Commission's terms of reference. of the five commissioners, four had direct univenity ties:
the Chair.the Right Honourable Vincent Massey. P.C.,C.H. was Chancellor of the University

of Toronto; The Most Reverend Georges-Henri Lévesque was Dean of the Faculty of Social
Sciences at Laval University; Miss Hilda Neatby was a Professor of History and Acting
Department Head at the University of Saskatchewan: and Arthur Surveyor, Esq. of Montreal
was a Civil Engineer. It was not, therefore. surprising that the Commissionen "...nan~dly

found it impossible to ignore the role which Canadian univeaities play in the subjects with
which we are formally concemed..."'52

in 1951, the Commission outiined the important role played by the univenity in
Canadian society, and its pnmary responsibility for the scientifc research "essential to
material weil-being and national security". noting that "the whole scheme of scientific research

in Canada assumes the continuance and the expansion of university ~ o r k . "The
' ~ ~Commission
funher argued that in the absence of resources for planned development, and faced with falling
revenues and rising costs. the universities' efforts to meet societal needs were in jeopardy and
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national intervention was warranted:
Universities have become essentid institutions of higher education. of generd
culnue, of specialized and professionai training and of advanced scientific
research. For yean they have been handicapped by inadequate incorne: now
they face a financial crisis. Their enforced economies have had many unhappy
effects: important plans of development and expansion have been curtailed.
The quality of the work done has been impaire& the composition of the snident
body has k e n adveaely afEected. The result... which we consider to be the
most dangerous because the most subtle, is...the neglect and distortion of the
humanities. We have been told that aithough penury is by no means the sole
cause of this unhappy situation. it has been an important contributing factor.
Under contemporary demands the modem university is urged to provide
expanding facilities for technicd training. The urge "to speed up production"
and to emphasize technology in the univenity's curricula has led to a growing
stress on purely utilirarian subjects in academic courses. The practicai ~ s u l t
has been...''conspiraciesto prevent people from king educated." It is certainiy
neither our nght nor our wish to teil the universities how to do their work, but,
if fuiancial stringency prevents these great institutions fiom king, as they have
said. "nurseries of a M y Canadian civilization and culture," we are convinceci
that this is a matter of national concern. '%
The Commission went on to recommend "[t]h at... the Federal Governent rnake annuai
contributions to support the work of the universities on the basis of the population of each of
the provinces of Canada".'55This advice was accepted and, for 195 1-52. the Federal government

provided $7.1 mibon in gants to univenities. 50 cents per capita of the Canadian population,
divided into provincial entitlements on the b a i s of population and paid directly to univenities

and colIeges, regardless of their denominational stanis, in proportion to their share of enrolment
in each province. The gram were:

...designed.JO assist the universities to maintain the highiy qualified staffs and
the working conditions which are essential for the proper performance of their
functions - in other words, to maintain quality rather than to increase existing
faciiities.

"'
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This constituted the fmt form of direct formula operating g a n t support for Ontario univenities.
Subsequenily, in addition to promoting univenities as socio-cultural assets, the 1958
Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects. chaired by Walter Gordon, a Toronto
Chartered Accountant. linked univenity education to economic growth and individuai
prosperity. The improvement and expansion of univenities were perceived to be central to
national, and by inference, provincial economic development.

In 1964, the Economic Council of Canada, in its First Annual Review: Economic Goals
for Canadn ro 1970, similarly argued for the importance of investment in higher education in

relation to the growth of the national economic weU-king. To achieve its goals for the Canadian
economy, it cailed for, among other things. an increased investment in human resources to
improve knowledge and skills. to ensure the highly educated, research intensive and highly
cornpetitive economy it envisioned could be achieved.15'
Financing Higher Education in Cunada,the report of a Commission to the Association

of Univeaities and Colleges of Canada chaired by Vincent W. Bladen in 1965,'~'
supported the
findings of the Gordon Commission. and concluded that there was significant demand for higher
education. The expansion of university programs and services was, therefore. essential. The
report stated: "The people demand it; our econornic growth requires it; o u govemments must
take the action necessary to implement it."Is9This report advocated shared feded and provincial
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involvement in the expansion of higher education in canada.'"

The second annud review of the Economic Council of Canada, Towardr Sustained and
Bakmced Economic ~r0wth.I~'
provided hirther evidence of the economic benefits associated
with public investment in higher education. The Economic Council concluded that
approximately one quarter of the real growth in personal income in Canada since 191 1 could
be attributed directly to increased levels of education. With respect to the economic benefits of
expendinires on higher education. the Council estimated that:

...the returns on the 'human investment' in high school and univenity education
in Canada are in the range of 15 to 20 per cent per year, with slightly higher rates
for an investment in a univenity education than in a high school education.lg

The Council argued that its findings

...have an important implication for Canadian economic policy - suggesting that
relatively greater emphasis should be placed on facilitating expanding
investment in education in relation to expanding investment in other assets. In
fact, this conclusion would appear to be in general accordance with the growing
concern in many parts of the Canadian economy that the shortage of skilled and
trained technical, professional and managerial manpower is even more critical
than the problem of enlarging the physical facilities required for increasing
output. 163
The Council recommended "...that investment in education be accorded the highest rank in the
scale of priorities." The objectives they recommended were two-foid:

...a rapid and substantial expansion of pst-secondary education in al1 parts of
Canada..to provide a ready opporninity to every qualified Canadian student so
that fmancial obstacles will be eliminated as a barrier to higher education...[and
ro ensure the] ...development and implementation of greatiy expanded
160.
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programmes to upgrade and bring up to date the education and skiil
qualifications of the existing labour force, including professional workea and
management.

'"

During the period in which the federal govemment was aggressively encouraging

expansion of the range of university programs. the number of students enrolled and research,
Ontario was attempting to grasp the fiscal and policy implications of a burgeoning university

system. A graduai evolution had begun which would shift the emphasis on individual
institutional expansion toward p a t e r system coordination and planning.

3.2

Provincial Government-University Relations in Ontario in the Post WWII Era
At the end of World War II there were five degree-granting institutions in Ontario - two

were denominational (McMaster University and the Univenity of Ottawa'"), and three were

secular (Univenity of Toronto, the University of Western Ontario and Queen's Univenity).
McMaster became a secularized university in 1957 and the University of Ottawa followed suit
in 1965, making both eligible for fidl provincial funding support. The Univenity of Windsor
( 196î)166,Waterloo

Lutheran University ( 1959)'" and the Univenity of Waterloo ( 1959)

emerged from colleges previously affiated with the Univenity of Western Ontario. A flurry
of activity b e ~ 1957
n and 1965saw the foilowing seven additionai univeaities estaished:

165.
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funding during that period.
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Carleton University (1957),Ia Laurentian University ( 1959). York University ( 1959). Trent
University ( 1963), Brock University ( 1964),169the University of Guelph ( 1964)."O and
Lakehead University ( 1965),17' brïnging the total number of univenities to 1S. Ryenon
Polytechnic hstitute was established in L970. Like Lakehead University. it was initially
established as a provincial institute of technology.
While university expansion was encouraged by Federal fùnding. univeaities and
provincial governments were grappling with the financiai implications of institutional
expansion and the increase in student demand for a univenity education. Between 1951 and
1961 there was both an incrwe in the size of the 18-2 1 year oid age cohort from 264.300 to

339,800 and an increase in the univenity participation rate which jumped from 7.07% to

9.36%

.ln

Cameron refers to the p e n d to 1960 as a "virtual revolution" of higher education

in Canada characterized by massive physical expansion of the major univenities, growing
autonomy for junior and affüiated colleges, the transformation of denominational colleges into

public univenities, and community pressure for new institutions in cities then without a
university or coLIege.ln in the pst-war period, univenity enrolment nearly doubled from that

of the pre-war levels. At the 1955 annual meeting of the National Conference of Canadian
Univesities (NCCU), univenity presidents were presented with the results of a study by
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Edward F. Sheffield which projected a second doubling of students in the succeeding
decade.
A crisis was perceived by both universities and govemments as a result of a nse in the

number of potential students caused by the pst-war "baby boom" and an explosion in the

demand for highiy uained personnel. Within a year it becarne clear that Sheffield's stanling
projections had been too low as acnial emohents exceeded projections. Projections accepted
by the Ontario govemment suggested that enrolment in Ontario would nse from 5 5 . 0 hill-

time undergraduate students in 1965 to between 91,000 and 100,000 by 1970."~
The universities in Ontario. fmding themselves in a petiod of exponentiai expansion,
feared rapid growth without additional funding. Provincial govemments everywhere became
much more active in the design and fuiancing of univenities and colleges.'" In pst-war
Ontario, provincial fùnding was a major instrument of public policy with respect to
universities. It had been a matter of public policy since 1868 that only non-denominational
univesities were eligible for Ontario govemment grants. The post-World War II Federal
govemment grants, extended to ail universities and coileges regardless of denominational
statu, diverged from this provincial funding principle. Moreover, the govemment of Ontario
docated ali operating grants to universities on a discretionarybais determined initialiy by the
Department of Education. and from 1964 by the Department of University Affairs.
Recognition of the need for the relationship between the univeaities and the govermnent of
Ontario to become more systematic resulted in the introduction, in 1951, of a series of
174.
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provincial mechanisms for dealing with universities individuaily and collectively. The role of
negotiating funding entitlements on behdf of the Provincial government was carried out by

advison to the govemment to 1958, then by a technicai committee of four senior civil
servants, and then, beginning in 1961, by a Provincial advisory committee - the Advisory
Committee on University Affairs (ACUA). ACUA was composed onginally of government
representatives with the Minister of Education as Chair, but was broadened to include a
majonty of memben drawn from outside government in 1964. Cameron notes that:

in advising the government on the hancial needs of the provincidiy supported
universities, the committee undertook line-by-line reviews of institutional
budgets, in order to fuc the size of the "deficits"between anticipated revenues
and expendinires that would then be forwarded to the Premier as thc
recommended gants. ln
A governrnent review and subsequent negotiations with each eligible institution muited in an

allocation. Also in 1964, the ACUA was made advisory to the Minister of the newly
established Depanment of University Affairs, rather than to the govemment as a wh01e.l'~

Such stmctural arrangements were developed to distance the govemment and its

Ministers from directiy negotiating university iünding levels and budgets. Stewart notes,
however, the hesitancy with which the fust requests for specific data from the universities

about enrolment, fees, faculty and saiary scaies, income and expenditures were made "out of
respect for the pnnciple of institutionai a u t ~ n o m y . " As
' ~ ~a result, such requests were made
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over the signature of the Minister of Education until 1962. Stewart notes that after that time
"the government quickly moved to have the institutions forward the information requested
directly to memben of staff..."'" Support for university independence was outlined in detail
by the Premier of Ontario,John Robarts, in 1963:

This bruigs me to the point of the desirability of maintainhg the independence
of our universities. indeed. 1 should go even further and Say that this is
essential. To achieve independence, a university must be dependent in part on
popular support from endowments, if possible, and students' fees. Added to
this are the indispensable government grants. Govemment grants, however.
should not be such as to interfere with the independent nature of a univenity.
This is the position that we have always maintained and wiii continue to
uphold ...18'
Throughout the 1MOs, the Ontario university community expressed considerable
dissatisfaction with the procedures used to aiiocate the discretionary grants. The concerns
related to infringement on autonomy, lack of public accountability, disincentives to pnvate
philanthropy, lack of equity among institutional ailocations and littie predictability in finances
and resources. la'The initial process of funding universities was unsophisticated, highly

informal and undertaken in the absence of any objectives related to coordination or planning
of a university "system". Indeed, "Govemrnent had no way of determinhg in a systematic
Nor was there any assessrnent of societal need visrnanner, the actual needs of ~nivenities".'~~
à-vis new or existing univenity prograrns. Although by the late 1950s and early 1960s. the

E.E. Stewart, The Role of Government in the Developrnent of the Universities of Ontario 179 1 - 1964, Unpublished
Doctoral Thesis, University of Toronto. 1970.
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discretionary funding relationship between the Provincial govemrnent and the univenities
became more systematic and fornial, it still did not address the university community's
concerns about increased govenunent intemention, demands for accountability, and cnticisms
of inequity, unpredictability and disincentives to private philanthropy.'" The budget review
process becarne increasingly complex and timeconsuming. The institutions involved were less

uusdüi of each other, more suspicious of their respective intentions and ever more cornpetitive
with respect to the acquisition of provincial operating grants.

In 1966, the Federal govemment ended its practice of providing grants to univenities
directly, except in the area of research assistance, and began flowing federal fiuiding for
universities through the provincial go~ernments.'~~
In 1967-68, the govemment of Ontario
adopted a fomulaic approach to fund universities based on the enrolment level in each
institution and weighted according to the program in which students were enrolled. Over the

years, the formula has k e n modified on numerous occasions, but the formulaic approach to
university financing, based as it was on enrolrnents in programs of varying weights, would
provide the foundation for govemment's influence over the behaviour of Ontario univenities
in the absence of an overd policy framework and plan for the universities to develop as a
provincial system.
What the remainder of this chapter and the next will demonstrate is that the balance

between system coordination and planning and an appropriate degree of institutional autonomy
has been a point of discussion by both governments and univenities throughout the past 50
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yean. During this time, there has been an array of policies. instruments and practices
recommended by successive bodies to facilitate greater coordination and planning.
Nevertheless. the Provincial govemment has been reluctant to become too involved with
coordination and planning of the university sector even though univenities themselves have
not demonstrated a collective capacity for system coordination and planning.

3.2.1

An Emerging Provincicl2 Role NI CoordiMlion and Planning
During the 1950s. the expansion of the number of univenities in Ontario from six to

12 aad the increase in Provincial grants to universities from $9 million to $36 million was
achieved through a series of independent steps taken by the governrnent afier negotiation with
individual institutions and community groups seeking to establish a univenity in theu
~ommunity."~
Universities had not been a prionty for the Ontario govemment to that point and
in fact, there had been no Department of Education officiais assigned on a hiil-time basis to
university matters unûl L951. The extensive autonomy and academic freedom which the
univenities enjoyed had less to do with public policy, than the fact that the govemment's
actions pursuant to the Flavelle Commission in 1906 and the 1921 Commission on University
Finances were deemed to have resolved the issues of institutional govemance, administration
and finance which had plagued Ontario govemment-univenity relations since the
establishment of Upper Canada As Axelrod notes:

...i f , by 1950, the universities had secured institutional autonomy, it was more
for the reason of benign govemment mglect than active govemment respect for
the principle of academic freedom. While mostly ignoring the activities of the
universities, on at least two occasions provincial premiers publicly rebuked
186.
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University of Toronto professors who were considered either subversive or
disloyai. Such incidents, however. were the exception, not the r ~ l e . ' ~ '
From 195L to 1958 the govemment had a part-time advisor on univenity affairs
relieving the Ministen of the Crown from the review and evaluation of the budgeting and
financing needs of the universities. This appointment marked an important change in the ad
hoc way the govenunent had previously dealt with univeaity affiirs. The f i nt such advisor

was R.C. Wallace. retired Ptincipai of Queen's University. In addition to the assistance
Waiiace provided to William Duniop. then MUiister of Education. Wailace was also assigned
respoasibilities by the Premier. Leslie Frost. As Axelrod notes. the issue of university
coordination was clearly on the Premier's mind:

In 1952...Frost asked him [Wallace] "to have a conference with you [Dunlop]
to see what c m be done to obviate any unnecessary duplication in univeaity
work in the Universities in Ontario. He [Frost] is concerned that there not be
an expansion which would necessitate new support from the Govemrnent if
that expansion does not seem to be necessary and if the work is already taken
care of in a sister instit~tion".'~~
Wailace's research into the status and future requirements of univenity depments

and professions revealed that the universities were not coordinating program development
among themselves, noting "there has been only limited contact and exchange of ideas between
University authorities in Ontario."'" However, he concluded that the univenity facilities were
"adequate at the present t h e " although there "may not be adequate fun& to rneet their needs

in the future."'90 Consistent with the assumption that universities were responsible for the
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planning of academic programs and facilities. govemment's response in the form of financial

support for expansion wouid be dictated. not by its independent analysis of which programs
should be ofTemi, but rather by its perception of the societai need for additional programs. and
the degree of duplication involved. The am's-length reiationship of govemment in respect to

univeaity program offerings wouid evennially be respected with little variation, by all future
Ontario govemments-

In 1953. Waiiace undertook a second report. this one documenting the history of
provincial univeaity support since 1921. In addition to illustrating the fmgal provincial

support to universities during that period he noted that the Royal Commission on University
Finances' recornmendation that univeaities be required to seek govemment approval pnor to
the erection of new buildings had "not been foiiowed to the letter." Axelrod's andysis of this
institutional behaviour iliustmtes the high degree of autoaomy tolerated by the Ontario
government:
Over the years, the universities had certainly infomied the govemment of their
expansion plans, but because the practice of universify autonomy was so
deepiy entrenched in the province, 'w hen a decision has been reached as to the
financial assistance that can be given, the use of the fuads voted is left entirely
to the discretion of the univenity authorhies.' In this way, the province's
planning capacity was further circumscnbed by the independent authority of
the universities. At best, the govemment could exert pressure on the
univenities to restrict their expansion or avoid duplication in an indirect
(though certainly influentid) way.Ig1
The practice of consulting annually with the universities was continued by J.G.

Aithouse, who assurned the position of part-thne advisor foliowing Wallace's death in 1955.
It was during Althouse's tenue that there was a recognition of the degree to which Ontario
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universities were under-equipped to enrol the numbers of students expected to seek higher
education projected by the Sheffield analysis, and iil-prepared to meet the educational needs
of a modem industrialized economy as spelied out by the Province's 1956 subrnission to the

Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects. In addition, neither the Department of
Education nor the government possessed the administrative or policy instruments to ensure
univeaities would endeavour to meet the emerging social and econornic policy objectives of
accessibility and econornic competitiveness. Ln 1956, the universities were asked to submit
their expansion plans for the ensuing five year p e n d Althouse then used this information as
a basis for ~commendationsof institutional funding levels and for anticipating the

institutions*future financial demands on government.
Following Althouse's death in 1956. the Minister of Education announced that the
Treasurer of the Province, Dana Porter, would be Althouse's' successor as the govemment's

advisor on univenity matten. Enrolment demands on the provinces' universities, and
associated increases in demands for public assistance were such that a technical cornmittee
was established at that time to support Porter's work in evaluating the hiture needs of the

univenities and recomrnending a suitable provincial funding poiicy. This technicd cornmittee
was composed of the Chief Director of Education, C.F. Cannon, the Deputy Minister of

Economics, George Gathercole, the Comptroller of Finances frorn the Treaswy Department,

H.H. Walker, and other senior civil sexvandn The cornmittee quickly set to work analysing
the expansion plans of each univeaity, which were expansive. Despite the arnbitious nature
of the individual institution's plans for expansion. the govemment was advised that while
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"...anticipated enrolment pressures could be accommodated to 1960, they would not do so by

f 965".'93
In 1958. the technical committee of senior government personnel was formalized by
the Premier into a part-time Provincial advisory cornmittee called the University Committee'"
with Cannon as the chair, Gathercole and Walker, and a new member.

H.H.Cotnam,the

Provincial Auditor. Its t e m of reference were "to give advice on the establishment and
reorganization of post-secondary institutions, as weii as to review the expenditures of
Ontario's univeaities."'% It was the fmt insrniment through which the Rovinciai government
irnplemented "line-by-he" budgeting? The Committee spent the bulk of its time evaluating
institutional funding requests and preparing recommendations for the annual estimates process.

In December 1960. the University Committee was significantiy restruchmd in order
to bring in advice from outside the civil service. The committee was reorganized as the
Advisory Cornmittee on University Affairs (ACUA) and membenhip expanded to include

penons from outside government The Chief Justice of Ontario, the Honourable Dana Porter.
was appointed a s ACUA's Chair and by 1963. membenhip included the Honourable Leslie
Frost who had replaced the Minister of Education, John Robarts, when Robarts became
Premier in 1961, Senator D'Arcy Leonad, Fioyd Chalmen of Maclean-Hunter Riblishing, R.
W. Mitchell, an executive with Supertest Petroleum Corporation and George Gathercole who
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had previously served on the technical c~mmittee.'~
Support to the Committee was provided
by Ministry personnel, E.E.Stewart and John McCarthy, a Superintendent in the Department
of Education. Further, the Committee was provided access to the " Ontario College of
Education...the research arm of the Department of

The Cornmittee's terms of reference

were

ducat ion."'^'
"JO

study d l rnatters concerning the

establishment, development, operation. expansion and financing of universities in Ontario and
to make recommendations thereon for the information and advise of the ~overnrnent."'~~
So.
in this way, the advisory committee to the Minister of Education began to play a role in
orchesuating the provincial response to the anticipated massive enrolment growth. Y e l
ACUA, with all its responsibilities for coordinating and planning apparent from its mandate,
was working in a policy field without a policy framework or policy objectives identified for

them by the govemment. On top of this. institutional planning was relatively unsophisticated.
and what data institutions did have were jedously guarded on grounds of institutional

autonomy and out of the desire to prevent distribution to "cornpetitor" institutions. Further.
the data provided to the government were to be treated in a strictly confidential manner. R
continued the practice of "line-by-line" review of university budgets but in view of the scant
data available, comparative assessments of institutional need were impossible. As Axelrod
concludes:

the role of the committee...was senously limited It saw itself not as an
instigator of policy but as a respondent, on behaif of the province, to initiatives
taken by the universities themselves. With no objective formula for the
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distribution of grants, it hinctioned on a piecemeal basis. Yet despite its
obvious weaknesses, it was still the best forum at the govemment's disposai
for evaluating university needs. and its financial recommendations were
followed closely during its tenue?'
University-govemment relations were transformed by the recognition that the
traditional responsibilities of the univeaities for the presewation, augmentation.
communication and transmission of the world's inteiiectuai and culturai heritage were king
augmented by social responsibiiities defmed largely by the state: meeting the needs of the
modem state for graduates. especiaüy in fields deemed essential to the prosperity and secuit.
of society. to make higher education available to ail who were qualified and who sought it, and
to achieve this efficiently, with due recognition of the public hnds involved in its

achievement. Having identified a need for planning and coordination of university
development that went beyond purely financial considerations, the govemment looked to the
univenities coilectively to address the issue.

3.2.2

System Planning and the Creation of a Unive*

Collectivity

In March of 1962, ACUA invited the presidents of the then ten provincially-supponed
universities to meet and consider a joint planning effort with the committee. Axelrod
suggested that in this way "what...the committee had succeeded in doing was to

hm

the

responsibility of planning back to the universities thernsel~es."~~'
University presidents were
quick to take up the challenge of jointly planning for the growth of Ontario universities. A

report, prepared by a sub-cornmittee of the Cornmittee of Presidents of Provincially-assisted
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Universities of Ontario."

chaired by John Deutsch, Vice-Principal of Queen's University.

entitled Post-Secondary Educarion in Ontario. 1962-1970,was subrnitted to the government
in the spring of 1962. Known as the Deutsch Report. it effectively became the guide to the
planned expansion of the Ontario univenity system throughout the 1960s.

In developing its advice. the Committee of Presidents' sub-comminee worked from the
following fundamental assumptions:
0

...it is not possible to foresee with certainty the shape of things to corne; therefore any
system that is devised must be flexible, amenable to modification in the light of
unexpected developments.

...the burden of expense will inevitably be v a t ; therefore any system that is devised
must observe the utmost economy, in both capital and maintenance costs, that is
compatible with its successful operation.
...our theories of what is ideaiiy desirable must be subject to practical considerations
of speed.

...the quality of education must be maintained; to debase academic standards would be
to break faith with the young people, to leave them U-prepared for the world they will
live in, and to endanger the social, economic and intellectual heaith of the P r o ~ i n c e . ' ~ ~
The Deutsch Report observed that enrolment in Ontario universities had increased by
67% since 1955-56, noting in particular a 123% increase in enrolments in Arts and Science

(from 7,775to 17.35 1) and a doubling of graduate enrolment (fiom 1,452 to 2,903).= In spite
of this, the Report recorded a situation of acute scarcity of univenity graduates, particularly

with respect to high-school teachea of math, science and the humanities, highly trained
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scientists, health science professionals and technologists. engineers. engineering technologists,
social workea. and physical and health educationalists.
Using projections prepared in January 1962 by R. W. B. Jackson of the Ontario
College of Education, which suggested that univenity enrolments would increase from 32,205
in 1961-62 to a projected level of 94,200 in 1971-72. the Deutsch report reflects the "state of
emergency" which the univeeities and govenunent perceived to exist.
Universities were clearly willing to take up the enrolment challenges facing the
Province, but there was a quid pro quo. As the report indicates:
The cornmittee found a general wülingness on the part of the univenities to
stretch their enrolment to the utmost if this were required in the public interest
- and, of course, if the financial resources were available-..and it was
emphasized that their acceptance of this M h e r larger increase of enrolment
would be contingent upon irnmediate, adequate and sustained financial support
for both capital and operating purposes. It would be necessary for the
univenities to be given an immediate undertaking of long-term s ~ p p o r t . ' ~

The report made a strong case for the establishment of new institutions though
affiliation with the existing universities, noting that: "Affdiation, developing into
independence. has k e n the general pattern of university formation throughout the British
Cornm~nwealth"~~~
and that such institutions could eventually become independent. The
strongest arguments were, however, reserved for the expansion of graduate progra-ng:

...we recommend a "crash pro~-rramn~e"
in graduate studies, a vimial doubling
of the graduate school enrolment in Ontario universities within the next few
years. ...We recommend ...that a special per capita grant per graduate student

be allocated to the universities operating graduate programmes... We regard
this as the first mid most essential action of ail those that m u t be taken to meet
the approaching emergency. [emphasis p r o ~ i d e d ] ~ ~
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The Comrnitîee was convinced that an increase in the number of graduate students was
essential "for the sake of the entire economic and social order." Home-gmwn graduate
students, would, in the Committee's view. translate into the future faculty who would be
required to teach the tidal wave of undergraduates soon to besiege the institutions.

Noting the complex and important implications of postsecondary education for
govemment - a radical shifi from the benign negiect the universities had experienced in the
previous 30 year period

-

the Presidents advocated a "more CO-ordinatedadministrative

structure" to guide university - govemment relations. At the t h e . financial responsibiiiq for

postsecondary education was divided among at least six different government departments
(Education, Health. Labour, Agriculture, Mines. and Lands and Forestsf and the Advisory
Committee on University Affairs. Citing a need for better coordination of education activities.
yet unwilling to give govemment direct control of higher education (a situation, they noted.
"that nuis counter to the whole tradition of higher education in the English-speaking world"),
the Presidents sought a scheme that would facilitate coordination without imposing direct
govemment control. The solution. they arguecl, lay within a reconstituted Advisory Committee
on University Affairs, strengthened by the appointment of a full-time Executive Secretary and
a small full-tirne research and clencal staff, and the establishment of at least one subcornmittee composed of persons with specialized knowledge, to w hom the Committee could
turn for detailed studies of intricate problems. Further, the Deutsch report advocated wider

representation of academic views through the appointment of retired faculty to ACUA?~
One of the sub-cornmittees recornrnended would be composed of Ontario univenity
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presidents. a group which would eventually evolve into what is now the Council of Ontario
Universities. The Presidents' rationale was linked to facilitating system-wide coordination:
There will be more occasions in the future when collective action on the part
of the univenities is necessary, and more activities in which liaison and coordination of effort among the univeaities will be essential; the presidents
should have a formally constituted body, dong the Iines of the Cornmittee of
Vice-Chancellors and Principals in the United Kingdom. This body would not
in any way usurp the hinctions of the Advisory Cornmittee; it would be a
consultative group. whose existence would facilitate the work of the Advisory
Committee.'Og
Implications of the univenities* increasing reliance on government fun& for an ever
greater proportion of operating and capital costs were not lost on the F%esidents3*A
substantial section of the preface to their discussion of financing contained a statement on
academic freedom and a subtle waming to govemment that institutional autonomy was nonnegotiable. regardless of the level of public financing univenities received?
At the present time the univenities are being asked to recognize their public
responsibilities and to make university education available to very large
they will be unable to take in more
numbea of students. ~ i t h o u money,
t
students. Without freedom, what they make available to the students will not
be university education.''*

In the context of such a division of responsibilities, the Deutsch report recommended
that academic program duplication should be avoided in program areas outside those integral
to basic scientific or humanistic education213and that the task of working out areas of
institutional specialization; and coordination of new and existing program offerings should be
309.
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undertaken by the univenities as a collectivity. Similady. the Report recommended the
establishment of an Ontario Bibliographie Centre to coordinate the ordering and cataloguing
of library books for d l universities. This advice. developed in just six weeks. approximated
a master plan for university development in Ontario."'

3.2.3 Planning f

i

Growth

In the context of a major policy statement. on March 21. 1963. the Provincial
govemment unveiled a proposal, based on the Deutsch report. to expand significantly the size
and number of universities, and encourage growth in graduate stwiies to ensure a significant

pool of qualified candidates for the professonate. New institutions eligible for provincial
funding could be developed at the initiative of a particular comrnunity. with govemment
support. or through the secularization of existing denominational institutions. Almost al1 of
the major recommendations of the Deutsch Report were implemented. including the creation

of new universities (Trent [1963], Brock [1964]). the establishment of satellite carnpuses in
the eastem and western suburbs of Metropolitan Toronto (Scarborough [1965] and Erindale
[1967] campuses of the University of Toronto). additional hnds for the expansion of graduate
programs and associated Library. teaching and research resources. and the introduction of an

Ontario graduate fellowship program ( 1963-64) for graduate students intending to pursue a
university teaching career. In 1963 universities were given three-year funding commitments

by the govemment with respect to capital financing. One suggestion that was not adopted to
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increase access for the 1965-66 secondary schwl graduates w u that of the temporary
establishment of a distance education institution called "Ontario CollegeW-a large liberai arts
college established through the cooperation of al1 the existing univenities. instruction in the
various subjects leading to a BA degree would have been televised from a centrai location.
The March 2 1, 1963 policy statement, however, was much more than just a public
response to the Deutsch report. This policy statement by Premier John Robarts enunciated a
provincial position with respect to universities on a wide range of issues. providing parameters
for the public policy framework for universities, much of which wouid persist over five
subsequent premiers, three politicai parties, and three and a half decades.

3.2.4

The Robarts Poücy Staternent on Universities in OntCrrio: March 22,1963
Observers of univenity-govemment relations in Ontario would be hard pressed to

identiS, a more bold initiative in the history of its univenities in the 20th century than that
taken by the Province in the 1960s which gave rise to confiirmng the expansion of "the

university farnily" to 18 institutions by September 1965 and a three-fold expansion in student
enrolment levels over a ten year p e n d Riding on the crest of public sentiment that supported
broad accessibility to universities for Ontario's youth. and confidence that Ontario's

institutions of higher leaming would add to the productive capacity of the Province, Premier
John Robarts deiivered a major staternent on university policy, reaffirming a number of
longstanding policies and articulating a number of new policy principles.

Robarts reaffiirmed that a public university system existed for the common benefit and
confinned that "the provincial university" was defmed as "that type of university which is nondenominationai":
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The province does not contribute by way of grants io any denominationai
college or univeni ty... [D]enominational institutions which do not desire to
follow the examples above are under no compulsion to do so. Any
denomination rnay operate and control and. of course, pay for its own
institution. ...Any departure h m this policy would...undermine and endanger
our great university federation. This, 1 feel, should be firmiy under~tood.""~

He reaffïied the independence of universities h m govemment, and yet in the same breath.
enunciated a policy with respect to university admission standards:

...the govemment does not look with approval on any univenity requinng
unreasonably high standards of admission. It is our viewpoint that the
admission standards should be moderate and reasonable and such as to enable
the average shident to proceed to a dep.
a.
flexible
. standard between 55 and
60 percent, depending on the type of course, would define what I mean by "the
average tud dent.""^
On the development of the additional universities he concluded:

...we should not dilute our strength by increasing the number of our universities
unnecessarily. ...our present plans, as I have set out, cal1 for sufficient
univenities to meet our needs for, Say, the next 15 years...This would not
preclude the formation of arts and other colieges, but if such are undertaken,
they should be affdiated with one of our existing, well-established institutions.
Othenvise, as 1 say, we risk the grave possibility of diluting our financial
efforts."'
Premier Robarts's statement added incrementally to the govemment's growing
commiûnent to a policy of broad accessibility. The first indication of the magnitude of access
the govemment expected institutions to provide had occurred in 1959 when the Provincial

Treasurer, the Honourable James N. Allen declared: "...our objective is to ensure that no
student who has the capacity will be depnved of the opportunity of attending university and
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developing his talents to the hillest possible extent.""'

Eleven months Iater, in January of

1960, Lieutenant Govemor J.K. MacKay in delivering the speech from the Throne. stated
"...every student of ability and ambition who wishes to proceed to univeaity will have the
0p~omuiity"2'~
regardless of financial means. The govemment's position was fleshed out even
more M y by Robarts's statement in 1963 on admissions, where he indicated that there was
to be room for dl who wish to proceed to some form of higher education, although perhaps
not in the program of choice. In 1965, John Robarts reiterated his govemment's cornmitment
to universal accessibiiity:
We must provide whatever oppomuùties are necessary as a govenunent so that
each individual may be assured an oppominity through education O
: develop
his potentialities to the fullest degree and to employ his talents that God has
given him to the greatest advantage. We plan to accornplish this through free
choice. not through coercion and regimentation of our fellow citizens?'
The government's positions on matters of institutional expansion and admission standards,
however, were not conceived in the context of detailed expectations for institutional
development, differentiation and monitoring or accountability such as might be found in a
system master plan. The expansion proposai and admission policies appeared to be driven
most direcdy by anticipated levels of student demand.
URiversities were acutely aware of the government's accessibility objectives but were
"not always clear on how to apply the principle,""' particularly with respect to professional
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progams with restricted intake reflective of employment opportunities, programs with
expensive physicd facilities such as laboratones, and institutionai variations in the definition
of a "qualified applicant". Without M e r direction from govemment. accessibility levels
were left to market forces, as the universities themselves noted: The level of demand, and
indeed the paRicular university's financiai needs, combine to set the effective standard of
accessibility variously in different universities and ~ a m ~ u s e sWhile
. " ~ quite general in nature.
the three objectives underlying provincial policy for universities were on the table - economic

development, provision of equality of oppominity and general cultural development. Yet, the
govemment SU
lacked a recipe for system-level coordination and a key ingredient for
decision support - reliable data The lack of data and the unreliabiiity of enrolment forecasts
and manpower planning efforts were destined to plague higher education policy development
in Ontario on an ongoing basis. For example, a subsequent report by the Committee of
Presidents in June 1963 noted that the enrolment projections used in their previous report were
in fact lower than actual enrolments for 1962-63. Actual enrolments exceeded the projection
by over 500 students suggesting the estimates of student demand were more likely to be too
low than too high?
Increasing govemment interest in universities was reflected in the subsequent
establishment in 1964of a fke-standing Department of Universiv Affairs. under the direction
of the Honourable William Davis, who was also the Minister of Education. In introducing
legislation establishing the new department, Premier John Rob-
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objectives of enhanced planning and system-level efficiencies:
The new deparunent will administer ail provincial gram païd to the
universities and will maintain a constant scrutiny of the procedures and
administrative methods by which this is carried out so that necessary changes
in approach can be made when they are required... Procedures will be
developed to allow detaüed discussion between officiais of the department and
each univenity regarding proposed building plans on an individuai and yearround basis .... [The Department] will work with the univeaity officiais in
developing sound plans for the coordination of future expansion in the various
faculties, schools and courses. In this way we wiU be able to eliminate
unnecessary duplication of facilities and at the same time we will be able to
ensure that no particular area of need is left without provision or no area of
education is left undeveloped. We hope. too. that we can develop programs of
cooperation in the purchase and use of various teaching materiais and
equiprnent and in this way we can spread the benefits h h e r and, at the same
time, also spread the cost on a more realistic b a ~ i s . * ~
At the sarne tirne, the government's advisory cornmittee was expanded and reorganwd
in response to the univenities' demand for an intermediary body that had acadernic

representation to sit between them and the govemment. A new Committee on University
Affairs (CUA) was estabiished by Order-in-Council in 1964 "to study matters concerning the
establishment, development, operation, expansion and fuancing of univenities in Ontario and
to make recommendations thereon to the Minister of University Affairs for the information
and advice of the Government.""

It was cornposed of an almost equai number of senior

govemment civil servants, and memben originating from univenities - the latter in response
to a persistent campaign by the institutions for academic representation on ACUA."~ CUA's
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f m t chair, the Honourable Dana Porter, filled the position on a part-timebasis. On his death
in 1967, Douglas T. Wright, former Dean of Engineering at the University of Waterloo,
assumed the position on a W-iime basis.
One of the Ontario government's most pressing concerns during the mid 1960s was the
expansion of graduate prograrns. Despite widespread demand for graduate program expansion,
there was growing concem with the associated costs and the development of premature or
unduly expensive research initiatives."

The perception that univenities were not able to

provide graduate education to ever-increasing numbea of students within the bounds of
reasonable cost was gainhg credibility, and concem intensified after the Bladen Commission
report had suggested that the relative cost of educating a Ph.D. student was five times more
than the cost of educating an undergraduate student?*

The growing public costs associated with the development of graduate prograrns during
this p e n d brought into question the prevailing practice of requiring very limited
accountability of the publicly-hinded univeaities and spawned substantial reconsideration of
the appropriate degree of university autonomy vis-à-vis the public interest in university
matters. Public support for institutional autonomy waned. In Ontario, the new Minister of

Mines Limited; Mr.Roben W. Mitchell, Q.C.,Vice-mident, Supertest Petroleum Corporation Limited; Dr. Roger
J. Rossiter, Professor Biochemisuy, Dean of Graduate Studies. The University of Western Ontario; and Dr. David
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University -airs

soon "served notice that his govemment was no longer content to allow

respect for academic &dom and institutional autonomy either to dictate or to futrate public
policy objectivesr t .229
As noted by Percy Smith. the recognition of the need for planning and for instruments

of planning was met with a "bland refusai on the part of the univenities to act on the
recognition"."

The Commission on Financing Higher Education in Canada (Bladen

Commission 1965). sponsored by the Association of Univenities and Colleges of Canada, had
specificaüy recommended that the planning of higher education be an activity shared by
univenities and governments and that govemments shouid provide leadership with respect to
financial needs. In this regard, its recommendation to provincial governments had k e n :
That they adopt some method of determining university operating and capital
grants as will permit more rational forward planning by the univenities.
Specifically we recommend that al1 provinces that have not as yet estabiished
a "Grants Commission" do so: and that in dl such Commissions there be
strong acadernic representation. The hinction of the Commission would be to
advise the government on the aggregate needs of the universities. capital and
operating, and to divide arnong the universities the total arnount in fact voted
by the provin~e.~'
The observations of the Cornmittee on Higher Education in Great Britain. under the
Chairmanship of Lord Robbins, were aiso influentid with respect to the Ontario govemment's
position regarding the appropnate balance between university autonorny and govemment
intervention. The Robbins Report of the C o m i î t e e on Higher Education suggested that:
It is when development policy and programmes are considered that the
greatest difficulties arise. Undoubtedly it is good that academic institutions
should have the liberty to determine their own programmes and policy...But
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it is unlikely that separate consideration by independent institutions of their

own affairs in their own circumstances will aiways result in a pattern that is
comprehensive and appropriate in relation to the needs of society and the
demands of the national economy. There is no parantee of the emergence of
any coherent policy. And this being so, it is not unreasonable to expect that the
Goveniment, which is the source of finance, should be content with an absence
of coordination or should be without influence thereon?

h delivering the Frank Gentein Lecture at York University in 1966, the Honourable
William G.Davis, the new Minister of University Affairs. echoed these sentiments and clearly

illustrated the dilemma which the government faced in the early 1960's in trying to find a
balance between public accountability and University autonomy. The Minister stated:

In so far as I can ascertain. the degree of autonomy enjoyed by the provinciaiiy
assisted universities of Ontario is equivalent to, if not p a t e r than, that known
by publicly supporteci universities anywhere - including the United Kingdom.
There is, moreover. much evidence to indicate that provided the universities
can meet the responsibilities of our times we should undoubtedy be better off
if they were aliowed to continue to operate with such autonomy. On the other
hand. if they cannot or will not accept those responsibilities, and if, for
example, large numben of able students must be tumed away because the
univeaity is not prepared to accept hem, or if. as another example, some of the
less glamorous discipiines are ignored, despite pressing demands for graduates
in those areas, or if costly duplication of effort is evident, I cannot unagine that
any society, especiaily one bearing large expense for higher education. wili
want to stand idly by. For there will inevitably be a demand - there have been
indications of this in other jwisdictions - that govemment move in and cake
over. In saying this 1am not attempting to act as an alarmist or to use alarmist
tactics, but it is important that we realize what the possibilities are. 1 have
already stressed that 1 am in favour of free and independent universities, but
this belief will not take away the question as to whether our institutions of
higher learning can meet the challenge. Only our universities wil1 be able to
answer that?
As previously noted, in 1966 the Federal govenunent made a policy change replacing

direct funding to institutions and shidents with transfer payments paid directiy to the provincial
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govemments at the rate of 50 per cent of al1 federaily recognized operating costs of postsecondary education incurred by the provinces. As the 1972 Report of the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education in Ontario noted:

...the ciramatic effect of the new fiscal arrangements alter 1966 was quickly to
"provincialize" post-secondary education across Canada It led to the
emergence of ten quite separate provincial systems. It implied the removal of
the federai presence as a direct agent of national educational and culturai goals.
and as a counterpoise to exclusive provincial influence. Aid from the federal
govenunent had corne h m a distance and without much control; aid that now
came solely from and through the provincial government aroused fears in the
institutions that proxirnity to the controllhg authority threatened powerful
supervision...in Ontario. ...[T]he problematic and changing links between
government and pst-secondas, institutions are king forged m a d y within the
jurisdiction of the Province?

in response to provincial concems for coordination and planning in the development
of the graduate enterprise, a commission was stmck to recommend to the govemment a means

of ensuring greater graduate program rationaiization. While the provincial commission on
graduate program coordination was at work. a national commission on university governrnent
in Canada made a contribution to the discussion of univenity - government relations and in
particular provided a context for deliberations of the nature of an appropriate structure for
system govemance and the need for master planning.

At the national level, in mid- 1962, the Canadian Association of University Teachers
and the Nationai Conference of Canadian Universities and Colleges (soon thereafter renamed

the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC))jointly commissioned
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a dispassionate examination and evaluation of the present structure and
practices of the govemment of both the English- and French-Language
univenities of Canada, including provincial. church-related and independent
instit~tions.~~

Commissionen Sir James Duff, retired Vice-Chancellor of the University of Durhamg6 and
Robert O. Berdahl, an Arnerican political scientist and scholar of British universitygovernment relations from San Francisco State College, were supported by a steering
cornmittee composed of Claude Bissel1 (Chair and President of the University of Toronto).
Edward Sheffield fiom AUCC. and professors Bora Laskin and Jacques St.-Pierre with I.
Percy Smith (Secretary) from CAUT.
At the tirne, the univenity community was concemed with the declining role of the
acadernic perspective in institutional management decisions. The thnist of the Commission's
recornmendations uivolved modifications to the existing bicameral framework for govemance.
stressing the value of shared responsibility for univenity governance and involving Senates

more directly in budgeting and planning exercises as well as adding student representatives
to university Senates. Correspondingly, Boards were advised to take a more critical !ook at
educational proposais of the senate." In addition. the Commissioners, foliowing as they were
on the heels of the release of the fmt volume of the Parent Commission (Report of the Royal
Commission of Enquiry on Education in the Province of Quebec) in 1963, which had
recommended a centrai role for the provincial govemment in ensuring "central planning and
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coordination for a decentralized institutional delivery system..." and which was followed-up
by provincial legislation in which the central principle was provincial planning and
coordinationT3-"
devoted a chapter in their report to the relationship between universities and
provincial govemments. The Commission's discussion injected practicality, rationality and
context into the heated debate surrounding the appropriateness of any given degree of
govemment influence over university decision making. At the outset, the Commissioners drew

a distinction between government's role vis-à-vis univenity autonomy and its role vis-à-vis
academic k d o m , noting: 'The two concepts are not synonymous, and the former must not
be stretched so far as to d e out the government's need to ensure a policy of coordination
among universities."239 In the Cornmissionen' view, the public interest jus tified an increasing
role for govemments in coordinating higher education:
Provincial governments, charged with pursuing the public interest and asked
to supply increasing proportions of univenity income, will legitimately want
to be consulted on the development of higher education in their juisdictions."
Concluding that universities must coordinate their response to public need in a way that

preserves quaiity while rationalizing program availability, the Commissionen observed: 'The
question, then, really is no longer whether or not to have CO-ordination,but rather who will
supply it and on the basis of what ~ r i t e r i a " ~ ~ '

The universities were adrnonished for not having precluded the need for provincial
intervention through the introduction of voluntary coordination measures. The Commissioners
noted:
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...although some responsible university leaders recognized this need. university
presidents who were "winning" under the old rules were undentandably
reluctant to change. and thus self cosrdlliation arnong the universities became
a senous goal only after provincial govemrnents threatened to impose coordination on theu own ter~ns.'~~

The Commission recomrnended that the univenities of each province should have their
own coordinating organization with a full time Executive Director "of a substantial nature"
and a small independent research staff, d l of which would be financed by the participating
universities. Although the body they envisioned would have no binding power over its rnember
institutions or over govemment policy. it was considered essential since "...the universities'
best hope for maintainhg maxUnum independence of governmentd control lies in their ability
to take united stands on issues, based on careful and objective s t ~ d i e s . "If~ ~such
~ an
organization were to survive as an effective mechanism of coordination, govenunent, for its
part, would be required to rehse to entertain any private arrangements with univeaities on
matters that have been collectively studied and other university presidents "should not
acquiesce in this buccaneering...This is more difficult to do when the offenders are powerful.
but the rules have to be unifonn for everyone or they will lose their effecti~eness."~~
Each province. the Commission advised, should establish a provincial advisory
cornmittee to detennine the level of govemment grants, evaluate provincial needs in higher
education and reconcïie conflictingrecommendations from presidents and faculty groups when
the need arises. Such advisory bodies should also be responsible for supervising the

development of province-wide long-terni planning. Specifically, the Commissioner's
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recommended:
Each province should undertake a long-range Master Plan for the development of its
higher education over the next decade with the joint participation of university
governing boards. administraton and faculty to provide an oppomuiity to facilitate the
developrnent of a province-wide consensus on the directions for future development;
a

Provincial advisory coordinating committees should be structured in such a way that
they can become the middle ground where govemment and university needs c m be
dealt with sympathetically and ultimately reconciled. Preferably, there would be a
slight majonty of the members drawn from the academic ranks. excluding
administrators or board members, so as to have mernbers who were freer to
subordinate the interests of their universities to ovemiding public needs."' Nonuniveaity members would idedy be "interested private citizens of some stanire rather
than active political figures or career civil servants."

a

Advisory coordinating committees should have "a research s t a f f intimately familiar
with the unique issues posed by higher education". preferably housed in a Ministry or
Division devoted to postsecondary affairs. The staff should work in close Liaison with
their counterparts within the presidents' and faculties' organizations and where
appropriate. joint studies should be undertaken to avoid needless duplication.

a

Provincial grants should be announced as early in the year as possible to provide
universities with "badly needed flexibility in planning ahead." Noting that some
academics sought an automatic gant derived from a formula to, among other things.
"reduce the dangers of poor judgement k i n g shown by advisory committees" it was
stressed that the establishment and periodic reevaluation of a grant formulae "would
most logically be undertaken by the provincial advisory committees..."246
The Commission submitted its report in August 1965 and it was made public in

January 1966. Univeaities across Canada were quick to pick up on the participatory governing
mode1 recommended in the report. As a national perspective on a strictly provincial
relationship, the Commissioners' recommendations regarding univenity-govemment relations
received linle attention, although a careful comparison of the Duff-Berdahl recommendations
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with the structure and function of the Province of Ontario's advisory body on univenity
matten established in 1974, the Ontario Council on University Affairs, would reveal a high
degree of paraiielism and suggest that this section of the report likely contributed to the
deliberations in this regard.

In the next section, we

nini to an examination of

Ontario's attempts to manage the

expansion of the university sector that had been put in motion in the post-W.W. II e r a
Govemment was beginning to fafe the possibility that the university sector might be ovehuiIt
relative to actual student demand. It was also king caiied on by the universities to manage the
interinstitutional confüct that was emerging between the older, more established universities
and the newer, deveioping universities around the issues of the development and financing of

graduate program offerings and research.

33

Managing Growth: The Introduction of Graduate Program Coordination and
Planning
Throughout the early 1960s. the Ontario governrnent and the Cornmittee on University

Affairs had been subject to pleas from the publicly-fimded institutions for a framework for the

expansion of graduate programs." The growth in graduate snidies was financiaüy supported
by govemment;"

however, no direction had been provided in shaping graduate program

development:
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Aithough the govemment encourageci and fmancially supported ihis expansion.
it did not interfere with the actuai process. The responsibility for the careful
planning of new programs of high quality was lefi to the universities.
University autonorny, which has always been a basic characteristic of the
Ontario university system, was re~pected."~

%y the mid-1960s, concern over the pattern of development in the graduate sector
intensified. The aimost inexhaustible demand for higher degree graduates in Ontario and in
Canada, the general desire of the universities in Ontario to proceed as quickly as possible to
master's programs. and the widespread desire among depamnents to introduce the doctoral
degree, created intense cornpetition among universities for funds. Institutions sought to
enhance the probability of achieving their individual aspirations in the acea of graduate
programming. The older institutions argued that the financial, matenal and human resources
required for the expansion of the graduate enterprise in Ontario made it mandatory that
graduate work be restricted to a few of the larger univenities. The newer institutions
responded that they must immediately undertake graduate programming in order to attract the
faculty required in highqudity educationai institutions and to enhance their institutional
prestige?O
Put in the position of refereeing among competing institutional aspirations, the

Minister of University Affairs argued that greater coordination and planning of the univenity
sector were required, and to achieve it the institutions must relinquish some of their traditional
autonomy for the sake of the public interest. He argued institutional autonomy "...is to be
desired o d y if the universities themselves are able and willing to assume the high degree of
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responsibility that goes with it." He continued:

Such responsibility involves an awareness that the ambitions and desires of a
givea institution, faculty, or department within a university may have to be
tempered by the over-all requirements of society. It demands greater cooperation and coordination among universities than we have ever known
before? '
Confionted with the dual problems of explosive growth and increasing allocations of
public funds. both the universities and the government recognized that a situation in which

each univenity planned and cmkd out its development in accordance with its own particular
needs was no longer practical. As noted earlier, the c d for cwrdiaation and cwperation
among the universities to make efficient use of public funds led to the establishment of a
provincial commission. albeit narrowly focused on graduate program expansion. In 1966, a

framework was recomrnended within which the development of graduate work in Ontario
wouid be cost-efficient, of high quality. and carefùlly planned.

33.1

Ine Commission to Shuiy the Development of Groduute Programmes in Ontario
Universines, 1966
(Spinks Commission)

The Commission to Study the Development of Graduate Programmes in Ontario

Univenities was established in the Fali of 1965 as a resdt of a joint recommendation fkom the

Cornmittee on University Affairs and the Cornmittee of Presidents of the Provincialiy-assisted
Univenities of Ontario. This three person commission, chaired by John W.T.

was

appointed with the following mandate:
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To study matten conceming the quality, need, inuoduction and expansion of
graduate education and research in Ontario and the financial support for these
programmes and to make recommendations thereon to the Cornmittee on
University A f f ' for the information and advice of the Cornmittee.*'

The Commission recommended that ail the provincial universities should rnove toward
fullydeveloped honours and master's programs in selected central disciplines. but that doctoral
programs should be restricted to a smaller list of institutions where adequate hnds and
facilities were available. Noting the rapid rise in the cost of graduate training. the Commission
stated that it was essential that the Province "equip itself with an authonzation procedure for
doctoral programs,"m and recommended that Ontario advance doctoral prograrns within this
planned context as quickly as possible.

The Commission further recommended pater consultation among institutions at the
discipline or field level, among graduate deans and librarians, as well as between universities
and government, to eliminate unnecessary program duplication and to avoid gaps in program
offenngs. The commissioners were not optimistic, however, about the degree of acceptance
that this suggestion would enjoy:

It wili not be easy to find the right formula for these consultations. At present
the provincial universities tend to approach the business of muhial consultation
very guardedly, and in a highly competitive frame of mind. They are suspicious
that their neighbours may have designs on things they want to do themselves
or are doing alrrady. We sympathize with such defensiveness. Where resources
have to be shared out in a mood of scarcity, someone must be disappointed and
othen may be suspected of sharp practice; but we consider such an attitude
untenable. If the univenities cannot devise a consultative procedure whereby
they make sure that their programmes are complementary and do not involve
duplication and waste, the job wiU have to be done by some extemal agency.
In our view the universities shouid idedly, at ail levels we have discussed, do
their own planning and rationalization."
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The Commission concluded that the existing system of univenity govemance provided
no opportunity for the kind of province-wide agreement required to ensure cooperation and
coordination among the univenities in graduate studies and research. In the Commission's
opinion:
The most suiking characteristic of higher - not only graduate - education in
Ontario is the complete absence of a master plan. of an educationai policy, and
of a CO-ordinatingauthonty for the provincially-supported institutions...[The
univeaities] compte with each other for their share of annual appropriations,
and the direction and rate of their development is detennined not by rationai
and unified planning but by their individuai ingenuity in securing funds. The
ultimate - in faft, the only - control is exercised by the Govenunent in its
allocation of appropriations."

The Commission recommended "drastic reform of the whole system of govemance"
involving the creation of a University of Ontario based on the State university mode1 adopted
in New York and ali if or nia* It was the Commission's intent to have the existing universities
surrender only the autonomy w hich permitted unrestricted competition and "ill-advised
expansion". The head of the University of Ontario would be a university president who would
preside over a Board of Regents. Intemal coordination would be ensured by a comprehensive
Academic Senate. The Commission believed that this would result in an educationai
establishment far greater than the sum of its parts, able to attain a level of quaiity none of its
individual components could achieve. The report concluded:

By carefuf and systematic strengthening of the basic disciplines in al1 the
universities and by developing real centres of excellence in the more
speciaüzed and esoteric fields in some or even aii of them, without wasteful
duplication of facilities and minous competition for staff, the University of
Ontario can - and no doubt wiU - become the great prestige institution of which
Canada has long dreamed but which it has never attained?'
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The report was publicly released duruig the final week of December 1966, a time when
public announcements were unlikely to receive much attention. An endorsement from the
Minister of University A f f ' was not forthcomuig. The Honourable William G. Davis made
known his "strong reservations" about the report and pubiicly questioned "whether the report
was the best or the only answer to university pr~blems."~~
At the same press conference, I.A.

Cony, Principal of Queen's University, and A.N. Boums, a member of the Cornmittee on
University Affairs. both condemned the report, suggesting that it would result in undesirable
bureaucratie control of universities and that the proposed reorganization of the Ontario

university structure was unacceptable.
Neither the Chairman, J.W.T.Spinks, nor the other members of the Commission were
invited to the press conference, despite contrary expectations. J.W.T.Spinks, quoted shortly
after the report was released, said: "1 hoped to be invited...the education department told us
we'd be expected there."'"

In rebuttd of the report's cntics, J.W.T.Spinks maintained that

his plan had been rnisundentood. He argued that the proposed University of Ontario structure
would have provided an academic controlling body as a bulwark against extemai and political
interference. In an unreleased press statement written by J.W.T.Spinks (in fact its existence
was not made known until January 20. 1967. almost one month after the release of the report)

he indicated that the University of Ontario recommendation was developed because it

...would give the academic community an opportunity of regulating its own
affairs thus reducing or eiimhating the likelihood of the government irnposing
regulations or restriction^.^^'
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The univenities. led by J. A. Corry, Principal of Queen's university. indicated thaî
university presidents believed that the plan was "...an u~ecessarilycomplicated solution to
the problem of coordination of our effort.'*262C o q maintained that the idea of a highly
centralized form of university organization was inappropriate for a province Iike Ontario with
a history and tradition in higher education that had k e n marked by wide diversity in

institutional origin. development and emphasis. Other university presidents decried the
proposal as "imlevant" (Western). "neither necessary nor desirable" (McMaster) and
"unfeasible" (York).
Enormous negative reaction to the Spinks recommendations reinforced the value
attached to the individual identities of Ontario universities, which in some cases the
Legislature had oniy recentiy established a s autonomous. rather than affiliated entities.
Universities drew a %ne-in-the-sand" with respect to what govenunent should and shouid not
consider doing in view of institutional autonomy. As Axelrod concluded: "Ontario had no
intention of estabiishing the kind of direct political or administrative control over its
universities that other jurisdictions had experienced, no matter how practical or economically
attractive the prospect.'*263Further to this point. Trotter et al. suggest:
The recomrnendation [for a Provincial University of Ontario] was rejected by
the govermnent and univenities. perhaps because of an histoncal preference
in eastern Canada for decenualization while attempting to achieve
centraiization as necessary in informai rather than formai ways.16<
Although the universities and the govenunent rejected the Commission's proposal for

a University of Ontario. university presidents recognized action was required to ensure p a t e r
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coordination in the development of graduate studies in order to stave off the potential for

govemment intervention. On behalf of the universities, J. A. C o q , proposed a three-point
alternative to the Spinks recornmendations which involved:
1.

The suengthening of the Committee on University Affain so that it would be more
effective as a co-ordinating agency, including the appointment of a full-time Chairman
and secretariat;

2.

The establishment of a s m d secretariat for the Committee of Presidents in order to
improve communications and execute decisions [which occurred in December 19661;

3.

The commissioning of a full-dress inquiy into pst-secondary education in Ontario at
al1 levels and for al1 types of institutions [evennially established in 1969 as the
Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario. chaired by Dr. Douglas T.

Wright] .=

Although Corry was the Commission's most severe cntic, he publicly acknowledged
that it had served to c o n f m Ontario's need for a rationaie and plan before hinher expansion
of graduate study and research occurred. The govemment's rejection of the recommendations

of the Spinks report placed the challenge of planning the graduate enterprise f d y in the lap
of the universities. Steps were initiated to achieve system-wide CO-operationand coordinated
graduate program planning. However, the undergraduate enterprise remained relatively
unplanned beyond the realm of individual institutional decision-making? Chapter 5 provides
a detailed study of the impact of the Spinks Commission on program coordination and

planning efforts that ensued after 1966.
If the parameters of legitimacy for govemment intervention had not k e n clearly
defhed prior to the Spinks report, they became quite clear after it. The lesson it provideci was
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not lost on the Cornmittee on University Affairs and this was reflected in their 1967 report.
The Cornmittee's fmt annuai public report issued in December 1967 carehilly set out the role
of the Committee vis-a-vis the universities and reinforced the institution as the locus of
responsibility for effective management:
When resources are lhited choice must be made between alternative goals;
very often these choices have not b e n made consciously. There is liitle
appetite for systematic planning; "foot-in-the-door" budgeting is found time
and time again. Effective management is required to maximize benefits from
limited resources. Such a notion of management is entirely consistent with the
ideal of univeniv autonomy. Only within the institutions, in the Senates and
Councils. can prionties be ordered and the necessary decisions tal~en.~~'

in spelling out its own responsibiiities, the Committee cited ''the formulation...of poiicies
affécting ali ~niversities"~~
as its most important function, noting that its other principal task
was "the provision of advice on levels of operating support needed, from year to year, and on
needs and priorities in capitai ~ ~ e n c l i n g"New
. " ~ ~ legislation.
~
program development, and the

establishment of new institution^"^ were cited as matters the Committee was dso "concemed
wi~h".'~'
Given that the individual universities were adamant about their nght to exercise a
substantial degree of autonomy, the Committee described the delicate balancing role they
faced and signailed to the institutions that greater collective autonomy could facilitate
government-university relations:

...the Committee on University Affairs has been well aware of the delicate
balance required in providing for the needs of such a rapidiy expanding system
without extravagance or waste, while at the same time preserving the effective
autonomy of individuai institutions. In its efforts to develop general policies
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the Committee on University Affairs has k e n most concemed with finding

effective bases for development and total fiscal control related to overall
hnction, as opposed to any movement towards overt control of detail. ...
Because some questions transcend the individuai univenity it may become
necessary to think in terms of a "collective autonorny" ... to provide divenity
with interdependence and to present a common front on matters of vital
importance."
In this climate of fiexcely defended autonomy and rejection of centralized planning. a
formula-fmancing scheme was introduced to create a neutrai conduit by which state support
(on which the univenities had quickly come to depend). could be allocated while avoiding
line-by-line scmtiny of institutional budgets that could k a t e n to transform Ontario's
universities (on whose expertise the state had come to depend), into state agencies. The
formula system of univenity finance, introduced for the 1967-68 year, reinforced the link
between university entitlements and the government's policy objective of accessibility.
Further, it served to reinforce the univenities' position that planning and management of
university affairs was properly undertaken at the institutional level.
Ako in 1967, in response to a recommendation made by the univenities, the Minister
of Education announced that a Commission on Post-Secondary Education wodd be
established to create the plan for univenity development which Spinks had noted was so sady
lacking during the period of rapid expansion of the university sector undenvritten by public
funds. This commission, however, wodd not commence its work until 1969, well afier the
period of expansion had concluded and after the new allocative mechanism for the distribution
of operating gram on a formulaie basis had k e n in place for two yean.
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Following the enormous expansion of the publicly assisted univeaity sector in the
sixties, and the de novo establishment of a system of provincial colleges of applied arts and
technology in 1965 which were intended to round out the postsecondary opportunities for
Ontario's secondary school graduates seeking advanced. but appiied "job ready," training prior
to entering the workforce, doubts were arising about the sagacity of, and need for, such
wholesale expansion of postsecondary education. In the next section, we mm to an
examination of the context in which provincial consideration of structures and policies related
to university system development occurred as weU as the national and provincial reports which
contributed to the context and substance of such consideratioas in the 1970s.

3.4

Developments in the 1970s: The Decade Mter
Post-war univenity expansion had been driven by the significant demographic changes

that occurred between 1945 and 1965 (the "baby boom" cohort); the cornpetitive drive for
scientific and technological leadership - a cornpetition inflamed by the United States during
the Cold War as it aspired to international technological suprernacy foilowing the 1957 Soviet

launching of the Spumik space satellite; and by the transformation of public perceptions about
univeaities - from the traditional view of universities as a privilege of the elite, to institutions
that would prepare a substantial number of the nation's youth for well-paying jobs that would

translate into prosperity for aü. A pst-war economic boom bank-rolled a decade of dramatic

univenity expansion.
By the late 1960s the public had begun to question the sagacity of the large and
increasing public investment in education. These concerns were buteessed by observations of

worsening employment prospects for univenity graduates leading to underemployment and
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unemployment. student radicalism which had overfiowed from the American collegiate
reaction to civil nghts issues and the Vietnam war." and increasing scepticism with respect
to the persona1 and social rates of ceturn on the rapidly escalating public investment in higher
education-"'
Govemments, for their par<, had no hard data for monitoring the patterns or direction
of change, and were bereft of mechanisms for reocienting their expansionary public policy
framework within the context of the non-interventionist stances they had taken vis-à-vis the
university sector. They turned to extemal advisors for advice. During the 1970s a series of
commissions was asked to reevaiuate the patterns of postsecondacy expansion and
expendinire, develop new directions for the development of public institutions and recommend
new structures with which to facilitate univenity-govemment relations.
At the Nm of the decade, however, the fmt detailed analysis of the nature of
univenity-government relations was undertaken from a national perspective which anticipated,
informed, and preemptedm5much of the debate that would ensue around the issue in Ontario
in subsequent years.
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3-4.1 Commtssian on the Relations between Clitiversitïes und Govetnments, 1970

(Hurtubise, Rowat Comm&sion)

in 1968, the national Commission on the Relations between Universities and
Governments, with Comrnissioners René Hurtubise, Professor of Law. Université de Monuéal,
and Donald Rowat, Professor of Political Science, Carleton University, considered how and
under what ternis and conditions public support should be provided to univenitie~."~
The
mandate of Comrnissioners Hurtubise and Rowat was broadly conceived. It included
consideration of the distinctive rote of univeaities at the cornmunity, provincial, regional,
national and international levels; a determination of the need, nature and extent of university
autonomy, and govemment and public control of univeaities; and the recommendation of
appropriate instruments by which relations between univenities and govemments could be
established that did justice to their resp~nsibilities.~"
At the outset of their study, the Commissioners asserted that "...substantial institutionai
autonomy is needed as an instrument for the preservation of academic freed~rn."~'
but were
quick to point out that "[tlhis acceptance of the need for autonomy does not invalidate the
interests of the tat te."'^ For Humibise and Rowat. the way in which the interests of the state
and the responsibiiities of the university were reconciied was complicated by the lack of clear

aims for universities - both on the part of governments and within the institutions themselves.
Added to this was uncertainty about the purposes public funding for univenities should serve.
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They observed that efforts at voluntary co-operation on the part of universities had been
unsuccessful. At the same tirne. they argued that govemments had not provided the necessary
framework within which meaningful inter-university CO-operationcould take place and
governmental responsibilities could be borne.
Hurtubise and Rowat concluded that voluntary cwperation among univeaities had
failed because "...a collection of institutions cannot adequately express or safeguard the

interests of the state in the sphere of higher e d u ~ a t i o n . "It~ was the view of the
Cornmissioners that:

...the voluntary cooperation of univenities has seldom been "voluntary" or
even "cooperative". As a rule, whatever co-operation there is has been brought
about by pressure from goveniment; practicdy ail "voluntary" cosperative
arrangements now in existence denve their efficacy from either a direct or
indirect threat of governmental sanction^.^'
Traditions associated with universiry autonomy were identif ied as inhibiting anyrhing
but superficial inter-institutional cwperation. Co-operation would require individual
institutions to give up or at least share some power with others. It was argued that autonomy
had made it difficult for institutions to delegate this power, and there was no way to ensure that
common decisions would be enforced. Furthemore, the Commission noted that "...the

executive head of each institution was bound both by his responsibilities towards "his"

""'

institution and by the natural human tendency in such circumstances to defend its interests.

Hurtubise and Rowat concluded that the ody motivation for voluntary co-operation
was collective institutional opposition to real or anticipated govemmental pressure. As

-
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President Dunton, then Chair of the Cornmittee of Presidents of the Provincially-assisted
Universities of Ontario (CPPUO),indicated:

The univeaities are trying to develop a cenual machinery before the
government develops its own. ïhis is going to be the race. We are trying to
develop among ourselves the research capacity to know what we are doing,
which nobody knows at present."'
The Commissioners also noted that:

...there has been a tendency on the part of inter-univeaity bodies to protect the
s t a t u quo - to distrust and oppose govemments in their efforts to safeguard the
public interest and develop new fonns of post-secondary education?
They concluded that:
Universities, like al1 other human organizations, are selfish, and without
sanctions wili not co-operate in any but a trivial sense. Since the oniy agency
of society that can supply the necessary sanctions is the govemment, it must
provide the framework within which this co-operation can take place. Nothing
will stimulate co-operation so much as a govemmentai assurance that any
desirable ceoperative arrangements agreed on will be enforced?

In view of their findings. the Commissioners recommended for provinces with three
or more univenity campuses the establishment of a coordinating and planning commission

with a statutory base, a semi-autonomous status and substantiai powers. According to the
Commissioners, this approach was arrived at based on their study of the Canadian situation.
but also on U.S.practices. At that t h e , the coordinating board mode1 had been adopted in 2 1
States and was rapidly gaining ascendancy over ail other methods of coordination? The
Cornmissioners recommended that existing university advisory comrnittees and grants
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commissions be reconstituted. Although their scope would be limited to universities because
of their special nature vis-à-vis other f o m of pst-secondary education. the Commissioners
argued that they should have greater powea than did existing mechanisms.

The Cornmissioners argued further that there were two primary reasons bodies
responsible for the coordination and planning of higher education ought to be established in
law: with advisory and executîve hnctions spelled out by statute, greater certainty and better
protection wouid be provided for the univenity community and for the commission itself.

They concluded: 'The university community would thus be assured of the limits of the
commission's powen. and the commission, by having statutory independence. wodd be less
iiabie to charges of 'being in the government's pocket'"?
The Cornmissioners. however. argued that this concept of a university commission

would only work if both universities and governments transferred some parts of their
vaditional authoricy to the Commission in order that the Commission could plan, CO-ordinate

and preview proposed programs. The Commissioners' major emphasis on planning and the
elaboration of a master plan for universities was considered essential in view of what they
described as "the inherent stubbornness of established institutions." They believed that:

...the inevitable conflicts among the universities themselves and between them
and the CO-ordinatingagency should take place, and be reconciled. at the
planning rather than the executive stage. in this iater stage, the power of the COordinating body shouid be limited io that of a policeman, a function easily
perfoxmed if that body controls fmances and if the earlier resolution of
conflicts has resulted in a consensus among a i i participantsB8

The Cornmissioners argued that a system blueprint would ensure that "a government will make
its decisions within a comprehensive, logicai framework rather than on an ad hoc b a i s of
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political expediency in reaction to pressures of the

The Commissioners also

argued that to avoid preoccupation with individual univenity budgets and administration. the
executive functions of the new university commissions should be limited mainly to those
necessary for developing and enforcing an overall plan.
As envisioned the new commissions would also have had responsibility for allocating

the total sum of public subvention for univeaities. It was recommended that a major portion,
in the range of 7546 of the total allocation. be distributed on the basis of a general formula
with the remainder granted at the discretion of the commission in order to take special

circumstances into account and to promote desirable new development~.'~
Because the
executive powers of the proposed coordinating body would be narrow, advisory powers were
conceived to be broad, and the favoured approach included a provision obliging the Minister
of Education to seek the advice of the commission on university matters.

Finaliy, the Hurtubise and Rowat Commission advocated that the commissions have

maximum rnemberships of 15 penons, drawn in equal proportions from govemmenl society
and the academic cornmunity. retain their own expert staffs, and have full-time chairs.

Consultation with al1 univeaities, faculty and staff representatives on proposais that wodd
affect the system would be a matter of course, all commissions' recommendations and snidies
would becorne public, and govemment would respond publicly to them. in order to preserve
the independence, credibility, and role of each commission as an intennediary between the
univenities and the government, it was seen as crucial that universities and university
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organizations not bypass the commission by going directly to the government."'

The Board of Directors of the Association of Univenities and Colleges Canada one
of the sponsors of the report, issued a staiement in September. 1970. roundly condemning the
~~
report of the Commission on the Relations between Univenities and ~ o v e m m e n t s 'stating
that :
This board is panicularly disnirbed by the philosophy which seems io underiie
the document. The report Ieaves the impression that univeaities and
educational institutions are instruments of the state (the state k i n g
synonyrnous in Canada with the provinces)."'
It was ako immediately disowned by its other sponsors, the Canadian Association of
University Teachers, the Canadian Union of Students and l'Union général des étudiants du
~uébec?' These groups rejected the Commissionen' underlying assumption that if the
political climate and the socio-political structures w i t b which the university finds itself "are
conducive to the promotion of academic freedom, then there may not be any real need for the
university to have any substantial autonorny..."'9s
Pursuant to the Hurtubise Rowat report. and in a continuation of its exploration of
issues pertaining to university coordination and future development, AUCC sponsored a
second national snidy, this time focusing on univenity research policy-
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3.4.2

The Commission tu Sîudy the R u t i o n a I ~ u nof University Reseutch, 1972
(Bonneau-Cony Report)
ui 1972, the Commission to Smdy the Rationalization of University Research.

undertaken by Louis-Phiiiipe Bonneau and J.A. ~orry,'%and sponsored by the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada, issued a two-volume report entitled Quest for the
Optimum: Research Policy in the Universities of Canada. The Commission's tems of

reference stated that is was expected:

To study, report and make recommendations on the mechanisms, structures
and processes required to ensure that research undertakings in the universities
of Canada can be planned to serve, without undue duplication, both the
advancement of knowledge, and provincial. regional and national
development."

The report addressed issues of unplanned growth of graduate studies and research and
institutional capacity to support or manage such activities adequately; and rationalization of
research within institutions, between several institutions and at the national level. The
Commission observed:

The univenity instincl Legitimate in itself, to d o w each researcher to chwse
his research interests k e l y clashes with the governmental duty to account for
expendinires of public money in something lîke specific terms. Some
compromise between these two legitimate and competing interests must be
fo~nd.*~'
The Commission argued that the absence of an institutiondy planned approach to
graduate studies and research had contributed to the neglect of undergraduate teaching and
uncoordinated, lowquality research. They concluded:
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It has come to be generally recognised that. in the last ten years, many of the
newer universities, as well as some of the older smaller ones, were too hasty
and too detennined in trying to buiid up a substantial research component and
in pushing into graduate work at the PhD level. ln the result. a aumber of them
over-extended themselves and have come into senous difficulties. Too many
departments in too many univenities are offering PhD programs they are not
equipped to mount, to the detriment of graduate work in the country as a
w hole .'99

The Commission pointed to the diiernma facing smaller institutions. By vimie of the premium
that university culture places on "frontier research" (research with a largely empiricai basis

as differentiated from "refiective inquiry" which emphasized intellectua1 synthesis), the
Commission recognized that smaiier institutions that declared themselves as primarily
undergraduate teaching institutions would

have been regarded in many quarters as having chosen to be second rate. They
would not have k e n able to recruit promising staff memben because such
persons were king dnven to think it important to maintain mobility through
frontier research and supervision of graduate students."

The Commission argued for universities to accept difierentiation by function - that not
ail institutions need be engaged in fiontier or basic research. While the commission advocated

the concentration of research effort in a few universities, it acknowledged the political
unpalatability of such a view to the newer universities:
If the smailer and medium-sized universities scattered across the country
continue to think (mistakenly, of course) that their quality depends on hanging
on to, and edarging, their research hinds for frontier research, they c m rouse
enough political opposition to concentration in a few centres of excellence to
prevent it taking p l a ~ e . ~ '

The Commission went on to advocate that the universities self-impose measures to
prevent and eiiminate proliferation of PhD programs. One of their foremost suggestions in this
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regard calleci on universities to abolish "the prernium given to frontier research in the policies
of the universities on promotions and salary increases"." It advocated the establishment of
institutionai research objectives everywhere, restrictions on mearch fun& which would force
institutions to consciously plan for their optimal allocation. and enunciation of federal and
provincial objectives and pnonties for research. It further recommended the establishment of
a national. provincial and local strategy for the rationalization of research. By managing the

research function within the context of institutional priorities and by distinguishing between
two kinds of research defined as "reflective inquiry" and "frontier research", institutional.
provincial and national research priorities could be more readiiy i d e n u f i and coordinated in
concert with government objectives, and centres of specialization could be more frequentiy
developed to foster research excellence.'"
The recommendations of the Bonneau-Cony report were viewed by the universities

as flowing fiom "a good analysi~."~
However. the recommendations. which implied that in
future some univenities, particuiarly the srnalier institutions, should exercise self-denial in
ternis of the research function while the more established universities enjoyed l e s competition

for limited research resources was politicaily unacceptable. Edward Monahan explains:

...the distinction that the report drew behveen research and scholarship was not
a distinction that made much sense to many university politicians because most
university politicians were interested in maicimizing research income and most
faculty members were interested in getting research grants, panicularly in the
life and physical sciences. That was ... an important distinction, but] it stiil has
a pretty rough ride in terms of getting acceptance in the university
C
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There is no evidence that this report had much impact on the behaviour of govemrnents

or the institutions. In retrospect. few AUCC reports did. in large part because univeaity policy
was a provincial matter and the impact of the nxommendations from province to province was
so different and hard to measure. The Ontario goveniment had no formai research policies and
continued to deal with the underlying conflict among the institutions about "who does what"
in the graduate and research areas indirectly in the context of graduate program development
and hinding policy. WMe some argued that the univeaities shouid 'proceed with caution in

giving over to governrnents decisions about what kinds of univenity rexarch...will be

prod~ctive,"~
the study did serve to raise the profüe of research in relation to institutional
finances and administration and in relation to institutional and system planning. This latter
influence wouid be manifest in the treatrnent of re~eafchin a subsequent AUCC report of 1974
entitled Planning for Planning.

3.5

The S e m h Begins for A Master Plan for Ontario
By the early 1970s. it was clear that the poticies and actions of the 1960s had not oniy

placed postsecondary education in Ontario on a trajectory of enormous increase in student
enrolments, it had signailed a tuming point in public expectations. Attitudes toward higher
education had undergone a transformation with respect to the role of universities and an ever
greater percentage of secondary school graduates aspired to university attendance. However,

govemment was beginning to show concem that there might be limitations to the public r e m

on its investment in higher education and questioned its ability to support an ever-greater
306-
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proportion of public dollars going to postsecondary education in the lace of competing public

dernands in other secton such as health c m and social services. This occurred in spite of the
govemment's recognition that postsecondary education was a potential engine for economic
growth and intemationai competitiveness. as well as a boon to social and cultural policy
objectives. Government began to recoil from an open-ended commitxnent to financing growth
in the postsecondary sphere in the eariy 1970s. while at the same time, individuals were
becoming more aware of the personal and economic benefits associateci with a postsecondary

education in an increasingly cornpetitive and global economy. Along with universities,
Ontario's colleges of applied arts and technology, established in 1965-66, expanded despite
a stable or declining level of annual increases in provincial grants?
The central observation of the Spinks Commission that the "most suiking charactenstic
of higher ... education in Ontario is the complete absence of a master plan. of an educational

policy, and of a CO-ordinatingauthority for the provinciaiiy-supported institutions..." had
provided the catalyst for a controversial provincial initiative to recast university-govermnent
relations. The provincial challenge was to recoacile the growing disparity between the
changing fiscal priorities caused by budgetary constraint, and the activities and financial
expectations of the institutions in an environment where increases in student demand were
anticipated in the short-term followed by anticipated enroiment decline over the longer-tem.
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35.1

The Commission on PostSeeondary Educatioa in Ontario, 1972
(Wright Commission)

In 1969, a comprehensive study of post-secondary education was initiated by the
Ontario govemment. Between April 1969 and 1972. the Commission on Post-Secondary
Education in Ontario (COPSEO),
chaired by Douglas T. Wright, then also Chairman of the

Cornmittee on University Affairs, undenook "to consider, in the Light of present provisions for
university and other pst-secondary education in Ontario, the pattern necessary to ensure the

m e r effective development of post-secondary education in the province during the period
to 1980, and in general terms to 1990, and make recornmendations thereon.""

The scope of

this mandate included universities, Ontario's system of coiieges of appiied arts and technology
(established in 1965. but operaiionai for just two years, since 1967). and adult and continuing
education.
The province's discretionary approach to ailocaihg provincial operating grants to
universities had been abandoned just two years previous, and had been repiaced by a

The p e n d 1967-68 to 1972-73 has k e n characterized
provincial operating grants formulaYR
as an implementation period w h e minor
~
refinements were introduced to work out details and
contingencies not addressed when the operating gants fomiula was originaüy designed. It also
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involved numerous attempts to initiate major formula funding revisions, particularly with
respect to program weights. Participation rates. which had increased rapidly in the late 1960s,
levelled-off by the end of this period. Rapid enrolment growth, averaging 14.1% annually.
suddeniy plummeted to 0.6% in 1972-73. Also at the end of this period, growth in hinding per
Basic Income Unit ( B u .which had initiaiiy been higher than the rate of inflation, fell below
the rate of
Following on the heels of an initiai, interim report, A Statement of lssues. in November
1970. the Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario circulated a second "ciraft

report" for discussion in January 1972. This document proposed to ium univenity-govenunent

relations in Ontario on its head and the Council of Ontario Universities considered the sum of
the proposais emanating from the draft report to be unacceptable. The Commission had
recornmended a completely new approach to allocating public support to post-secondary
education based on separating "at source but not at the institutional level, instructional costs and
other cos& including research.. ."" ' This proposai and its recommendations on the structure of
govemment-univenity relations raised considerable concem in the farthest reaches of the
university community. The Commission asserted that: 'The time has corne for clear definition

of the jurisdiction and responsibiiities of the various component elements of pst-secondary
I t proposed that d l provincial
education and their incorporation in appropriate ~e~islation.~'"~

responsibilities for post-secondary education, including funding. be consolidated in a single
department and that a "Senior Advisory Cornmittee" be created to assist the new Minister. This
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body would "provide a continuous overview of postsecondary education in Ontario and...
provide the Minister with advice on the allocation of fun& between the three main sectors
within his j~risdiction.""~

COPSEO's proposals were highly specific. Post-secondary institutions would be
ciassified into three categones

- universities, colleges and an open educational sector

comprising museums, art gaiieries and the creative and performing arts. Each would have a
separate govemment-appointed coordinathg board with extensive powers. The Commission
observed:
The noteworthy depamire of these recommendations is, of course, the
delegation of executive power to a province-wide body. It would be the fmt
time in Ontario that the interest of the public would be represented in
univenity aEfairs on such a broad basis. In essence, this set of
recornmendations asserts that it is in the public interest to c ~ r â i n a t and
e plan
university education on a province-wide basis; that it is, more specifically, the
right of a province-wide body to decide where and when new prograxns
(graduate as weii as undergraduate) should be estabiished andlor abolished, and
what kuid of admission standards should pnvail in the province; and that these
decisions are best made by a body that is not an integral part of a government
department .3

'

Univenities perceived this recommendation as a direct attack on academic freedom:
When we have a government-appointed central body empowered to abolish
courses - to Say what may or may not be taught - the essential freedom of the
university wiii have k e n lost. ...The Commission invokes a pnnciple with
which we have no quarrel: Massive support from the public treasury requires
strict public accountability. But the Commission does not demonstrate that this
principle requires the use of the machinery re~ommended.~''
But what alternative machinery was there? COPSEO Chair, D.T.Wright had expressed his
concems in respect to COU'S authority at a system level:
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multilateral decision-making does not reveal...attractive results except under
duress. Alex Corry convened all the univenity department heads to make the
case for voluntaxy coordination years ago. Nothing much happened until the
University -airs Committee dropped the [hinding] embargo. I can only
conclude that some extemal influence is required for e~cellence."~

COU went on to acknowledge that "At the moment this power [to implement binding
group decisions] does not exist because COU is a purely voluntary organization."
Edward Monahan recalls the univenity sector's reaction to the proposal buffer body:
When the Wright interim report came out with the recommendations for a
buffer body with executive authority estabüshed in Legislation, the universities
were apoplectic. They were Babbergasted. And they were wildly opp~sed.~"
To mitigate the proposed buffer's potentid authority over the univenities, COU suggested that
if the COPSEO wouid consider a less interventionist approach to system planning and
coordination. COU would commit to "seek support from the Senates and boards of the
fourteen universities for a set of proposais involving delegation to COU of the specific
essential powers necessary for rational and coorduiated operation of the ~ystern"~"

In effect, as a modification to COPSEO's recommendation that there be a buffer body
with executive authority, the universities proposed what was essentially a "double b ~ f f e r " ~ ' ~
system, that envisioned govemment devolving authority to its own buffer body

on mattea

of system planning, to COU'S buffer.j2' In this way, COU felt it could provide a balance of
power against the authority of the govemment's proposed buffer."'
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COPSEO rejected COU'S "double buffer" scheme. In its final report, 7he k a m i n g
Society, released early in 1973, the Commission detailed the shortcomings of the COU

proposal:

The COU proposes a complex system of authority and responsibiiity consisting
of three levels: institutions. govemment and between them an intemediary
consisting of a reconstinited advisory Cornmittee on University Anairs (CUA)
and a buttressed Council of Ontario Universities with delegated government
powers. This may be called the "double-ïntennediary" or bbdouble-buffer"
system. ...Essentiaily, the system would invest a voluntary interest-group
organization, the COU. with delegated govemmental executive powen. In
ternis of public policy, it wouid be a step backwards from the present trend in
Ontario to curb the extensive delegated powen of existing interest groups...and
to appoint lay rnembers to their goveming bodies?
For good measure, COPSEO also cited York University's negative assessrnent of the proposal,
subtly underiining the inherent divisiveness within COU,another reason the "double buffer"
proposai was untenable."'
The proposed univenity body. the "Council on University Affairs". was envisioned

with executive and advisory powers, and responsibilities to:
3)

plan and coordinate, in consultation with univeaities and related voluntary
associations. the univeaity sector of post-secondary education in the province;

b)

advise the Minister of Post-Secondary Education on the global sums needed for the
support of institutions and activities within its jurisdiction;

c)

allocate and distribute operating and capital fun& among the institutions;

d)

publish annual reports, to be tabled in the Legislature, describing the activities of the
Ontario Council for University Affairs; and

e)

hold public hearings, from time to time, at the institutions under its j~risdiction.''~
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It would serve as a "buffer" between the govemrnent and univeaities:
Govemment and institutions would have to delegate part of their junsdiction
to a thkd body - the buffer - to be used in accomplishing those tasks that no
government body, university, or coilege can perform, alone or in concert and
that would satisfy public authority that system-wide planning and coordination
were orderly and effective."

COPSEO argued that it was essential for the proposed buffer to have executive
authority or, in the long term, it would mn the nsk of k i n g a hostage to fortune. COPSEO
pointed out that:

...a purely advisory body to government cannot fwiction as a satisfactory
buffer...If a body is to initiate as well as mediate, insulate, and protect, it must
by definition be able to exercise authority keely within its ana of
j urisdiction.. .326
Further. COPSEO argued that the buffer required executive authority to protect properly the
public interest:

...in a field such as pst-secondary education, which is infinitely more sensitive
[than areas such as health, finance, and welfare] to political pressures and
bureaucratic controls, other devices are needed to protect the public interest
under defined powers of legislation."
In addition, overail coordination and planning of postsecondary education was to be
undertaken by "a permanent Ontario Cornmittee on Post-Secondary Education". The
Commission advocated that:

This important body should have no executive or administrative
respowibilities, and should not be part of any other body involved in p s t secondary education in Ontario. What the Economic Councii of Canada is to
econornic poiicy-making nationaliy, the committee should be to planning on
al1 aspects of pst-secondary education provincialiy. Hence it should be
responsible for the uninterrupted scanning and monitoring of educational needs
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and resources in the province. Through studies. heaings. and publications. it
should generate a steady flow of reliable information: it should isolate
problems. suggest cnana for their solution, forecast trends. and identify new
challenges. Above all, it should provide a valuable forum for participants in ail
areas of pst-secondary education. Its membenhip should be small and drawn
from govemment. various lay groups. and institution^."^

Notwithstanding the additional structures to facilitate system coordination and
planning, the Commission envisioned the continuation of a shared role for the univenities in
this regard. The Commission qualified the govemmenc's anticipated intervention in this way:

In advocating the adoption of the buffer model, we recognize a continuing vital
role for institutions and their organizations in system-wide planning and
coordination. Our educationd goals. the interests of good management, and the
commanding role of pst-secondary education in society suggest the need for
its representatives to be centraliy involved through a regular consultative
process in the making of policies which affect hem and in the selection of
appointees for the proposed provincial bodies."
In retrospect, nie Learning Society,was to be the oniy comprehensive review of the
postsecondary policy framework to include both college and univenity-level institutions
undertaken for close to thirty year~.'~'
The Commission's recommendations posed major challenges to univenity autonomy.

The report was genedy viewed by the universities as tw radical. Govenvnent accepted few
of the recommendations, in part because of the potential for increased costs. as well as due to
the lack of support expressed by the sector during the govemment's subsequent consultation

process, which was e~tensive.'~'
With respect to COPSEO's recommendation for the establishment of a buffer, COU
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indicated that it
strongly supported the t e m of reference for the Ontario Council on University
Affairs as proposed by the Commission on Post-Secondary Education. on the
understanding that the Council would seek systematic planning advice from
COU and wodd work closely with COU in the implementation of plans.'"

COU made this position known to the Minister in spring 1973, a time when the Minister was
also grappling with the Ministry's view that there were some inconsistencies between the
recent rezommendations of the Cornmittee on Govemment Productivity and the proposal for
an Ontario Council on University Affairs with some executive powen. The 1971 reports of

the Cornmittee on Government Productivity stressed that the role of govemment was to set
generaî policy and the definition of what general policy was vis-à-vis universities sparked a
debate arnong the university community and between universities and the Minister. The
council proposed by the Wright Commission provided an example of what the Report on
Govemment Productivity considered "a position of independence in relation to partisan
politics which is essential for the pedomüuice of certain fùnctions of a judicial or quasiFor their part, the universities were prepared to accept more explicit terms
judiciai nat~re."~"
of reference for the new Council which stipulated that it should advise the Minister on matten
of general policy concerning universities. The broader university community appeared to be

in agreement around the issue of a Council with some executive authority and this was
reflected in a public statement in early 1974 resdting from representatives of the university
community participating in a serninar on Ontario and its Universities to the effect that:
We believe that the universities and govemment should be connected by a
highly comptent body which can provide advice to govemment on the
332.
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development and hinctioning of the univeaity system and guidelines to the
university community as a whole. Such a body should no more be allowed to
u s q the govemment's responsibitity for total resoum allocation to the
universities than it should be permitted to stifle university initiatives in meeting
demonstrated needs. But it should be the respected source of advice on such
matters as the needs of the universities, the formulae for the allocation of
funds, and the establishment of new programmes and new institutions. In its
relationship with the universities, this body should facilitate and encourage
cooperation and planning by the Council of Ontario Univenities and the
Ministry. It shouid be empowered to nquire that policies for the system are
respected and implemented by the universities. This power could best be
exercised if the proposed commission had the authority to allocate fun&
among the universities. For the rnost part. such allocations should be on the
basis of some objective formula acceptable to government and the univenities,
but the commission would need lunited discretionary power to make modest
changes in the application of the formula3"
The government rejected the notion of a body with executive authority. William G.
Davis, then Minister of Colleges and Universities, explained why:

...there was a recognition chat we were really developing a system that would
become somewhat centraiized, and there, the cornmittee, if it had executive
powea, would...run into the possibility of encroaching on institutional and
academic freedom. I think there was suficient understanding on the part of
universities, that without doing this bit of [the] Iegislation, we could build
p a t e r discipline in by paying more attention to the advice of the cornrniaee.
...1 think...that. in many respects. happened. ...the decision was made very
simply in a recognition that once you went down the path of giving executive
responsibility. ...knowïng how these crearures take on a life of their own, that
that would have become a very dominant institution, and I think, might have
impacted in a negative sense, not economicdiy, but in terms of the functioning
of the institutions, ...1look back and 1 don? second guess that decision.'"
So. in May 1974, the government introduced Bill 68, to provide for the establishment of a 12member Ontario Council on University Affairs. The Council was to be "an advisory body" to
the Minister and to the Lieutenant Governor in Council that wouid make recommendations to
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the Minister "on any matter that. in the opinion of ~ouncil,""~
concerned one or more of the

Ontario universities. In most respects it was almost indistinguishable from the Cornmittee on
University Affairs. However. there was also provision for the Minister or Council to "collect"
and "publish" any "such infonnation and statistics as considered necessary or ad~isable.""~

This provision caused considerable concem in the univeaity c~mmunity.'~~
The Assistant Deputy Minister of the University Affain Division of the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities at the time described the effect of the introduction of legislation
compeliing the universities to provide certain statistical information to the Ministry:

...there had k e n a number of discussions and meetings about the infonnation
needs of the Ministry in order for it to fulli its accountability to the House and
the public at large. The universities felt quite strongiy that the goveniment had
no business prescribing information to be provided to it. Such a requirement
would be an intrusion on academic freedom and autonomy, the discussions
broke down. When the legislation authorizing the establishment of the Ontario
Council on University Afîairs was introduced, it contained a clause requiring
the universities to provide certain statistical information upon request of the
govemment: This power actually existed under the Statistics Act, but its
inclusion in the OCUA legislation seemed to confimi the M e r intrusion of
the govemment in univenity autonomy and triggered university-induced
opposition to this clause in the Ho~se.~"

in view of the controveny surrounding the Biil, "the Government simply went ahead and
created OCUA by Order-in-Council in Se~ternber."~
The govemment quietly abandoned Biil
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68 two months later during second reading, foîiowing opposition attacks on the govemment's
decision to drop the clause providing for information collection and pub~ication.~'
As established, OCUA lacked formai temm of reference. However, its first

Chair,

Stefan Dupré, proceeded to lead the Council as if Bill 68 had p a ~ s e dui
. ~the
~ end, the role of

OCUA largely mirrored the forrnal mandate COPSEO had envisioned for it, but in an advisory
rather than executive context.

3.53 PIanning for Planning, 1974
(Trotter Report)
Just one month after the establishment of the Ontario Council on University Affairs.

the Association of Univeaities and Colleges of Canada released a report undertaken on its

behalf by its Advisory Committee on University Planning entitled Planning for Planning,
Relationships between universities and govemments: guidelines to process. Queen's

University Head of Academic Planning, Bernard Trotter. was appointed Director of

~esearch?~

The intention of the snidy was to develop practical guidelines for the effective long
term planning of Canadian universities. The Cornmittee's terms of reference directed it: "to
assess the processes of planning long term development of universities in Canada with special
attention to the interaction of institutional. provincial. regional and national authoritie~."~
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Underlying the force of the Committee's recornrnendations for more sophisticated institutional
planning and an advisory and synthesizing role for the university collectivity in the
development of system-wide long term planning documents was the recognition of a kick of
criteria by which govemments hold universities accountable. This, it was argued, required

greater emphasis, not on stnicnires for planning and coordination, but "on process as a prior
condition to planning which leads to effective and efficient a~tion."~'As the Committee
noted:
Changes in structure alone cannot be expected to resolve these uncertainties
about goals unless there is a new emphasis on continuing processes for long
term planning. Univenities cannot be effective or accountable unless their
goals and objectives are undentood by themselves and by the public wbich
supports thern through govemment gram. Neither universities nor
govemments can by themselves satisfactorily resolve the fundamental problem
of goals. The search for such a resolution must be the fmt item on the planning
agenda for both universities and govemments.
What was required, the Cornmittee concluded, was a well-defined and systematic
process for exchanging information and examining basic assumptions with govemment. The
lack of mutually agreed upon goals and purposes to date had, in the Committee's view.
resulted fiom a lack of communication and idormation, a lack of trust and confidence among
those in universities and in govemments, and a lack of agreement about the diff'erent planning
responsibilities of universities and governments and "how these should be made to rnesh."

The Committee &fined long t e m planning as "being concemed with basic matten of
policy - what to do - raiher than the &tail of implementation - how to do it". It emphasized the
consultative, iterative process that attends to long term planning which requins reguiar
reevaluation and readjustment. Enrolment projections, institutional role differentiation.

Chapter 3: Pknning for Erpansion

program diversity, a more narrowly prescribed research emphasis and a defined mandate for
community service were outcomes anticipated by the authors of the report."

The report's emphasis on consultative planning was rooted in the observation that rrd
hoc solutions to problems were unsatisfactory on a number of counts:

...ad hocery far frorn solving problems creates uncertainties about process
which in nun breeds distrust, suspicion of motives. and makes planning a
closed rather than open process. Ad hocery which is by definition the kind of
planning which goes on when then?are not systematic and agreed procedures.
normaüy concems itself with problems which have already appeared and
presented themselves as urgent matters. Ad hoc solutions to ttiis kind of
problem usuaiiy lack foilow through. Agreed ways of proceeding prevent the
bittemess which resuits h m arbitrary action based on ad hoc changes in rules.
Agreed processes for consultative planning are prerequisite to planning
outcomes which will be satisfactory because they wiil be acknowledged as
legitimate and not arbitrary?'
The report concluded with the observation that the value of planning lies in stable. less
wastefui developrnent of universities, and while the Committee was
inclined to think that a properly constituted intermediary body is more likely
to ensure effective planning reiationships with universities. ...consultative
planning can proceed within any structure if al1 of the parties concemed think
it important enough to make it worlc?

In Ontario. J. Stefan Dupré. the Cornmittee's academic consultant, was about to have
an oppomuiity to put the planning recommendations and conclusions of the Cornmittee into
practice.
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3.6

The Ontario CounciI on University Affairs, 1974
The Ontario Council on University Affairs was established in September 1974with 20

govemment-appointed members. It was "to act as a strengthened buffer between the
government and the university system..."" OCUA had neither a statutory base nor executive
authority. Its role was a purely advisory one. It could not undertake system coordination and
planning, except on ternis decreed or confumed by the Minister or consented to by the
univenities themselves. Pt50r to 1974. the advisory bodies io the Minister on university
matten were more akin to an extension of the Ministry than independent advisory bodies.

Having been given responsibility for advising on the public fun& to be ailocated by the
hovince for universities. the Ontario Council on University Affairs had a context within
which to undertake "amis-length" consultation, and promote coordination and planning to a
greater degree than its predecessors.

J. Stefan Dupré. a Professor of Political Economy at the University of Toronto. selected
to be the Council's fmt Chair. had among other things, k e n a staff member of the Ontario
Committee on Taxation in 1967. This report, which had advocated the vimies of
decentralization while ernbracing the importance of strong provincial govemments and
autonomous local and comrnunity institutions, clearly provided a frarne of reference for

Dupré's views on university autonomy. The Comminee on Taxation had argued that fiscal
autonomy for the provinces was desirable because it recognized diversity and "it is
indispensable to ensure that the responsibilities of (provincial) govemments will be clearly
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pinpointed in the public ~nind."'~The degree to which Dupre's expenence with the
Committee had informed his views on univeaity autonomy were evident in his convocation
address to McMaster University in 1977. where he stated:
The Ontario Committee on Taxation accorded great importance to the effective
decentralization of authority to the local and community level, citing the same
values of divenity and responsibility as caused it to espouse the enlargement
of provincial autonomy. On the bais of my recent experience in chainng the
body that is responsible for advising our provincial government on policy
toward universities, 1believe that the Govenunent of Ontario has succeeded in
maintaining, despite occasional pressures to the contmy, a fair degree of
university autonomy. This is not to Say, however, that the challenge of
decentralization has been M y met even at the university level. In that we can
expect the Govemment of Ontario to gain added responsibiiity with yet a
further advancement of provincial autonomy, the need to decentralize in ~ r
below the provincial level is pressing. I believe that this should include M e r
delegation of decision-making in the university realm.3s'

n

The Deputy Minister of Colieges and Univeaities at the time was J. Gordon Parr,

originaliy fiom the univenity community, and more recently Chairman of the Committee on
University Affairs. Parr had corne with ''a deep and personal understanding of the hallowed
pnnciples of academic &dom as weii as institutional autonomy" and understood ''the limits
that had to be subtly and carefully observed and honoured if public expendinires of the
magnitude to which they h d recendy grown could be justified by the government''352It was,

therefore, not surprising that the better part of OCUA's early years were spent working with
the institutions and gwemment to encourage the institutions, individually and collectively, to
assume responsibility for system-level coordination and planning.
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3.6.1

System-kel Academik Progrun CoordinafkDn and Plrrnning, 119741982: OCUA's
Role in the Promutibn of a University 'LSystem" and I ~ ~ ~ t ü u t i o nRole
ai
Dî@?rentiution

.

in its 1977 Fourth Annual Reporî OCUA noted that the physical capacity problems
in the university system, which had been d c i p a t e d due to projected enrobent growth, were

unlikely to transpire. In k t , OCUA. now chaired by William C. Winegard. former nesident

of the University of Guelph, noted that actuai enroiment likely would fa11 short of the peak in
the lowest forecast it had made for the period from 1978 to 1982-83. Hearings with the
universities undertaken by OCUA were concemed with institutional funding requirements and
the way in which institutions were planning to "cope with 'the new reality'...[ofl three years of

financing below the level that we have corne to expect"? This "new reality" was brought
about by the govemment's paper 'T'owards a Balanced Budget" which was contained in the
document "Ontario Budget 1977". inuoduced in the Legislature by the Treasurer of Ontario
that spring. Greater system-wide coordination was clearly one strategy OCUA was explonng
as a means to reduce univenity sector costs. One of the questions posed by OCUA to the
institutions during OCUA public hearings that year was:

With resmcted funding and declining enrolment upon us, are savings possible
by the merging of one institution with another or through the rnerging of
certain specific s e ~ c e such
s a s libraries, cornputing, campus planning, other
administrative support services and even teaching in geographicdy proxùnate
institutions (or indeed system ide)?^^

In a discussion papa issued in 1978. The Ontario University System: A Statement of
Issues, OCUA observed that universities were entering a pend of declining enrolment and
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resources which required careful management. in this context. OCUA enunciated explicit

goals for the university system in Ontario, noting that "Councii deliberately uses the word
"system" in this context because different univeaities may fulfil different roles to accomplish
the total task of the university ~ e c t o r . " ~ ~ ~

in view of anticipated funding reductions, OCUA assessed the acadernic implications
and concluded that the quality of the undergraduate enterprise could be sustained at an
acceptable level. However, the graduate program enterprise, which differed "from other areas

of university affairs in chat its evolution has been characterized by a degree of control not
fomd elsewhe~",3s6
was given particular attention.
Of concern to OCUA in 1978 was that:

...graduate rationalization and disciplinary evolution have been considered in
isolation. Council believes that future rationakation and planned evolution
must take into account the interaction between the graduate and undergraduate
secton and the institutional profiles which thus emerge.'"

In response to this concern, OCUA promoted the concept of rationalization through
institutional role differentiation. Cithg its belief that considerable institutional differentiation

already existed in Ontario, OCUA went on to state: "Council believes that there rernains some
scope for increased role differentiation among the universities based on disciplinary emphasis
and level and range of instructional ~fferings."~~'
OCUA identified four categories of

institutions ranging from institutions onented primarily toward undergraduate arts and science,
with few, if any, undergraduate professional programs and no graduate programs. to
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institutions which offered a broad range of programs at al1 levels of instr~ction."~In setting

up the discussion of institutionai role differentiation, OCUA stated its belief in the importance

"for al1 concerned to keep a watching brief on the extent to which a balance is maintained
between public accountability and institutional a u t ~ n o r n y . " ~ ~ ~
As for its role in maintaining this balance. X U A took the question of curent system-

level structures and controls to the university system in its 1979 public hearings where it
explored the difficulties of an intennediary body providing leadership to the university system
without even Limited executive authority and the severe limitations placed on COU'Sability

to provide system leadership while at the same time king accountable to differing vested

inter est^.^^' After consultation with the Ontario universities in the Spring of 1979. the paper
Systern on the Brink: A Financial Analysis of the Ontario Universiîy Systern 1979 reflected

OCUA's position on coordination and planning in an unequivocal fashion: "Council is now.
more han ever, convinced that planning in one institution cannot be divorced €rom planning
in the system as a wh01e."'~~

In spite of its earlier concerns about undergraduate development. OCUA continued to
emphasize planning and coordination in the areas of graduate and professionai programming.

In 1980, OCUA indicated that there was a need for system-wide consolidation and
rationaikation in Ontario. In its position paper Sysrem Rotionalization: A Responsibiii~and
An Opporrwiity, OCUA stated that such measures were required
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particularly in the context of financial constraint and enrolment decline. to
prevent and eliminate undesirable duplication in order to protect existing
strong programs, to preserve oppominities for innovation, and to ensure that
resources be effectively used and available in areas of need."'

OCUA's efforts to broaden the planning context were frustrated by the sector's
inùifference to it. OCUA attributed this to the univenities' assumption that "somehow or
other, an acceptable total provincial m a y of programs would follow automatically from the

sum of the plans of each instit~tion."'~
OCUA summarized the dilemma as follows:
With many institutions involved in the system it may be that, without any
coordinating effort, the outcornes of the independently drawn plans of the
individual institutions may not be appropriate from a provincial perspective.
Indeed this is precisely the situation which the universie system in Ontario is
beginning to face. While there is general agreement that it is desirable to leave
as much planning respunsibdity as possible in the han& of the individual
institutions, it is becorning increasingly clear th& some degree of coordination
and cooperation is necessary."

OCUA indicated that planning for the future must be based on two fundamental
premises: (1) that there was a University system in Ontario; and (2) that there must be a
developing recognition by al1 institutions of the role of each institution within the systern.

OCUA argued that once roles were established, each institution shouid act in a manner
consistent with rhat role within the system and base its plans for the hiture on its existing

strengths. New developments should be channelled to m e t system needs where institutional
strengths ex&.

The Long-Range Planning Committee of the Council of Ontario Univenities. while
lacking any concrete suggestions on how to proceeà, had been driven in its report to the sarne
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conclusion as OCUA - unchecked competition was neither in the long-term interests of the
institutions nor society. The Committee had corne to this conclusion based on its anaiysis of
institutional prospects in the face of enrolment fluctuations. The Committee stated:
When universities are obliged to compte for budgetary support by competing
for students. unfominately, autonomy may show its darker side: for individual
institutions may well feel dnven. in the interest of their own suwival. to
adopt policies and practices that may benefit thernselves but be damaging to
the system as a whole. And as now constituted, OCUA and COU are
powerless to aiter institutionai poiicies. p d c e s and decisions, in the interest
of the whole system. except in graduate and professional programs. The
unacknowledged truth is that aithough the word "system" is commoniy used.
and is used in this report. it is largely a m i ~ n o r n e r . ~ ~ ~
At the same time as OCUA and the university community were engaged in a discussion

of broad issues of system coordination and planning and institutionai role differentiation, they
were also trying to develop more specifc mechanisms for graduate program coordination and
planning. ûCUATsefforts to increase program coordination and planning and to introduce a
process of "sectoral planning" are discussed in detail in Chapter 5 . In addition, it should be
noted that from the beginning, OCUA played a pivotal role in introducing a series of
modifications to the university funding formula that desensitized hinding levels in relation to
fluctuations in enrolment. Such measures facilitated institutional planning despite variations
in enrolment.

The next section examines a number of Ministry-led initiatives which reflect a gradua1
decline in the Minisv's confidence in "collective autonomy" and a willingness on the part of
the Minister to see govemment, and later, OCUA, play a larger role in ensuring a coordinated

and planned univenity system.
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3.7

The Search for Structure: A Debate on the Roles of Goveniment and Univelsities
in System Coordination and Planning in Ontario, 1980-1990
By the 1980's. the interests of the govemment and those of the institutions, which were

so parallel during the post-war expansion period, had significantly diverged. Universities
believed that the govemment had been unresponsive to Iegitirnate concerns about
underfunding, particularly as it af5ected the quality of education. The govenunent believed that
univeaities had willfidly failed to develop appropriate policies which would enable them to
cope with the present-day financial constraints. In addition. the quaiity of the dialogue was

fnistrated by the narrowness of existing policies. which were not designed to deal effectively
with the issues of system coordination that the univenities were facing. As the University of
Western Ontario noted:

One of the major factors contributing to the inability of universities to meet
government's expectations is the fact that, in spite of apparent freedom c m n t
hnding and govemance rules severely constrain the responsible decisions of
individual institutions. Where concerted action by many institutions is required
to bring about a desired result, it is usuaiiy the case that each institution would
see itself as king better off if the other institutions came to a mutual
understanding. while it continued to act in its own best interests. ...[Tl his
situation is rnost clearly illustrated by the problerns facing univeaities planning
to reduce enrolment in particular programs. if one institution maintained its
enrolment while al1 othen reduced theirs, the non-CO-operating institution
would reap both the benefits of the overail iacrease in BRI value caused by the
enroiment drop at the other institutions, 4the benefit of having maintained
its own enrolment. Since this argument in favour of letting othen reduce
enrolment while maintaining or even increasing your own is so compelling.
few institutions have been able to resist it. Only where counter-balancing
arguments of unique concem to a particular institution are equally compelling
have such adjustments been made, often to the delight and always to the
financial benefit of the other institutions in the province. In general, the
likelihood of ail or even most univeaiîies acting in a concerted manner to
bring about a desired result for the system is very low.
...[Tlhe financial rewards associated with undertaking particdar actions
in the service of system-level goals is inadequate. The fundamental flaw in the
current incentive structure is that there is an inherent advantage to the other
institutions if one institution u n d e d e s [downward] adjustments. To escape
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this flaw requires a permanent funding mechanism that. within reasonable
bounds, uncouples funding fiom on-going program and enrolment adjustments.
in tum,such a system could work only if an independent agency were created
with the authority to approve funding changes arising from program and
enrolment adjustments.'"
Enrolment levels and projections, considered cntically important in Ontario were also
changing with important financial ramifications. Public support to univenities was ailocated
on the basis of institutional enrolments. Despite various modifications to the allocative
formula to lessen the sensitivity of the allocative mechanism to enrolment fluctuation,
cornpetition for students continued to guide institutional behaviour. The institutions' primary
source of students - the high schools - would graduate a declining number of students in the
1980s. Yet. at the same Ume as institutions expected this to translate into a decline in

university enrolments, postsecondq participation rates began to increase unexpectedly. fmt
gradually, and then more r a ~ i d l y . ~ ~

Changes within the Ministry responsible for universities would also influence
developments in the 1980s. Foliowing the conclusion of William G. Davis's leadership of the
Ministry in 1972. four different ministers responsible for Colieges and Univenities came and
went in rapid succession. with few of them even serving a complete year. A single Minister,

Harry Parrott, "albeit a junior member of Cabinet, holding his fmt portfolio".369 brought a
semblance of continuity to the stewardship of provincial university policy from 1975 to mid1978. However. it was not until Bette Stephenson was appointed Minister in late summer of
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1978, following a major Cabinet shuffle, that mai poiential for change existed. She was

considered a senior Minister and was responsible for the combined portfolios of Education and
Colleges and Univeaities.
Under Stephenson's supervision, in 1979the two Ministries were rnerged. This too was

a significant development. It brought the entire publicly funded education system together
under one roof physically, if not philosophicaiiy. A senior Ministry official describes the two
schools of thought:
The people that had been part of MCU before the merger, the Ben Wilsons
[former Assistant Deputy Minister] [and] Rodger Cummins [former Director]
had an abiding respect for autonomy and a feeling that one couldn't do a better
job of managing the system from the Mowat Block than the institutions could
do themselves. It was our job to make sure that general govemment objectives
for the universities were achieved by giving institutions more money and
setting the broad policy fiameworks for them, making sure that the way we
distributed operating gram was helpfu1,but didn't attempt to micro-manage
things. There was definitely some conflicting approaches between Fisher [the
new Deputy Minister of the rnerged Ministry] and Ben and Rodger. who had
been senior people [in MCU] who were around a long time. The curent
Deputy Minister...Harry Fisher. who came up from the school boards, from the
Education side of things. did not share the reverence for autonomy. There was
more of an interest in treating universities iike school boards. There was shock
and surprise that the operating grant wasn't enshrined in regulation like the
school boards. We were asked to convert the operating gants manual to a
regulation that had to be changed every year. There was the deficits legislation
[introduced in 1982, but never passed], that provided for, in effect, a MiNstry
takeover of universities that were mnning deficits that we deerned to be
excessive. There was that kind of interest in looking over the shoulders of
boards of govemors and senior =idminisuators. ...[Glovemrnent was rethinking
the traditional approach to its relationship with the universities... 'O
The merguig of responsibility for universities and education resulted in an influx of
elementary-secondaq policy values and perspectives, rooted in central control of the education
system, into the university policy environment which began to shift the balance in govemment-
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university relations toward a greater role for the Ministry in university matters. This. combined
with the Ministerial stability after the appointment of Bette Stephenson in 1978. facilitated a
concerted, Ministry-led push for greater university sector coordination during that period.
Against the backdrop of a senes of attempts to align the cos& of a university sector
expected to provide "open door accessibility" with declining increases in public resources
(which the universities and OCUA claimed would render the accessibility objective

unattainab~e),~~'
and a perceived combination of reluctance and inability on the part of the
univenities to address the issues of constraint or r e ~ n c h m e ncollectively,
t
the govemment
initiated yet another inquiry with respect to the appropriate fiscal and policy framework for
hiture univenity development. This one would be chaired by the Deputy Minister of Colieges
and Univenities, Harry K. Fisher.

3.7.I

Cornmittee on the Future Role of Universities in Ontnrio, 1981
(Fisher Cornmittee)
As OCUA was discussing prograin-related system rationalization and sectorai planning

with the university cornmunity, concems of the provincial cabinet and university presidents
about related system-level issues resulted in the establishment in November 1980. of the
Cornmittee on the Future Role of Univenities in Ontario. In late August 1980 the
Premier,William G.

avis.'" had met with the Board Chairmen and Executive Heads of the

Ontario universities to d i s c w concerns about their "worsening fmancial plight". The Premier
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was declining. While dectining relative to increases in
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Iistened. and then asked the Executive heads to provide him with a bnef on what should be
done about the situation. On November 5, 1980 the Chair of the Cornmittee of Executive
Heads of Ontario Universities responded with a document representing a broad consensus
among the executive heads "worked out in a series of lengthy meetings held by them during
the course of September and October." They had not had time to have COU.governing boards

or Senates of individual universities review the document. On November 14, 1980 the
Premier. the Minister. Dr. Bette Stephenson. George Connell, President of the University of
Western Ontario. Edward Monahan, Executive Director of COU. and Ronald Watts.Principal
of Queen's University and Chair, Cornmittee of Executive Heads of Ontario Universities, met
to discuss this brief.

The Presidents argued that, in view of the Premier's public endorsement in 1979 of
goals for the Ontario university system as set out by OCUA in 1978."~ these goals needed to
be specified "in more precise operational temis than they have k e n in the past" in order to

measure effectively the degree to which they could be achieved with the public hinding
provided.'"

It was in fact the view of OCUA and the Presidents that it was currently

impossible for the univeaities to meet the publicly endorsed objectives, and that despite the
Premier's statement that it was not public policy to close any universities, some smaller
institutions were close to the threshold below which they would be unable to sustain academic
and financial viability. Between 1970-7 1 and 1979-80, the operating gant plus mition fees per
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full-time equivalent student in constant dollar terms had fdlen by 13.2 percent and should that
trend be continued, universities feared a further annual erosion in constant dollar tenns of 2
to 3 percent annualiy. Given that 80 percent of institutional budgets are devoted to salaries. the
economies required would have to involve a major reduction of academic and support staff.
The Presidents noted on the one hand that: 'To undenake such a process rationally would
involve a conscious identification and sedeetion of activities and services to be reduced without
compromising other objectives sigrilfi~cantly."On the other hand. they argued against such
decisions k i n g undertaken by bodies extemal to the institutions:

in the interest of academic freedom and vitality. regdation of the universities
should be kept to the minimum necessary to ensure accountability of the
institutions in meeting public needs.

"

The Presidents identified three options for govemment action:
1.

In the absence of any public policy relating funding levels to clearly articuiated
objectives, the universities couid continue to attempt year by year adjustments to
annual shortfalls in fwiding. as was done during the latter part of the 1970s. This. they
argued, wouid lead to a major decline in educational quality, and research capacity and
threaten the very swival of some smaller institutions.

2.

hcreased govenunent gants, tuition fees and increased pnvate support could be
provided to enable the universities to meet public expectations and obviate the need
for a reduction in scale. This, they indicated. was their preferred option.

3.

The Ontario University system could be "compressed" in stages to a state in which the
govemment's objects, and the costs of providing services would be reduced to conform
to the level of funding available. This option. they argued although sureiy a painful
and difficult step to take. would be preferable to the persistent erosion of quality which
would otherwise o~cur."~

The difficulty. they noted, wouid lie in the need to suspend, at least for a transitional penod.

the statutory authority of some or al1 of the universities:
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The government would. presumably with appropriate consultation, have

to

decide upon a plan of action and set in place through legislation an authonty
with powers to implement the plan in order to override the existing legislation
establishing autonomous institutions."'

The Presidents rejected a centraiized authonty approach. noting the high price paid in terms
of cumbersome bureaucratie inefficiency and lack of local acadernic flexibility and vitality.
As a result of this meeting, the Premier and the Minister agreed to undertake a review
of the role of universities and govermnent in planning the future of universities in Ontario. In

a "leaked" description of the undertaking, the Ontario Council on University Affain was
perceived not to be included in the groups to be specificdly represented in the review. As
noted by the Assistant Deputy Minister of the day:
A firestorm of reaction ensued, f i t manifesting itself at the installation
ceremony for the new president of McMaster University ....In the robing rwm
ahead of the ceremony, the Assistant Deputy Minister, unbriefed on the
announcement was pounced upon by a gaggle of presidents and OCUA
members. During the speeches associated with the ceremony, the Ontario
president representing the Association of Univenities and Colleges of Canada
[Aian Earp, Resident of Brock University] saw fit to add some highly cntical
cornmats about the announcement to his words of greeting...During the course
of the following week, delicate negotiations brought in significant changes in
the proposed membership of the task force and the role of OCUA in it, but
considerable long-term damage was done by the iii-timed and inappropriate
anno~ncement.~'~

On November 18, 1980. the Minister of Colleges and Univenities, Dr. Bette Stephenson
stated:

...the executive Heads suggested there should be a study of the role of the
Ontario universi ties and of the relations hi p between the universities, the
Council of Ontario Universities. the Ontario Councii on University Affairs and
the govemment. I am pleased to report that the govemment has agreed to this
suggestion and that a broadly-based cornmittee wiii be struck to study the role
377.
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of universities in ~ n t a r i o . ~ ' ~
A subsequent statement to the Legislature of November 28. 1980 cited the tems of

reference for the Cornmittee and indicated that it would be chaired by the Deputy Minister of
the Muiistry of Colleges and Universities, Harry K. Fisher, assisted by a comminee of thirteen
t e m of
members possessing system-wide and institutionai e ~ ~ e r i e n c eThe
. ' ~ Cornmittee's
~
refecence stressed the development of objectives for Ontario universities for the 1980s and the
associated funding levels required; modifications to the funding mechanism which would
encourage voluntary institutional adjustments and inter-institutional co-operation to meet the
objectives; and the development of more clearly defmed roles for OCUA. COU and the
Ontario goveniment.

In its preliminary report. the Cornmittee had clearly accepted the univenity presidents'
strategy to box the govemment in by using the goals for the system as leverage for additional

funding - the "you get what you pay for" argument. The Committee dutifully compared the
cost of funding universities at a level necessary to ensure their ability to meet the publicly
approved objectives for the sector. It conclucied that in order to rneet the established objectives
for the university system as developed by OCUA in 1978, significant additionai fun& were
required. Should hinding increases to the university sector not be made available, the

Cornmittee concluded that public policy objectives would be compromised. If, the Committee
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concluded h d i n g levels fell below the level of inflation: "the objectives...cannot be met: and
quaiity can be salvaged only through increasingly cirastic measures whose outcome is a
commensurately inaccessible. dite and small Ontario university sy~tern".'~'
With respect to structures for coordination and planning. once again. the prospect of
the universities managing related processes themselves under the auspices of COU was raised
and dismissed. The Committee noted that COU "is never in a g o 4 position to referee or to

settie disputes between or among its members". and that in the past "attempts by COU

CO

assume such a role led to misunderstandings and suspicion arnong member institutions and a
g e n e d weakening of the councif".'"

The Committee concluded that as a voluntary

association of autonomous institutions, COU "...cannot easily adopt policies that are judged
convary to the interests of any of its memben; and if it does adopt such policies. it cannot
enforce them."383Even if COU could restructure itself. the Committee concluded frankly. it
was not the appropnate locus for decision-making responsibilities on behaif of the system:

"...anysuch body representing the universities would not likely be accepted by govemment or
by the pubüc as credible when making decisions in which its members clearly were interested

partie^."'^

The Committee indicated a preference for a strengthened OCUA which would be
responsible for overall coordination and planning, particularly in the area of academic
pr~gramming.'~~
However, if funding levels were highly unfavourable for universities. the
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Cornmittee wamed that:

There are limits, however, on the ability of any advisory body to cope with a
univenity system under severe fiscal restraint. A t is unlikely than any degree
of incremental change, including direct ministerial control, would suffice. At
such levels of hinding, legislative intervention - whether to effect institutional
closure or simiiar serious measures - could not be a~oided.'~'

The Committee observed that govenunent-university relations were closely linked with the
issue of funding levels, stating: "The more severe the financial constraints. the more likely
cenual intexvention bec orne^."^" COU'Sresponse to this perspective was highiy critical:

There is no doubt that the worse the outlook, the harder will be the decisions
which must be taken. But it does not necessarily follow that those decisions
should be taken centrally. Over the past few years, the universities have
adapted albeit with difficulty, to signifcant undefinding without centrai
direction. We are not convinced that the outcome is a system of Iower quality
than might have been achieved through system planning with centralized
executive a~thority.'~'

The majority of universities argued for an autonomous, adaptive and decentralized system.
Ryerson Polytechnic [nstinite and the University of Toronto took the opposite view. The
University of Toronto argued: "The existence of a plan with clear objectives and pnorities
wouid make it possible to have a coherent and cwrdinated univenity system without a large,

centrai hierarchy of contr01."'~~The Committee concluded that "some planning of the system

The 30 recommendations released in 1981 fmal report were largely tied to the issue of
fùnding levek. The Fisher Committee indicated that the cumnt d e s of government, the
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institutions, OCUA and COU codd be maintained with some modifications. According to the
Cornmittee. the role of government, in addition to making basic decisions on matters reflecting
the public interest and expressing public policy. with advice on policy implications from

OCUA and COU,inciuded the following responsibilities:
a

establishing general objectives for the publicly-funded univenities
deciding the amounts of public fun& to be provided for operating and capital
purposes. and the reporting and audit requirements necessary to satisb government's
accountability standards
determinhg the number and nature of institutions to be supported

.

determining the totai number of students to be provided for
setting general tuition fee guidelines and, as a corollary. the level of public student
assistance, and

0

establishing government's manpower and research priorities and p~licies.'~~

The Committee argued that the institutions also had a number of specific
responsibilities to fulfd if Ontario was to have a "system" of essentially decentralized,
acadernically autonomous institutions. Institutional responsibilities included:
O

O

0

...responsibility for...institutional planning within the framework of...[government]
objectives for and the traditional role of the universities...[which] entails the vigorous
pursuit of differing roles for the institutions, based on their particular strengths.
...making all the critical academic decisions, parllcularly those involved in who shdl
teach. what shall be taught, and who shall be taught.

...ensuring the quality and integrity of their prograrns whether they are of instruction,
research, or community service.3*
With respect to the Ontario Councii on University -airs,

the Committee defined for

it a "minimumessential role" described as follows: "to advise government from tirne to time
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on overall objectives for the university system to recornmend broad policies that wiil enable
univeaities to meet the objectives. and to monitor the performance of univeaities in this
~ ~ a r d - " 'The
~ - ' Committee recommended that certain aspects of the role of OCUA be modifîed

or given greater emphasis. For example. with respect to program authorization. it was
recommended that OCUA's advice be generated with the assistance of an academic advisory
body and COU. OCUA would continue to promote the concept of individualized and diffenng

roles for each institution, encouraging institutions to build upon strengths and promote
program specialization.
The Committee advocated that the Council of Ontario Universities continue its role of

exchanghg information and assisting in the formulation of policy and. at the graduate level.

make quality control the prirnary objective of graduate planning. To this end. the Cornmittee
recommended that the appraisals process should be suengthened and reviews should be
periodic. Further inter-univenity co-operation was also identified as something COU should
pursue. This would include measures to facilitate faculty and staff transfea. pension
portabiiity, and faculty access to research facilities in other institutions.
The Committee concluded in the final report that, even with sufficient hnding. to

ensure that the existing institutions and structures would be adequate to manage the

coordinaîion and planning of the system. change was necessary. Clearly defined institutionai
roles, revised ailocative practices. and modified roles for OCUA and COU were changes that
were expected to "corne through evolution of the system with the aid of the nomal
consultative mechanisms already in place."'% However, if funding levels were significantiy
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Iower, massive resmcninng would be required and "no amount of tinkering with current
structures wiil be satisfactory". ui the event that the govemment did not accept that additional
funds were required alternative options were listed which included:
reducing the number of univenities;
changing the character of sorne or al1 of the univenities and limiting their range of
activity;
grouping universities in two or more categories with different missions by category.

In the event that sufficient hinding was not provided. the Cornmittee predicted:

Ontario would have one comprehensive university.... not more than four Mlservice univenities offering a more restncted range of ...programs at a i l degree
Ievels.. .[and] four or five special-purpose institutions...Of the remaining
institutions, sorne may have to be closed, and the others...restmcnired. These
institutions wodd offer highquality undergraduate instruction in arts and
science and perhaps the early years of programs in high derni~nd...'~~

The Committee recognized that these measures would nquire significant direct govemment
intemention resulting in Iegislative changes to the Acts of the institutions in order to restrict
the range and Ievel of programs they offered. The Comrnittee believed that, once restrucnired.
a more lirnited system could function well composed of "basically autonornous institutions
operating within clearly defined lirnits."'%

The government received the Report of the Cornmittee on the Future Rule of
Universities in Ontario in mid-luly 198 1. It had been anticipated that the Report would assist

the government in reconciling the publicly endoned objectives for Ontario universities with
the levels of public funding available to universities for the achievement of these objectives.
However, the Committee's final report, advocatuig as it did increased prionty on universities
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and cornmensurate incrcases in fùnding levels in order to maintain quality, was not the

prescription the govemment was looking fw. In fact, politicdly. the position taken by the
Cornmittee was considered an act of "hara-kin" by some? The powerful Policy and Priorities

Board of Cabinet was extremely scepticai of the Cornmittee's recommendations. convinced
that no univenity should be closed and that unit funding for univeaities couid continue to be
reduced if it was done at a slow and consistent rate.'" Such was the degree of political
scepticism about universities requiring additional hinding that the Cornmittee's basic
assumptions on fuoding levels were a complete non-starter with Cabinet.'* Furthemore. had
the govemment accepted the restructuring recommendation. it wouid have been an implicit
admission of having provided inadequate funding levels to accomplish its own stated
objectives. The recommendations also required the introduction of new Iegislation which
would be subject to intense cnticism by the opposition of both govemment hinding policies
and funding levels. Not to be overlwked was the regional and local political damage which
would ensue from any attempt to M t or elirninate particular institutions.

On the issue of institutional closure. a senior rninistry oficial recails:
CabinetJwasn' t] prepared to close down any institutions. We went through
the whole exercise. you can merge Waterioo and WiiErid Laurier,
and.. Confederation and Lakehead to create a polytechnic...and there was
absolutely no political will to...intervene to that degree...the Premier had
absolutely no interest in doing that.-

In the end, the Report of the Commiiîee on the Future Role of Wniversities in Ontario had no
supporters whatsoever. Even Harry Fisher, the Cornmittee chair, repudiated the report the day
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it was released."' As then Minister Bette Stephenson explained:
The Fisher Report tried to find ways in which ... [univenity expendims
couid] match the rate of inflation...and findy came to the conclusion that what
we really should do is close a couple of universities and get on with spending
the rest of the money in the appropriate way for the rest of them ... But they
really didn't do it in an imaginative kkd of way. They were looking at the
same old mechanisms modified slightly or band-aided slightly...and as a result.
everybody hated the report. Absolutely everybody. Harry wasn' t satisfied w ith
it. He thought it was terrible and everybody else did as well. so it just went on
the shelf?
Uninspired by the "hture roles" for universities envisioned by the Fisher Cornmittee.
and facing a lack of govemment confidence in the universities' ability to manage thernselves
appropriately in an environment of fmancial restraint, the Miaistry quickly set about to revise
the funding formula to desensitize m e r the allocation mechanism to enrolment fluctuations
while government undertook to appoint another commission to look ahead on its behdf,
rephrasing the question this tirne to focus on the ''future development" of the provinciallyassisted universities.

In December 1983, Minister Bette Stephenson informed the Legislanire of the
govemment's intention to appoint a commission, which would become known as The
Commission on the Funire Development of the Universities of Ontario. This commission, she
explained, would be expected to produce "a detailed operational plan... a plan of action'M3that
would effect changes in the university system involving defined. distinctive roles for each
university, professionai program rationaluatiori and the "possible separation of research
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hinding from instructional funding.'*

The Minister formally signailed government's

intention to "to exercise leadership by way of short-tem intervention in the planning

pro ces^.'^ While the commissioners who were later appointed to undertake the review
moderated this mandate somewhat when they finalized their terms of reference, the Minister's
remarks in the Legislanue strongly signaiied that govermnent believed that change was

required?

h view of the "unsatisfactory" nature of the dialogue between univenities and
government. frequently mediated by OCUATWand OCUA's hiIl agendaa the govemment's
advisory body was "benched" once again while the policy framework undement
reconsideration.

3.72 The Commission on the Future Development of the Universitïes of OnMo, 1984
(Bovey Commission)
Commissioners Edmund C. Bovey (Chair), J. Fraser Mustard and Ronald L. watts.*
were appointed in January 1984 to lead The Commission on the Future Development of the
Universities of Ontario. The Commission had a very broad mandate - to examine ways to
"better enable the univenities of Ontario to adjust to changing social and economic
conditions" while strengthening "...their abiiity to contribute to the intellectuai, economic.
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social and culrural foundations of society..." within the context of "...fiscal restraint and
prudent management of public fund~.'*'~
The Commission was directed to

...develop an operational plan which, without reducing the number of
universities ... provides for more clearly defined, differentand distinctive roles
for the universities of Ontario in order to maintain and enhance the quaiity of
university education by ensuring the appropriate concentration of acadernic
strengths in areas of intellechta1 and social importance..?'
The Commissioners were instructed to consider the designation of specific univenities

as centres of specialization with a view to preserving and developing funher a caiiber of
teaching and research of national and international excellence; the most effective use of
technological delivery; accessibility in the context of differentiated institutions; and the
appropriate method of distributing provincial operating gants. The Commission was also
direcied to "consider the need for mechanisms for regulation, coordination and the provision
of advice to the Govemment, and in particular to clarify the role of the Ontario Council on

University Affairs in the context of a new and differentiated univenity structure.'""
Challenges fzing the universities of Ontario at that time included: slowed economic

growth and associated reductions in public funding available for new projects or expansion,
increasing demands for specialued research and development, a demand for highly qualified
manpower in special areas, a need for faculty renewal in the context of a facufty distribution
skewed in favour of aging faculty, h d i n g an-angementswhich did not adequately reflect the

different functions of the universities and rising univenity participation rates that more than
off-set demographic declines. The Commission issued a discussion paper in June 1984.
published a number of background stuàies, conducted public hearings and received over 150
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briefs. Its review focused essenrially on Four issues: quality. accessibility, adaptability and
baiance/differentiation.
Styled a "suategic plan of action." the final report. submitted in December 1984. was
entitled Ontario (Iniversities:Options and Futures. The title reBected the Commission's view
that govemment's support of its univenities was akin to an investment decision that would
"yield positive returns" to the economy and society. The Commission made 51
recommendations and provided six appendices that described the workings of its more
technical recomrnendations. While noting "the need to reconcile different perceptions and
divergent interests among the various members of the univenity community". the report
dtimately reflected the Commission's conclusion that of "over-riding concem must be the
importance to the Province of Ontario of a fmt-rate university system...."'"' effectively

prioritizing quality over ail other objectives.
While the Commission had k e n charged with the task of developing a " ...plan of
action to better enable the univeaities of Ontario to adjust to changing social and economic
conditions without reducing the number of institutions" what it produced was less of a plan
than then Minister Bette Stephenson expected. However. she explains. perhaps that was too
much to expect:
...y0 u should never expect from a commission a m e operational plan because
they are not geared that way. They did not have the staff to work out the
details. What they were reaily doing...was developing the philosophicai base
for the kind of plan which could in fact be implemented. ...1 think they
provided the materials and...we could have gone fornard with it..."'
The Commission recommended enhancing instinitionai differentiation through
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evolution within a competitive context rather than by formal designation and centrai control.
It sought to emphasize quality in teaching and research. and proposed a "differential comdors

plan to buffer enrolment variations so as to facilitate greater institutional flexibility." It also
envisaged new approaches to funding resoume-intensive research, and "a strengthened and
reconstituted Ontario Council on University Affairs...";"

the intermediary body between

government and the univeaities.
Recornmendations for enbanchg "institutional differentiation by a process of evolution
within a competitive context rather than by formal designation and central contr01"~'~
were

deemed to be "key to the strategic plan of action presented". The Commission noted "the

marked differentiation and diveaity in approaches to undergraduate education, range of
professional and graduate prograrns and research intensity that have developed, particularly
However. by d e f d g differentiation this
within recent years. among Ontario ~niversities."~'~
way, and concluding that the institutions were already "Weil-differentiated",there was aiso less
emphasis on the development of an "operational plan" for a more differentiated system."'
While the Commission favoured a b%ompetitivesystem within which institutions are rewarded
for the distinctive hinctions they perform and the quality of their activities and in addition are
provided with the capacity to be flexible and innovative.,'"19
3 15.

it warned the system that:

Ibid, In its June 1984 discussion paper, Ontario Universities 1984: Issues and Alternatives, the Bovey Commission
asked respondents to choose "the most feasible" among eight alternative mechanisms for regulation, coordination
and the provision of advice to the Government The Commission found "the weight of institutional opinion and
Council of Ontario Universities (COU) suppon" centering on its fourth option:

...an intermediary body which would take the forrn of a reconstituted and strengthened OCUA. shaping
the system primarily by finanCid incentives and disincentives with an enlarged monitoring function and
endowed with some specified regulacory powers to reconcile conflicting insatutional aspirations. p. 30.
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to the degree that institutions claim the pnvileges of autonomy and prodaim
the values of local initiative. they have a corresponding obligation to develop
"planned capacity and role" statements at a level of detail suficient to have
some mai operational bite or significance. Particularly important is the
development of a capacity to conduct effective self-analysis of institutional
operations. Vague "mission statements" which avoid hard decisions on
pnonties wili simply not suffice. If univenities cannot define for themselves
distinctive roles, if their powen of response to change or their "institutional
dynamicsT*
are ineffective. inevitably there will be a demand for an extemal COordinahg body to perform this task. "Government dynamics" wiil fil1 the

The Commission concluded that the success of Ontario universities and the "wide measure of
public and community support for the work of the univenities" observed by the Commission
were attributed to the hi@ degree of autonomy they enjoyed:
It is clear that the considerable measure of autonomy which Ontario
universities have enjoyed by cornparison with publicly funded institutions in
most other jurisdictions has k e n a major factor in their vitality and
achievement.J2'

Yet, the Commission noted that there was "an urgent need for improvement in the

arrangements facilitating inter-institutional planning and ~oordination"~~
and that the
"introduction of new approaches to inter-institutional planning and coordination" would be
critical to the implementation of the strategic thnists of their recommendations for the
development of Ontario univenities during the 1980s and 1990s.
The Commissioners considered a variety of options for regulation and coordination of
universities and provision of advice to the goveniment on univeaity matters that ranged from
direct management by the Ministry to a deregulated approach driven by market forces. In the
end, they recommended an intermediary body which would take the form of a reconstituted
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and strengthened OCUA. shaping the system primarily by financial incentives and
disincentives but with an enlarged monitoring hinction and endowed with some specified
regulatory powea to reconcile conflicting institutional aspirations. The Commission argued
that "current circurnstances cal1 for a stmnger and clearer mandate and more effective capacity
It advocated a "planned
than now exists for overall system planning and c~ordination."~~

capacities and roles" approach whereby system planning processes would begin with
institutional initiatives to develop clear and specific statements of role and mission in the areas
of teaching and research, as weli as to idenm in detail the institutional capacity to undertake
such functions. It was recognized that some adjustments and reconciliations of individual
planning processes wouid be required to reconcile conflicting institutional aspirations and to
satisfy provincial interests. Noting that some adjustments could be effected by consultation
between a system-wide planning authonty and the individual universities in view of policy
guidelines laid down by government, the Commission recognized that in the event that
agreement did not ensue. the intermediary body must have a clear enough mandate and
sufficient authority to resolve the remaining differences. In the Commission's view, the

intermediary body "would for the most part develop system planning at a high Ievel of
generality, but in the case of certain professional programs or at the graduate level it would
occasionaliy have to descend to more specific levels of decision rnaking.'424
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The terms of reference for such an intermediary body, envisaged by the Commission.
would be established in detail by order-in-council and include the Following additions to the
responsibilities of OCUA?
a mandate for periodic review and reconciliation of institutional role statements and
associated plans for the development of instruction and research in the light of
established provincial objectives;
a mandate to ensure appropriate standards of program quaîity, especially at the
gaduate level, which involves monitoring the COU system of graduate program
appraisals and, if necessary, establishing its own comparative appraisals process and
method of reviewing the coherence of graduate programs in each institution;
a mandate to initiate snidies related to the long-term development of the univeaity
system;
a mandate for an advisory cornmittee structure which can draw heavily on relevant
expertise in the univeaities and elsewhere, including an Acadernic Advisory
Committee, "deaiing with programs, and charged with the review of mission
statements, of enrolment levels, the monitoring of program evaluation and
recommendations on prograrn approvals, and advising on support and appropriate
locations for specialized centres and institutes;"426 and

a mandate for forging appropriate links with business and industry, with secondary
education institutions, with community colleges, and with governmental ministries
such as those responsible for health and personnel planning.

The Commission urged that in strengthening system planning and enhancing system
differentiation, the intermediary body should intervene in institutional plans only to reconcile
conflicting aspirations or where there is a failure to satisfy a clear provincial interest. It was
envisaged that coordination would be as much as possible undenaken at the institutional rather
than prograrn level. The Commission stated:

...we reject the notion that univenities should be foimaiîy designated by a
central body as to their type, or placed in rigid categories. Emphasis should
425.

In effect, advising the Minister on al1 rnatters of general poticy involving one or more universiues. or the system
as a whole.

rather be placed upon a cornpetitive system within which institutions are
rewarded for the distinctive functions they perform and the quality of their
activities and in addition are provided with the capacity to be flexible and
imovative,j2'

in the end, the Bovey Commission did not produce the blueprint for a differentiated
system that the govemment had anticipated and it did not foxmally categorize or designate
institutions as to their role. Responsibiiity for furthering institutional differentiation was
assigned to the proposed intennediary body's review of institutional role statements and
administration of various financial incentives. In some quartes the report was considered to
be a lobbying instrument for the institutions, and to have placed too much emphasis on the

issue of underfunding, recomrnending "al1 carrots and no sticks

Y*

.

42a

The Council of Ontario Univenities praised the Bovey Commission's report, endoning
the majority of the Commission's recomrnendations and encouraging the govemment to
modify its policies accordingly. Upon release of the report, COU wrote to the Premier, Frank

S. Miller:
Afier severai years of dnft and a number of studies on the state of the system,
durhg which the capacity of the universities to fulfil their mandate to the
people of Ontario has k e n seriousiy jeopardized, it is urgent that the
Govemment seize the oppominity provided by this Report to make a
fundamental reassessment of its policies for the univeaity ~ e c t o r ? ~ ~
COU seized particularly upon the Commission's cal1 for assigning higher pnority to
maintenance of program quality and to research, and the subsequent need for govemment to
review its accessibility and funding policies to ensure that if anything, some level of
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accessibility should be sacrificed to maintain quality, rather than the reverse if there were to
be no increase in financial support. The universities aiso supported the recommendation to

reconstitute and strengthen the capacity of the intermediary body in order to provide for overall
system planning and coordination:
This recommendation...is strongly endorsed by the universities. with the
understanding that this advisory body should be a simple but effective
organization with a smaii staff focusing on broad system planning issues, not
regulation or institutional management?
There was support for the thrust of the report among university presidents. However,
faculty and student associations condernned the proposed tradesff of access for quality and
re~earch:'~'The public media dso endorsed the govemment's longstanding emphasis on
ensuring accessibility. Editoriai boards gave the report mixed reviews with some, Iike the
Toronto Star. adamantly opposing the report's recommendations to decrease access and
increase tuition fees. claùning: "reducing access to higher education is not only swially cruel,
it is economically short-sighted?'

When asked for a reaction to the report. former Premier

William G. Davis was not about to endorse a scheme to limit accessibility either, replying: "if

my successor asks me for rny advice...1would be reluctant to seize upon limiting enrolment
as a solution to this problem'"'

Thar the political cornmitment to accessibility remained high

is evidenced clearly in a letter written by the Mïnister of Colleges and Universities to executive
heads of Ontario universities the previous May concerning a proposed new funding
330.
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mechanism in which she stated:

...1 re-stated the Province's position on accessibility and the need to preserve
accountability. Both of these policies remain fundamental to the Province's
position on funding distribution.
The Government of Ontario continues to be concemed about the
availability of univenity places for those who have the ability and aspiration
to complete a univenity education. At a time when the demand for univenity
education is uncenain. the govemment would find it difficult to commit itself
on a long term basis. to an allocative mechanism that removes entirely the
incentive for univenities to accommodate demand. Beyond this. it would be
difficult for government to accept an allocative mechanism that permits
reductions in enrolment without that reduction being reflected. within a
reasonable time. in the operating grants to the universities.
Whatever commitment existed to foilow-up on coordination and planning issues was
complicated by a Cabinet shuffle shortly after the report's release which saw the Mïnister of
Education, Bette M. Stephenson become Chair of Management Board. with Keith S. Norton
named as her replacement in Education. Premier William G. Davis had retired from politics
in November 1984. one month prior to the submission of the Bovey Commission's advice.

Frank Miller assumed the leadership of the party?which after a general election in May 1985.
formed a minority govemment in the Legislature. As a enisted colleague and senior Minister

in the Miller govemment. Bette Stephenson was moved to Management Board just as she was
set to implement the Bovey Commission recommendations. As Stephenson recalls, she
initiaily resisted the move to Management Board untii she was assured that the Bovey
recommendations would be followed through by her successor:
[The Premier] and 1had some very tough discussioos.... 1did not want to leave
Education at that point. 1wanted to stay because 1felt that there were things I
had to get done. He was insistent that...[4.
chair
.. the Management Board and
1couldn't do that as Minister of Education. ...1tned to persuade my successor,
Keith Norton that this [implementation of the Bovey recommendations] was
434.
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something that shouid happen. and Keith was quite sympathetic about it. but
then...he was there two...or three months...and after the election, he was
moved. Larry Grossman was moved in in May. ...What he ...insisted on
doing...was the negotiations with the opposition parties because they wanted
to force us out of office...so there was no momenturn at
The negotiations with the opposition parties were ultimately unsuccessful. and by way
of a non-confidence vote on June 18,1985, the govemment was defeated. bringing to an end

42 years of contlliuous Conservative d e . Until the next general election in September L987,
the Liberal party govemed with the support of the New Democratic party under terms set out
in an "accord between the two.
Had she stayed in the Ministry of Education and of Colleges and Univeaities. Bette
Stephenson might have introduced a much greater degree of system coordinatioa and planning
to university development in Ontario:
From the tirne the report was delivered into my hands, ...1thought it was the
right way to go...1would have tried diiigently to persuade Cabinet, and 1think
1 could have done it. to implement the Bovey Report as wholeheartedly as
possible. It would have meant developing a structure and it wouid have to be
OCUA plus something...A structure to define the institutions in a way which
would ailow you to establish, or to implement a funding mechanism based on
their definitions...and their functions....That definition had to be done for each
one of them it seemed to me. ...1 don? think there was anybody that would
have willingly joined that ...but nonetheless, I think that OCUA would have
probably done it. I think there were enough people who were redy unhappy
about what was happening and anxious to get on with something better who
would have participated in bat. ...It's unfortunate that Bovey just sank into the
mire of political inactivity.. .'"6

The Liberal govemment chose to focus its attention on the issue of accessibility and
introduced additional targeted funding envelopes. The Liberals felt no obligation to accept the
recommendations of a commission that had been established by a previous govexnment. In
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addition, a strengthening of the provincial economy took a degree of pressure off the need for
institutionai restrucnuing. Even so, aspects of new funding approaches recommended by
OCUA and approved by the Liberal Minister of Colleges and Univeaities. Gregory Sorbara,

could be traced back to Bovey Commission recommendations. including the use of funding
comdors and targeted funding envelopes totalling $50 million for univenity excellence
directed toward faculty renewal, research leadership. library enhancement and instructional
equipment?" Overall, however. and despite almost 20 years of reexamination and
reconsideration, the policy environment for univenities and the relationship between the
universities and government continwd to be characterized largely by the policies and practices
established during the Rob-

era. The government's influence over universities continued

to be rooted in the exercise of its spending powers.

3.7.3

The University of Northeastern Ontario 19741984

in 1974, the Ontario Council on University Affairs recommended that the Ontario
govemment recognize, as a matter of public policy, the additional costs attending to the
provision of university education in Northern Ontario through specificaily ear-marked gants

to Lakehead and Laurentian Universities and Laurentian's affiliates Algoma, Hearst and
Nipissing Coileges. OCUA also undenwk to commission a study of post-secondary education
in Northern Ontario more broadly constmed. This ultimately took the form, in 1975, of a
commissioned research project, jointly sponsored by OCUA, the Ontario Economic Council
and the Ontario Council of Regents of the Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology.
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The research, undertaken by Daihousie University politicd scientist, David M. Cameron, cast
the public policy dilemma posed by the northem component of the province's pst-secondary
sector as one of conflicting objectives: "to punue efficiency in the allocation of public
resources and accept infenor postsecondary education within the north. or to pursue
geographical equity in the distribution of posuecondary education and accept the higher costs
incurred in the north"?

While the study was ongoing, interna1 conflict and dwindling

enrolment at Algoma College prompted the govemment to establish a one-man royal
commission undertaken by John W. Whiteside. Q.C. The govemment accepted Whiteside's
recommendation that Algoma be placed under public tnisteeship for an interim period, until
such time as a second commission could advise on an appropriate relationship between the
College and Laurentian University or merge the univeaity college with Sault College of
Applied Arts and Technology. Cameron called for integration of community colleges and
university institutions in Northeastem Ontario and recornmended a new mechanism to address
the unique policy and knding issues facing postsecondary education in the North. Cameron
recornmended a new advisory council with coordinating responsibilities. designated the
Ontario Council on Northem Postsecondary Education. While drawing membenhip from the
North, it was to dso include overlapping membership with the Council of Regents, the Ontario
Council on University Affairs and the Ontario Economic Council.
Cameron's recommendations were diarnetncdly opposed to the recommendations
made by the Wright Commission in 1972 to the effect that "Nipissing College should sever
its aff'iîiation with Laurentian University of Sudbury and be established as an independent.
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undergraduate University ~ o l l e ~ e ' "and
" ~ that "Algoma College should be separated from
Laurentian University of Sudbury and be incorporated and chartered as an independent.
undergraduate. degree-granting. liberai arts and science college.'-

Whiie such

recommendations were buried in a separate, ancillary report entitled Post-Secondary
Education in North Bay and Suuît Ste. Marie, and like the Cameron report. received Linle

attention within the MUiistry. they had served to bolster those communities' aspirations for full
fledged universities in their midst.
A decade later. OCUA's advice reflected the degree to which these institutions'

potential for development had not been reaiized. In 1982. the Ontario Council on University
Affairs recommended that government restmcture Laurentian University and its affiliates
Algoma, Hearst and Nipissing to fonn a multi-campus univenity in order to "effectively and

efficiently maintain and enhance oppominities for university-level education in this part of
ontario.'*'

OCUA's decision had been informed by the following observations:

...shortcomings in the existhg structurai arrangements have become apparent.
There is an unsatisfactory distribution of academic programs and faculty
resources among the institutions and the off-campus programs offered by the
institutions are not effectively co-ordinated. Furthemore. because each of the
four institutions is financidly independent and since governrnent grants are
tied to student enrolment, the institutions often perceive themselves as k i n g
in cornpetition for students. The c~cumstancesin which Algoma, Hearst and
Nipissing €id themselves are especially difficult because academic decisions
are made by the Laurentian Senate, whilc they each must bear hill financial
responsibility for their own survival. In addition, because of their smail size and hence Iimited range of academic prognuns, the institutions have not k e n
able to maintain adequate student enrolment, pluticularly in some nonprofessional programs."2
439.
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OCUA's decision in this regard had been informed by the report of an OCUA appointed
Consultant on Northeastem Ontario. A. N. Boums. who chaired a cornmittee cornposed of the
four executive heads of Northeastern institutions. In October 198 1, the Boums Comrnittee
produced a series of recommendations entitied A Proposal for Structural Change in the
University System of Nonhearteni Ontario, within which the establishment of a University for

Northeastem Ontano was centrai to the achievement of the government's public poiicy
objectives for univenity education in the Northea~t?~
On October 29, 1982, the Minister of Colieges and Univenities, the Honourable Bette

Stephenson, wrote to the Ontario Council on University Affairs and the Board Chain of the
four institutions indicating that in response to the recommendation of the Ontario Council on
University Affairs:

...the govemment has decided to accept the principle of a restnicturing of the
university system in Northeastem Ontario. The acceptance is based on the
principle thaf there be no extra ongoing per student subsidy. The main features
of the new institution will be:
- Aigoma College, le Collège de Hearst. Laurentian University and Nipissing
College will become integral parts of the new univeaity; the existing Act or
Letten Patent under which these institutions operate will be repealed; ...
- There will be one board of governoa. one senate and one chief executive
officer for the new univeaity; ...
- The new university wiil be bilingual and have a special mandate to offer and
promote courses and prograrns in the French and English languages. aithough
not all campuses need necessarily be bilingual;
- The new university through its board and chief executive oficer, will aiiocate
its human and physical resources among the various campuses to ensure the
most effective utilization of these resources?
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In addition, the Minister indicated that she had decided to establish a committee to
recommend "workable goveming and administrative structures for the new institution and
address other relevant basic issues that will aise in the creation of the new institution". This
cornmittee was subseqwntly chaired by former Minister of Colleges and Univenities. Harry
C. Parron and incIuded representatives of each of the institutions involved. The Report of the
Commiîtee on University Education in Nonh-Eartem Ontario ("Parrott Report"), made public

on October 19. 1983, advocated a more centralized goveming structure than had the Boums
Cornmittee with allocation of resources, and academic planning and standards governed
The report, setting out a govemance sûuctuce
centrally much as OCUA had re~ommended.~~
for a unified "Champlain University", was described as ' a compromise between the highly
cenaalist views of Laurentian and the equaiiy highly decenaalist views of North Bay;" and it
was noted that "neither extreme position could be satisfied and... no major changes could be

made in the proposed structure without alienating one or more of the participating institutions
even more.** Subsequent negotiations among the four institutions ironed out al1 areas of
disagreement but one

-

the financial powers of the Board of Governors. Ministerial

comspondence indicates that:
Nipissing is adamant that the hinding generated by a campus as a resuit of its
enrolment goes to that campus and is not to be distributed by the Board of
Governors in accordance with its defined budgeting and fiscal policies.
Nipissing M e r feels that a campus with surplus incorne should not bale [sic]
out one with problem~.~'
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While the Board Chain of the four institutions were busily ironing out the details
surroundhg the acadernic and financial management of the proposed Champlain University,
on April 19, 1984, the Minister of Colleges and Universities requested that the Bovey
Commission consider the matter of the reorganization of the university system in Northeastem
Ontario "in the context of its overall mandate to present to the govemment a plan of action to
better enable the universities of Ontario to adjust to changing social and economic
conditions.'"'

In this regard the Minister wrote to the institutions:

The Govenunent remains committed to a resmictunng as proposed by the
Ontario Council on University Education in Northeastem Ontario [sic]. I
believe, however, that given the broad mandate of the commission, it would be
precipitous of the Government to initiate any significant restmcturing of
Ontario's university system while the Commission's deliberations are in
progress. Accordingly, 1have asked the Commission to consider the matter of
this reorganization in the context of its overall mandate to present to the
Govemment a plan of action to better enable the univeaities of Ontario to
adjust to changing social and economic conditions. It is my intention to
announce the government's plans in this regard shortly after the report of the
Commission on the Future Development of the Universities of ~ n t a r i o . ' ~ ~
The interruption of momentum for the proposed new stiucture fbeuelled local and
regional concems about funding implications and Ioss of local institutional identity. Changes
of leadership at the institutions confounded the process of consensus M e r and by the time
the Bovey Commission began consultation on the issue, al1 parties expressed reservations
about the Parrott Cornmittee proposais. In the resuit, the Bovey Commission recommended
a Northeastem Ontario University Cornmittee. dong the lines of the coordinating body

recommended by David M. Cameron in his 1977 report, rather than a restructuring of the
institutions of Northeastern Ontario. As envisaged by the Bovey Commission. the
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Northeastem Ontario University Cornmittee would be subordinated to the proposed and
strengthened interrnediary body (IMB) it had recommended. the rationale king

...Northeastem univenity concems cannot be wholly divorced from the
operation of the system as a whole, and indeed several of our recommendations
make specific reference to IMB responsibilities which would include taking
into account the panicular needs of Northem Ontario u n i v e n i t i e ~ . ' ~ ~
A parallel cornmittee was recommended for Northwestem Ontario.

After ten years of concerted effort to restructure the univenity-level institutions in
Northeastem Ontario and six reports on the issue since 1972, the potentiai for more effective
use of public resources and enhanced services

were negated by the divergent

recommendations of the Bovey Commission report, followed by an abrupt change in
Ministen, and then in goveming parties which ensued shortly afier the Bovey Report was
reieased. The inherently regionalized nature of an ma-based legislature also worked against
the promotion of institutionai restructuring during the period leading up to the provincial
election.

in reuospect, then Minister Bette Stephenson concluded that referring the issue to the
Bovey Commission 'kas the wrong thing to do as far as h d ù i g the effective final solution.'JS1
However, in view of her expectation of a system blueprint frorn the Commission, she notes
"it was the right thing to do in ternis of looking at the system in its t~tality.'~"

[In terms ofl the blueprint. ...Bovey could have helped to define what this
institution was going to be ...We thought he was going to accept [the fact that
there was to be a University of Northeastem Ontario]. We thought it should be
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accepted. In the event, he didn't pay any attention to it...they did not do
anythmg effxtively about it and there wasn't anything in the final report that
1 found satisfactory as far as solving the Northeastern Ontario issue was
concemed?
With a new Liberal govemment came a different approach to the issue of univenity
development, as noted earlier, one facilitated by an influx of additional funding courtesy of a
buoyant provincial economy. The govemment encountered much less resistance to its objectives
from the univenity community by influencing university decision-making through additional
hinding made available for specific "targeted" activities.

3.8

-

OCUA ïnboduction of the Corridor System of Univemity Fiancing 1986,1989,
1990
'This govemment does not accept the allocative mechanism proposed by the (Bovey]

Commission. ..."'"

stated the new Liberal Minister of Colleges and Univeaities, Gregory

Sorbara, in 1985, as he requested that OCUA review the arrangements for distributing formula
hinding to the Ontario universities for 1987-88 and beyond. In its 1985 funding advice OCUA
had expressed concern

that as a result of the continuing underfunding of ment years the universities of
Ontario have inadequate resources to meet the growing challenges and demands
facing hem-..Governent must make some fundamentai decisions with respect
to the fùnding of the universities of Ontario. If Govemment's endorsement of the
goals for the Ontario university system is to have meaning, then appropriate
fun& must be made available. Council is convinced that restrictions on
Govemment huiding since 1977-78 have resulted in a growing disparity between
the level of service demanded of Ontario universities and the level of resources
available to provide that service. Council foresees continued growth in the
challenges facing Ontario universities and the demands piaced on them?
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Of particular concem to OCUA was the expectation of a "double cohort" of high school
graduates dunng the yean 1988 to 1992. resulting from changes to the secondary school
curriculum that reduced the expected time to secondary school cornpletion from five years to
four? This move was expected to increase significantiy the short-terni demand for university
access, with univenity enroiments peaking in 1990-91 and then deciining.

In December 1986, OCUA recommended the establishment of enrolment insensitive
funding "corridors" to buffer institutional incornes from short-term enrolment fluctuations. The
OCUA "corridor" approach was intended to:
protect an institution's fùnding from the impact of the actions of other institutions;
reduce die incentive for institutions to use growth only for the purpose of increasing
their share of total operating grants;
provide the opportunity for quality and quantity considerations in academic decisions;
reduce short-term variations in funding which may result from fluctuating enrolment
patterns in future years and facilitate medium and long-term planning.457
The "pianning" aspect of the corridor funding system stemmed from the negotiated
changes to an institution's base hnding levels (BaseBIUs,comdor level, Base BO1 and Base

Grants). This negotiation process could either be triggered by a planned increase or decrease in
enrolment levels. In either case, a specific institutional plan would be required and would be
reviewed by OCUA. If OCUA considered the proposed changes to be appropriate. a new level
of Base factors and comdor, stemming from an agreed plan. would be recornmended to the
Minister for approval. OCUA would have responsibility to ensure that changes occurred in a
coordinated manner reflecting system-level needs.

456.
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The corridor approach, and the existing associated hnding "envelopes," consisting of
the existing mission-related institution-specific gants (e-g. institutional weights, bilingualism.

Northem mission, differentiation), and the new program adjustrnents envelope,
enrolment/accessibiiityadjustments envelope and research overheads/infrast~ictureenvelope
were accepted?

In March 1987, OCUA identified system coordination and planning as one of

its "major topics" to be addressed during its annual spring hearings with the univeaity
community. OCUA clearly envisioned for itself a greater role in system coordination and
planning as a resuit of the new operating grants formula and its associated program adjustrnents
fund, stating:

In the process of developing the new operating grants formula, Council was
convinced of the need to take a more active role in coordinating long-tenn
planning initiatives of Ontario universities. Several institutions identified the
need for increased coordination and system-planning as a top pnority for
Council. The new f o d a is predicated on Councii's intention to become more
active in coordinating province-wide initiatives. However, Council realizes that
an appropriate balance must be smick between institutional autonomy and selfdetermination, on the one hand, and Council's concems for system-level
coordination and long-tenn planning on the ~ t h e r ? ~
While the institutions were happy to support OCUA in its efforts to obtain additional fun&
for the system, their reaction to the proposition that it should become more involved in system

planning was divided. The University of Toronto brief indicated that: 'The University of
Toronto was one of the universities that urged the Councii to assume a more active role in coordinating and planning the province's system of higher education...The Council shouid have
a stronger advisory role...by assuming limited executive powers.'-

Such powen were
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suggested to enable OCUA :O review institutional plans in Iight of the goals. objectives. and
probable levels of Funding for the univenity system. to propose amendments as a condition
of these plan's acceptance, and to recommend financial incentives to change proposed roles
or capacities or both.
At the other extreme was York University, which responded: Unfortunately. as now
constituted, OCUA is hardly in a position "to take a more active role in coordinating long-term
planning initiatives of Ontario universities.'*'

York argued that among other things, OCUA

lacked sufficient staff and anaiyticai capacity to deal with long-term trends or conduct
sustained technical analysis, was unwilling or unable to think holistically about the future and
seemed instead 'kommitted to the articulation or rearticulation of discrete policies dominated
by past assumptions." It could therefore never achieve "full policy coordination" wiihin the
present arrangements given that OCUA's responsibilities were more limited than those of the
Ministry resulting in policy disjunctures such as existed between operating and capital funding
policies. York went on to propose that the Council adopt a role more akin to that of the
Economic Council of Canada - "a vehicle for the exploration of alternative futures."

In spite of these polarized positions, the institutions were able to agree that OCUA was
currently ill-equipped, in t e m s of mandate and in terms of staff, to undertake any
comprehensive system planning role. They also concurred that before system planning could
be undertaken, govemment needed to define and priontize its policy objectives clearly over

the long term and universities required better institutional planning.
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OCUA went back to the universities with questions for the 1988 spring hearings that
focused on institutional roles and goal statements. OCUA noted:
Linle has k e n done to reconcile these broad goals [of the Ontario univenity
system in 19781 with the activities and goals of individual institutions. Council
believes it is essential to remedy that deficiency by asking each institution to
identifjt its role within the Ontario univenity system and to reconcile its goals
with that of the sy~tern?~
Attached to the hearing letter was a 'Taxonomy of Role Characteristics" which had been
developed by OCUA, that institutions were asked to cornpiete by characterizhg thek
institutions and prioritizing their predominant characteristics and roles on a fixed scale for
graduate studies. undergraduate professionai and non-professional instruction. research,
snidents and the like. Finally, the Councii requested that:
Within the coniext of identifjhg your institutiond goals for the next decade.
please identify the role your institution will be able to play in meeting the
increased enrolment demand forecasted by COU and the discipline areas in
which you will be most able to increase enrolment."
Universities were blatantly unhappy with OCUATsselection of hearing topics and the
hearing with the Council of Ontario Universities was panicularly heated as a result. COU
demanded to know "why OCUA was asking the questions it is", noting that there is
"impatience with fine-tuned differentiation - it is unnecessary and unfortunate.'*

Universities

were unhappy with the tick-sheet, and were not clear what would flow out of selfidentification. COU argued that OCUA had failed to provide it with feedback on the
conclusions it had h w n from the previous year's hearings and had failed to forge a consensus
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with the system about what the next steps should be. COU argued that univenities were
"unprepared to provide a five to seven year academic plan in the context of a role statement
because there was no agreement on the nature of a system-wide planning process" and that
"ambivalence exists because excessive intervention in srnaller decisions is unjustifiably
intrusive on responsible, autonomous instit~tions".~~
COU concluded the discussion of
institutional roles on this note of fmstration:

The problem here is that OCUA failed to provide an appropnate agenda for
this meeting. Each side failed to articulate their intentions regarding this
meeting.OCUA has never explained what conclusions were drawn from last
year's hearings. Universities donTtwant to discuss planning in the context of
an open agendaab6
Significant and unanticipated enrolment increases, combined with an additional $84
million accessibility fund announceci by govenunent in 1987-88 to €und enrolment growth on

an average cost basis for increases in enrolment between 1986-87 and 1987-88, provided
additional revenue for institutions beyond their corridor entitiements. This speciai funding
program effectively over-rode the intended enrolment insensitivity of the corridor system and
resulted in a formula that was highly sensitive to enr~lment.~'The accommodation of
additionai students and the generation of revenue associated with them tended to dorninate
institutional behaviour. OCUATsconcerns for system planning would, however, be given
Ministerial sanction in 1989 when it demonstrated that it could effectively contribute to system

planning and coordination.
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In 1989, the comdor approach was modified to accommodate planned permanent
enrolment increases and to permit M e r enrolment adjustment through a system of negotiated
institutionai comdor shifts." The mechanism enabled institutions to make strategic changes
to enrolment levels in specific programs deemed by the goveniment to be of ovemding public
importance from an academic or societal point of view. The revised comdor approach to
hinding univeaities was more sensitive to both societal needs and govemment policy than was
its predecessor mechanism.
Under the general approach to comdor changes or "shifrs." institutions had to carefully
plan their intended new corridor levels on a sectorai or program basis. institutions had the
oppoxtunity to declare a desired level of corridor increase in each case. Al1 institutions
reviewed the other institutions' plans. after which they could modify their proposed new
comdor leveis downward. Where institutional proposais were in conflict, OCUA required the
institutions to attempt to resolve problems of over or under capacity amongst themselves
through a process of negotïation. OCUA would intervene as an arbiter only if:
inter-institutionaf consensus could not be reached
institutional plans were inconsistent with system objectives and needs, or
the sum of individual institutional comdor changes could not be funded at a rate of
average Base Operating Incorne (BO0 per Base BIU (Basic Income Unit) with
available funds.
This essentially financiai approach enabled system-level prionties for corridor
negotiations to be established. OCUA, while not a central planner, acted as a coordinator of
change, ensuring a compatible outcome of individual institutional choices from univenity
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system and public policy perspectives. The coordinathg d e adopted by OCUA was in direct
response to govenuneni's stated position that the new approach to hinding allocation must
promote a coordinated and planned approach to funire enroiment growth. As a result, the new
corridors were not fomiulaicaily detemineci. Over an eight month period in 1989-90. OC IA
'

negotiated new comdor funding levels with the Ontario univeaity system in accordance with
specific govemment p n ~ r i t i e s . ~ ~
During these negotiations. OCUA played a pivotal role in balancing institutional
development concems against the need for system coordination with respect to enrobent
planning. OCUA managed a process of exchanging information among univenities and
undertwk system-level negotiations with the Executive heads of each institution. While the
overail objective of the process was to accommodate permanent enrolment increases systemwide, government had identifkd priority areas for growth in disciplines and areas where future

graduates were required such as science and engineering. teacher education. health-related
professions,

French language offerings and graduate program

(to replace the

professonate)."70Institutions developed program enrolment plans against the enrohent targets
for total enrolment and for each priority area thaî had been developed by OCUA. In round one

of the negotiation process. institutions applied for almost twice as many Basic Incorne Units
(BNs) as were available for ailocation. Institutional plans were circulated sector-wide.
Institutions were asked to comment on each other's plans with a view to identifying potential
conflicts or inconsistencies. The Council then offered informal advice to the system as a whole
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and corresponded with each institution with respect to its particular plan. "Over-bidding"

persisted to the final round of negotiations requiring OCUA to be more interventionist, and
putting it in the position of choosing among competing institutional plans in order to keep
institutionai aspirations for growth within the resources available for allocation. in the final
round of negotiations OCUA proceeded to adjudicate competing plans to ensure a match
between system and provincial needs and institutional plans. The decision criteria it used to
make these decisions were three-fold:
1. lrnpLernentation of Systern Objectives:

This included considerations of relevance to system objectives of generai
accessibility, specific program enrolments related to societai needs and
replacement of the professoriate, and the interinstitutional impact of each plan.

2. Suitability of Institutional Plans:
This included considerations of institutionai appropriateness. quaiity of the
planning process, conflicts with other institutional plans. and additional capital
or extra-ordinary hinding requirements.
3. Ability to Reuch Targets:
This included considerations of the institutions' ability to reach general and
program specific enrolment targets and the likelihood of new prograrns
meeting the program funding criteria."'
So critical was OCUA's role to the successful division of the additionai funds that one
university president described "Viv's [Viv Nelles, then Chair of OCUA] meeting with the
Presidents where we cut the final deai on the trade-offs of the corridor system [as] the high
point of OCUA"'~
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This was the only instance in which a negotiated coordination and planning process
was linked to funding levels and where the Minister had delegated to OCUA the authority to
act as an official gatekeeper controlling access to the available new fun& As it turned out, this

was a unique set of circumstances and system-level enrolment planning. while successfully
undertaken by OCUA. did not become an ongoing feature of the allocation of fun& to the
Ontario university system.

Whde the government had never sanctioned the enhanced role in system coordination
and planning for OCUA that had been proposed by the Bovey Commission. events had forced
OCUA into a similar role, which it successfidiy played, without the fomai authonty that had

k e n thought necessary.

3.8.1

The RepoH of the E k t e d Advisor to the Minister of Colleges and Universiries on
the Future Role and Function of the 0Councü on University Affaits and ils
Academic Advisory Cornmittee, 1988
(Stubbs R e m )

The Management Board of Cabinet of the govemment of Ontario requins government
agencies, boards and commissions to undergo a "sunsetreview " every five years to determine
whether these agencies should continue and, if so, whether any of the agencies' fundons
should be changed. In 1988, the govemment's advisory body, the Ontario Council on
University Affairs, was subject to a periodic sunset review. John O. Stubbs, then President
of Trent University, was selected as extemal advisor to the Minister on the hihm role and
function of OCUA and its Academic Advisory Cornmittee.

Snibbs noted thaî the role of OCUA since its inception had evolved toward regulatory
responsibilities, noting that "[llimited staff resources, together with the pressures of tirne and
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the growing complexity of issues referred to or taken on by Council, have coalesced to cestrain
severely the "proactive" potential and initiative of OCUA for a number of yean.'*''

Stubbs concurred with the Bovey Commission's approach to system coordination and
planning:

In calling for system planning and coordination which recognizes the existing
diversity of the university system and allows it CO flowish by funding
incentives and disincentives (rather than by dictated differentiation), the
fundamental p ~ c i p l e of
s institutional autonomy and public accountability are
reafFmed.j74
However, Stubbs noted that the new corridor approach to formula hnding implemented in
1987 and the increased use of envelope/targeted funding adapted from the financiai

recornmendations of the Bovey Commission were not completely consistent with the role of
OCUA because the Bovey Commission's advice concerning a strengthened intennediary body
had not k e n implemented. Stubbs explained:

Put simply, a pre-Bovey OCUA has k e n called upon (or has sought) to play
an advisory and regdatory role in the intricacies of a funding system which, as
envisaged by the Bovey Commission, had presupposed a strengthened and
clarified mandate for the intermediary body. In the view of a number of
univenities OCUA currently has neither the mandate nor the resources to play
such a role in a timely and effective mariner?''
Stubbs concluded that OCUA should play "a larger. more formal but SN
advisory, role
in system planning and coordination" achieved primarily through financial incentives and
disincentives and not by irnposed differentiation. Consistenr with the approach advocated b y
the Bovey Commission, he recommended:
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...the process should begin...with individual univeaities making explicit their
role and mission in both teaching and research. Academic planning must
clearly remab the responsibility of the individual university but it is
understood...that a strengthened OCUA would have ultimately an obligation
to ensure that provincial interests and concems are king met...Offenng aàvice
about how the univenities, for exarnple, are to cope with the projected
substantial growth in enrolment over the next few years makes it imperative
that Council have the time and the mources to devote to such a crucial systemwide issue? ...Council should be encouraged to abandon some of its
regdatory functions in order to take a more active role in system planning and
c~ordination.~"
Stubbs' rationde for recornmending that OCUA undertake these responsibilities as an
advisory body, and not be given executive authority. was as follows:

...1am reaffimiing a basic principle that ultimate political responsibility for the
universiy sector rests with the Minister and the Governrnent. Such a pnnciple
also clearly respects university autonorny. This has k e n the practice for many
years and it has produced the strongest and most heterogeneous univenity
system in Ca~~ada."'~
The subsequent Sunset Review of OCUA undertaken by govemment in 1994,
reflecting on the Stubbs' recommendation that OCUA adopt a more pro-active role in the
planning and coordination of the univenity sector. observed that in the interim, 1988-1994:

Essentidy, it was left to OCUA itself to detennine how to become more proactive in planning and coordination. The Ministry is satisfied that the council
has adopted a more centrai role in a variety of areas, including: coordinating
the complex negotiations leading to new enrolment corridors for the
univenities; developing advice on the establishment of new program quality
reviews; co-chairing the University Restnicturing Steenng Cornmittee; and
leading the curreat resource allocation review requested by the Minister in
November 1993?79
So ended a period of intense searching for alternative means and structures to enhance
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system coordination and planning of Ontario univenities. OCUA had demonstrated that
greater coordination and planning could be introduced into decisions about the growth and
development of individual universities from a system perspective without forma1 executive
authority. While the delicate balance among governrnent intervention and university autonomy

seemed to have been momentarily struck between govemment, its intemediary, the university
collectivity and the individuai institutions. a subsequent change in the economic fortunes of
the province. simultaneous with a change in governments and govenunent prionties would

change the nature of university-goveniment relations once again.
The next chapter illustrates how, during the 1990s. the emphasis on greater
coordination and planning shified to the en& postsecondary sector and how govemment, in

an attempt to achieve greater consistency between institutional decisions and provincial
objectives, subtly shifted its emphasis from fonnai structures and instruments of planning and
coordination to enhanced accountability mechanisms.

Chapter 4: Coordination and Planning acrms the Postsecondary Sector, 1990-1996
4.1

An Emphasis on Postsecondary Credit Transfer
Greater coordination and planning across the postsecondary sector. meaning among

and between univenities and colleges of applied arts and technology (CAATs), ernerged as
a major theme of commissions and reports at the provincial and national level throughout the
1990s. Particular emphasis was placed on the issue of credit transfer between the secton to
facilitate Me-long leaming and to meet a need for advanced training involving both CAAT and
univeaity study. in addition. with particular respect to univenities. significant attention was
given to assuring high levels of access in the context of stable or declining levels of public
support and improving accouatability. Having failed to respond to calls for the establishment
of a single locus of responsibility for univenity system-wide coordination and planning with

an associated mandate, resources and powen to play such a role effectively, Ontario was illequipped to respond to the needs and expectations of the 1990s. As recornmendations were
received fiom the various ad hoc cornmittees and task forces reporting in the 1990s. it becarne
obvious that govemment was faced with the prospect of a proliferation of new. even more
speciaiized advisory bodies, with quite limited scope and responsibility. If established. these
new advisory bodies would likely overlap and conflict with the mandate of the existing
advisory bodies. resulting in even greafer policy fragmentation than already existed rather than
greater postsecondary coordination. One of the fmt groups to identify greater postsecondary
coordination as king in the public interest was the Premier's Council of Ontario, a provincial
governent "think-tank."

in 1990, the Ontario Premier's Council issued a report on human resources, entitied
People and Skills in the N m Global Economy,which envisioned the Province better meeting
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the needs of the new global economy through life-long educational opportunities. The
Premier's Council made specific recommendations with respect to ensuring educational
continuity and transferability across the education system, including the establishment of a
coordinating council for transferability and continuity to deal with system issues such as
admission requirements, program standards, degree requirements and transfer of credits?'
The Premier's Council's cal1 for greater coordination and linkages between colleges

and universities in order to better serve emerging social and economic needs was repeated by
another public review released in 1990 - this one focusing on the future role of the Ontario
colleges of applied arts and technology.

In 1988, a review of the mandate of Ontario community colleges was begun by the
Ontario Council of Regents of Colleges of Applied Arts

and Technology at the behest of the

provincial government. The final report, Vision 2000: Qualio and Opportunity. envisioned

a future wherein "...in partnenhip with schoois and univeaities, the colleges are part of an
educational system which offers studenu the widest possible educational horizons...'q' One

of the key directions for needed change identified in the report was that of linkages between
univenities and community ~olleges."~
As envisioned in the Vision 2000 report, advanced
training, defîned as education that combines the smng applied focus of college career-oriented

programs with a strong foundation of theory and analyticai skills normally obtained within
university programs, would directly involve univenities in formal bilaterai agreements with
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the collegs regarding credit transfer and joint programming- Degrees would be granted by an
institute without walls...[which would]...facilitate the development and
coordination of college-univenity arrangements for combined studies; offer
combined college-univeaity degree programs, with instruction based at and
provided by colieges and univeaities; ....univeaities would provide the deto graduates of programs conducted under the auspices of the instit~te.~'
It was recornmended that if the univeaity sector demonstrated no interest in this option. then
govemment should vest degree-granting authority in the institute itself. enabling it to play a
role s i d a . to that of the Council for National Academic Awards in the United Kingdom?"

In response to these recommendations, the government stnick a task force. to report
in 1993, which would carefully examine issues related to advanced training. This task force,
chaired by Walter Pitman, past Director of the Ontario uistitute for Studies in Education and
past President of Ryeaon Polytechnic University, was composed of representatives of aii
sectoa of the Ontario educational ~ommunity."~
The Task Force on Advanced Training was
charged with:

...identwng the needs of the province for advanced training - as seen fiom the

points of view of student, employee, and employer;...recommending ways of
more effective transfer between college and university...detemiining the need
for an expansion of cunent training opportunities and whether or not thîs
would require a new and special type of education not currently available in
this

The Task Force pointed out the serious shortcomings of Ontario's binary postsecondary
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Other members included: Douglas Auld, Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology of Ontario
and Council of fresidents; Ralph Benson, Ministry of Education and Training Bosco Cheung, Ontario
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education structure which did not facilitate coordination and cooperation between the college
and univeaity sectors. This in tum, severely Limited oppominities for advanced training,
somethùig that individuals and employen were demanding. To address these shortcomings,
the Task Force recommended measures that would place the whole of publicly assisted
postsecondary education in a "system" context. These measures included the elimination of

baniers to inter-sectorai credir transfer and the establishment of an a m ' s length govemment
body to advise on credit transfer policy which wodd facilitate fair, equitable and consistent
uansfer arrangements across the pst-secondary sector. It also recommended that the cunent
hinding arrangements for colieges and universities be adjusted in order to support college-

univeaity, university-college transfer agreements and new advanced training programs. From
the perspective of university presidents, the incompatibility of the college and univeaity
hnding instruments has k e n one of the most challenging obstacles to p a t e r collegeuniversity co~peration.~'

In response to the Pitman report, on April 2 1. 1994. the Ministry of Education and
Training amounced its intention to promote additional coiiege-university coilaboration in the
development and delivery of advanced training programs through a voluntary consortium
representing colleges and universities which would act as a promotionaihrokering entity
between the college and university sectors. Second, the Ministry fmanced the development and
distribution of the k t College-University Transfer Guide. Third. le Conseil de l'éducation et
de la formation franco-ontariennes was charged with undertaking an analysis of advanced
training oppominities in the French language.i88
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In addition to the provincial calls for p a t e r coordination of the postsecondary sector
in Ontario in the 1990s. national s W e s were expressing similar concems. In 199 1. Stuart L.
Smith, at the behest of the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, tabled the

R e p o of
~ the Commission of Inquhy on Canadian University Education. The mandate of the
Commission was "to examine the ability of univeaity education to adapt rapidly to the needs
of a Canada that is and wiil continue to be increasingly dependent on the essential national
resource of well-educated ~itizens.'*~
Smith concluded that greater co-operation within higher education was req-

noting

that "credit transfer problems were arnong the most fiequentiy mentioned of aii the issues that
confronted the ~ornrnission~''~~
He recornmended the establishment of a National Council on
Credit Transfer under the aegis of the Council of Ministers of Education. Canada (CMEC)and
the Secretary of Stace: an investigation by CMEC into provinciai barriers to mobility within

professions with an eye to their removai; and enhanced credit vansfer oppominities from
colleges to univenities?' These issues were irnmediately placed on the agenda of the Council
of Ministers of Education and in 1994 an inter-provincial response was unveiled.
Spurred by Stuart Smith's 1991 recommendations for more proactive national
leadership in the postsecondary sector, the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada,
composed of the nation's provincial educaîion ministers, met in Victoria in September 1993,
and announced their "National Agenda" - a commitment to address the issues of quality,
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accountability, mobility and accessibility from a national perspective that included the rrrnoval
of barrien to postsecondary education credit t r a n ~ f e r . ~ ~ ~

In February

1995.

CMEC issued the document Pan-Canadian Protocol on the

TrMSferabiIityof University Credits cailing on ail degree-granting institutions to implement

measures that would. by September 1. 1995. provide for the national transferability of credit
for fmt- and second-year university courses.493
in addition to encouraging Canadian post-secondq institutions to recognize credit
transfer for the fmt two years of undergraduate snidy, CMEC officials were asked to report
in February 1996, on the "feasibility and timing of implementing credit transfer between
colleges, and between colleges and uni~ersities.'"'~No progress has been made on this

particular cornmitment to date.
While there is no national authority over univeaities in Canada, CMEC officials
indicate that most universities in Canada have ratified and implemented the protocol dealing
with the transferability of credits for undergraduate programs in years 1 and 2. With regard to
the transferabiiity of credits earned in years three and four, the Ministers of Education remain

cornmitted to the transferability of these credits but are without support from the univenities
in this regard. As a result. instead of proceeding on a pan-Canadian basis at this time, they
have opted for ensuring transferability of credits among postsecondary institutions within each
j urisdiction?
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In Ontario, the Council of Ontario Univenities approved the CMEC protocol
pertaining to the transferability of year one and two undergraduate credits among universities.

albeit with rninor amenciments making the treatrnent of students from outside Ontario the same
as domestic Ontario students. The new policies have been in force since the 1996-97 academic

year and al1 institutions have complied- The Ontario universities already had agreed upon
a "General Policy" for credit transfer among Ontario univenities resulting from the
recommendations of a 1992 report undertaken at the Minister's behest about ways to facilitate
undergraduate credit transfer among Ontario univeaities."*

In the next section, government's efforts to address university development issues
through enhanced accountability mechanisms are examined.

4.2

Access and Accountabüity: University Responsiveness 1990-1997
In September 1990. for the first tirne in Ontario's history, the New Democratic Party

(NDP) formed the provincial govemment. Richard Men, a former professor of history at
McMaster University, was appointed Minister of Colleges and Universities and Minister of

Skills Development and held that p s t until January 1993. Allen's vision of accessibility had
a decidedly egaiitarian flavour:
1 think one has to work at what 1 like to increasingly cal1 an equality of
outcornes for a i i groups, as distinct fiom an equality of oppomullty. What I'm
496.

interview with Daie Shipley, May 1. 1997.
The Council of Ontario Universities had already moved to make credit transfer practices among univeniues
more consistent in 1993 as a result of the recommendations of a report undertaken for COU at the request of the
Minister of Education and Training by Donald Baker, Vice-President Academic, Wilftid Laurier University.
The November 1992 report was entitled TrCUtJfer of Undergruahte Course Credit Among Ontario Universities:
Repon and Recommendations.
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saying is 1 don't diink we have to focus the accessibility issue around
increasing global numben and therefore increasing global costs. In the fint
instance, let's get the faimess base in place and then address the global
quest i ~ n . ' ~ ~

The issue of univeaity responsiveness to the social objectives introduced by the NDP
would form an underlying theme of university-governrnent relations for the five-year duration
of the NDP's stay in office. At a more specific level, by the ealy 1990s. govemment's
attention with respect to the university sector was focused on two issues: how univenities
could more effectively achieve government's accessibility objectives in view of increasing
demand for univeaity education, combined with continued restrictions on univenity funding
levels; and how to improve university accountability. Both issues were proving dificult and
complex to deal with and would severely strain univenity-governent relations in the
province.
The former concem arose fiom an unforseen increase in the participation rate of the
18-24 age population from 12 percent in 1979-80 to 19 per cent in 1993-94. The latter concem
emerged largely in response to the Provincial Auditor's conclusion, following inspection
audits of three universities between 1988 and 1990, that "accountability for the significant
amount of funding provided to Ontario's univenities remains inadequate..?*

and that

comprehensive provincial audits of universities were required. In 1991, the Minister of
Colleges and Univenities announced a two-pronged review of univenity accountability.
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4.2.1

System Planning and CoordiMton through the Bac& Dooc Univernfy
Aceountubifïty

In 1993. H.V.Nelles, former chair of the Ontario Council on University Affain
suggested that in Ontario. the issue of accountability was simply a repackaging of the assoned
.~~
Minister Bette
issues associated with provincial development and d u p l i c a t i ~ n Former
Stephenson suggested as much in her reflections about the Bovey Commission's efforts to
provide a "system blueprint" when she remarked that things would improve "if we can...g et
the kind of accountability within the Boards of Governors which we should have had. If 1 had
thought of that at the time of the Bovey report. that's what I would have brought in fmt. but
we weren't thinking about it that way."" Michael Skolnik describes this as "a 'back door'
way of trying to get at questions about system level planning..."5m As will be shown in this

section. however, the fragmentation of the issue of system development 1ed to
recomrnendations that would have had the govemment segregate funher what little system
authority already existed around issues of system development directiy or indirectly. as a result
of a proliferation of additional. single issue. advisory/oversight bodies.

In September 1991, William (BU)H. Broadhurst. a member of the Ontario Council
on University Affairs (OCUA), and former Chair and Senior Pamer, M c e Waterhouse. was

narned chair of the Task Force on University Accountability. The Task Force was composed
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of iwelve memben, broadly representative of the univenity c o r n m ~ n i t y .It~was
~ given a
mandate *todevelop recommendatiow for a framework to provide for the clear accountability
of Ontario's univeaities to the public".% At the same tirne. the Minister requested that OCUA
provide advice on "whether and how to establish a system of program review as a means of
ensunng public accountability for acadernic quality in provinciaiiy-assisted univenities"?

tn the absence of any public policy objectives relating funding ievels to clearly
articulated objectives for university performance. university accountability had been bedeviled
by institutional claims of undemuiding and an unclear prioritization of government priorities

with respect to accessibility, economy and quality. To complicate matten m e r . the Minûtry
had maintained over the years that the universities were accountable through their boards
directly to the Provincial Legislature. As a senior minisuy official explains:
Very early in [the 1980~1,the Provincial Auditor...started coming to us and
saying: "How are you making the universities accountable for ail the taxpayea
dollars they are spending?" 1can...remember letters for the Deputy Minister's
signature saying...[univenities are] autonomous. Their boards are responsible
to the Legislature, ...the Legislature is creating the university and creating a
board and giving it a i l the powers. and that's where the focus should be?w
That this view persisted in the Ministry to the 1990s was substantiated by the Auditor's
observations in 1990to the effect that 30whom ...g oveming bodies are accountable is an issue
that remaios in 1irnb0''~in part because the Ministry "maintains that it lacks the legisiative
503.
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authority to establish such a relationship...the Ministry believes that the governing bodies are
accountable direct1y to the public."5m

In May 1993. the Task Force on University Accountability issued its final r q m t ,
entitled University Accountabiliry: A Srrengthened Framework The approach developed by
the Task Force involved an institutionally-based accountability framework, the locus of which
was the governing body of each institution. Institutional responsibilities, however. were to be

balanced by an independent, extemal monitoring agency. an Accountability Review
Cornmittee, to be located within OCUA. The report was released

CO the

public aimost

irnrnediately. Responses fiom the univeaity comrnunity reflected an overd acceptance of the
thrust of the report and the Minister directed the universities to impiement those
recornrnendations that feu within their purview. However, some observers decned the
Broadhurst Cornmittee recornmendations to have provided convincing evidence of a senous
case of "accountabilitis" infecting the govemment-university relationship. J. Stefan Dupré
defined the condition of "accountabilitis" as one where

...universities are to be accountable for more and more about everything on
their way to king responsive to nothing. Altematively they are to be
responsive to more and more about everything on their way to king
accountable for nothing?'

He severely criticised the report for failing to provide a precise definition of what was meant
by the terni accountability, by providing only a "fuzzy and undefineci'"'* range of possibilities
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that were dependent "upon the context"."'

He also expressed concem that accountability

mechanisms appeared to be multiplying to the point where what was emerging looked
"suspiciously like an aboming industxy whose denizens inhabit both government and the
universities".
While most of the univenity cornrnunity supported the thmst of the report, the
monitored self-regdation that was advocated by the Task Force as the appropnate foundation
of university accountability in Ontario was cnticized by some for its lack of system
perspective. As Skolnik argued:

One of the major weaknesses of the T N A approach is chat it is atomistic: it
looks at each institution only in isolation, not as a component of a system To
be sure. one of the major determinam of how well the univenity system
"meets the public's needs" is the individual performance of each institution.

However, another major factor is the structure of the whole system; that is,
how each institution's mission, role, and activities mesh with those of other
institutions, whether there is duplication of effort and resources, and whether
there is coordination of complementary activities among instit~tions.~'~
What the Task Force on University Accountability had failed to corne to terms with was the
recuning dilemma of accountability "for what" from a system perspective for which
institutions couid be held accountable.

While debate in the Minisay simrnend over the appropnate degree to which it should

become involved in university affairs for accountability purposes, the Minister's decision
concemhg an o v e r d approach to an accountability framework awaited the OCUA advice on
accountability for program quality. This advice was not long in coming. Just two mon& later,
in July 1993, OCUA submitted its advice, noting that although the Ontario Council on

5 1 1.
5 12.
5 13.
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Graduate Snidies' appraisal process had been providing accountability for graduate program
quality since the late 1960s. there was "no province-wide systematic quaiity review process
at the undergraduate l e ~ e l . " ~The
' ~ Council recomrnended a "monitored self-regulation"
approach to accountability for program quality. This process was intended to ensure that
policies and processes for reviewing the quaiity of undergraduate programs would be
developed and conducted by individual institutions and that the processes. as opposed to the
results. would be subject to audit by an independent body, a new "Academic Quality Audit
Cornmittee", whose mernbers would be publicly appointed This approach minoreci that of the

Task Force on University Accountability in striking what was thought to be a reasonable
balance between the institutionai autonomy and academic &dom

of self-goveming

institutions, and the manner and degree to which such institutions were required to
demonstrate publicly that they were making sound academic and financial choices in the
context of available resources and the govenunent's econornic, social and cultural policies.
Facing unfavourable univeaity reaction to the potential establishment of yet another
oversight agency, and OCUA's recomrnendation to rationalize the nurnber of advisory bodies
established to monitor accountability matters. the Minister delayed his decision with respect
to the establishment of additionai monitoring agencies until the issue of an appropriate role
for the ministry within the overall accountability framework was resolved. The issue was
further complicated by the Minister's announcement in Febniary 1995 of an Education Quality
and Accountability Office (EQAO) with "responsibility for addressing issues of educational

quality and accountability in the eIementary/secondary sector and the postsecondary

5 14.
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sect~r..."~'~
suggesting that the Ministry was contemplating one body wiin a mandate for
accountability encompassing dl levels of publicly-supported education.
According to then Deputy Minister, Charles Pascal. the govemment had anticipated
that the EQAO would "become robust enough to be the quality assurance umbrella for
postsecondary as well, ...even though...the role of that agency with the univenities would be
very different. ...it would be a process audit...using F e r review?

However. Pascal added.

the idea "wasn't something the univeaity presidents liked at aW5"
Aithough postsecondary responsibilities for the EQAû have not yet materializeci, the
Council of Ontario Univeaities f m t proposed and then established its own undergraduate
program review audit comrnittee with responsibility for conducting annual audits of the
institutional mechanism for review of undergraduate program quality. The fint cycle of
undergraduate program quality reviews began in 1997. The extemal monitoring body that the

Task Force on University Accountability argued was essential to the achievement of a
strengthened accountability framework has not been established.

43

A Reconsideration of Univemity Funding Policies and Instruments, 1993-1995

While accountability issues worked their way through institutional goveming bodies
and the Ministry bureaucracy, the government requested yet another review of the hinding
mechanism for Ontario univenities in relation to the governrnent's public policy objectives.

5 15.
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En November 1993, the Minister of Education and Training asked OCUA ro provide advice
concenllng revisions to the funding processes with a view to promoting specific policy
objectives. These objectives included increased accessibitity, greater empbasis on teachùig,
enhanced credit uansfer among universities and between universities and colleges. program
rationalization, and enhanced accountability for the resources docated to teaching, research

and community service. In short. the govemment was now tuming to reform of the funding
mechanism as a way to provide greater control over universities' use of public resources and
to make it a more effective instrument of system development that would direct the system

toward the achievement of the govemment's objectives.

This Ministerial reference, which became known as the Resource Allocation Review
(RAR), reflected the goveniment's growing mistration and dissatisfaction with the results of

a series of ad hoc initiatives intended to demonstrate institutional responsiveness to the current
political agenda with its emphasis on social equity, and the depressed economic environment.

In many ways, it was also a typicai reaction to the fundamental changes in the province's
economy, labour markets, educational and fiscal environment that were king experienced

equally by other Canadian provinces and had already k e n dealt with through postsecondary
restrucniring initiatives by jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom. Australia and a variety

of U.S. States. in the United Kingdom and Austraiia, much of the restructuring that occurred
was enabled by national govemment legislari~n.~'~
In the United States, state university system
5 18.
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restrucniring was achieved through a combination of techniques including p a t e r state
coordinating board intervention, changes to state appropriations and institutionally-directed
re~tnicturing.~~~
Before engaging in M e r discussion of the Resource Allocation Review, it is
instructive to examine bnefly the worsening economic situation of the province and the series
of ad hoc attempts to facilitate restmcnuing of the Ontario postsecondq sector. both of which
influenced the government's decision to undertake a comprehensive review of univenity

bnding policies and mechanisms.

43.1

Economie Comtraint and University Rigidiîies
Econornic factors, particulariy the recession of the late 1980s and early 1990s and

mounting public deficits and debt, led to a desire for immediate expendinire reductions on the
part of the Ontario government in the early 1990s. As the 1990s progressed, the economic
recession proved to be one of the twentieth cenniry's wont. Ontario's slow economic
recovery. combined with the effects of the Free Trade Agreement, a world depression in
commodity prices. a high Canadian dollar, the collapse of fiscal federali~rn,~~~
and mounting
interest on the provincial debt were taking a severe toU on provincial finance^.'^' Continuing
provincial revenue shortfaiis placed saingent limitations on public spending and forced wage
roll-backs in the public sector, under what was called the Social Contrnct, i993. The ciramatic
5 19.
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reductions in public spending perceiveci necessary could not wait for the outcornes of greater
coordination and planning. With few policy levers at its disposal to direct universities. the
Ontario government initiated a string of "restrucninng" initiatives in an attempt to tum the
great ship postsecondary in the direction of greater eficiency, effectiveness. accessibility, and

quality, di with less and less public funding.

In January 1992, followiag the Treasurer's statement that operating support to
univenities would increase 1% for 1992-93, foliowed by 2 8 increases in 1993-94 and 1994-

95,5Uthe Muiister of Colleges and Universities issued a proposa1 for developing short- and
long-terni options to reshape the postsecondary sector in Ontario. In a letter to the
postsecondary sector, the Minister stated "it is our belief that a reshaping of the postsecondary
sector is the most effective way to ensure that programs and services c m be delivered more
efficiently to the maximum number of students without loss of q~ality.'~
The Minister's

proposal stressed the importance of consultation with the postsecondary community.This
cornmitment resulted in the establishment of Coiiege and University Long-term Restructunng

Steenng Cornmittees in the summer of 1992 to address restmcturing issues on an ongoing
bais as welî as a "transition assistance" h d in the order of $22 million of additional funding
to enable univenities to restructure "in a period of severe fiscal constniint. which is expected
to persist beyond the curent year."524Universities were required to compete for fùnds in a
process adjudicated by the Ontario Council on University Affairs. The previous lack of
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system-level incentives for institutional collaboration and cooperation perceived by the
Minister was addressed in the stipulations placed upon the critena for adjudication OCUA was
directed to include. Specifically, OCUA was directed to consider the "extent to which the
various projects...would complement each other, and facilitate the reshaping of the
postsecondary sector in Ontario over the longer term..."as weli as to give priority to proposais
"with a potential system-wide impact or application. or jointly subrnitted by two or more
institutions...Of particular interest are projects involving both univenities and ~olleges."'~

The University Restntcturing Steering Committee, established in July 1992, was
composed of stakeholder representatives from across the univenity community?

The

cornmittee CO-chairswere the Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Coiieges and Universities

and the chair of OCUA. The remaining seventeen members were nominated by provincial
university organizations, broadly representative of the univenity cornmunity. Staff was
provided by OCUA and the Ministry. The mandate of the S t e e ~ Committee
g
was to develop
recornrnendations conceming long-term strategies that would assist the university sector to
respond to current and future challenges. The challenges identified by the Minister involved

making the universiy sector
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Honourable Richard Allen, Minister of Cotleges and Universities, to Dr. H.V. Nelles, Chair. Ontario Council on
University Affairs. ApriI 13, 1992.
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Cu-chairs were Deputy Minister of Colleges and Universities. Dr- Bernard Shapiro. and Chair of OCUA,
initially Colin Graham (acting chair) then Joy Cohnstaedt. Ministry of Colleges and Universities representative Jan Donio, Assistant Deputy Minister, Student Support and Corponte Services, OCUA representauves induded
Coiin Graham, Partner, Ernst & Young and Ji11 Vickers, Rofessor, Political Science, Carleton University.
Stakeholders included from CUPE, Moma BaIlantyne; Comité des affaires francophones, Dyanc Adam;
COUSA - Barbara Johns, President COUSA; Council of Chainnen of Ontario Univenities Roberto Grosso.
Chair, Board of Governors, Laurentian University, and David Pady, Chair, Board of Govemors. Wiifrid Laurier
University; from COU - Peter George, President COU,Robert Pritchard, President University of Toronto.
Marcel Hamelin, Rector University of Ottawa, and Catherine Ross, School of Library and Information Science.
University of Western Ontario. From OCUFA - Saul Ross,President, and Mary Frances Richardson, Rofessor,
Brock University. From the Ontario Federation of Students - Ieff Zoellcr. From the Ontario Graduate
Association David Heap.
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responsive to the continuous or lifelong education, training and knowledge
needs of a modem economy and democratic society. and ensuring the fullest
possible response to the government's equitylaccess agenda within an
environment of constrained public resources.'"
in an unusual move. then Minister of Colleges and Univenities. Richard Allen. issued

a personai statement on posüecondary education in conjunction with the establishment of the
University Res~ucturingSteenng Committee which was intended to inform its w~rk.~'In this
one page statement, Allen's vision of postsecondary education and the govemment's equity
objective is explicit:

in the Iast 20 years, ûntario has moved into an era of mass postsecondary
education on a s a l e virtuaiiy umïvaiied by other jurisdictiow. Approximately
one million Ontario adults now access our colleges and universities annualiy.
Enrolment projections, labour market needs and the challenge of living in a
global society point to a m e r 34% increase over this decade. ...[OJur
postsecondary institutions are undergoing transformation into vehicles for an
education-saturated society in which. for individuals, learning never ends...The
challenge of a new paradigm of open. continuous and successive learning is
and wiU be enormous, and even daunting in t e m of institutionai change. ...in
a new paradigm, equity and access take on new meaning as means and ends,
but justice. the good life and econornic efflciency aiike require that quality
remain the goal. A new paradigm of postsecondary education is a goal worth
our best efforts. in a context of constraint it forces us to reconsider existing
cornmitments. to reprionùze and redocate in order to expand what momenturn
presently exists and to enhance mources available for the task. To do
otherwise is to miss the challenge of the h o ~ r . ' ~ ~
The Minister specificdy requested advice on institutional specialization and program
rationalization with potential for cost-savings and enhancing insti~tionddifferentiation;
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options to strengthen the quality of undergraduate teaching; technological and nontechnological alternative delivery mechanisrns leading to cost-savings; criteria for eligibility
for public funding including use of full-cost recovery activity, pnvate institutions. private
sector delivery; as well a s restmcturing of the academic year to make better use of physicai
plant. Ieaming resources. and

to

explore strooger linkages with employers and labour to

introduce more work experience into education.'" The Steering Cornmittee was instnicted to
identify and pnoritize for the Minister the issues it intended to address pnor to undertaking

huther work In cornpliance with this request, the S t e e ~ Committee
g
established a statement
of goals for the Ontario university systemS3'and identified six major areas for study,although

contrary to the Minister's expectations. the majority of the membenhip did not accept that
there wouid be strict limits on the availabiiity of public sector funding of the university sector.
The goals statement and proposed areas of study were circulated widely, within and outside
the univenity community for comment.

The six areas of inquiry identified by the Steering Cornmittee were: quality of
univeaity education; autonomy, divers@ and accountability; cooperation; equity of access and
retention; innovation and responsiveness; and hinding and cost-effectiveness. Within these
University Restnicturing Steering Committee, Ministry of Colleges and Univenities. Open Lctrer ro Members
ofthe Ontario University Communily and Other Interested P e r m , September 10, 1992. atmchment Terms of
Reference: University Restnicturing Steering Committee", pp. 2-3 .

The goah for the university system developed by the URSC were:
to develop an educated populace with enlightened. dynamic citizens and leaders for a democratic society:
to educate and train people througfiout their lives for professions and occupations:
to teach and provide for study at the highest intellectual standard, including opportunities at the highest
international level:
to engage in scholarship. creative activity, basic and applied research at the highest intellectual standard,
including activities at the highest international level;
to provide equity of access:
to be responsive to student needs;
to achieve greater interaction among universities, other educationai institutions and the broader community: and
to be democratic and collegial institutions with significant capacity for change, adaptation and cwperallon,
and able to make decisions in an open, transparent and accouncable manner.
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areas, a nurnber of the research questions identified were clearly related to matten of system
planning and coordination fundamentai to university-govermnent relations. An interim report.
dated December 1992, was submitted to the Minister in early 1993 and included nine areas for
restructuring and associated research plans which would be undertaken over the next 18
months.

In the spring of 1993, the governrnent realized that it had seriously underestimated the
size of its deficit and additional huiding cuts were announced, including the elimination of a
$17 million "Restrucnuing for Effkiency" fund to assist univeaities in achieving reductions
in the per-unit-cost of delivery - a program that had just k e n unveiled on December 22.

1 9 9 2 .A~Cabinet
~~
shuffie in January resulted in a new Minister, Dave Cooke, taking up the
reins for postsecondary affairs within the context of a "super-Ministry" of Education and

Training whek elementary/secondary and postsecondary education were integrated. The new
Minister did not respond to the interim report of the Restnicniring Steering Cornmittee and did
not make it publicly avaiiable. The University Restrucniring Steering Committee was
effectively suspended. It was not until May 1993,that govemment concems were publicly
expressed regarding the proposed agenda and a formai suspension of the Committee occurred.

By letter of May 7, 1993, the Honourable Dave Cooke stated:
While the projects, viewed collectively, would involve a comprehensive
reihinking of key aspects of university activity. many of the projects do not
directiy address restrucnuing to effect cost reduction. 1 understand that this
type of restmcturing was oniy one aspect the Cornmittee was trying to address
in crafting the agenda. Fiscal developments, however, have made it even more
cnticai that restnicturing now be focused more explicitly on the goal of cost
reduction.
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Honourable Richard Allen, Minister of Colleges and Universities, to Rof-sor Joy Cohnstaedt, Decembtx 22,
1992.

...the Govemment has recently initiated discussions Ieading to the development
of a social contract. ...In view of the sociai contract discussions, however, I
believe that the work of the University Restructuring Steering Cornmittee
should be suspended until such tirne as we have a clearer sense of the direction
and potential outcornes of the social contract discussions. ...533
Although, the Univers@ Subsector Sociol Contract of 1993 stipulated that. with
respect to review of procurement and contracting systems, universities will "participate in a
process. under the auspices of the University Restructuring Steering Committee" which will
review those systems "to the extent that there may be sector-wide issues"....'"

the University

Restructuring Steenng Cornmittee never reconvened. It was the Mioistry's view that the
research projects the Committee had proposed amounted to a shopping list of "ail the things

-

that weren't k i n g done by the system none of [which] had to do with restnicruring...[or]

improv[ingJ the quality of education at less ~ o s t . "The
~ ~background
~
work done for the
Comrnittee and a number of the restnicturing ideas, would however, be recycled in 1994-95

when OCUA undenook the Resource Allocation Review of univenity funding in a policy
environment emphasizing accessibiiity. accountability and equity.

43.2

The OCUA Resource Allocution Review, 1993-1995
Accessibility was becoming an increasingly womsome issue for the Ministry.

Enroiment demand projections undertaken in 1992 by a group of McMaster University
researchers at the government's behest, indicated that postsecondary-level, year-one
533.

fionourable Dave Cooke. Minister of Education and Training, to Dr. Charles E. Pascal. Deputy Minister,
Ministry of Education and Training and Professor Joy Cohnstaedt, Chair, Ontario Councii on University Affairs,
May 7, 1993.
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enrolments codd be expected to increase at an average rate of about 3 percent per year, or by
more than one-thud over the next decade, with university enrolments increasing more rapidly
than that of the coilege s y ~ t e r nT.h~
is~would occur despite a deciine in the population of 1820 year olds. due to an anticipaid increase of over 7% in the Ontario participation rate, which
at 25.4 percent of year 1 postsecondary enrolments aged 18-20, was aiready one of the highest

in the ~ o r l d . ~This
~ ' projection was foiiowed in 1994 by a second snidy, suggesting that

Canada-wide university enroiment couid be expected to grow on average at a rate of 3 percent
or 2.8 percent Ml-the equivalent~."~
Rates of economic growth were anticipated to be

modest in the near and intermediate funire while the demand for university semices was
expected to grow faster than public resources.
In 1993-94. provincial operating grants to Ontario universities declined for the f i t

time, dropping 6.3 percent. On a per student basis, operathg gants adjusted for inflation had
fallen almost 23% since 1978-79.'" in addition, the province continueci to expenence a decline
in federai trausfea for postsecondary education and health under the provisions of Estabiished

Programs Financing (EPF).Yet, universities were becoming ever more centrai institutions in
the emerging knowledge-based economy that was deemed necessary for global

competitiveness. It was in this context that on November 24, 1993, the Honourable Dave
Cooke. Minister of Education and Training, requested that OCUA undenake "a review of the
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fiinding system for the universities of on tari^."^ However, the Minister's intentions went
well beyond a strict review of the aiiocative mechanism. He continued:

In the course of this analysis, 1 wouid ask Council to examine issues in
achieving an appropriate balance among teaching, administration, research and
community s e ~ c and
e in developing mechanisms for accountability in the use
of resources in these areas. The funding system must contain mechanisms and
incentives for achieving the necessary combination of efficiency, economy and
reallocation to achieve the pnorities...identified.."'
These priorities were an i n c r e a ~ dneed for accessibility due to growth in the university age
cohort and increasing participation rates; increasing access for non-traditional students; p a t e r
emphasis on teaching; need for an integrated educational system "-ch

permits easy

rnovement from one sector to another"; a funding system that "must encourage sharing and
cooperation among univenities. coiieges of applied arts and technology and othen"; and
incentives to "encourage program cooperation and restnrcturing" and greater differentiati~n?~
As the then Chair of OCUA, noted, as a resuit of :"[tlhe failure of [URSC] to provide a road-

map [for the government] that was doable, ...[the government] struck a reference that perhaps
was more directive than it might have k e n in previous s i ~ a t i o n s . "This
~ ~ unusual degree of

"directive" was not lost on university administrators who kept asking the Deputy MUiister
"what's behind the letter?...Do they want to take over this or that?"IM
On August 8, 1994, OCUA released a discussion paper entitled Sustaining Quality in

Changing Times: F d i n g Onturio Universiries which reinforced the univeaities* perception
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that OCUA's thinking had gone from identifying policy instruments to deal with univenities,

to dealing with universities as instruments of public policy. ï h e spectre of increased
ceneralized coordination and planning of universities was raised early in the discussion paper.
There wiU...be pressure for govemment to ensure that the public's investment
is strategicaüy focwd and that then is enough flexibility within the system to
target that investment as circumstances dictate. Governent aiso WUrequire
flexibility within and arnong publicly-Wed institutions so universities c m
restructure as prionties change... The breadth of these pressures may have a
direct effect on the traditional relationships between government and
universities. In Ontario. universities exist in a relatively unreguiated setting
ith the exception of their
which reflects theK traditional autonomy. ...m
individual enabling statutes. there is no legislation of specifc application to
universities that regulates the conduct of their business. They have a high
degree of institutional autonomy which. it has been argued. is necessary to
protect acadernic freedom. However, academic freedom has also been
protected effectively in other more centrally cwrdinated jurisdictions.

OCUA went on to suggest that it was prepared to undertake a complete reconsideration of the
underpinnings of the province's relationship with the univenities:

in looking at the desirability of univenities becoming more responsive to
public poiicy prionties. the issue that may need to be considered is whether the
administrative autonomy of universities iegitimately or appropnately provides
them with independence from government policy objectives and, if not, where
the iine is to be drawn between administrative and policy matters. Some who
argue for more univeaity autonomy believe that it encourages financial
mponsibility by resource users and greater responsiveness to changing societai
needs through local control by governing boards or councils. Those who argue
for limits on autonomy believe conversely that individual institutions. because
of their coiiegial nature, are unable to make dificult decisions."

Io a nutsheil, OCUA chalienged the fundamental assumptions upon which universitygoverment relations in ûntario had been built for aimost 100 years. The "policy-flexibiiity"
sought by OCUA,mslated into greater govemment direction for the universities. in the
language of the discussion paper, universities were unrwponsive service providea that needed
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to becorne more ~sponsiveto their client, the govemment and its policies. Since, in OCUA's
view, the "current funding mechanism for univeaities does not spell out clearly what the
public is buying for its investment in univenities...."the govemment must '"beclearer about
what it is buying on behalf of the public, and universities [need] to be clearer about what they
a~ d e l i v e ~ g . "OCUA
~
went on to propose new

funding envelopes and approaches to policy

on cost-recovery prograrns. But it was the three alternative funding models which would set
the Councii's public consultations with the univenity comunity dire.
Model A' a modified corridor system, represented only incremental change From the
statu quo but would remove some "'deterrentsto the achievement of [policy] objectives".
Model B would eliminate the corridor funding system and make institutional funding more

sensitive to enrolment levels and thenfore highiy sensitive to government accessibility
policies. Model C. "Purchase of Service System", proposeci an entirely new system that would
fundamentaily change the goverment-university funding relationship, making govemment
an active parnier in deterxnining institutional mission and the relative balance among teaching,
research and community service in which each institution was engaged. The underiying theme

of the discussion paper was the search for new policies, instruments and mechanisms that
wodd bring univenities, and their interna1 decision-making choices regarding the allocation
of resources. under more direct influence, and perhaps if not authority. then control, of the
provincial government Aithough OCUA did not rank the three options, the univenity system
reacted to the discussion paper as if Mode1 C

- "Purchase of Service" was the Council's

preferred option since the Council's analysis of each option suggested that Model C had the

-
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greatest potential to provide the govenunent with the policy flexibility it d e s i r a despite the
potential for "a negative impact on the institutional autonomy Ontario univenities have

Since there had never been an ongoing master plan for university developrnent. nor a
comprehensive policy framework placing parameters around univenity-govemment relations
in Ontario. the incentives and disincentives inherent in the Ontario univenity fùnding
mechanism had, by default. been the primary expression, and in some policy areas the only
expression, of provincial govemment poiicy vis-a-vis univenities. OCUA recognized this in
its discussion paper
University fùnding allocation mechanisms are an essential element in defining
the relationship between univeaitia and govemments. Their design both
shapes and is shaped by the nanire of this relationship. Funding allocation
mechanisms are not neutral conduits of grants, but policy instruments which
affect the actions of institutions and individuals. in Ontario. the fùnding
allocation mechanism is the most significant instrument of provincial
Government policy."

The entire resource allocation exercise was received from the outset with scathuig
hostility on the part of the universities. As I. Stefan Dupré noted in a November 11, 1994
address to the Queen's University Board of Trustees:

Today, as it entes its twenty-fint year, OCUA is the recipient of severe
criticism from the Ontario university community. What is dieged is that
OCUA has forsaken its buffering mie and degenerated into a mouthpiece of the
Govenunent ... 1 consider that this criticism is as unfairly premature as its
context is eminently understandable.
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Dupré. himself a former chair of OCUA, continued:

Li cdling this criticism unfairly premature, 1 have in mind that io be a buffer
is to live with occasionally vehement criticism from both universities and
government. The cumnt chorus of univenity criticism overlooks the fact that
OCUA's present root-and-branch reappraisal of the univenity funding system
is in direct rcsponse to a Muiisterial reference and that Ministerial capacity to
make such discretionary references has k e n a prominent feature of OCUA's
buffering role since its incepiion. I shaii persist in considering the cumnt wave
of univeaity cnticisrn as unfairly premahire u t i l 1 see OCUA's advice, which
1 trust will confixm that the Council remains faithful to it buffer role once it
elicits a critical reaction from G o v e m ~ n e n t . ~ ~ ~
Critical reaction from the univenity community quickly followed OCUA's distribution
of its Discussion Paper. In addition to expressions of fundamental disagreement with the
objectives and assumptions of the paper, the university community felt OCUA h a -betrayed
its "anns-length" buffer role and moved h m the bbfmger-tip"to the "am-pit" of government
As Skolnik's analysis of submissions in response to the OCUA discussion paper reveds, the
univenity community was "deeply disturbed by the way in which OCUA appears to have
transformed itself into an agency of govemment, rather than an arrns-length body'"S0 and
perceived OCUA to be abdicating its independent, buffer role by digning itself too closely
with the governrnent's agenda.

The univenity community took issue with many of the arguments and assumptions
made in the discussion paper. A number of the arguments iaised within the system expose

fundamental positions within the university community that have acted as barriers to the
development of system-level coordination and planning. Universities forcefùily rejected the
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Discussion Paper's promotion of universities as instnunents of public policy. As Carleton
University indicated:
The central issue in [the Discussion paper] is the degree to which universities
should be instnunents of government policy...universities are autonomous
institutions engaged in inteliechial enqiiiry. Any attempt to force hem into the
role of policy instruments of government impairs their efiectiveness within a
modem democraiic so~iety.'~

'

The view of universities best senring the public interest through independence h m rather than
subordination to government was a key plank in the University community's platform against
the OCUA proposais. Another implication of the Discussion Paper was that universities codd
reailocate sources from research to undergraduate ieaching to better meet the government's
accessibility objectives in a constrained fiscal environment. For a number of universities, ihis
raised the spectre of institutionai role differentiation or institutional tiering. Brock University,
for example, stated it would "reject any anempt to stratify the university system on the basis
of 'research intensity' or to restnct the activities of any University to just the teaching and

learning function~".~~
A defense of the principle of institutional autonomy was another line of a

~ thek

universities mounted to discredit the OCUA Discussion Paper. The potential for incnased
centraiization of decision-making with respect to intemal institutional allocation of resources
posed by Mode1 C - Purchase of Service model, provoked Queen's University to observe:
While some rnay well believe centrai control of univenities will somehow
improve decision-making, such a beiief runs counter to existing views about
the effectiveness of organizations. Rather, increasingly, the vimies of
decentralization and local control are k i n g heralded, encouraged, and
celebrated in both the private and public ~ectors?~
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Even the University of Toronto. which had during previous commissions*hearings submitted
briefs endoning greater system coordination and planning, argued that "effective use of
resowes and control of costs are managed best at the institutional level." and that "in tenos

of responsiveness, adaptation, and restnicturllig, the need for flexibility...is much greater than
the need for close control

Other institutions argued that local university decision-making

and control could more efficientiy and effectively meet the needs and expectations of the
public than any centralized provincial bureaucracy.

OCUA traveled the province undertaking public consultation and was received with
considerable hostiîity by a number of university administraton and faculty. The prospect of

the funding mechanism king used as the instrument through which to make universities more
responsive, efficient. and accountable was viewed as an attempt to micro-manage the
institutions. In fact, most institutions indicated a preference for retaining the existing conidor
mechanism, noting that it was working relatively well and could be modifieci to meet new

needs as they arose. OCUA reninied from its deliberations with the university community

s a record low, disintegrating
somewhat scarred. The tenor of the exchanges at some h e a ~ ghit
into personal attacks levied on the OCUA chair and penonal cnticisms of some membea of
the council. As the former chair of OCUA recalls:

...the

level of research that was going on [at OCUA] was potentially
threatening. [OCUA] was caught up in...a strong anti-NDP backlash that war
going on. And, OCUA had been cast as a body that had second rate members
by many people and that this was the fauit of the NDP gove~unent.'~~
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A number of observers of the scene at that tune described the concem around OCUA members

in a variety of ways. Some suggested that previous OCUA memben had "closer mind sets to
univenity administrators" whereas some of the more recent appointmeais to OCUA were
perceived to be "much more interventionkt and had axes to grind." Othea thought the
problem rested with the credibility of some OCUA memben wiihin the academic community.
Still others thought that the problem =ose from OCUA's capacity in ternis of membenhip and

staff to undertake a reference of such complexity.

The then Deputy Minister suggested that part of deterioration in

the relationship

between OCUA and the universities was rwted in self-interest:
Whenever you change your resource allocation mechanism or even throw these
things up for grabs, usuaily you c m get at l e s t...half of the institutions to say
ihis is a good idea and the other...half to Say this is a bad idea. but everybody
seemed to be upset about moving off the status quo. When it suits the
universities they WUbe a system, but philosophicaiiy, of course, they don't
want to be a system. There are no rewards for system behaviour. So it isn't a
university system, therefore. there is no university planning?

In the end, the far reaching review that had been requested by the government, and to
whose objectives the recommendations were so closely tied ended up in the hands of the
newly elected Progressive Conservative government's Minister of Education and Training,
John Snobelen, himself a self-made businessman and hi& schml drop-out. On June 27, 1995,
OCUA delivered its advice on resource allocation for Ontario universities to the two week old
Conservative govement, and its new Minister of Education and Training. Throughout July.

OCUA staff provided the Minister and senior bureaucrats with technical briefings, explaining
the workings of the proposed new funding scheme. As recommended by OCUA in its advice.
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the Minister released the document to the univenity community on Iuly 28. 1995 inviting

commenu by September 30. 1995. Universities found the advice nothing short of outrageous.

In the end, OCUA had held f m to its cornmitment to a greater Say for government in
univeaity affairs and a greater degree of system coordination and planning:
Council believes that the system of publicly funded legaüy autonomous
universities should be maintaineci, but that provision for more effective system
coordination and planning and for Government to express the public interest
should aiso be made. It is recommended that this be accomplished primarily
through the proposed modifications to the funding allocation system and
associated policy mechanisms."
The proposed new funding regime centered on a cost-based funding ailocation system linked
to negotiated activity levels and outcomes, which would replace the existing system and

eliminate historical funding anomalies whereby institutions received different levels of funding
per st~dent.~"
The advice aIso calied for greater institutional planning7facilitating institutional
differentiation. System-level assessmeats of the "societal need" for graduates of professional
and quasi-professional discipline areas or sectors were recommended to aid in the assessrnent

of the need for new and existing academic programs. OCUA recornmended that policies

mandating transfer of credit among univenities to the &gr=

recommended by the Council of

Ministen of Education of Canada ( M C ) - namely full credit transfer for the fmt two yean
of study in similar programs - be in place as a condition of eligibility to receive provincial
gants.

The implementation of program quality reviews for al1 acadernic programs or

depments was recommended. Effkctively. this applied ody to undergraduate programs since
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The differential funding IeveIs resuited from the historical practices of discounting the value of enrolments for
funding purposes at various times and by differing percentages. In the resuit, depending on when institutions
experienced emlment growth, theu level of base operating income per basic income unit varied significantIy.

a graduate process for academic quality reviews was already in place.

For its part, govemment was called upon to delineate its public policy priorities clearly.
OCUA argued: "For effective coordination and planning..$]hem must be a sense of system
mission, priorities, provincial needs and the environment faced by universit i e ~ . ' " ~ ~
Accountability provisions peitaining to stewardship of resources, quaüty assurance, ethics, and
transparency practices were codified and linked to eligibility for public funds.
Once again, the lack of decision-support data

'?O

permit informed judgements"

mistrated policy developrnent efforts during the review. That this had been a long-standing
impediment to system coordination and planning was highlighted by OCUA:

...little

system data exist. When information is avaiiable, it is often incomplete,
fragmented and not comparable across institutions. The lack of consistent, high quality
information about Ontario*s university system has been a long standing problem.. .and
has, in general made it difficult to conduct in-depth poiicy research into universityrelated issues.560
OCUA attempted to strike a new policy direction thai encouraged decentraiized
decision-making within a framework of processes, rather than administrative structures, for
system coordination and planning. As the then OCUA Chair, explained:

There are different strategies for change...significant cuts in terms of grants,
requiring inunediate, dramatic accommodation to it [is one model]. Yodve got
RAR, which...is an example of another model. [RAR] was an effort to
undertake the accommodation...in a more orderly way and on a more
systematic and system-wide basis rather than the type of ad hoc
accommodation to dramatic declines in grants and increases in student fees?
The implications for OCUA's role, however, involved functions not unlike those of state
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coordinating boards in the United States and might have requited that OCUA assume a degree
of authority within ihe system which would have exceeded its existing advisory mandate.
Despite this, OCUA clearly attempted to "seli" its advice as a modification of current
practices:

Council has concluded that radicai or fundamental change in univeaity
operations and the relationship between Govemment and univenities is not
warranted at this tirne. The type of relationship recornmended between
Govenunent and universities is evolutionary in nature, and responds to the
changing environment fa& by universities. It regdarizes and builds upon the
type of approach adopted by Council in the 1989-90 Comdor ~ e g o t i a t i o n s . ~ ~ ~

The univeaity cornmunity rejected this interpretation of events. It was evident that the 198990 corridor negotiations posed a unique situation and OCUA, while successfully cwrdinating

the redistribution of resources at that tirne, had been working in an environment wbere
additional resources were avdable rather than in the "zero-sum" context of 1995. Although
restructuring initiatives undertaken in other jurîsdictions such as the United Kingdom." to
enable universities to meet policy objectives under conditions of severe fiscal consaaint were
similar to a number of the OCUA recommendations, these changes had been legislated by
govemment. Neither the Ontario universities, nor the ûntatio govemment to whom OCUA
delivered its advice appeared willing to see university-govemment relations undergo such a
ciramatic shift away from past practices.
The Council of Ontario Univenities pointed to the inappropriateness of a radical
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change to university funding that in its view "would not leave our univenities or our Province
any better off and would impose an umecessariiy restrictive. bureaucratic set of c o n t r o l ~ . " ~ ~

The Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations stated:
Councïi was toid clearly and unanimously last year that the h d i n g mechanism
didn't need a major overhaui, that p a t e r government intervention was
dangerous, that universities were already responsive to their communities, and
that teaching, research and service were interdependent parts of a seamless
whole. Their advice ignores this?

COU concurred with OCUFATsposition, and characterized OCUA's Resource
Allocation advice as a relic of the previous govemment. designed to address an accessibility
problem which never presented itself, citing the 40% increase in enrolment that univenities
had accommodated since the 1980s. It also argued that the operating p t s funding

mechanism "represented a singularly inappropnate tool" with which to build a new
relationship between universities and the govemment. and that the OCUA proposal would
have imposed considerable bureaucratic and administrative burdens on both govenunent and
the institutions at a time when flexibility was criticai. In the fail of 1995, COU cailed upon the

Minister
to reject [OCUATs]view of the funire of higher education in Ontario and to
replace it with a vision of autonomous institutions working in close
cooperation with each other and with the Provincial Govemment to create and
maintain universities of the highest quality, universities which can play a major
role in the economic. social and cultural future of ~ntario.~*

COU enjoined the Minister to reject OCUA's recommendations to establish the Core
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Fundîag Envelope and to "delay indefitely any major changes to the hinding formulaT'
arguing that replacement of the cumnt formula would be "needlessly disruptive to the
relatiomhips between the universities, OCUA and the Provincial ~overnment?' COU argued
against the recommendation that govemment withhold operating grants for institutions not
meeting the credit tramfer standards and accountabilitycnteria described in the OCUA advice,

arguing that "Ontario universities continue to enhance the self-regdatory accountabüity
framework which maintains the locus of accountability within each institutions' board of
governor~."~~~
The prospect of OCUA undertaking academic reviews to detennine societal
need was rejected on the grounds that it would "lead to f i e r bureaucratie controls and a high
probability of major planning e r r o r ~ . ' * ~ ~

From the MïnistryTspoint of view, the advice received from OCUA was deemed to be
too complex and too disruptive to the universities. Given the universities' need for stability
to make adjustments in view of the budget reductions to the university sector of approximately

$263 miilion out of a total reduction of $40 million to the postsecondary sector that had been

announced on November 29,1995, the govemment decided not to implement any new fwiding
mechanism. By letter of November 30, 1995, the Minister politely and rather indirectiy.
rejected the OCUA advice."

In fact, three weeks previous, the Minister had publicly stated that he intended to
launch bis own study of the postsecondary education policy framework.
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4.4

RRedireovering the Foundatioas of University-Government Relations in Ontario
Another m

g point in univenity-govemment relations had occurred in mid-1995.

The June 8, 1995 provinfial election, which saw the New Democratic govenunent defeated
by the Ontario Progressive Conservative Party, unleashed an entkly different political agenda

The postsecondary policy agenda developed by the Progressive Conservative caucus
in 1992, styled New Directions II - A Blueprintfor Leaming in Ontario, had suggested that,
if elected the Progressive Conservatives would pursue a srnalier roie for govemment in

respect to univenity af'fairs and fiaancing. The Bluepn'nt proposeci "partneahip funding", with
students, the govemment and the private sector dl inmashg their contributions. in a balanced
way, to restore colleges and universities to sound financiai health?

This new partnenhip. as

detailed in the party's Blueprint for Learning document, envisioned increased Nition fees
combined with an expandeci student loan program premised on the introduction of an incomecontingent loan repayment scheme as well as enhanced institutionai scholarship and bursary
programs. It presumed that greater private sector support for higher education in the form of
research and development would be achieved through increased corporate productivity and
competitiveness. Institutions would be encourageci to increasingly specialize in. for example,
research and graduate studies or in undergraduate studies. Public accountability would be

enbanced tbrough "value-for-money" audits of univenities. It suggested that the restriction on
pnvate, degree-granting universities would be lifted, albeit with assurance that such
institutions would be self-supporting. of acceptable quality and focus on "areas of emerging
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needTTmPostsecondary education policy flowed from a policy platform that envisioned less

and smaller government. lower taxes. higher Ievels of voluntarism. and greater penonai and

private sector responsibility for the weii-king of society.

In the months leading up to the 1995 provincial election. the prospect of the election
of a much less interventionist govetnment, and the conspicuously lagging political fortunes
of the NDP and pending retirement of the OCUA Chair. encouraged the univenities to take

a wait and see approach to univenity-govemment relations.
In August 1995. Joy Cohnstaadt completed her tenn as Chair of OCUA, diffusing some
of the hostility in the system toward the Council which had been directed. rightly or wrongiy.
at her personaily. Peter George, the President of COU,with whom relations with OCUA
throughout the p e n d of the Resource AUocation Review exercise had been particularly
acrimonious, had assumed the Presidency of McMaster University. In an effort to salvage
sorne credibility for the Council and appease an extremely disgruntled univenity sector. during
the final days before the e t s were dropped for the s p ~ election
g
the govemment appointed

J. Stefan Dupré. a highly respected professor of Political Science at the University of Toronto.
to assume the Chair of OCUA upon the conclusion of Joy Cohnstaedt's term. Dupré. who had
been the f i t Chair of OCUA in 1974, reassurned the OCUA helm on September 1, 1995.

having stipulated that it be on an interim basis, and only until such time as the new
government could make its own appointment and rehabilitate the Council in ternis of its
membership and mandate. Some of the OCUA membemhip was perceiveci by the universities
and the Ministry to have become weakened and politicizedTn3and the universities felt that
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OCUA's mandate had become too interventionist based on their observations of the Council
during the Resourte AUocation Review process."4 The university system was given a large
measwe of comfoa in the appointment of Stefan Dupré as OCUA Chair,n5and was reassured

by the new Conservative Minister's cornmitment to consult broadly on the development of a

new policy framework to guide future university policy.
However, there was to be no opportunity to rehabilitate the govemment's 22 par old
university intermediary/advisorybody. Once in power, the Harris government acted rapidly
on its September 1995 Throue Speech promise to restructure government's role and reduce
its sue and scope. In a November 8. 1995 speech to the goveming board Chairs of Ontario's
universities, the Minister, John C. Snobelen, invited the Chairs to

...identify the tools you wiil need to increase flexibility, hprove efficiency and
reduce costs. 1 need and want your suggestions regarding any legislaiion,
statutes or regdations that you consider to be an impediment in university
restructuring, or in addressing labour relations issues."n6

in its Fiscal and Economic Statement in November 1995, the govemment announced
the establishment of a 12 rnember Task Force on Agencies. Boards and Commissions, to be

chaired by Bob Wood, MPP London South, and parliamentary assistant to the chair of

Management Board. The Task Force was to review the need for over 200 arm's-length
agencies having respoasibilitiessuch as providing advice to govemment, providing goods and
services, senling disputes or making regulatory decisions. A review of govemment advisory
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agencies was completed fmt. As a resuit of the Task Force's recommendations. on May 29.
1996. Management Board Chainnan David Johnson announced the elimination of 22 advisory

agencies of which OCUA was one, stating:
As a result of the review by the Government Task Force on Agencies. Boards
and Commissions, taxpayen wiil no longer be paying for organùatiow whose
work is no longer relevant. At the same time. the govemment wants to
continue to receive advice h m the community. but we want to look at options
that are less structured than what we have no^."^

It was noted that the 22 agencies slated for closure had bbcompletedtheir work or [their]
mandates are ob~olete,.,"~~~

The May 29,1996 announcement of the closuxe of the Ontario Council on University
Affairs and its Academic Advisory Cornmittee, effective August 3 1, 1996, came as somewhat
of a surprise to the Councii. OCUA had been anticipating that Bob Woods*Task Force would
consult the Council concerning its mission, mandate and role, and a submission to that effect

had been in preparation. However, such a request never came. The Muustry of Education and
Training had been providing the Task Force with the justification for OCUA's continuation.
and while some had expected that the Council would peaist at least until a policy framework

g had been c ~ r n p l e t e dthe
, ~ number and politicai significance
review scheduled for s p ~ 1996

of primary and secondary educational issues oveahadowed consideration of postsecondary
sector issues. and the majority of the individuals in leadership positions within the ministry
for postsecondary education issues at that time were either relatively new to the field of
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education or were h m the Education side of the rninistry and h e w practically nothing about
the postsecondary sector?

In addition. due to a series of restructuring and reengineering

exercises in the rninistry, expertise and knowledge about postsecondary issues and OCUA
were intenpersed with elementarylsecondaryissues along functiooai lines throughout various

units within the Ministry. The generic questionnaire that was completed in response to a
request for Ministry justification for the need for OCUA was responded to pharily by an
officiai who had had a career within the elementacy-secondary education sector and it was
done "without any senior people giving a lot of thought to what this meant from a policy
perspective and in terms of our dationship with the universities.""' The university presidents,
having debated the need for OCUA while at a retreat in Elora, Ontario on August 31, 1995,
had concluded that OCUA should be retained as the sector's intermediary body, although
when pressed to explain what they would want to see OCUA do, were uncertaid"
However, once the Council's closure was announced in May. shonly thereafter it
effectively ceased to operate. The Council's fmal meeting had been held on May 10. 1996 at

which it approved its teminal advisory memorandum. The interim chair, J. Stefan Dupré, with
the honour. as he described it, of having been the "book-ends" of Council's history,
accelerated his transition to the position of President of the Canadian Institute for Advanced

Researcfi (CIAR), and departed the Council on July 1, 1996. Council staff was transferred to
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positions within the Ministry of Education and Training. In early July. two former OCUA staff

memberss8' were M e r reassigned to the Advisory Panel on Future Directions for
Postsecondary Educaûon, which was formaily announced on July 16.1996 in concert with the
release of the Ministry of Education and Training's discussion paper entitied Fumre Gouk for
Ontario Colleges and Universities.

4.4.1

Thc Advirory Panel on Fuîwe Ditectbnsfor Postsecodàty Education in Ontario

III faii 1995, the Ontario Minister of Education and Training had inforrned the
university system of his intention to launch a review of government policy pertaining to the

postsecondary sector. In a speech to the Board Chairs of Ontario Universities, the Minister

Universities, Wre other educational institutions and the govemment itself. will
have to restructure and rationaüze to corne to grips with the reality that there
is less tax money available, and there will continue to be less tax money
available for the foresceable future. So. when 1 tell you today to plan for
significant additional cuts from both the provincial and federal govemment,
you should understand that 1am tallcing now about cuts on a scale never seen
before in our postsecondary sector. mat will mean setting priorities and
sticking to them. It will mean living within your means. And planning for
major change, hindamental change, in the way you work. It will mean
downsizing, rationalizing, even elirninating in some areas. ...
And so, this brings us to an interesthg choice. The government can simply
apply whatever cuts arr eventualiy decided upon for the sector and leave the
universities to manage as best they cm. But I'm not convinced it wouid be the
best approach. instead, 1 suggest we could engage in a focussed discussion of
some key issues on the funire directions and policies the govemment might
adopt with respect to the postsecondary sector. In suggesting this, 1have k e n
made aware of the long history of studies and reports which have not k e n
acted upon, or which simply missed the mark in terms of what was required.

583.

Of which one was the author.

Given the pressure we are under, this exercise would need to be very focusseci.
...The stanis quo won't do. So we will have to consider some significant
changes. As the government, we c m initiate the discussion. But, we depend on
you to ensure resuits. Uniess this discussion is taken up by you. in a serious
and constructive way, this tw wiii go the way of many studies of the past that
I'm sure you di remember too well.'"
So, less than six months after the Minister of Education and Training received OCUA's advice
on a new hinding framework, the -ter

announced his intention to establish a three-person

advisory group to begin consultations in January 1996. Working with a discussion paper that
wodd be prepared by the Ministry of Education and Training. this group would "review and

update the policy framework within which [the govemment] currently make[s] decisions
concerning postsecondary edu~ation."'~'
On July 16. 1996,six months later than originaiiy anticipateci, the discussion paper was

released on the hiture goals of Ontario's postsecondary sector and the establishment of a fivemember ''blue ribbon committee," designated the "Advisory Panel on Future Directions for

Postsecondq Education," was announced. Universities entered into public debate equipped
with various restnicturing prescriptions. In particular. Paul Davenport, President of the
University of Western Ontario had been promoting a panicular vision around the province in
1996 that involved a combination of deregdation and restnichiring? In May 1996,Davenport

noted that universities couid "see a window of opportunity over the next six months for
changing the regdatory envir~nment."~~~
Davenport argued:
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In years past miaistry appeads to the univenities to "resmictu~and rationalize
programs" were unsuccessful, in large part because the Minisay itself had
removed aii incentives for restrucniring, by controlling the essential variables
of the system (fees in each and every program, gram which can be cut if
programs are eliminated or reduced in sue). It is time to break out of this
unfortunate pattern of over-regdation, and allow for the growth [ofl a
cornpetitive, dereguiated environment in which restructuring will be a natural
outcome of each institutions' efforts to increase quaiity and build on strengths.
...The Common Sense Revolution set out a program for higher education of
severe budget cuts and deregdation. We have had the cuts. It is now time to
deliver the deregulation, which wilI benefit our institutions, our students, and
the Province as a hol le.^^^
COU for its part, had b e n providing orientation material for university board m e m k n

since 1995, which, in a section entitled "Deregulation,"asserted:
Universities in Ontario are a highiy regulated industry. The provincial
governrnent and, to a lesser extent, the federai govemment impose a multitude
of regdations to conml the activities of Ontario univeaities. ... Deregulation
of the university environment has become a major concem because of the twin
pressures of govemment demands in a whole host of areas and of
underfunding. ...The greatest chances of moving toward reduced regdation
appears [sic] to be in the ana of tuition fees. By increasing ailowable Nition
fees, particularly discretionary fees, p a t e r flexibility is provided to
institutions in setting tuition fees and in determinhg univenity income.
Meanwhile, governments continue to corne up with new and more intrusive
ways to attempt to micro-manage univeaities?
Despite the fact that in cornparison to most US.jurisdictions, the U.K.and Australia,
Ontario univeaities enjoy a relatively high degree of autonorny and were constrained by very
limited state system coordination and planning apparatus outside of the incentives and
disincentives buiit into the formula Eunding mechanism. the perception that Ontario
universities were genediy over-reguiated seemed to take hold In the past, this perception had
been most closely associated with the determination of tuition fees because the Ontario
588.
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govemment effectively dictated mition fee leveis by stipulating that actual fees charged in
excess of formula fees would yield a corresponding reduction in operating gants.
The Advisory Panel on Funire Directions for Poswcondary Education was directed
to consult with stakeholdea and the general public and provide the govemment with advice
on three key issues:

1.

the most appropriate sharing of cos= among students, the private sector and
govemment. and ways in which this might best be achieved;

2.

ways to promote and support cwperation between colleges and univeaities. and
between them and the secondary school system in order to meet the changing newls of
students; and

3.

ways to meet expected levels of demand for postsecondary education. with reference

to existing public institutions and existing or proposed private institutions?
Economist David C. Smith.principal emeritus of Queen's University, Kingston, was
selected to chair the Panel. which included Fred W. Gorbet, Catherine Henderson. Bette
Stephenson, and David M.

amero on."' The Panel was given a small research and clericai staff

and five months in which to undertake extensive public hearings and prepare its report.

Between September 25 and October 3 1,1996,the panel held 11 days of public hearings across
Ontario and received 185 written briefs.
A desire for change was prevalent during the period in which the Commission was

developing its advice. In October. at a meeting of the Association of Universities and Colleges
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of Canada (the k

t one in a decade to be open to the

media) universities met to discuss how

they could deliver high-quatity undergraduate programs consistent with rising public
expectations of univenity education in an environment where federal and provincial
govemment support continued to decline. John Stubbs, President of Simon Fraser University,
stated:

"

We know the old mode1 is not going to carry us into the 2 1st century...there is an

appetite for change. People want to do new t h i n g ~ . "Paul
~ ~ Grayson. head of the institute for
Social Research at York University indicated thai one of the major problems facing
universities in convincing govemments to adopt particdar policies is their lack of institutional
research on higher education in Canaàa, and that this was "a very serious deficiency". He

noted fuaiter, given govemment pressure to reduce expendinires that "in the absence of data,
provincial govemments can assume whatever they want."'"

(And so, for that matter, could

universities!) This was certainly the context in which the Advisory Panel found itself during
its brief six month existence.

The Advisory Panel on Future Directions met the MUiister's deadline of December 15,
1996 and its report, entitled Excellence. Accessibili~Responsibili~was released to the
public on Monday December 16, 1996. The thnist of the report's 18 rexommendations

emphasized both less regulation and deregdation, accompanied by greater responsibilities for,
and public accountability by the institutional governing bodies; greater voluntary
differentiation among institutions and a cornmitment on the part of the Uidividuals. the private
sector and govemment to ensure the financial resources available to institutions and students

facing financial barriers to access were adequate.

592593.
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In itr intrductory remarks, the Panel telegraphed its intention to endone generally the
structurai statu quo in Ontario postsecondary education: 'The Panel believes that the basic
structure of Ontario's postsecondary sector is sound. There is no need to impose a grand new
design."

'
W

Therein, Ontario's binary divide between colleges and their diplornas and

universities and their degrees, was sanctioned as appropriate for the 2 I st centuy. The Robpolicy of accessibility was reaffiied and restated as foilows:
Postsecondary education must evolve in a way which provides the opportunity
for a highquality learning expenence to every Ontarian who is motivated to
seek it and who has the ability to pmue it?
A review of the Panel's recommendations makes very clear there was no place for

government-led system coordination and planning in Ontario. The Panel deemed the number

of institutions sufficieut for the foreseeable future, and that institutional differentiation,
program rationalization and inter-institutional articulation would evolve nanirally as interinstitutional cornpetition &ove institutions toward pater program and service specialization.
The Panel argued that the deregulation of tuition fees combined with enhanced fmanciai
assistance for students in need would force institutions to become more accountable to
students, parents and private donon.
Although the Panel recommended the establishment of an advisory body on
postsecondary mattea covering colleges and univeaities, they did not conclude that this body
should be given authority to undertake system coordination and planning. Rather, its role
would appear to be primarily one of providing research and the oveaight of institutional
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accountability that made it more similar to the oveaight body recornrnended by the Broadhurst

Task Force on University Accountability or the Senior Advisory Cornmittee advocated by the
Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario (Wright Commission) than to the
university system's former intemeâiary body, OCUA. The Panel's proposed advisory body
would have a postsecondary mandate spanning coiieges and universities and wouid:

... provide sustained, amis-length analysis of postsecondary education to help
assure govermnent. students, pnvate organizations and other groups that
critical asswments, independent reviews and advice are an ongoing feature of
Ontario's postsecondary system...The body shouid be responsible for
improving the publicly available information on postsecondary education and
research. One of its respoasibilities should be a reguiar report on the
comparative strengths and weaknesses of Ontario's system relative to those in
other jurisdictions. Another responsibility shouid be to monitor, assess and
repori upon the adequacy of quality assurance and accountability professes for
both colleges and universities?
With the abolition of the Ontario Council on University Atfairs a mere four months

previous, the Panel was careful to reassure govenunent that while noting there were some

"important issues that cannot be addressed adequateiy by a ministry of education or by
associations of universities and colleges..." that:

in establishing such a body, measures should be taken to ensure that it not
become an ionovation-stifiing regulatory body, an expensive addendum that
consumes hinds which should be directed towards the basic work of colleges
and univenities, or a place for inappropriate politicai appointments.
It wouid not be lost on the univenity community, nor the MUiistry, that these caveats echoed
precisely the University community's major cnticisms of OCUA over the past few years.
Distinguishing the proposed body even M e r from its predecessor, the recommended body
appeared to have no mandate for policy development and no regulatory responsibiiities with
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one exception - it was to develop "conditions and standards" pertaining to the establishment
of privately-finance4 not-for-profit universities seeking authority to gram degrees with a

secuiar name.'*

The Panel sanctioned the financial foundation of university-govemment relations in
the Province by reaffdng the appropnateness of a comdor approach to dlocate public

support to univenities and recommendingthat a similar system be designed for the distribution

of the operating grant to coileges of applied arts and technology. With respect to universities,
the Panel, however, recommended that the workings of the corridor system becorne more
flexible, so as to facilitate short term adjustments such as those caused by program closures

and enable universities temporarily to reduce enrolment below theû lower comdor Limit
without experiencing "severe fuiancial penalty".*" There was no mention of a centrally
coordinated review or cntena for determinhg which programs should be closed.
The Panel noted that Ontario was in urgent need of a research policy pertaining to both

basic and applied research undertaken in the pnvate and public sectors and recornmended au
increase in the size of the Research Overheadd Infiastructure Envelope from its cumnt level
of $23 million to about $100 million muaiiy. Recommendatioas conceming the stabikation
and eventual increase of operating gant levels. and recommendations related to additional

hinds for research were well received in the university community.
On December 20,1996 the govemment announceci that there would be no further cuts
to transfer payment levels to postsecondary education. As for the recommendations on
research, the Ministet of Education and Training retained Panel chair, David C. Smith. in early
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January 1997 to provide additional advice on the development of a provincial poiicy
fxamework for research consistent with the Panel's recommendationsThe Panel was conservative in its response to the Minister's request for advice on ways
to promote and support cooperation between colleges and universities. Though it had a
mandate to consider the postsecondary sector in totaiity, the Panel recommended little to
facilitate systematic college-univeaity credit transfer beyond suggesting that the funding
mechanism in the college Kctor be aansformed into a comdor system similar to that used for

university funding. It rejected the strategic decision taken by a number of other Canadian
provinces such as British Columbia and Alberta, to mat postsecondary institutions as
cornponents of an integrated system rather than as discrete entities and to put in place
independent, publicly-supported standing cornmittees that coordinate and assure credit transfer

among universities and between colleges and universities within their jurisdiction. Rather, the
Panel stated its support for "a pardiel system of differentiated colleges and univenities" and
endorsed a continuation of the work of the College-UniversityConsortium Council (CUCC)?
The CUCC was established in 1996 by the Council of Ontario Universities and the
Association of Coiieges of Applied Ans and Technology (ACAATO) with a two-year mandate

facilitate, promote and coordinate joint education and training ventures that
will: aid the transfer of students fiom sector to sector; facilitate the creation of
joint programs between coiieges and univenities; and, M e r the development
of a more seamless continuum of postsecondary education in ~ n t a r i o . ~
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Fmding for the Consortium's activities has been provided by the Ministry of Education and

Training and will have expired by March 1998, after which the Consortium's role is in
question. It does not currently have a mandate to go kyond aliocating funds to promote joint
education and training ventures. the establishment of an electronic credit transfer guide and

undertaking research on postsecondary student mobility. Although the CUCC could have km
transformed into a permanent structure with a long-terni credit transfer function this was not
rezommended. The Panel did. however. suggest that: 'The advisory body ...propose[d] in this
report should be responsible for stimulating and monitoring the evolving linkages
between coiieges and universities with respect to credit transfer, and shared services and
facilities. What we see is a continued fragmentation of the system coordination and planning

functions among the government, and the insututions, individually and collectively.
The Panel placed the task of postsecondary quality assurance squarely in the laps of
goveming boards and recommended that the establishment of intemal processes for
determining compensation levels and academic appointments that reward excellence in
teaching and research and for ensuring "corrective measuns" are taken where needed also be
their responsibility.
While there has k e n no f o d COU response to the Panel's report, a COU press
release indicated that "Ontario univenities responded positively to the report" and that the
"Panel's remmendations are...encouraging because they recognize the important role that

our universities play in meeting the challenges of the 2 1st ~ e n t u r y . " ~
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Immediate response to the Panel's recommendations From a number of larger. research
intensive univeaities was very supportive. University of Toronto President J. Robert S.
Pritchard stated:
1 give this report two thumbs up. It provides a policy framework to re-build
Ontario's post secondary institutions for the 2 1st century. The challenge now
is action and we wiU work vigorously with the province to ensure the report's
implementation on an urgent basis... This report hits the nail on the head: a

restoration of public funding, p a t e r differentiation and less regulation,
stronger student fuiancial aid. tuition fee de-regdation. stronger support for
research and innovation, focussed incentives for private sector support and
partneahips, and a larger role for the goveming bodies of our coiieges and
universities. These directions provide a very sound basis for optirnism about
the quality of univenity education for the next centuryturY603
The report clearly responded to many of the positions that universities had been
lobbying for. James Downey, president of the University of Waterloo and Chairman of the
Council of Ontario Universities noted: 'The panel has given the province of Ontario a
manrellous holiday gifi... 1 don? think they [the panel members] could have got it more

The reaction of srnalier. less research intensive universities was mixed. Student groups
and faculty were quick to cnticize the report on the grounds that partial deregdation through

higher fees would potentially reduce access.-

The report of the Advisory Panel on Future Directions for Postsecondary Education.
the third in a series of major postsecondary reviews each 12 years apart (the others being the
Wright 119721 and Bovey Commissions [1984]), is notable in a number of ways. It was the
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fint report since the Wright Commission's 1972 report, The Learning Society. that was
required to examine pst-secondary education in Ontario as a whole, rather than examining
colleges and universities individudy. However, the extremely short time-frame in which the
Panel was given to undertake provincial consultations and prepare recommendations was in

sharp contrast to the Wright Commission. which developed advice over a four year p e n d or
the Bovey Commission which was given 12 months within which to report.
It was aiso the f i n t commission in the pst-war period to advoc-

a policy framework

for postsecondary education that accepted Ontario's ad h c approach to policy. coordination

and planning processes at face value and went on to advocate an even less regulated plicy
framework in the absence of an intermediary body. The Panel stated that its recommendations
were intended to build on the legacy of the past, rather than impose "a grand new design". Its
approach was guided by "[p]ragmatism, not ideology..."- It clearly rejected centralized.
govemment-led system-level coordination and planning as the appropriate approach to
reviewing and updating the policy framework within which decisions conceming
postsecondary education are made:

The servant of quality is specialization, requiring differentiation among our
institutions. We cannot expect al1 to be excellent in everything. We cannot
afford to support them as though they were. This is why we do not look for
grand designs. Rishing institutions into prescxibed boxes is not the route to
quality. We beiieve profouncüy that our postsecondary institutions need to have
the room to experiment, to abandon what they cannot do weii enough, and to
concentrate their resources in areas in which they can. We want to free the
creative spirit of the best mincis within our institutions, not constrain them
through central plans and regdatory controls. Equaily important for both
govemmentai and institutional leaders is that rewards must go to those who
succeed and not to those who fd...?
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The spirit of the Panel's report envisiooed a d e for govemment that was significanily
reduced h m the regime which had been in place at the time that OCUA was closed. As Panel

member Bette Stephenson put it during the press conference at the time of the release of the
Panel's report on December 16, 1996:
I thllik that the...broad deregdation of the pst-secondary system is the thing
that's important. You know, regdations are marvelous. They put the postsecondary institutions into fleece-hed cages in which they'n very cornfortable
and they don? realiy have to think very hard about what their role is related to
a whole lot of responsibilities which they have to either students or the
community or the business community or to the society; and if you take the
regulations off. they suddedy are faced with reality."

In 1994, Peter J. George. then Resident of the Council of Ontario Univenities, had
presented a paper at the Organisation for Economic Cosperation and Development General
Conference on institutional Management in Higher Education, at which he articulated the
Ontario universities' preference for a policy framework which would facilitate university
accountability to govemment in the coatext of
an enhanced self-regulatory process, which would include, inter alia, graduate
program quality appraisds and undergraduate program reviews, annuai
institutional accountability reports issued by each university's Board of
Govemors aimed at measuring success in meeting institutional mission, and a
system-wide performance indicaton and outcornes measures report prepared
under the auspices of the Council of Ontario universities. These reports would
a l l be released publicly, and would be subjected to periodic procedural audit
by a process to be detennined by the Minister of Education and Training and
acceptable to the Provincial ~ u d i t o r . ~ " ~
Universities appear to have b e n provided an oppomuiity to realize the policy framework they
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so d e s k d Can they manage their affaia in such a way as to preserve this new footing for

university-goveniment relations in Ontario?

In the next chapter an in-depth examination is undertaken of efforts to enhance the
coordination and planning of academic program development in Ontario.

Chapter 5:

Coordination and PIanning in Ontario: A Focus on Graduate
Rogram-r

From a broad examination of the history of re!comrnendations related to managing the
overail relationship between the universities and the provincial government from 1945 to

-

1996, we now move to a detailed examination of specific developments in relation to
coordination and planning efforts in Ontario. The purpose of this section of the paper is to
examine the history of academic program coordination and planning in the Rovince of Ontario

from 1965 to 1996. where. historically, there has been a particula.emphasis on the graduate
program enterprise. Little research has been undertaken to date in the area of system-level
academic coordination and planning in Ontario. whereas aspects of system coordination and
planning related to the establishment of new institutions and the role of the funding

mechanism have been recently s t ~ d i e d . ~ " ~

5.1

Overview
Enormous amounts of energy have been expendeci over the past thirty years toward the

achievement of system-wide academic program planning in Ontario, especially at the graduate
level. Academic planning and coordination was largely non-existent in Ontario prior to 1966.
At that time, academic development was the responsibility of individual institutions and

interinstitutional interaction was extremely Limited. From 1966to 1980. academic coordination

609.
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and planning at the system level focused primarily on the graduate enterprise. Graduate

program planning became particularly important for a number of reasons: (1) in the rnid-

1960s. the quality of new graduate programs k i n g mounted. especially at the newer
universities was in question and the established institutions recognized that the existence of
poor quality graduate programs would uitimately reflect negativeiy on the system as a whole.

(2) The need to Ti professorial positions in the late 19& and early 1970s combined with the
desire among f a d t y to k qualified to the doctoral level fuelled an expansion of graduate
enrohents to a degree unparalleled in other secton of univenity activity. (3) The high costs
involved with graduate study and research resulted in high fonnula weights and
correspondingly high claims on the public purse (under the funding formula innoduced in
1967. one graduate student is h d e d , on average. at a level three times that of one
undergraduate student. and a doctoral snident is funded at six b e s the undergraduate student
(4)
. High weights provided the levers enabling
value per Basic incorne Unit [Bw)

government to exercise its spending powen to buttress the universities' individuai and
collective efforts to address the issue of graduate program qudity and development.

Over the years, graduate program planning had evolved into a responsibility shared
among members of the univenity collectivity, with govemment involvement intentiondy
limited to assuring itself that the university collectivity in fact had such processes in place. By
the early 1980s. the balance shifted away from collective autonomy in relation to academic

program coordination and planning toward a sharing of responsibility and division of Labour
between the university collectivity and government. Reiuctantly. govemment, through its
intermediary body, assumed responsibility for system planning issues. While constituting
roughly 908 of total full-time enrolment in the province, undergraduate program development
252
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remained relatively unconsnained by system-level coordination and planning considerations.
With respect to program quality assurance and control, the univenity collectivity

retaïned responsibility for acadernic quality with respect to graduate programs. via the Ontario
Council on Graduate Studies. Undergraduate academic quality remained firmiy under the
control of individual institutions' Senates.
With the elimination of OCUA in mid-1996. its program funding and quality

monitoring function notiondy reverted back to the Ministry of Education and Training.
However. for 1997 and beyond. it appears that the Ministry has largely abandoued both the
advisory structures and processes for system-level academic planning and coordination that
had developed. While still arguably a tripartite responsibility shared by institutions. the
university collectivity and government. the bulle of the responsibility for acadernic program
planning has been largely retumed to the individual institutions with only a small role played
by the university collectivity (program qudity) and govemment (prevention of unjustifiable

duplication of existing programs by new programs). The remainder of this chapter will

examine the events and factors underlyhg these transfomations in the university-governent
relationship.

5.2

The Nature of System-wide Academic Coordination and Planning
An enormous body of literature exists on academic planning and coordination. the bulk

of which pertains to the experience. practices and trends in the United States. The
underdeveloped state of Canadian research on system-level coordination and planning is even
more characteristic of the field of Canadian academic coordination and planning. With the
exception of the research of Edward Holdaway and Walter Harris of the University of Albelta,
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which focuses on the systematic reviews of university pmgrams and acadernic units in Alberta

during the 1980s. the University of Calgary report of 1980 documenting prograrn review
practices and procedures, Grant Clarke's paper of the early 1980s providing a comparative
North Amencan perspective and the 1982 work of C.H.Bélanger and L A . Tremblay detailing
academic rationalization procedures at the University of Montreal in 1982. there is very little
in the way of academic literature about program planning in Canada. Whik there are

mechanistic descriptions of prograrn funding processes, the academic quality appraisal process
in Ontario, as weii as material pertaining to the Ontario experience withui the literature on
univeaity-governent relations previously reviewed in Chapter 1, there is almost no recent
materid pertaining to system-level academic program planning and coordination in Ontario over
the past decade. From the perspective of quaiity assurance alone, however, a recent,

internationdy-comparative work undertaken by H.R. Kells. Self-Regufatiota in Higher
Mucation, notes that in tenns of quality assurance and qudity control, the Ontario Council on

Graduate Studies' quality appraisals process stands as a mode1 of self-regdation worthy of
international emulati0nl6~~

Lyman Glenny suggests there are a number of advantages of statewide coordination and
planning related to academic programs:

a lessening or elimination of tension and conflict among institutions;
a relative advantage to smaller institutions, which are typically better off in a
coordinated environment;
differenùal functions providing some protection from encroachrnent by other
institutions;
610-
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strengthening program offenngs by preventing unnecessary overlap and duplication.
thereby ensuring more effective allocation of available res0urces.6~
The policies, structures and procedures for program review in Ontario are much l e s
bureaucratic and financially detailed than is commonly the case in U.S. state systems. This
appears to be largely due to the p a t e r emphasis in most States on focmal srnichires for systemIevel govemance and coordination and their reiated authority over master planning, and
practices that relate program review to detailed budgeting and institutional finance.
The term "planning" is used to describe a variety of activities related to methods of
estabiishing and achieving specific objectives. Academic program review refers to decisions

relating to the substantive development of higher education? It is a type of planning activity
which uitùnately shapes the development of higher education in an attempt to achieve the best

use of scarce resources to achieve social objectives. Program review typicaily includes a quaiity
control component aimeci at consumer protection and ongoing qualitative improvement. takes
account of budgetary/fiscal factors, assesses the degree and justifiability of existing prograrn
duplication, and evaluates the need for a prograrn and its appropnateness in an institutional and
system context.
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Ontario Universities to the 1960s: An Emerging Emphasis on Academic
Coordination and Planning
Rior to World War II, all existing universkies offered graùuate work to the M.A. Only

the University of Toronto offered programs leading to the Ph.D. in some fields.613There was
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Little tradition of coordination among univeaities prior to World War & and graduate program

planning in Ontano was the sole responsibility and prerogative of the individual institutions.

In spite of the rapid post-war incnase in the number of universities, coordination and
interinstitutional cooperation was extremefy limited. In fact, the only history of liaison among
the universities concerned matriculation standards for undergraduate entry. The Ontario
Matnculation Board, organized in 1909 by Toronto. Queen's, McMaster and Western.
controiied the pass and honour matriculation examinations. The Mauiculation Conference

made recommendations to university senates and to the Department of Education with respect
to text-books, relationships with private schools and a variety of other mattea. This body "had

an effective and infiuential existence from 19 10 to 195 1

Notwithstanding mattea of

mairiculation, there was linle contact among the universities, and no formai coordination of

programs province-wide.
The five publicly assisted universities of 1939 had become fifieen by 1963? The
development of professional and graduate prograrns in the post-war period was extensive.
Between 1939 and 1963 the universities added eight new engineering schools, four new law
schools, and significantly expanded programs in business administration, physicai and hedth
education, social work and other professional and semi-professionalfields. Graduate work was
.

expanding and the Pace of growth accelerated with the introduction of govement fuiancial
support for graduate shidies in 1963-64.616

6 15.
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The establishment of the Committee of Presidents in L962. signalled that individual
institutions recognbzed the need for cooperative approaches to rnatten conceming Ontario
univenity education as a whole. The Comrnittee of Presidents estabfished a number of
advisory committees in the early years, inciuding an Advisory Cornmittee on Graduate Studies
in 1964. to provide themselves with advice on the development of the graduate enterprise. In
recognition of the govemment's interest in ensuring efficient use of the sharply increasing
public graots to univenities. one of the University sector's highest pnorities was to
demonstrate coordination in the development of graduate snidies due to the appreciably higher
costs associated with teaching and research at that level.
Confronted with the dual problems of explosive enroiments and capital expansion, and
the accompanying increase in need for public funds, each univeaity planning and developing
in accordance with its own panicular needs was no longer practical. Yet, the apparentiy
inexhaustible market for higher degree graduates in Ontario and in Canada, the general desire

for ail univenities in Ontario to proceed as quickly as possible to master's programs. and the
widespread desire arnong academics everywhere to introduce the doctoral degree. created
intense cornpetition between Ontario universities for fun& and govemment favour to enhance
the probability of achieving their individual graduate programming ambitions.

In the spring of 1965. the Executive Committee of the Comrnittee of Presidents
approached the Committee on University Affaii.s (the precursor to the Ontario Council on
University Affairs) about joint sponsorship of a commission to examine pst-graduate
education in Ontario. Such a commission was appointed in the summer of 1965 with J.W.T.
Spinks. President of the University of Saskatchewan as Chair. For an overview of the

~ the Commission to Study the Developrnent
recomrnendations flowing from the 1966 R e p o of
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of Graduate Programmes in Ontario Universiries see the dixwion of the "Spinks

Commission" in Chapter 3.
While the Spinks Commission was undertaking its research. then Minister of
Education and Minister of University Aff&, William G. Davis, publicly presented his views
with respect to "what the appropriate relationship should be between the govemment and the
universities of this province...'*" and endeavoured to set forth in specific terms 'bot only whaî
the responsibilities of govemment should be, but what role the universities might be faVly

asked to assume.'"" Davis asserted that academic kedorn and univeaity autonomy, while

valued in a democratic sociew were no<necessarily synonymous. Further, he pointed out that
univenity autonorny w ithin a democracy was desirable
only if the universities thernselves are able and wiiling to assume the high
degree of responsibility chat goes with it...[which] involves a recognition of the
total needs of society, a reaiization of the manner in which univenities can
serve those needs, and an undertaking of the action necessary to see that they
are carried out. ...Such responsibility involves an awareness that the ambitions
and desires of a given institution, faculty, or department within a univenity
may have to be tempered by the over-al1 requirements of society. It demands
greater CO-operationand coordination among universities than we have ever
known before.619

However, should the universities fail to demonstrate that they could not or would not accept
their responsibilities to act in the public interest, for example, by failing to provide
accessibility, failing to offer programs for which there was pressing societal demand, and

failing to avoid unwacranted program duplication, Davis indicated that he could not "imagine
that any society, especiaiiy one bearing large expense for higher education, will want to stand

6I ï .

William G.Davis, The Government of Ontario and the Universities of the Province",Governments and rhe
University: The Frank Gersrein kcrures, 1966. Toronto: Macmillan, 1966. p. 23.

idly b ~ . ' *He
~ concluded that under such circumstances "...then! will inevitably be a
demand...ihat government move in and take ~ v e r . . ' and
~ ' noted that: " In saying this am net
attempting to act as an alarmist or to use aiarmist tactics. but it is important to malize what the
possibilities are.'*2

Looking back over the impact of that lecture. William G. Davis klieves that while the
lecnire made his views known in a very public way

A t really reflected what 1had been saying on behalf of the governent quietiy
to the universities without making major speeches on the subject. 1developed
a great affkction for and understanding of the need for academic independence
and autonomy but at the sarne tirne, 1was attempting to remind the universities
that they could not isolate themselves f'rom the community as a whole, and if
they didn't accept that they had some responsibility in this regard, that a
vacuum would be created and govemment would start making decisions for
them. ...1 think there was an acceptance by the universities of that reality and
1think that that has held m e to the present day?

The Spinks report underlined the need for a redefinition of the balance between
univenity freedorn and govemment direction. and for coordination and cooperation among the
universities to avoid the inefficient use of public fun& The Commission argued that if the
univenities would surrender the degree of autonomy necessary to eliminate unrestricted
cornpetition for new programs and "ill-advised expansion" they could create an educationai
establishment in Ontario that would be of the highest quality while demonstdng efficient use
of public resources. The proposecl University of Ontario shucture based on the State univenity
mode1 adopted in New York and California. and the associated reforms in university
govemance required to achieve the Spinks vision (such as a single university president
620.
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presiding over a Board of Regents and a comprehensive academic senate) ran head-long into
significmt public support for the distinctive "personalities" of each Ontario univeaity and an
unwillingness among universities to restrict their own potentiai for academic development.
The Spinks Commission also raised the spectre of role differentiation arnong
univenities with respect to programming and Ontario univeaities reacted in a divided fashion.

The established institutions argued that the financial. material and human resources required
for the expansion of the graduate enterprise in Ontario made it mandatory that graduate work
be restricted to a few of the larger universities.

The newer, less academically developed

institutions counter-argued that they must irnmediately embark on the road to graduate
programming in order to attract the faculty required to operate a highquality educational
institution and enhance their institutional prestige.624This underlying tension, which had
provoked the univenities to approach govemment to CO-sponsorthe Commission in the fmt
place, had only been exacerbated as a result of the report.

53.1

From Reaction to Action: The Universih'es' Response
Through voluntary and collective action, the universities quickly twk up the planning

challenge. Having referred the relevant sections of the Spinks report to the Advisory

Cornmittee on Graduate Studiesu for hirther study. the Committee of Residents received NO
recommendations. The fmt envisaged the establishment of a process to review graduate
program quality and the second envisaged "consultation within individual disciplines and
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professions with a view to working out a division of responsibility for particular aspects of
graduate snidy and r e s e a r ~ h . ~ ' ~
The presidents nsponded positiveiy to such recornmendations. In December 1966. the
Advisory Committee on Graduate Snidies was transformed into the Ontario Council on
Graduate Snidies (OCGS). OCGS was charged with advising the univenity presidents on the

orderly development of graduate education and research based on province-wide interunivenity consultation to achieve a division of responsibiiity for specific fields of graduate
work and reseamh among the univenities and to introduce a system for appraisd of the
academic adequacy of proposed new graduate degree programs. Its ternis of reference had a
decidedly planning orientation:
To prornote the advancement of graduate education and research in the
provinciaily assisted universities in Ontario; to consider matters referred to it
by the Conmittee of Residents; to advise the Committee of Presidents on the
planning and development of an orderly pattern of graduate education and
research. having regard, arnong other things, to the need to avoid unnecessary
duplication of programmes and fa~ilities.~~'
OCGS established an academic quality appraisai process in 1967 to which d new

graduate programs would be subjected under the aegis of an Appraisds Committee. The
univenities agreed among themselves to submit dl new graduate programs to appraisal before
submitting them to their own senates for final approval and implementation, and not to implement

programs which were unfavourably a p p r a i ~ e dWhile
. ~ ~ existing graduate program quality was
also to be appraised, this would occur on a selective basis, initially, at the request of the
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Ordenng the p m e s s in this way preserved symbolically the autonomy of Senate decisions.

institution. and later systematically, according to a discipline-specific rotation. Appraisals would
be undertaken by extemai consultants acceptable both to the univenity and to the Council on

Graduate St ~ d i e s . 6 ~ ~
Criteria for academic prograrn review used by system planning and cwrdinating agencies
in the United States typically include the inninsic merit of new programs, societal need. faculty
qualifications, centmlity of the program to institutional mission and an examination of unit costs.

The OCGS process examines program quality, including quality of cumculum, resources and
faculty, but does not include a review of societal need, cos& and centraiity to institutionai mission.
It also focuses solely upon graduate programs and hence, lacks an acadernicaliy comprehensive
perspective.

Lynn Watt, a former Executive Director of the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies
concluded "...OCGS was bom in the expectation that the univeaities could work together
harmoniously in the development of graduate studies and by so doing forestail govemment
interventi~n?~One rnight also argue that, in view of the "Davis threat" of govemment
intervention, if collective system planning and coordination failed to transpire, univeaities had
strategically focused on and limited their efforts (and govemment's concem) to the graduate level.
which in 1966 effectively constituted just over 1 1% of total full-time university enr~lrnent.~~'
629.
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Despite its nanow emphasis relative to Amencan jurisdictions where the
undergraduate enterprise was the focus of quality and accountability concems, univeaities
quiciciy found the OCGS appraisal process somewhat constraining. It moved quickiy to arnend
its new by-laws in order to allow the Appraisals Committee to recommend granting approvai
for a program to commence at a specified hmdate in cases where the required cnteria could
not be met immediately. As was noted in the Presidents' annuai report of 1968:
Even with this modification there is bound to be some disappointment on the
part of university depamnents which m u t postpone their desire to offer new
programmes of graduate shidy. The appraisals procedure does appear to require
some sacrifice on the part of the cooperating instit~tions.6~~

In 1969, the watering d o m of the process continued in order to sustain collective
support for the endeavour. Modifications were made to the process in order that decisions to
"not-approve", "suspend approvd" or "approve at a future date" would be comrnunicated to
the university concemed with a statement of the reasons for such a recommendation to which

the university in question could subrnit a statement of rebuttai, and request new consultants
to reexamine the proposal. In addition, a univenity could request a subsequent appraisal for

a program which had k e n negatively appraised. The submission would then be treated as if
the earlier appraisal had not been camied outT3

The introduction of an appraisais process was strongly supported by the Cornmittee on
University Affairs in its 1967 report:
This system provides the f ~ s and
t perhaps most criticai test for a graduate
program - academic quality. The structure of the system and the use of extemal
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judges seerns to provide for the utmost objectivity and fairness?

At the same tirne, the Committee stresseci that a satisfactory appraisai in itself was not
sufficient for the approval of new programs and that "[tlests of need must also be applied."635

The Committee aiso identified the need for "effective rationalization of effort and resource
allocation" and "more effective communication among the univeaities and with the
Cornmittee on University Affairs". in short, the cornmittee wanted more planning but they
wanted the wiivenities to do it. Too much centrai control in this regard, however, w a ~
identifïed as a possible threat to the system and to the principle of autonomy. The Committee
cautioned:

In encouraging the development of graduate work in Ontario it is imperative
that programs of such cost and importance be of high quality and carefully
planned. Rapid but controiied growth, reasonable enough as a concept, presents
certain challenges to traditional patterns of interaction and to hindarnental
notions of University a ~ t o n o m y . ~ ~
While encouraging collective autonomy as the preferred approach to academic
planning of the graduate enterprise, the government used its spending power to achieve its
objectives related to quality assurance. As of 1968-69, the govemment decided that it would
not fund new graduate programs unies they had received a favourable appraisal from OCGS.

The government very effectively buttressed the appraisals process by linking public support

for graduate programs to collective attestations of program quality.637
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5.3.2

Grosphtg the N e t t k GradU4te Rognim Planning and the Advisory Cornminoc on
Acrrdemic PIPnning
The appraisals process was based solely on considerations of acadernic quality. To

address OCGS's mandate for province-wide inter-univenity consultation within individual
disciplines and professions at the departmental level, in May 1968. a meeting of about 450
representatives of various disciplines from every Ontario univenity was convened by the
Committee of Presidents (COP)to explore ways in which interuniversity cooperation in
graduate snidies couid be achieved. The primary goal was to fuid a way to avoid unnecessary
program duplication. in his opening address, the Chairman of the COP. I.A. Cony, argued
if the Ontario universities were to make optimum use of their scarce resources in this very

expensive are& this "may weii be the most important business the universities of Ontario have
yet attempted t ~ ~ e t h e r "Corry
. ~ ~ ~used his address to summarize the choices and
responsibilities facing Ontario universities in the area of graduate program planning. His
address so clearly evokes the nature of the crossroads universities faced at that time,it bears

repeating at length:
We have known for some time that the days of laissez-faire in
university education in Ontario are over. We have accepted this ... and set
about building a voluntary system in which we subrnit our graduate
programmes to outside appraisal. ... In o d y one area - the coordination of
graduate studies - have we shrunk from grasping the nettie and weeding out
any unnecessary and costly duplication. actual or potential, in graduate
programmes. ...

The urgent reasons for cooperation in the field of graduate studies are
not far to seek. An obvious one is that if the uoiversities don? get together and
do the job themeives the Government wiil step in and do it for them...1do not
638.
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regard this... as a h e a t to univeaity autonomy. Rather, 1 take it as an
expression of the inevitable consequence of our M u r e to order our affairs in
a reasonable way. ...
1 wish 1 could Say that the process of cooperation in the field of
graduate studies wiU be a painless one. but I would be less than frank if I
pretended that this was so. Ail the univenities will have to pass self-denying
orciinances and curb their aspirations in some directions. The older and more
mature universities can take comfort that by and large cooperation will not
require hem to give up programmes of graduate snidies already flourishing.
Yet it wiU not do for them to Say grimly, 'Whatever we have we hold." They
wiil have to remember that cooperation and coordination cannot be wholly at
the expense of the newer and the smaller. To prevent that, the older and more
mahue will have to consider retraction in some fields of minimal commitment.
If voluntary coordination is to work there wiii have to be some sacrificing of
interests and ambitions all a r ~ u n d . ~ ~ ~

Apropos of Cony's warning. the potential for govemment intervention was clearly
influential in enhancing the attractiveness of collective autonomy. even though it effectively
reduced institutional autonomy - something the univenities resisted on a political and practicai
level. The discipline groups assembled for the occasion were composed of departmental
chairmen or their representative from each university with a . interest in graduate work. OCGS
introduced the Advisory Cornmittee on Academic Planning (ACAP) in 1968 to guide the
development of these provincial discipline groups, coordinate the work of rationalizing
graduate studies in the province, and facilitate the development of province-wide coordination
within and between them.
ACAP was composed of a minimum of seven membea, and in practice there were ten.
appointed as individuals rather than as institutional representatives. Members were drawn fmm
the professorid ranks of the Ontario universities with a balance among institutions and
discipline areas represented. The discipline groups themselves were composed of one
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representative from each university, appointed by the president. Chosen academics were

typicaliy astively engaged in the relevant graduate program and were knowledgable about the
undergraduate enterprise.

In its initial years, ACAP did not undertake any direct planning initiatives and did not
have the unanirnous support of the university community. Smaller universities were

particularly apprehensive about their role in the graduate enterprise, particularly since in
March of 1968, the Committee on University Anairs (CUA) had recomrnended that graduate
work in emergent universities be confmed in the p e n d of emergence to master's programs
in areas specified by the appraisals process. The CUA aiso expected emergent institutions and
estabiished univeaities to work together in offering graduate studies in a consortia format
While the Cornmittee of Presidents never endorsed the idea that emergent universities should

be confined exclusively to master's program, its support for sharing and cooperation at the
graduate level was viewed as implicit support of the Cornmittee on University Affairs position
by the emerging universities.*

Facdty, represented by the Ontario Confederation of

University Faculty Associations, argued that the proposed planning activities would interfere
with the prerogatives of university Senates.

By February 1969.28 discipline groups had submitted progress reports to the Advisory
Cornmittee on Academic Planning with respect to graduate program cooperation. One of

ACAP's mandates was to provide the system perspective typicaiiy lacking within the particular
discipline reports which ofien displayed diverging views on how their discipline's review
shouid be handled. While some discipline groups took the responsibility seriously and
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sweyed graduate pmgrams throughout the province on a systematic basis, after two years it

became clear institutional self-interest was hfluencing the judgments of the department chairs
in practicdy di disciplines. The ensuing reports were uneven in nature and appeared to gîoss
over issues of duplication in some discipline areas, reflecting the strategic and rationai desire
of Chairs to maximize their range of opportunities for academic development in the hiture.
ACAP reviewed the reports and, in an effort to guide and assist the discipline groups. drew up

guidelines for a standardized inventory of each discipline. Acting on the information subrnitted
to it, ACAP was successful in preventing the overexpansion of capital expendinires in geology

In 1970, the univenity senates were asked to consider proposals for a more formalized
role for ACAP. interestingiy, the universities were prepared to consider graduate program
planning responsibilities for a more forrnalized ACAP but rejected an undergraduate role for
it:
As the various universities reporte& it became evident that the overwhelrning
rnajority favoured the establishment of such a committee, but ody if its
activities were directed specifically to planning at the graduate level.
Undergraduate matten were to be considered only in so far as they might
impose conditions and consaaints on proposals for rationalization of graduate
st~dy.~'

The undergraduate academic core of the univenities had once again dodged the coordination
and planning bullet.

Despite system efforts at the graduate level, govemment dissatisfaction over the rate
of voluntary progress toward rationalkation, ongoing graduate enrolrnent growth and a

1
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concem over the number of non-Canadians enroiied as students in graduate programs

prompted the imposition of a hinding moratorium on graduate programs which served to

reemphasize the need for swift and decisive response by the universities to the govemment's
expectation of rational program development.

5.4

Restricting and Rationaiizing Growth: 19'71to 1976
DuMg the early 1970s. graduate enroiment continueci to grow in an explosive fashion.

havingjumped from roughly 7.500 in 196647 to 17,000 hill-time equivdent students in 19707 1. raising concem over the rapidly rising associated costs. In 1971. the Provincial government

introduced new initiatives in reaction to indications that graduate enmlment would continue
to grow. Realizing that within the existing. enrolment-sensitive fundiog arrangements

significant growth would prove very costly io the Rovince and wodd place an unkarable and
unjustifiable financial burden on the tax-payer. govemment introduced a moratorium on the
funding of al1 graduate programs. The establishment of financial mechanisms to avoid hime
problems suggests that at this point the govemment was once again using its spending power

to induce a measure of planning.
The imposition of the 1971 funding "embargo"on graduate programs to restrict and

rationalize M e r graduate program growth meant that univenities would not receive funding

for any new graûuate programs even if they had passed appraisal. This action was unacceptable
to the univeaities, which rnoved quickly to enter into discussions with the govenunent's
advisory body. the Cornmittee on University Affairs, on ways to circumvent the embargo.

As a resuit of the negotiations, and the work of a joint subcommittee of CUA and
COU, the universities agreed to expand the role of ACAP to include discipline planning
269

assessments undertaken by independent consultants that would become part of a provincial
development plan that the universities would agree to respect in order to achieve the
govemment's objective of rationaking the development of graduate prograrns. The Minisûy's
acceptance of the Council of Ontario Univeaities'

approved ACAP plan was the pre-

requisite to lifting the embargo against a given discipline. Further. proposed revisions to the
univeaities' individual development plans were to be reviewed annually by ACAP. then
approved by COU and reviewed again by CUA and the Ministry. The coUective impact of the
institutional plans on each discipline would be assessed and served as the basis for an annual
review of the embargo list.
At COU'S request, OCGS prepared a by-law establishing a new format for ACAP

whereby ACAP, although an OCGS cornmittee, reported directly to COU on the results of
what would become known as "planning assessments" containing proposais for the orderly

development of specifc disciplines. and which allowed for ACAP's interaction with the range
of COU affIliates. ACAP was to report thcough OCGS on matten of general policy.
ACAP's new mandate was six-fold:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

642.

To advise OCGS on steps to be taken to implement effective provincial planning of
graduate development.
To promote the rationalbation of graduate studies within the universities. in
cooperation wiih the discipline groups
To recommend, through OCGS. to COU the carrying out of planning assessments of
disciplines or groups of disciplines and to recornrnend suitable arrangements and
procedures for each assessment.
To supervise the conduct of each planning assessment approved by COU.
T o respond to requests by COU to have a discipline assessment conducted by
proposing suitable arrangements.
To submit to COU the reports of the assessments together with any recommendations

Effective May 1. 1971, the Cornmittee of Pnsidents of Universities of Ontario changed its name to the Council
of Ontario Universities.
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which the committee wished to rnal~e.~'

In its new role, ACAP had two main responsibilities: to plan and organize expert
assessment of the cornpetence and future potential for graduate work in various disciplines at
various institutions and to make estimates of the market for the holden of advanced degrees
in various disciplines over a period of years in order to guide the number of students accepted
into graduate snidy in a given field. in essence, ACAP wouid decide "who does what at the

graduate level in the Province and how much of it.'ProceduraUy, ACAP ovenaw the work of discipline groups, stili composed dong
departmental lines, including departmental chairmen and a representative of each univeaity
involved in offering the program. The discipline groups gathered detailed information
according to a template against which every department and every discipline was to be
reviewed. They were required to identim the fields and sub-fields in each discipline. This
information provided ACAP with a preliminary review of the strengths and weaknesses of
each department operating in the discipline. Each university then prepared a detailed
submission in which it identified its future plans for graduate development in the discipline.
ACAP subsequently organized a planning assessment, undertaken by independent and neutrai

intemationaily recognized experts from outside Ontario who travelled as a group, visiting each
university department. These independent planning assessments identified departmental

strengths and weaknesses. and areas requiring expansion and retrenchment.
As a former Executive Director of OCGS. Lynn Watt, observed there was also an

implicit quality control expectation of ACAP in addition to the planning functioo. ui his view:
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While ACAP was not charged with assessing academic quality per se. it was
expected to ideotify any programs where the quality of the graduate offering
might be suspect and recommend that those programs be submitted for
apprai~al?~
Flowing from ACAP's reviews, s e v e d programs were required to undergo the so called
"consequent appraisal" process.
The enhanced and activist phase of ACAP's existence was inextricably linked to the

outlook of the new Executive Vice-Chairman of OCGS, Me1 Preston, a fonner Professor of
Physics and of Applied Mathematics and Dean of Graduate Studies at McMaster University,
who had been brought in to implement the new ACAP planning process. Preston f d y

believed in the normative. goal-oriented approach that formed the foundation of the ACAP
planning process and he pursued it with "messianic vigour" and "ruthless" intemityu As a
former Chair of the Geography discipline group n c d e d . faculty were taken abrack by the
intensity of Preston's approach:
me1 Preston] was told to implement this ACAP process by the Presidents. One
reason why it eventually fell apart was that Me1 Preston actudly did it. That
was the nerve of the guy he aciuaiiy implemented it ! ...I don't know whether
he realized that he wasn't suppose to reaiiy be that strong and vigorous about
it but he did actuaüy do it...borne people definitely lwked at Me1 Reston as
an ogre because he was implementing it?'

-

During this pend, OCGS was dominated by Graduate Deans from the science
disciplines. particularly Chemistry. Preston's approach to ACAP was strongly supported by

many of the Deans with a science background. much more so than by the Deans from nonscience disciplines who were less inclineci to support the results of ACAP's quantification of
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their programs. Ceriain graduate Deans who were committed to the ACAP process. viewed
ACAP as an instrument with which to protect their own institutional interests in graduate

programming by Iùniting cornpetition and controlling the growth of additional programs at
other univer~ities.~

In the dynamic environment created under the firm direction of Me1 Preston. ACAP
produced 20 discipline planning assessrnent reports between 197 1 and 1977, and eight smaller
studies, aii fûnded by the univeaities. These reports inciuded recommendations that existing

programs be allowed to continue; be limited to a specific area of specialization within the
discipline; or be discontinued. Some recommendations calied for the commencement of
needed or justifiable new programmes, othea called for the suspension or cunailrnent of
existing programs. S U othea recommended enhaocing program quality or directed programs
to the OCGS quality appraisals process.
ACAP recommendations were fmt reviewed by the Ontario Council on Graduate

Studies, then COU,which issued its own report representing the collective opinion of the

Ontario univenities as to the type of graduate development desired in the subject within each
university deparunent in the province. This report was subrnitted tu the government's
intexmediarycornmittee CUA and once approveci, becarne an official development plan for the
discipline. The universities agreed to be bound by these COU/ACAP recommendations. The
governent agreed to lift the embargo on funding new prograrns in an embargoed discipline
once the ACAP discipline plan had k e n approved by COU and reviewed by CUA. CUA also
recommended new programs for funding that had been deemed by ACAP to be consistent with
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the provisions of the COU and CUA approved plan. and had passed the OCGS quality
appraisai process.
At ihis stage. the govemment's criteria for new graduate prograrn hinding approval
were: a) that the program be in an unernbargoed discipline; b) that it have received a successful
quaiity appraisal; and c ) that it be in accordance with the approved institutionai three or five-

year academic plan.
Throughout the spring of 1971 universities were able to appeal the government's
funding embargo if they wished to offer a graduate program which they considered to be of

unusual importance or of a unique character. ACAP was required to recommend on each
program which was forwarded to the Comrnittee on University A f f i n for consideration. Due
to a Iack of system data and no master plan against which to make judgments based on the
need for a prograrn. the views of ACAP and CUA were often in conflict. Eventuaily. as a
result of ACAP's work and COU negotiations, in which COU had argued that a universal
embargo was too "blunt an instrument" since some disciplines in fact needed encouragement
to grow,the comprehensive funding embargo was reduced in 1972 to roughly 20 disciplines
in which the danger of overexpansion was considered to be acute. in these disciplines. no new
programs were pennitted except at the master's level at the "emergent" univeaities (Brock

Lakehead, Laurentian. Trent, and later Wilfnd Laurier). The "emergent" institutions were
permitted new programs in embargoed disciplines provided that they formed part of an
approved five-year plan and did not include doctoral programs. This restriction on doctoral
program development at "ernergent" institutions was not lined by die government u n d 1989.

AU other univeaities. beginning in 1972-73, were required to submit three-year plans to COU,
providing the system with advance indication of new graduate program development. AU
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subsequent appeals of the embargo went directly from the institution concerned to CUA.
As a result of the ACAP planning assessments, universities were required to re-

examine programs that had k e n in existence for a number of years and to develop
comprehensive fonvard plans for the developrnent of graduate work

-

an exercise few

institutions had previously undertaken. ACAP assessments led to some pcograms being sharply
curtailed, although few were closed even though it was widely recognized that many doctoral
programs were of sub-optimal s i ~ e The
. ~ ~process itself stimulated inter-university cooperation among discipline groups and resuited in stronger programs in a number of a f e a ~ . ~
It placed COU in the position of monitoring implementation of the Ministry approved plans.

In COU'S 1972 response to the COPSEO Drofr Report, the work of ACAP was held
up as an alternative to the prospect of the establishment of a powerful provincial coordinating
board:
COU through its Advisory Cornmittee on Academic Planning is involved
currently in studying the needs in 15 graduate disciplines. To perform this task
well it has found it necessary to involve some 200 faculty members in design
of the studies and assembly of data in the universities as well as some 60
independent consultants to provide advice. This cooperation has k e n mounted
by the universities to accomplish a task which must be done. It represents the
price of genuine planning. It is depressing to think of this responsibility k i n g
shified to a government appointed Board, external to the universities, k i n g
served by a large civil service staff far removed geographically, academically
and spintually from the realities of each univenity and each c~mmunity.~~'

The development of an appraisals process for graduate programs under the authority
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of the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies and a planning component. provided by the
Advisory Cornmittee on Acadernic Planning's dûcipline assessments. were. in large part,
government induced alternatives to the stnicnires recommended by the Spinks Commission.

These collective initiatives satisfied the government's desire for an Ontario standard of
acceptable program quaiity and the avoidance of duplication in the area of graduate
programming. By adopting these measuns a s a collectivity. the universities were able to stave
off the k a t of direct government intervention in graduate program planning and
development. The OCGS quality appraisais process also addressed a genuine concern among
graduate deans that the explosive growth in graduate programs which was occurring in the
1960s would lead to a deterioration in the quality of the graduate enterprise in the province

unless some f o m of quality control were established that applied to ali in~titutions.~~
By
surrendering a degree of their traditional institutional independence, the introduction of
planning and coordination in the expansion of the graduate enterprise, the improvement of
acaàemic quality, and the elimination of unjustifiable duplication were achieved by the

universities acting as a collectivity.

5.4.1

Fiscal Constrrutrrunf
and F i ~ n c i Imperatives
d

By the mid-seventies, economic uncertainty engendered by high inflation rates, high
unemployment and the world oil cnsis had placed a damper on the enthusiasm for public

expencütures in 0ntari0.~In 1975, the government's new advisory body, the Ontario Council
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on University Affairs (OCUA),indicated to the univeaity presidents that while the quality
assurance and planning accomplishments to date had been commendable, consideration of the
financial implications of graduate planning had k e n notable in their absence fiom the
system's planning decisions. With resources becoming increasingly scarce. OCUA announced

its desire to discuss the effectiveness of ACAP, and explore other potential means of graduate
program rationalization to ensure the viability of high quaiity graduate programs in a period
of fiscal stringency

OCUA decided to review COU recommendations on the development of graduate
prograrns only once a year as a package, and required COU to include an examination of the

financial consequences of their recommendations. The Minister subsequently decided that
funding for new programs in assessed disciplines wouid be deferred pending a
recommendation from OCUA on the fmancial implications of implementation. In addition,
COU'S recommendation for the funding of new prograrns would not simply be passed on to

govemment by the government's advisory body without explanation. Henceforth, OCUA
cornmitted to m a b g its recommendations to govemment in the context of discursive advisory
memoranda "in which the public interest in the balance between fiscai resources and
qualitative standards'*5 would be articulated.

5.4.2

Growing DLrsatisf~ctionwith ACAP

Despite consensus among universities about the value of planning, the ACAP process
was widely cnticized for the amount of time,manpower and expense it involved and for its
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administrative cumbeaomeness. The universities noted that the discipline assessments were

highly uneven in quality as was the emphasis that different tearns of consultants accorded to
each element of their temis of reference. The reports were d s o criticued for king
monotonous in their recornmendations for university cooperation rather than stressing intrauniversity strength or ~ e a k n e s s . ~[n' ~particular, the universities were unhappy with the way
ACAP consultants were handling the issue of quality. In the preface to its final report, ACAP
detailed these concems as follows:

One of the prirnary concems throughout these assessments was to ensure that
ali graduate programmes in the disciplines were of high quality. Accordingiy,
the COU report in some cases identified programmes for which there was some
reason to question the quality and caiied for those programmes to receive a
favourable appraisal from the Appraisals Cornmittee of the Ontario Council on
Graduate Studies by a certain date or cease enrolling students. While this
approach worked well in some cases, the unevenness of the ACAP consultants'
reports on which the recommendations for appraisals were based, was a major
weakness and resulted in uneven treatment across disciplines?

By 1975. ACAP had completed 20 reports. However, it was the shared view of the
Minister of Colleges and Univusities and OCUA that ACAP assessrnents were not resulting
in any signifcant degree of graduate program rationalization. Both had expected a successfbl

system of planning assessments to resdt in the ciosure of a number of programs and the
consoiidation of those which remained.

In a letter to OCUA, the Minister noted that the universities bad achieved

...soiid

accomplishments in ternis of self-evaluation, inter-university cooperation and the development of common high standards for graduate work,
with which 1fuily agree... At the same tirne. now that the resuits are largely in,
it is apparent that in numencal ternis the pmess is not adequateiy rationalking
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graduate programs. This is disappointing in terms of Ministry objectives and
expectations...

By now ali universities should be aware that the Provincial Government
faces a financial future which aIlows for little or no expansion and indeed
requims ciifficuit decisiors and trade-offs between various academic goals and
activities. As the third largest cecipient of funding kom the Provincial
Govemment, universities must recognize this reaiity in their intemal planning.
1am hopeful, therefore, that the universities can use the information
and experience acquired through ACAP to make the collective decisions
necessary to produce more rational graduate plans.... if the public interest is to
be served the resdt of the planning process shodd k a spectnim of programs
of the highest quality accomplished within the limits of the Province's
resources. Universities may have to identify particular segments of graduaîe
work in which they excel so that institutional strengths can be cwrdinated into

a collectively strong system?
5.5

-

Protecting the Investment Formula Suspension: 1976 to 1979
By late 1975, the govemment felt that new planning objectives were required for a

vaxiety of rasons. Fit, extemal factors had altered the univeaity environment considerably

since 1971. Graduate enrolment levels had stabilized at far below the projected levels (just
over 16.000 actual full-time emhents, as opposed to 24.204 graduate students projected by
the Spinks Commission) and fiscal restraùit on the part of the government since 1970 had

discouraged program expansion at the institutions. Second, the universities had clearly failed
to achieve the degree of program rationalizatioa and closure which the govemment desired.
The 1975-76 academic yeas hedded the beginning of a much enhanced and more direct role
for govemment in the area of graduate programming.
Shortiy after the establishment of OCUA in 1974, it became clear that the anticipated
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graduate enrolment increases were not materializing and that planning objectives and

stmctures geared to the orderly accommodation of rapid enrolment growth were no longer
appropriate. Since graduate enrolment had stabilized at far below projected levels. emphasis
shified from restricting and rationalizing growth to consoiidating and protecting the long-term

hiture and quaiity of the existing array of graduate programs. Governrnent also sought to
ensure that the development of new graduate programs did not occur at the expense of the
financial viability of the system as a whole and especiaily the undergraduate enterprise.
To assist in the achievement of these objectives, OCUA recommended a suspension
of the formula for funding graduate programs. The Minister accepted this advice and
announced a three-year funding freeze ( 1976- 1979) w hich completely decoupled the fwiding
of graduate programs from enroiment. The "freeze"
served the dual purpose of affording Council the time in which to make a
thorough examination of graduate fiinding. and providing the univeaities with
the opportunity to assess their pnonties and plan graduate work, both at the
institutional and system-wide level, without the financial pressures of an
enrolment-sensi tive funding mechani~rn."~
OCUA believed that the enrolment-drïven funding formula, which assigned money
to the universities on the basis of weighted program enrolments, was a major obstacle to
program closures. By introducing a funding freeze, whereby enrolment growth would not
generate additional revenue for the university, and enrolment decline would not result in
revenue loss, the goverurnent believed that the univesities would be encouraged to reduce
enrolment in certain programs and close others. Universities recognized this as another test of
thek collective planning and coordination capabilities, having k e n
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... left with clear discretion as to the quality and dirextion of the activity.
[Universities] have k e n given a period of time within which to review and
reconsider their plans for graduate work and to implement changes without
financial penalty or gain. This is seen as an opportunity to bring stnctly
academic considerations to bear on the planning process. Planning decisions
will be made in a trade-off dimate and the universities will have to act
accordingiy, both individually and collectively. The activities of ACAP and the
Appraisals Cornmittee will be even more important and some i n t e m o n of the
two roles may be d e ~ i r a b l e . ~
In the result, OCUA's approach proved ineffective. The universities fully expected that
once the temporary k z e was over they would be back on an enroiment-sensitive funding
formula From their point of view, a reduction in graduate enroiment would result in fûttue

financial penalties, therefore, program closures did not occur. However. the decision to engage
in policy-making of this type sent a distinct message to the institutions with regard to the
govemment's more interventionist approach to planning through the use of the govemment's
spending powers. In 1976 COU stated that this particular approach "...bas drastically aitered

various roles in the exercise of graduate programme planauig. OCUA and the Ministry have
acknowledged that the level and distribution of funding for graduate study is directiy under
their ~ontrol."~~'

The funding embargo did not fiuther the govemment's objective of program
rationalization. During the period of formula suspension, OCUA revised the graduate
component of the funding mechanism. In 1979, graduate program funding was retumed to an
enroiment sensitive formula, however, with heavily discounted hinding. Funds fiowed for
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additional master's enrolments were discounted by 50% and doctoral program hinding was
discounted by

55.1

Role of ACAP During the F m e
With a five year record of relative stabiiity in graduate program enrolment levels.

OCUA's priority with respect to the graduate enterprise shifted from quantity to quality. In
response to these concems. the universities. through COU, modified the role of ACAP to
ensure that planning decisions were based on assessments of q ~ a ü t y"Planning
-~~
appraisals"

were introduced in 1976, making the cumbersome ACAP process even more cumbersome.
Under these new procedures, every program in the discipline under assessment was to be
appraised as the f m t step in the planning exercise and placed in one of five program
classifications: international distinction. national distinction, good quality, minor
improvements needed or major improvements needed. Once the program quality appraisals
were completed, ACAP would appoint a consultant to provide a plan for the development of

the discipline. based on the outcome of the appraisals.
The report of the Appraisais Cornmittee on the quality of the programs became an

important and public part of the information on which the planning assessment was based. By
conduchg the quality appraisals before planning decisions were made, this new process
wouid be informed by independent assessments of quality rather than by the suspicions of
ACAP members. h would ensure that when rationalization occurred and programs were
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closed, it wodd be the identifiably weaker programs that would be dismantled.

h practice, this process was deemed too costiy (over 4 150.000 per major discipline
review in 1979-80), cumbersome. and timetonsuming. It created irreconcilable divisiveness

within COU, which did not like program cornparisons based on quality made public. With
planning and quality appraisal combineci, the process had become so complex that the 2 Lst and
22nd reports took three years to prepare in ciraft fom?

By 1980 ACAP found itself in a

largely reactive role, providing anaiysis and advice on programs proposed for funding as
required by OCUA. OCUA was calliag for evidence of the universities' ability to make tough
collective decisions about institutional role Merentiation and as noted in the discussion paper
of the Special Committee to Review Graduate Planning. ACAP was "not sure that it has the
necessary backing from OCGS and COU to be as tough as OCUA rnight wish." The Special
Committee noted further: 'There are limitations imposed by the 'political' nature of the two
bodies to which ACAP reports.'*M5
That the ACAP process had its shortcomings and that it was forcing university
presidents into decisions with which they were clearly uncornfortable, is recalled vividly by

a former Chair of the Geography Discipline Group. and later Executive Director of OCGS.
Maurice Yeates:

...y ou could use a common template and approach to the sciences, but once you
got to English and History it was difficult. Some of the reports were...uneven.
particularly [in] the humanities, partially because the ACAP assessors were
meeting as a committee. They...travelled around the province as a group. and
sometimes the group worked well as a committee and sometimes they didn't.
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On some occasions one...intellect would dominate over the others and you
would get an entirely eccentric report...[about where the discipline should be
going]...which bore no resemblance to what was on the ground....someof ihem
would try to ignore as much as they could this business of who was to do what
and how much of it, and then you would get other reports that would be quite
adamant about who wouid do what and how much of it. The extreme in that
case was Chernistry, which reaily got at the h e m of OCGS because at lest
a third or hdf of the deans were exchemists. where...ACAP... said something
like "there are six good doctoral programs in the province of Ontario but we
only need four of them" Which ones were going to be cut? Of course. people
found that very difficult to Live with. As the pmcess rolled out it revealed how
difficult it was to do that kind of planning. Part of [the process] was modified
so you...could address the issue of quality...in the business of who was going
to do what and how much of it. And then, finaily. getting rid of it aitogether
because the poor presidents...endledl up at COU approving the plans and of
course the last thing a president can ever do is vote for a plan that limits his or
her own institution. .At was continuously puttîng the presidents in a position
that they would never, ever want to be in?

The univenity presidents' ~ a l y s i of
s ACAP's role aiso pointed to the nahm of the
underlying tensions which ACAP planning appraisals caused:

When the focus hims to the regulation of programmes in terms of cntena other
than quality, for exampie in ternis of provincial needs, duplication and
institutional emphasis, the assignrnent to C.O.U. of an authoritative or
regulatory role over member institutions raises concems among mernber
institutions that C.O.U. would become in effect the governing body of a
centrally adniinistered University of Ontario. This concem has led some to
suggest an independent academic cornmittee with authority to decide upon the
establishment or dismantling of programmes in relation to province-wide needs
and other such criteria. ... It would have some attraction as a way of
overcoming difficulties with the curent ACAP process which is seen as
limited in effectiveness because the fmal decisions require endorsement by the
member institutions of C.O.U?'
COU refused to budge from its role as a cooperative coilectivity and become a
regulative federation. The "planning appraisals" were discontinued in 1980 by COU after the
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review of only three disciplines had been initiateci. The 22nd and final ACAP report, on Social
Work, was published in 1983-84. The "planning appraisals" begun in Philosophy and English

were never completed dthough a draft report on Philosophy was publicly circulated.

5.6

-

Improving the Planning Enviromnt Quinquennial Plans and Macroindicator
Data

By 1977.the Govemment's advisory body, OCUA. had become even more vocal and
involved in the area of graduate planning. Its position was necessitated by its core role as a
buffer. As former OCUA Chair, J. Stefan Dupré, recaiied:
On one side, polificians were demanding something, anything, that would
enable them to Say that universities w e x not self-serving institutions feeding
either on the public trough or on each other. On the other side, univenities
needed exhortation lest they throw up their han& from sheer exhaustion and
fmstratiod6'
Specifically, OCUA indicated a need for reliable decision-support data on which to base

planning decisions. At the thne thex was no general statistical profile of graduate programs in
Ontario, and this, OCUA argued, was essentiai, with particular priority to be given to doctoral
programs. This was arguably the most minimal request with which to begin to address the issue,
and a reasonable concession on the universities part, in view of the alternatives that OCUA
could have conceived OCUA requested that COU provide the folïowing five macroindicatoa
for each doctoral program in the Province. discipline by discipline for the yean 1974-75 to
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number of full-time faculty and the number of part-time faculty involved in each
program;

Observation provided to the author by J. Stefan Dupré, July 1997.
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2.

number of full-time students and the number of part-tirne students ngistered in each
program, from 1970-7 1 to 1976-77;

3.

number of students holding scholanhips competitively awarded by agencies extemai to
the University;

4.

the dollar level of the peer-adjudicated research grants awarded by national granting
agencies to faculty within the program; and

5.

the number of doctoral degrees awarded?

OCUA indicated that these macro-indicaton were needed to establish a general profile of

graduate programs in the Province and to assist in decision-making with respect to future
planning.

OCUA had also engaged in consultation with the universities with respect to the
desirabiiity of adopting a quinquennial approach to graduate planning as a w a n s of ensuring

the orderiy development of graduate work in Ontario. OCUA identified what it considered to

be the major advantages of a quinquennial approach:
Universities can plan within a fixed t h e horizon without the feeling thaî longerrun developments wiil be h a a t e d unless a i l program proposais are put fonvard
at once. Univenities can make their objectives more specific in response to the
educational and economic environment that p ~ v a i l within
s
each quinquenniua
It is easier and more realistic to set objectives for a five-year p e n d than to
discern hem for an undefined future.670

In 1977, OCUA recommended a comprehensive quinquennial planning process to the
Minister which was designed to run from 1979-80 to 1983-84. The Minister accepted this
proposai. It was linked to the lifting of the graduate program funcihg freue and the introduction
of heaviiy discounteci funding for graduate enrolments. The establishment of the quinquennial
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planning process, conducted under govemment (OCUA) scrutiny. marked a signifcant change
in the way in which graduate planning occurred. Govemment was taking a leadership role in
establishing objectives. policies and processes to guide system-wide graduate program
development.

5.7

The F i t Quinquennium, 1979 to 1984: Consotidation
After underraking extensive consultation with the universities and Ministry officiais.

OCUA was "...convinced that consolidation must be the theme of the first quinquennial

period'?'' This theme was deemed appropriate, given indications that the stnctly constrained
nature of provincial funding for universities would continue and that graduate enrolment was
about to experience a long-term decline in total n~rnbers.~'*

For the fmt quinquennium (fiorn 1979-80to 1983-84) Councii enunciated six objectives
in 1978 which it believed codd be "...direcdy assimilated into the intemal planning and
decision-making processes of the universities. and at the same time, would suengthen the
program and discipline review processes of the univenity co~lectivity".~~~
The objectives
established for the graduate enterprise in the fmt quinquennium were
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1.

Recognition and protection of outstanding doctoral programs;

2.

Support of g d quality graduate programs;

3.

Elimination of graduate programs of unsatisfactory quality;

Ontario Council on University Affairs, Fourih Annual Reporr. 1977-78,Toronto: Ministry of CoHeges and
Universities, 1978,p. 55.
In fact, full-time graduate enrolment declined steadily by 7% fmm 1976-77(16,000students) to 1979-80
( 14,900) and would increase only slowly thereafter.
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4.

Prevention of fhther duplication of graduate programs;

5.

Recognition of high quality graduate programs in new fields of study for w hich there is
a genuine need;

6.

Maintenance of a satisfactory amount of scholarship and research activity in the
university system.6''

In deference to the strong tradition of institutional autonorny in Ontario, and to the
history of voluntary collective planning undertaken by the universities. OCUA concluded that
the "...major role in graduate planning in Ontario must remain grounded in the univenities.

individually and c~llectively."~~~
OCUA indicated that it saw its role a s involving the

enunciation of general quinquenniai objectives,monitoring the extent to which these were king
achieved. and recommending funding policies and mechanisms that were appropriate to the

objective^!'^ OCUA did not indicate how it would evaluate the degree to which the
quinquennial objectives had k e n met by 1983-84, but did indicate that:

The success of the graduate planning enterprise during the fmt quinquennium
WU be primarily dependent upon the pursuit ofexceiience by institutions in their
areas of strength, and of system rationdization by the univeaity collectivity on
the basis of quality and need?

I ~ light
I
of these new objectives. OCUA felt that the existing funding cnteria goveming
graduate programs were no longer adequate and developed the following cnteria for scnening

new programs during the fmt quinquennium:
1.

Evidence of need in Ontario and Canada to be provided by the Advisory Cornmittee
on Academic Planning and endorsed by the Council of Ontario Universities;

2.

Certification from the Advisory Cornmittee on Academic Planning through the
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Council of Ontario Univeaities that no sirnilar prograrn in the field(s) proposed is
available in Ootario. (In exceptional circumstances Councii may be willing to entertain
a recommendation from ACAP through COU for funding a mastefs program where
there is also suong evidence of regional importance and student demand);
3.

Certification from the Advisory Cornmittee on Academic Planning, through the
Council of Ontario Univenities that the proposed progra.cn has passed a rigorous
appraisal and at the Ume of appraisal was not found to require improvements:

4.

Certification fiom the institution that admissions to the prograrn commenced prior to
its k i n g proposed for funding ~onsideration.6~'
Once OCUA had received assurance from COU,based on advice from ACAP. that

these four cnteria had been met, OCUA took upon itself responsibility for "baiancingfiscal
realities against new initiatives" before making a fiai recommendation to the Minister.

Under the quinquennial planning approach, each university was required to submit an

annual "rolling" five-year graduate plan which clearly indicated any institutional intentions for
expansion or contraction of their graduate enterpnse over the ensuing five-year period.
Institutions would be bound

to propose for funding any new programs beyond those

identified in their plans.

OCUA also recommended that enrolment growth at the master's level continue to be

discounted by 50% and that increases in doctoral enrolment be discounted by 2 3 of the
institutional Basic Incorne Units (BIU's) for the f i t quinque~ium.6'~
This approach to

financing protected university incomes in penods of enrolment decline while providing a
disincentive for major expansion. In justifying this more rigid and interventionkt approach to
the development of the graduate enterpnse in Ontario, OCUA stated:
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The graduate sector of the Ontario university system differs from other areas
of university &airs in that its evolution bas k e n characterized by a degree of
control not found elsewhere. It has always k e n believed that graduate
education is so important and so costly a venture that it has required this
careful planning and CO-ordination."
OCUA aiso indicated that it wodd monitor the progress of graduate planning for quality and

if necessary was prepared to take action to ensure that a hi& quality system was achieved:
The maintenance of high quaiity graduate programs and the eiimination of poor
quality prograins has always k e n a prime objective of the university system.
Now, more than ever, it is absolutely essential chat this objective be realized
through the agencies of COU and ACAP and using the cnteria and objectives
iterated by Councii. Council is committed to awaiting the outcome of the
control procedures before taking m e r action but wodd not hesitate to
iniroduce m e r controls, should there be any indication that they are
necessary."'

In an OCUA report of September 1978, 'The Ontario University System: A Statement
of Issues", OCUA went a s far as to discuss various structural alternatives to enhance system-

wide control. OCUA indicated that
the degree of autonomy enjoyed by the institutions might be seen in some
quarters as a roadblock to effective and speedy system rationalization...and
. A i s indicates a need for a strong cenaal authority to institute planned systemwide changes. ...because the structure is somewhat relaxed and because OCUA
lacks executive authority, institutions may still approach Govemment directly
for their own benefit.**
OCUA's tactic of threatening to assume a greater role in graduate planning did not

appear to suit the new Minister of Coiieges and Universities. the Honourable Dr. Bette
Stephenson, appointed in the summer of 1978. Aithough the Minister accepted both OCUA's
objectives and cntena for the quinquennial approach to graduate planning, the political spirit
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at the time was strongly set against centra-

control and govemment regulation. in accepting

Councii's advice regarding its quinquenniai planning approach, the Minister expressed regret

"...that,in Council's judgement, the regulation of graduate program planning and hinding m u t
continue for an additional five years"."'

The Minister elaborated:

1 recognite that Council and Ministry involvernent in graduate planning has
been in effect for at least seven years and that this involvement cannot be
terminated overnight. However, 1am serving notice that by the end of the fiat
quinquennium Councii's and the Ministry's involvement in graduate planning
shodd be limited to verifying that new programs have k e n successfully
appraised. Funding wouid then be provideci within utablished global Limits.*

In a Ietter to the univenity presidents on the same matter, the Minister wrote:

...evennialiy the universities wiii be able to plan and control the graduate sectoi
without direction from OCUA or the Ministry. Believing as 1 do in the
desirability of the univeaity system having control of academic rnatters, 1
would have preferred to take this action now, but 1 have accepted OCUA's
advice with respect to the next five years. ...Elest there be any
misunderstanding of my intention, 1expoct OCUA to work closely with COU
and the universities during this p e n d to ensure that adequate planning and
rationalization processes are developed and put in place. Unless 1 can be
satisfied with this I may, reluctantly, have to maintain centraiized Government
and OCUA involvement in graduate ~lanning.~'
Behind the scenes, however, the MUiister harboured personai doubts about the
universities' ability to effectively exercise the degrez of collective academic restraint
warranteci by the constrained fiscal environment. It appears that Ministry staff, and particularly
the ~ssistantDeputy Minister for Universities and Colleges, Benson Wilson, had effectively
convinced the Minister to pursue her objectives via bbcoilectiveautonomy" rather than greater
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government intervention. As Dr. Bette Stephenson recalls:
Benson Wilson] was a total advocate for the self-government of universities.
self-planning, self-structuring,self-everything of the universities. I kept saying
to Benson, "they're not demonstrating that this is what they can do, now tell
me!" He said "just give them five years and they will be able to do it." So I was
willing to go dong with that at fust. Ididn't think it was long enough. but I
thought if they had at least a period of time of external forces helping them to
plan that they just might get into the act and it might be fine. But I also thought
that if they didn't demonstrate that they were doing it well. we didn't have to
say at the end of five years "'you're on your own now". One or two of them
might have been able to do that, but we didn't have to say that there was a
blanket agreement, that they were ...all going to...d o their own planning at the
end of the quinquennium. And Benson knew that, but he kept saying "you have
to write to them, you have to tell them that at least you are thinking about this
in a positive way and then they will probably accept it" which is the reason for
the content of the letters. I'm still not convinced that most of them would have
been ready at the end of five years. ...I really thought OCUA should have a
hand in it and probably would have to have a hand in it for a little bit longer.
But if you listen to any of the speeches I made to any of the universities. you
will know that I told them that I thought that they were supposed to be the
founts of intelligent activity, of cerebral functions. and that they should be able
to do all of these things [and] why weren't they doing it?'6
OCUA was not detened from using threat tactics by the Minister's public expressions
of discomfort with a greater role for government in graduate planning. Consistent with the

Minister's personal views. throughout 1979. OCUA continued to take a leadership role.
elaborating and refining its planning objectives, stating: "...the only means by which to ensure
the vitality of the graduate enterprise on a long-term basis is through consolidation and system
rationalization achieved through institutional role di~erentiation.'~'

In view of OCUA's interest in institutional role definition. in the Fail of 1979. COU
was requested to ensure that "...the program should be offered and funded despite financial
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constraint" and that "...the panicular institution could best offer the program and that the
program is consistent with the aims, objectives and existing suengths of the instituti~n".~~
COU declined to do this from 1979 to 1981. on the grounds that, as a body representative of

the institutions, and given its mandate and mode of operating. it was not the appropriate
agency to make that assessment. As a result of this stand-off, no new programs were hinded
for several years.

The quiaquennial planning efforts of OCUA marked a major shift in the locus of
decision-making responsibility with respect to graduate program planning. Up to this point,

the universities, acting collectively through COU.had been able to prevent any significant
degm of direct intervention by govenunent or its advisory body by limiting their individual
autonomy to preserve the collective freedom of the system. From 1979. collective action on
the part of the universities was simply not sufficient to keep OCUA out of the leadership role

in the planning process.

In response to the Minister's publicly-stated preference for rehiming responsibility for
graduate planning to the universities. in 1980, OCUA proposed the concept of sectoral
planning which was based on the identification of program strength within an institution.

5.7.1

Discussion of Seetorai Phnning, 198U-1982

In response to the Ministeh stated preference for retuning responsibility for graduate
planning to the universities, OCUA, under the leadership of William Winegard. former
President of the University of Guelph, proposed the concept of sectorai planning based on the
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identification of program strength within institutions. In some ways the proposai mirrored the
California state system model, except that instead of designating institutions by academic

function, they would be designated by acadernic sector. In this way, institutions would be
exempt from planning constraints in areas for which they could dernonstrate sufficient saength
in a program field and would be prohibited from developing advanced programs in new areas,
or areas in which programs were deemed to be weak. The sectoral planning process advocated

by OCUA would assist universities to assume and retain authonty for program planning.

The objectives of sectorai planning were:
1.

To aid in the process of role identification and recognition.

2.

To aid in the planning and hinding of new graduate programs in the ~ c o n d
quinquennium as a "map" for role differentiation.

3.

To aid in the racionalization of the system and at the same time preserve institutionai
aut~norny?~

The sectoral planning approach proposed by OCUA was based on the development of
indicators of institutional strengths denved from the degree of institutional involvement in
doctoral level programming. OCUA envisioned a situation where a different set of criteria

could apply to different program areas for each institution. For exarnple, in sectors where an
institution was considered to have major involvement, new programs would need only a
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quality appraisal in order to receive a hinding recommendation. In sectors where an institution
did not offerany programs, the institution would not propose the introduction of any programs.
[n secton where

an institution had limited involvement, any new program would be subject

to funding crit.eria simiiar to those that existed for new programs.

OCUA noted that, at the time, final authority with respect to the fiinding of new
graduate pmgrams rested with the Minister. It was the Ministef s stated goal, however, that hiIi
responsibility for the planning of the graduate enterprise eventudy be renuned to the system
itself, once effective procedures for the assessrnent of programs were in

The Minister

stated by letter of March 5, 1980. her desire that "the appraisal/assessment system..be used
to replace direct govemment and OCUA involvement in pianning and approving the funding
of graduate programs. " OCUA indicated:
Council has made clear its belief that the responsibility for system
rationakation and institutional role differentiation, as weii as graduate
planning, should. if possible, dtimately rest with COU and the universities.
Councii reaiizes that these tasks, which are essentiai to the quality and diversity
of the Ontario university system, are tremendously dEcult and may prove
impossible for a voluntary association of univenities to achieve. Council
wishes to assist COU, in whatever manner possible, in achieving these
goals...692
Councii would not necessariiy take this to mean that Council itself or even the
Ministry should then be given the responsibility of coordinating graduate
planning. It may well be that some other agency should be created within the
system to perform this r o ~ e . ~ ' ~

In 1979, COU referred the OCUA's approach to graduate program planning to a
special committee for detailed study. The COU Speciai Committee to Review Graùuate
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Planning was expected to:
1.

Review OCUA objectives for graduate planning in Light of cûcumstances during the

fmt quinquennium and anticipated circumstances thereafter;

2.

Review the current and projected rate of progress in graduate planning during the f i t
quinquennium; and

3.

Recommend modifications in the objectives and mechanism for developing and
implementing graduate planning policies.

5-72 Final Report of the COU Speciul Cornmittee to Review Gradme Planning, 1981

in March 1981. Donald F. Forster, Resident of the University of Guelph and Chair of
the Special Cornmirtee to Review Graduate Planning,provided COU with the Cornmittee's
Final Report. In view of projections that graduate enrolment levels wodd be relatively stable

for the remainder of the 1980s, the Committee proposed a "major reorientation of graduate
planning..."

6 ~

The Committee recommended a strengthened OCGS appraisals process and the
introduction of penodic quaiity reviews of existing programs as well as fewer restrictions
associated with obtaining funding for new master's programs in central disciplines and
doctoral prograrns in areas of institutionai strength. It recommended that COU appoint a
Cornmittee on Graduaîe Planning to "monitor the overail development of graduate studies in
the province"6Hand report to the university cornmunity and OCUA thereon. It recommended
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that OCUA establish an acadernic advisory committee to advise it on matters of program

funding policy and to apply program funding criteria'?
With respect to COU's role in graduate program planning. the Ccmmittee observed:
Experience has shown that COU. given its n a m , king representative of the
institutions. cannot effectively deal with the review of programme proposais
according to a set of planning criteria which it has not established itself. In
pdcular, COU should not be expected to deal with the question of role
definition of its member institutions. In these matters, COU's role shouid be
restricted to o f f e ~ ggeneral advice to OCUA. which properly has the
responsibility to recommend to govemment with respect to them.

Citing a number of perceiveci shortcomings in OCUA's sectoral planning proposal. the
Special Cornmittee to Review Graduate Planning suggested a modified sectoral approach,
noting, however. that: "Much more discussion and reflection is required before a satisfactory
solution is apparent

In particular. the universities had rejected OCUA' s enrolment-based

def~tionof program strength. since the proposeci approach wouid constrain the development
of new program at institutions that cumntly lacked "strength" in a particuiar sector. OCUA

attempted to quanti@ program quality to broaden the definition of suength, but universities

argueci that only peer review couid adequately measure program quality. Due to irreconcilable
differences between the univeaities and OCUA about how sectord strength and quality wouid

be defined and rneasured, in 1982, OCUA decided that a sectoral approach to graduate
planning should not be established.
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OCUA continued to influence graduate program planning on the margin through its
response to five-year graduate plans, and the graduate prograrn funding process which
evaluated new programs against the cnteria of societa1 need and institutional appropriateness
to detennine funding eligibility. In a November 1980 report from the university presidents to
Premier Davis, the Presidents expressed concem over the role OCUA was taking in respect
to program planning, since, in their view, the membership of OCUA lacked the academic
credibility to assume such a role. The presidents suggested two potential remedies

-a

strengthening of the academic membership of OCUA or the establishment of
an academic advisory comxnittee. composed of members nominateci by C.O.U.
but advising O.C.U.A. directly on rnatten involving acadernic judgments,
[which] might enhance the willingness of the acaùemic community to trust
O.C.U.A. with decisions which have a major impact upon academic affairs,
while ensuring the relative independence of O.C.U.A. so that it does not
become simply a mouthpiece for either the universities or government?
The Presidents concluded by stating:

...govement and the universities must together work out clearly what are in
future to be the precise relative roles of the individual institutions, C.O.U.,
O.C.U.A. and M.C.U. in relation to the planning and approval processes in
order to avoid the present tendency for O.C.U.A. and C.O.U. each to pass the
buck to the o t h e ~ . ~ ~ ~

By 198 1, COU had concluded that it was not able to "...effectively deai with the review
of program proposais according to a set of planning cnteria which it had not established
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it~elf'.~"
Since the role OCUA had defined for itself in the area of graduate planning was
duplicating some aspects of the work of ACAP. COU recommended that ACAP be disbanded,
leaving planning to OCUA. COU indicated that it would concentrate on the role the
univenities could perform best

- the quality appraisals process. COU then proceeded to

strengthen appraisais by creating a penodic appraisais process to review existing graduate
programs once every seven years, which would parallel the standard appraisal process
established much eariier to review new programs. Universities had clearly accepted that while.

as a cooperaîive community, COU could enforce judgernents of acadernic quality. it could not
survive

be part of a process that would limit individual institutional aspirations. Another

smidgen of collective autonomy was sacrificed on the altar of individual institutional
autonomy. Universities appeared to prefer government intervention over having to make tough
collective decisions related to system development.
OCUA accepted this division of roles and in 1982 established its own Academic
Advisory Cornmitîee with a mandate to provide expert advice in the area of graduate program
planning based on OCUA's hinding criteria, to monitor COU's new appraisal system and to
review COU's annual compilation of doctoral program macroindicator data. This Academic
Advisory Committee was composed of seven outstanding academics, appointed by Order-inCouncil; bmadly representative of the various discipline sectoa (Humanities, Social Sciences.
Biological Sciences, Pure and Applied Sciences, Health Sciences). In practice, there were
representatives on the Committee from Engineering, Humanities, Social Science, Physical
Science, Life Science, the Health professions, and another professional program or
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multidiscipiinary field such as Environmental Snidies. Several founding members of the
Academic Advisory Committee. including its fmt Chair. were former membea of ACAP.
By the end of the fmt graduate planning quinquennium the division of responsibility
for planning between OCUA and COU had been cleariy delineated - COU would concentrate
on the administration of quality assessments, and OCUA with the assistance of the Academic
Advisory Cornmittee would be responsible for the "planning"and funding decisions. During
the 1980s, a period of new program expansion. OCUA's role in the planning of the graduate

enterprise was enhanceci, particularly in the area related to the introduction of new programs.
As David M- Cameron noted:
Univeaities. holding to hdowed notions of institutional autonomy and
acadernic freedom. had not really accepted the legitimacy of provincial
coordination except as superficial rhetoric....ye t their own efforts at voluntary
coordination, under the banner of "collective autonomy" had, with a few
notable exceptions, simply not been up to the ~ a s k . ' ~
Rather than putting planning back in the han& of the universities. as the Ministry had
wished, in 1983-84 the govemment. through OCUA, continued to refme the objectives and
criteria of the fnst quinquennial period and applied them to a second quinquemial planning
exercise. The division of labour initiated in 1982, heralded an era of relative stabiiity in
academic program planning matterS. To 1996. system-level program planning at the gaduate

level in Ontario continued to be limited to OCUA's evaluation of new programs requiring
Ministerial approval for funding eligibility, and the collection of institutional plans for new
graduate programs? The university collectivity, t b u g h OCGS, continued to be responsible
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for system-wide assessments of graduate program quality. Undergraduate program quaiiîy
assessments remained throughout the responsibility of individuai universities.

5.8

A Brief Overview of Program Coordination and Planning at the Undergraduate
Level
Concem with graduate pro-

continued to centre on issues of program selection

and restraint. Despite substantial increases in fuiî-Ume undergraduate enrolment of 164%
between 1966 and 1982, fiom roughly 60,000to 159,000~~
students, the undergraduate
enterprise had largely avoided system-level planning and coordination efforts. Exceptions
occurred among the professional undergraduate prograrns, notably in engineering. In 1968. the
Committee on University Mairs placed a request for new engineering facilities on hold
pending further justification. In ûctober of 1969. the Committee of Presidents engaged the
Committee of Ontario Deans of Engineering (CODE)io undertake a comprehensive review
and analysis of the univeaities' future plans in engineering to the year 1976 covering both

undergraduate and graduate fields. The objective of the study was "to create a master plan
which might be used as a guide for rational growth of engineering education..."7m It was hoped
that the experience gained fkom this study would form the basis for the development of a
mode1 on which planning studies of other disciplines could be based. The resultant report,
Ring of Iron: A Stuày of Engineering Mucation in Ontario, released in 1971, stands as the
lone example of a master plan for any discipline and resulted, among other things. in a
704.
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reduction in the number of doctoral students in PhD programs in engineering in 1972-73. The
report endorsed role differentiation among univeaity schools of engineering and advocated
the need for a qualiq appraisal process for undergraduate engineering prograrns p d e l to that
of the OCGS process. While it provided a concrete example of cnticd collective xlfevaluation, its exampie was not replicated across the undergraduate disciplines. While COU

uitimately adopted a number of the recommendations in the report, much less rationalization
resulted than had k e n ncomrnended. Neither the Cornmittee on University Affairs, nor the
Department of University Affairs commented on the COU position or indicated that they
wished to monitor implementation.'"
Universities in the early 1980s were preoccupied with the threat of deciining student

numbers. The COU Cornmittee on Enrolment Statistics and Projections (CESP) was asked to
provide enrolment projections to 1990. CESP focused on the 18-24 age group, and projected
that full-time undergraduate enrolment would drop from between 154,000 and 166,000 to

between 135,000 and 151,000 in 1992. The participation rate which had peaked in 1976-77

at 13.2% was expected to drop to 1 1.596 in the early 1980s and then nse only slightly toward
the end of the decade.'(" The projections of the Science Councii of Canada in University

Research in Jeopurdy assumed an even closer relationship between the sharply declining size
of the 18-24 age group leading to projections of more signifiant enrolment declines. n i e

difficulty of enrohent forecasting had been recognized nom past experience. Once again the
forecasts wodd confound academic planning at the system Ievel due to unforeseen increases
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in the participation rate.While significant enrolment declines were anticipated, undergraduate

enrolment was about to increase dramaticdly from 144,975 hiil-time undergraduate students

in 1980 to 165,575 in 1983 to over 200,000 by 1991.7a
In light of the uicreased emphasis on academic planning, in part due to the long-term
prospects for fiscal constraint of govemment fmances, COU established a standing Cornmittee
on Long-Range Planning in 1978 "to review system-wide issues and propose plans for dealing
with them""

as a respoose to OCUA concerns about rational academic development. in

March 1980, the Comminee issued a controversial document entitled ChaïIenge of Substance:
A Report on Undergraduate Programmes V, Ontario Universities by the Commiîtee on LongRange Planning of the Cowicil of Ontario Universities.The Report noted that:

The undergraduate enrolment at Ontario universities is almost eight times the
graduate enrolrnent. a ratio which seems unlikely to change markedly. In spite
of those proportions, while graduate programmes have been subjected to a very
considerable arnount of examination fkom the point of view of the university
system. no such scmtiny of undergraduate programmes has been carried
on...One reason for considering the undergraduate sector now is the c m n t
concem expressed by OCUA that univenities develop statements about their
individual roles within the ~ystern.~'~
At the heart of the Cornmittee's concem was academic planning at the undergraduate level.
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The Cornmittee stated:
With the terrnination of the period of expansion, and especiaiiy with increasing
fiscal constraint and the prospect of declining enrolment, it becomes urgently
desirable that there be a conscious effort to bring a degree of coordination into
the area of undergraduate programmes. For what now exists is a system of
academicaiiy autonomous universities, some of which have (or have had)
reasonably coherent perceptions of distinctive objectives and roles, but ail of
which have for some years k e n obliged to respond to the pressures of
competition in ways not necessarily appropriate to those perceptions. Much of
the academic programrning in Ontario developed through the operation of
laissez-faire. [emphasis supplied] At the graduate level. that approach was
largely abandoned when the mechanisms of appraisal and control were
introduced. At the undergraduate level, programrning in the arts and sciences,
especialiy for the three-year degrees, s u reflects the assumption that the total
educational good provicieci by the separate universities, making curricular and
other decisions in the iight of their institutional goals and interests. at least
equals the educationai good that might be provided by the system if it were to
proceed as a system. The challenge now forcibly coofronting the universities
is that of making good the a~sumption?~'

From the Cornmittee's perspective:
One very great obstacle in the way of such a development [the reasoned
ordenng of undergraduate programme development in the system] is the
enforced competition engendered - intentioaaliy - by enrolment-driven
financing. and we believe that COU and OCUA must find a way of removing
that obstacle to cwperative p~anning."~
The other major obstacle identifieci was the structural and functional limitations of COU itself:
"...COU has no mechanism by which it [inter-institutional planning and co-operation] could

be assured, even if it were agreed ~pon."~"
The Committee noted th& in 1976. COU approved the report of a Special Committee
to Assess University Policies and Plans. One of the recommendations of the Speciai
Committee was that: "COU and the universities should commit themselves to continuing and

expanding theK efforts in planning and coordination and should receive financial support from
government to assist these effort^."^" It f i e r noted that the Special Committee had
suggested that "The Council of Deans of Arts and Science could be asked to review
in its report, the Committee
oppominities for coordination of undergraduate prograrn~...".~'~
on Long-Range Planning made it clear that:
So far as we know, no stevs whatever were taken to imdement those and other
ncomrnendations, in s ~ i t eof COU'S forma1 a ~ ~ r o vof
a l ihem; [emphasis
supplied] so that three years Iater, OCUA has felt it necessary to initiate
discussion of institutional objectives. As to the state of coordination. we have
indicated our view of it in this Report. It may be that at the point at wbich COU
commits itself to action on a system-wide issue, concem for institutional
autonomy inhibits virtudy every si@~cant cwrdinated effort. If so. we
suggest that the nature and purpose of university autonomy should be very
carefully st~died.''~
Why was it that the Deans of Arts and Science were so apparently reluctant to be

drawn into a system-level academic coorciinating function? Fomer member of the COU
Special Committee to Review Graduate Planning. Maurice Yeates. suggests that
they didn't want to meet because they didn't beiieve in doing anything that
would suggest that there was a coilectivity. They were philosophicaUy against
it. Particuiarly in reaction to the developing strength of OCGS and the graduate
Deans. [who] had...a common objective. Within institutions, the sense of
community and comnonality thaî had developed amongst the graduate Deans
was looked at partly in envy and partly with some speculation by the other
Deans, who thought that...the graduate Deans were trying to undermine
university autonomy. They. therefore, would not in any way meet under any
collective umbrella, piuticularly a COU umbrella, because they wanted to
assure that university autonomy was paramount and that their fiefdoms were
paramoum. Don't forget that Deans of Arts and Science often control huge
portions of university budgets?'
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Ultimately, the Committee on Long-Range Planning made the following
recornrnendations:
1.

That each Ontario univenity immediately advise ali other univenities
in the Province of ail proposais for new undergraduate programmes
now under active consideration at any level of decision-making; and
hereafter of any new proposai for an undergraduate programme when
it cornes under active consideration. We suggest that the COU
secretariat serve as a clearinghouse for this purpose.

2.

That COU establish a standing policy cornmittee on undergraduate
programmes....[to] study...the changing needs of the system and the
best means of achieving appropriate responses to those ne&;
the
identification of new areas of concem and the encouragement of
orderly programme development in relation to hem;the facilitation
and encouragement of discussion arnong universities of undergraduate
programmes and policies, from the point of view of the system. The
Committee should meet reguiarly i d report to COU at least once a
year... .718

The third and final recommendation advocated the irnmediate adoption of the fmt
recommendation and that the baiance be treated as an interim statement of COU to be
distributed to al1 deans responsible for undergraduate programs for broad discussion and

COU did not endorse this report. As Smith observed:

The Committee deliberately chose to focus on the principle involved - that
individual institutions must be willing to sacrifice some of their autonomy in
the interest of promoting the effoctiveness of the system as a whole...Whether
or not the commiaee's strategy was ai fault, COU simply declined to accept the
principle.. .no

In mid-Jdy 1980,COU'S Committeeon Long-Range Planning produced another report

- this time on undergraduate proogram enrolment planning. The Committee observed that there
718.
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had been significant declines in the proportion of students enrolled in Arts and Science

prograns while enrolment in professional programs increased substantially. From 1967-68 to
197'7-78 enrolment in Arts and Science programs declined 2 1-2%and professional program

enrohents increased 28.8%? InstitUtions without professionai programs or with no excess
capacity in theK professional programs of study were not able to take advantage of the
enrohent stability and oppominities for program expansion afforded other institutions.

Lacking the academic "risk capital" generated by enrolment growth. the Cornmittee observed
that "many 'new' programs have...tended to be imitations of programs already existing in the
s y ~ t e r n . "The
~ Committee concluded that:
Finn undergraduate planning on the basis of enrolment projections is
impossible except for a very few institutions with special advantages of history
and location: most obviously, Queen's and Toronto. ..A is ...crucial to
recognize that, even in that situation and in a financial scheme that is
enrolrnent-driven, they are not secure so long as there remains a governmental
policy of under-funding of the system as a whole. Their security is only relative
to that of the othea, and is in part achieved at the expense of the greater
insecuity of the rest."

The Cornmittee appeared to resign itself to the fact that as a coliectivity, the universities had
no political will to undertake greater coordination and planning with respect to the
undergraduate enterprise:

...steps in connection with enrolment that might ensure greater stability in the
system and help to make long-range planning a reality. would nquire a
capacity to make decisions that C.O.U.is clearly not prepared to consider. The
Committee on Long-Range Planning has therefore no M e r recornmendations
in this aream
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After considerable debate. COU approved an amended version of the recomrnendation
of exchanging information on new undergraduate academic programs on a regular
,
basis and
assigned mponsibility for it to the Vice-Residents Acadernic of each institution. In fall 1980
a forma1 Vice-Presidents Academic group was established the mandate of the Committee on

Long-RangePlanning was ailowed to lapse. and the Committee left unstaffed. It is notewonhy
thai the Vice-Presidents Acadernic group never actively assembled under COU auspices until
1996 with the creaîion of a COU undergraduate program quality appraisals process.

5.8.1

OCUA's Role in Undetgraduate Rogram Planning
OCUA's primary contribution tu undergraduate program coordination and planning

involved recomrnending new prograrns to the Minister for funding approval, and the
development and implementation of related evaiuative criteria This responsibility evolved
graduaiiy and in a piecemeal fashion. Just pnor to OCUA's establishment on September 25.
1974, the Minister of Coileges and Universities stated that al1 new professionai programs.

which included health science programs, would require OCUA review and recommendation

prior to receipt of h d i n g approvaLN In 1978, the Minister approved a funding approvai
process for aH diplorna and degree programs ofiered by Ryerson Polytechnicai h ~ t i t u t e . ~ ~

In 1980. OCUA observed with respect to undergraduate program planning, that:
For most of the growth period of the last twenty years, there has been at least
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at the undergraduate level, littie attempt on the part of the university system in
Ontario to coordinate program development. There has been a minimum of
cooperative planning, on the assumption th& somehow or other, an acceptable
total provincial array of programs would follow automatically €rom the sum of
the plans of each institution?
OCUA reviewed the institutions* undergraduate program plans and discussed them with
university representatives during the 1980 Spnng hearings. OCUA concluded:
It has becorne increasingly clear to Council...b a t this autonomous approach to
undergraduate planning is no longer appropriate from a provincial perspective.
Program proliferation, when combined with financial restraint and enrolment
decline, will lead to the spreading of resources too thinly and the dilution of
strengths. In order to avoid these problems. some degree of cooperation at the
undergraduate level is essential and some degree of coordination may be
necessary. ..A is Council's opinion that it is not appropriate fiom a system
viewpoint that the institutions continue to p h in isolation from one
another...the institutions must begin to plan c~operatively.~
Concem about both the extent and types of pro-

being planned by the institutions caused

OCUA to reconsider the practice of granting automatic hindhg eligibiiity to certain types of

new non-professional undergraduate progrm. OCUA recomrnended that COU monitor the
development of "special" and 'bquasi-professional"programs. defined as programs that were
neither "core" Arts and Science nor professional programs?

OCUA argued that an exchange

of information among universities for core arts and science and quasi-professionaVspeciaf
prograrns wouid be sufficient for the time being and that Minisienal approval for funding

would continue to be automatic. However, with respect to professional programs, a more
forma1 planning process was required. COU would be required to advise OCUA on funding
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eiigibility prior to Ministend approval. There was limited suppon for this OCUA proposai
amongst the univenities as many felt there was no pressing need for coordination and
rationalization at the undergraduate level. However, some argued chat if it must be centrally
undertaken, it should not be in the han& of COU.7w
Professional programs submitted by individual institutions to OCUA in 1980 for
advice on funding eligibility were referred by OCUA to COU for judgements in the areas of
need, availability of sirnïiar programs elsewhere, ability of the univeaity to offer the program
and the appropriateness of offering it at the sponsor institution. COU initiated an informaiion
gathering process. but upon the receipt of mixed views from the member institutions, COU
informed OCUA that it was not prepared to submit recommendations. The inability or
unwillingness of COU to respond to OCUA concems with respect to institutionai
appropnateness refiected the fundamental dilemma of a voluntary association faced with
passing judgements on member institutions. Had COU done otherwise, the very nature of the
organization rnight have been irrevocably transformed and any h o p of collective action for
the future might have k e n destroyed.

In November 1981. the Minister of Colieges and Universities announced a suspension
of the curent policy regardhg the funding of new undergraduate prograrns until such time as
the goverment had responded to the report of the Committee on the Future Role of
Universities in ûntario @sher Committee). When it became clear that the response expected
in early 1982 was unlikely to be forthcoming untii considerably later, OCUA issued an
advisory mernorandun in which an undergraduate program review process was proposed that
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would enable the Minister to teminate the "fieeze" on undergraduate program funding. The
proposed process involved automatic funding of "core" Arts and Science programs. and
specific b d h g approvals for professional. quasi-professional and special programs. The
Minister accepted this advice. resulting in the removal of the "freeze" on hinding for new
undergraduate programs and an expanded undergraduate program funding approvd process.
OCUA argued that the process of approvals it had recornmended "will provide an adequate

check on unnecessary proliferation of programs and undesirable duplication in the universities

'

and wiii safeguard the public interest in the funding of these pro gram^."^^ When compared

to coordination and planning efforts at the graduate level from the 1960s, comparable
"steenng" of new undergraduate program development through funding incentives and
disincentives was a very late entrant on the scene indeed.
As a result of COU'S refusal to comment on the institutionai appropriateness of
member institutions' abiiity to offer new programs, the Academic Advisory Cornmittee ( M C )
of OCUA was created in January 1982. The review of proposais for new undergraduate
professional programs became one of its responsibilities.
In 1989, OCUA introduced a procedure for "cursory" review of new undergraduate
programs created by modifymg aiready b d e d pro gram^'^^ and later that same year made the
Academic Advisory Cornmittee responsible for advising it on the fûnding eligibility of 4
(quasi-professional and special progranis in addition to professional) undergraduate programs
against the critena which had been in place since 1982 - namely quality and fuiancial viability
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as attested to by an institution's Senate and the governing board; evidence of societal need,
student demand. local andlor regionai support: and institutional appropriateness. OCUA
reserved for itself the decision as to whether or not the program was deserving of funding even
in a time of economic re~traint.~~'
AAC was also given responsibility for the review of
institutional reports of new "core" Arts and Science programs which continued to receive
automatic funding eligibility so long as they were reported annually to the Minister through

OCUA.

In part, undergraduate academic pro-

remained much l e s mgulated and planned

than graduate programs due to the resistance of senior university administrators from the
Presidential levei on down to face the issue of institutional self-denial. Deans of Arts and
Science were on record conceming their opposition to province-wide controls over
undergraduate programs from the outset of provincial efforts to increase program coordination

and planning- In 1972, the Council of Deans of Arts and Science had stated:
We accept the view that in the field of graduate snidies province-wide coordination rnay contribute to the avoidance of unnecessary duplication of
expensive specialties within Ontano univenities. But we are firmly opposed
to province-wide conmois over specific undergraduate programmes witbin the
arts and sciences in Ontario universities because we are convinced that in
undergraduate work in these areas any single specialty must be considered as
one of a number of mutually supponing fields of leaming. The people of
Ontario wiii be best served by having available variety in the undergraduate
programmes within its universities. This will be achieved best if each
university autonornously designs it own blend of specific progra~nmes.~"

Ironically. in the same document, the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies took a completely
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different view which was based on its experience of graduate program coordination:

b u g h its Appraisais Cornmittee and its Advisory Committee on Academic
Planning, the Ontario Council on Graduate Snidies bas introduced provincewide coordination and planning of graduate programs in order to maintain high
academic quality and to avoid unnmssary duplication of graduate offenngs.
There is no reason to suppose chat coordination and planning cannot be canied
out at the undergraduate level in a manner which is equaily as effe~tive."~
There was clearly no consensus on the matter of undergraduate program planning within the
university community. While it is interesting to note that in 1980, university presidents
vennired the thought of extending the quality appraisals process to include professional and
quasi-professional programs in order to quai* them for funding," it is not surprising that this
was never formaily addressed.

Although OCUA became the formal locus of undergraduate system-level coordination
and planning, its impact at the undergraduate level was negligible. From the mid-1980s it was
OCUA's practice to require institutions to submit a list of new core arts and science programs

to be offered although it did not ask for information regarding program closures, restructuring
or suspensions. This information was compiled by staff and copied to COU and the Minister
for information. Core arts and science programs were exempt from OCUA examination.
receiving automatic fiinding eligibility under the te-

of the funding formula Ail other

undergraduate programs requesting fiinding eligibility were circulated to COU which sent
them out to its member institutions for comment with respect to duplication of existing

programs. COU compiled the results in an anonymous format for OCUA's use. It was widely
laiown that some institutions, as a matter of principle, refused to comment on the need for new
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proposed by "sister" institutions, or at least refused to comment negatively. Thus.

pro-

while helpful to the Academic Advisory Cornmittee in a confirmatory fashion, overall the

COU responses were of questionable value.
5.9

Graduate Prograins in the Second Quinquennium, 1984 to 1989: Refining the

Objectives
Due to the govemment's appointment, in December 1983. of the Commission on the

Future Development of Universities in Ontario (the Bovey Commission), OCUA considered
it to be inappropriate to offer long-term advice conceming graduate program planning ai that

tirne. OCUA, therefore, offered interim advice on the issues arising fiom its objectives and
critena for the second quinquennium of graduate program planning, h m 19û4-85 to 1988-89.
OCUA indicated that quality, system rationalization and the elunination of duplication
were still appropnate objectives for the

second quinquennium. Amended objectives were

stated as follows:

- recognition and protection of outstanding and good quality doctoral and master's programs;
- maintenance of a satisfactory ievel of scholarship and research activity in the univenity
system;

- elimination of graduate programs of unsatisfactory quality;
- elimination of unjustifiable duplication among existing graduate programs;

- prevention of unjustifiable duplication by new graduate programs; and
- recognition of high quality graduate programs in new fields of study for which there is a
genuine need and student demand."
Modifications to the OCUA fuading cnteria applied to new graduate programs
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included the addition of "institutional appropriateness" and "funding despite a climate of
financial constraint" as specific criteria Unïversities were no longer required to have students
enrolled in a new program before an application for funding was made (the univenities had
strenuously objected to this provision since they wouid be committed to enroll students even
if the prograrn was not approved for funding). Interim critena accepted by the government
were as foliows:

1.

That the program has passed a rigorous academic appraisal. as certified by the Couocil
of Ontario Universities (COU, and at the time of appraisal was not found to require
improvements.

2.

That there is evidence of societal need and stuàent demand for the program in Ontario
and/or Canada

3.

That the proposed program does not duplicate an existing program in Ontario d e s s
the institution proposing the new program demonstrates to Council's satisfaction that
exceptional circumstances obtain such that Councii should recommend the program
for funding despite the duplication involved.

4.

That the prograrn is consistent with the aims, objectives and existing strengths of the
institution offenng the program. and is included in the institution's five-year plan.

5.

That the prograrn is deserving of funding even in a t h e of econornic c ~ n s t r a i n t ? ~ ~
OCUA indicated that, in addition, in "...coming to grips with the problern of

unjustifiable program duplication,...[it] wiil. ... rely considerably on the new COU appraisds
process and on the advice of Councii's Academic Advisory Committee with respect to the
existing array of graduate program ~fferings."'The
~~ Councii concluded that these specific
recommendations would assist in the achievement of both OCUA's system-wide goals of
institutionai role differentiation and system rationalization. and the particula. objectives
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enunciated for the graduate area
During the first quinquennium, 1979-1984. OCUA had concentrated on planning for
the development of new high quality graduate programs. At the same time. consolidation of

existing programs was stiii on OCUA's agenda OCUA indicated that "...the elimination of
duplication among existing programs may become an expiicitly stated objective for the second

In the event, the second quinquennium interim objectives did include
quinquennial peri~d."~~'
the elimination of unjustifiable duplication among existing graduate programs as an objective.

However, OCUA failed to introcluce a mechanism at the system level to achieve this.
Ultimately, OCUA relied upoa the OCGS penodic appraisals process as the mechanism for
closing existing programs of unacceptable quaiity. OCUA Linked unacceptable program quality
to public support by recommending that aiî programs failing periodic appraisal have their

fùnding eligibility withdrawn.'"

OCUA did not expand its direct control beyond the review

of new program proposais. The balance of the OCUA objectives and policies for the second

quinquennium differed only marginaiiy from those of the fmt quinquennium.
Mid-second quinquennium, the division of roles between the univenity collectivity and
OCUA was bnefiy challenged when OCUA and AAC both began to question the rigour of the
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appraisals process, which was the basis for the rationalization of existing prograrns for the
quinquennium, and was the threshold of quality over which a new program must pass before

being eligible for funding approval. The Academic Advisory Cornmittee of OCUA was
required to certify ihat programs had been rigorously appraised by OCGS. but contended that
it could not make such a certification since it had no access to the confidential appraisal

process.
Unwilling to accept OCGS assurances of the degree of rigour involved in the apprawl
process. in 1985. OCUA established a three-member commission chaired by former OCUA

Chair, J. Stefan Dupré

to examine the appraisals process?*

The Commission's report

concluded that the appraisais process "produces diable and credible judgements of the
academic quality of existing and proposed graduate programs in ~ntario.""~
The resuits of this
report were accepted by OCUA and the government, and entrenched the division of roles of

the univenity collectivity and the govemment in the graduate program planning process.

S. 10

The T M Planning Quinquennium, 1989-1994: Rationai Expansion

The second planning quinquennium drew to a close in 1988-89. OCUA launched a
comprehensive review of graduate program planning objectives and policies, which included
consultation with the universities individuaily, during the 1987 and 1988 Spring Hearings, and
coIiectively, through COU and OCGS.

In February 1988, OCUA announced its intention to initiate a rcview of the objectives,
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criteria, and processes for funding graduate programs d u ~ the
g third quinquennium begiming
1989-90. The most important questions OCUA raised involved the relevance of the existing

program approvals process in light of the recently approved corridor funding system. which
completely decoupled changes in enrolment levels (within an increase or decrease of 3% of
their 198687 levels) from estabiished institutional funding levels and effectively 4bdulled"the
institutionai relevance of program funding approval. No longer would an approved program
generate additionai funding entitlements in the next academic year. However, enrolments

wouid be considered "eligible for counting" in relation to targeted funding proposais or in the
event of increased total allocations to institutions which increased the range of enrolments for
which a given institution was king funded. Other issues under reconsideration were the

longstanding embargo on hinding of doctoral programs at "ernerging" universities (in place
since 1972), the effectiveness of the OCGS appraisai process in achieving rationalization of
existing graduate programs, and the effectiveness of the existing critena in achieving OCUA's
objectives for the graduate enterprise.
At these hearings, OCUA was advised by COU that OCGS felt "over-regulated by

OCUA to the detriment of the province" and was advised to "take attention off graduate
s t ~ d i e s " ?This
~ approach, it was underlined, would dso be more consistent with the academic
flexibility afforded by the new "enrolment insensitive" corridor hinding mechanism. Since the
subject of the hearings in 1988 also included a discussion of institutional role differentiation

and goal statements, COU argued that "If satisfactory arrangements are put in place for the
articulation of institutional d e s in the Light of provincial objectives,...the policy restricting the
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offering of doctoral programmes should be abandoned ...." adding that if new doctoral
programs can be s h o w to be consistent with an academic plan. and of good quality. this
should provide sufficient acco~ntability?~~
OCUA went on to develop planning objectives for the third quinquennium that

basically reiterated those of the second quinquennium, narnely:
1.

Recognition and protection of high quaiity graduate prograrns.

2.

Recognition of high quality graduate programs in new fields of study for which there
is a genuine need and student demand.

3.

Elimination of graduate programs of unsatisfactory quality

4.

Prevention of unjustifiable duplication by new graduate programs.

5.

Elimination of unjustifiable duplication among existing graduate programs.

6.

Maintenance of a satisfactory level of scholarship and research activity in the
university system.

While the elimination of unjustifiable duplication among existing graduate pro-

had been

an objective of the second quinquennium since the dissolution of ACAP, there had never been
a process or structure to address the achievement of that objective. OCUA did not recommend

a n m g that wouid address this issue in its advice ngarding the third quinquennium. althou&

OCUA continued to support the objective of eliminating unjustifiable duplication among
existing.graduate programs as a matter of principle.
O(=UA also recommended modest revisions to the program approvais process for the

third quinquennium of graduate program planning that involved dropping the program

'iiniqueness"ljustifiab1e duplication cntenon and folding these criteria into its assessrnent of
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societai need, and requiring rhat OCUA deem each program to k an "'appropriatedevelopment
within the university ~ystern."'~~
OCUA M e r recommended that the longstanding ban on
new doctoral programs at the emerging universities be lifted provided that "the primary

mission of these institutions [continue to bel the establishment of a rational array of strong.
high quality undergraduate program offenngs".'" This advice was accepted by the Minister
and the shared nature of the responsibility for program coordination and planning

waî

5.10.1 Devehpments in the Third Quinquennium
Planning in the context of Ontario's weU-established system of universities and
programs has consistentiy displayed two distinct facets - one related to the desirable future
development of existing programs, the other to the introduction of new programs in entirely
new fields of study.
The graduate planning process was based on improving the overail quality of existing
programs. combined with a rational. system-wide approach to the introduction and control of
new prograrns as a means of ensuring the appropriate and controlled development of this
sector of the university system. Program closures were to be based on deficient quality as
evaiuated through a process of peer assessment. But. there was no mechanism to eliminate

unjustifiable duplication of existing propum.
The third quinquennium faced the possibility that strategic expansion of graduate
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program might be requkd in view of a pending need to replace a large cohort of retiring

facuity over the decade beginning in the late 1990s. This concem was addressed by strategic
changes in the way government used its spending powea. From 1986 to 1991, a targeted
funding program was introduced that supported on a cornpetitive basis, faculty renewai in
program areas at panicular nsk of king adversely affected by disproportionately high levels

of retirement at the tuin of the century. In 1990, additionai ad hoc competitively allocated
targeted funding was provided to encourage universities to make prograrn adjustments
invoiving joint programming, prograrn closures. program consolidation and rationalitation.
and the development and expansion of programs in areas of cntical need.

By 1991-92, universities and govenunent were largely preoccupied with the fiscal
crisis in the province and declining resources for universities. The severity of the financial
situation was manifest in the knee-jerk reaction of the newly appointed Minister of Colleges
and Universities to prograrn funding. On January 22, 1992. the Honourable Richard Allen
announced a prograrn fkeeze in conjunction with the announcement of the 1992-93 transfer
payrnents. To underhe the seriousness of the province's fiscal situation, the Minister wanted

The universities were under the impression that the
no new prograrns approved for fh~ding.'~
Minister intended to maintain the fieeze until December 1992 when the Task Force on
University Restnicturing was expected to report?49This piaced OCUA in a very awkward
position as it was on the verge of fmalizing the submission of new prograns resulting from
the 1991-92 cycle of program reviews. Subsequent to negotiations between OCUA and the
748.
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W s t e r . and OCUA having pointed out that in a comdor funding system no additional funds
would flow to institutions as a result of the approval of new programs in the short term. on
A p d 1.1992 the program h z e was lifted for programs already in the approvds process. This

was agreed to on the condition that a two stage review of the criteria for program approvais

be conducted which would apply to the next cycle of program reviews?' The fmt stage of the
review would involve "a review of procedures and application of criteriain consultation with
the in~tinitions"."~It was agreed that:
With regard to the long tem..
as
.an OCUA quinquennial review of program
approvais policy in the graduate area is scheduled for 1993 - at a Ume when the
restmcturing exercise would be under way and perhaps showing some
indication of direction - that this process be broadened to include al1 program
approval procedures.7s2

Since the next cycle of program reviews began in August, OCUA moved quickly to
consult the universities and complete the fust stage of the process which involved a
reexamination of the procedures for program approvais, with a view to "making changes that
can be implemented in time for the cycle beginning as soon as possible after August 1,
1992."753

OCUA noted that the second stage of the process would involve a more thorough-

going review of the criteria and associated procedures in a way "that is linked with the
forthcoming scheduled quinquemial review of graduate programs, [due in 1993-941 and coordinateci with the development of long-texm options to reshape the pst-secondary sector in
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Ontario proposeci by the Minister in January, 1W2."7Y OCUA argued that it shodd not review
the cntena without thoroughly engaging the stakeholder groups, institutions. and other

interested parties, since the critena "play an important role in shaping the growth and
development of the university sector, and provide an important instrument of public
accountability."'"
This advice was accepted by the Minister on August 1 1. 1992. Although OCUA held

hearings around the issue of program approval critena in the fa11 of 1992, the second stage of
the review was put on hold in order for OCUA to deai with the more pressing issue of system
restructuring and consequent resource allocation. Ultimately. neither the second phase of the
review nor the quinquennial review of graduate program planning was undertaken. The
objectives and criteria established in the third quinquennium peaisted until the dernise of
OCUA in 1996.

5.11

An Academic PlaMing Vacuum
One could argue that with the dernise of ACAP and the failure of sectoral planning or

a comparable process, that a planning vacuum existed at the system level in Ontario. That

OCUA provided encouragement to plan was evident. but it clearly lacked authority and failed
to achieve consensus on a planning process other than on the margin regarding new program
developments. In 1993, OCUA discussed the establishment of a post-hoc review of its

program approvals process to review its effectiveness in i d e n t w g programs for which there
was a need and demand. While it had approved pro-
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processes and criteria, OCUA had never examined whether the 223 approved prograrns (of 240
reviewed) had admitted the number of students that had beea projected, whether or not
graduates were employed in fields or positions for which they were trained. or whether the
potential employen who supported the program ever hired any graduates.
OCUA's procedures pertained to oniy three points in the life of a program: fint in

infancy, when intent to ofler a prograrn is noted on the five year plan (graduate) or annual
undergraduate letter on new developments, second, when funding eligibility is sought (and this
was typicaiiy done prior to the prograrn accepting enroimenu), and ihird, in demise, and at chat
only at the graduate level when the quality of the program is deemed unacceptable by OCGS,
at which point OCUA recommended that the funding for the program be withdrawn. Despite
the enornous time and effm that went into the OCGS/ACAP acadernic planning process and

the OCUA program funding approvals process. from the early 1980s the majority of programs
existed in isolation from any system-level planning considerations.
OCUA chose not to undertake a post-hoc assessrnent of its program approval process,
in part because staff analysis of a raudom group of graduate programs approved by OCUA
since 1984 revealed that actual total enrolment as reported in OCGS Macroindicator Data
1993-94 suggested that these graduate programs had in fact exceeded steady-state enrolment

projections made at the time of fiinding application. While this suggested to OCUA that there

was indeed evidence of student demand for graduate programs which had received funding
approval, OCUA had no way of knowing whether or not such graduates had found
employment in fields related to their program of shidy, whether employers that had attested
to the need for the program had actualiy hired any program graduates, or whether such fmdings
appiied equaiiy to undergraduate program graduates. Disinterest and inciifference may explain
324
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the lack of data in a settuig where program planning had consistently k e n a theatre of illusion.

The imlevance of detaiied program planning practices to a system approach that was
primarily based on financial incentives and disincentives combined with the prospect of
incrrased participation rates and enrolment growth forced program rationalization concerns
to take a back seat to discussions about restructuring for eficiency to accommodate enrolment
growth with fewer resources.

5.11.1

me Role of AAC in Coordination and Phnning
The seven member Academic Advisory Cornmittee (AAC) of OCUA was estabüshed

by Order in Council. June 30, 1982 in response to recommendations from

COU and its

cornmittees, which were endorsed by the Fisher and Bovey Commission reports. AAC
provided an ongoing source of independent advice to OCUA and, through OCUA to the
Minister concerning the public hinding of programs in the Ontario univenity sector. Initially
this advice was required only in regard to professional prograrns and new graduate programs.

However, over the years, OCUA sought AAC's advice on the full range of academic
programming offered at Ontario universities.

The Academic Advisory Cornmittee was created to perforxn a function essential to
graduate program planning and which could not be perfonned appropriately by any existing
organization. OCUA. with its broad mandate and membenhip, needed disinterested, yet
professional expertise provided by academics from a range of disciplines to inform its
decisions regarding the funding of new programs. AAC members were selected from a list,
developed by OCGS, of distinguished academics in the discipline areas requiring
representation on the Cornmittee.
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In addition to applying OCUA's critena to proposais for program funding eligibility.
AAC was responsible for:
a)

reviewing COU's annual compilation of graduate macro-incikators, and subrnitting to
Council any comrnents and advice thereon;

b)

annuaily reviewing the results of appraisals and assessments conducted by COU with
a view to the implications for continued hinding of any existing graduate program: and

C)

reviewing, genedy, and kom time to tirne, the operation and effectiveness of COU'S
program quality appraisals, and advising Councii thereon.
AAC took its accountability responsibilities for OCGS activities very senously.The

two groups met annualiy to discuss the previous years' appraisals results, to review the
workings of the appraisals process to ensure its ability to produce credible and ieliable
decisions about program quality, and to discuss trends in the development of new graduate
programs and graduate program closures. AAC scrutinized changes in OCGS policies
pertaining to appraisals and chdlenged practices which obscured the process or appeared to
"lower the threshold" of "good quality" in any way. Aithough the independent assessrnent of
the OCGS appraisals process undertaken by Stefan Dupré et al. had served to reassure AAC

that the results of the appraisals process could be trusted,'"

academics king acadernics. AAC

memben had a tendency to second guess OCGS's approvai of new graduate programs from
time to t h e , once the programs were subrnitted to OCUA for funding consideration.
Successful appraisal of a program on quality grounds, k i n g a s it were the threshold critena
for AACTsreview of a program for fiinding eligibiïity, meant that there was a keen interest in
exacting a high degree of accountability from OGCS on an annual basis. For example, in
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response to AAC queries in 1992 regarding graduate program restnichinng, OCGS undertook
a s w e y of the appraisals process. The ensuing report, 0CGSAppraisaI.s 1982/83 to 1992193:

Programme "Restmcluring" ut the Graduate Level revealed that graduate enrolment had
increased 2446 and 8 1 new graduate programs were approved during that penod whiie the total
number of programs had increased by ody 23 or 5% to 475. OCGS concluded that 1846 of the
graduate prograrns had been restructure& i.e. deleted consolidated, or had become joint with
another program."

AAC regularly questioned OCGS on substantive issues relating to the by-

laws goveming appraisals resdting in redefinitions (March 1995); the circumstances
surrounding graduate programs that withdrew from the appraisais process (March 1995);
transparency of OCGS appraisal process resuits (November1991); and the use of letter labels
(a,b,c,d) venus words (go& quality, good quaiity with a report, conditionally approved, not
approved) for classifying appraised programs (November 1987 and October 1988).

In tum, the Graduaie Deans used the annual meetings to convey their concems to the
Academic Advisory Cornmittee about OCUA funding policies and program approvai

processes. For example, in 1988, OCGS indicated that it was '"extremely concemed with the
duplication of its standard appraisai process by the OCUA review l rite ria.""^ OCGS explained
that OCUA's definition of the criteria requiring programs to be consistent with the institutional

aims, objectives and existing strengths "'extensively" overlapped OCGS considerations of

library resources, facilities, collaterai strengths, laboratones and space.

In 1996, the issue of streamiining the OCGS appraisals process and OCUA program
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funding approvals process dorninated the agenda. In addition to proposing to end its publication

of Macroindicator Data, which by now also contained data with respect to Master's-level
prograrns, OCGS argued that new graduate programs based on the recasting of an existing
program, or resulting from the merger of departmenu be exempt from OCUA approval
proce~ses."~After discussing these proposais with OCUA, AAC responded to OCGS by letter,
reporting that:
AAC supports the direction of OCGS's efforts to streadine appraisds
procedures. AAC notes that some of its comments have been r e k t e d in the
OCGS document conceming rescnictured programs. With respect to OCGS
procedures pertaining to programs that have been recast, AAC notes that program
changes could be of a magnitude warranthg OCUA review on grounds of societal
need, student demand and duplication. AAC argues that optimal outcornes for the
university system and society result from a delicate balance between the roles of
OCGS and OCUA/AAC. With respect to the issue of recasting prograrns, AAC
feels that this new balance proposed by OCGS may tip too far in the direction of
institutionaily-specific concems at the expense of system-level issues. Further
discussion between OCUA/AAC and OCGS in this regard is recom~nended.~~"

This "delicate balance" and AAC's oversight role were important to the integrity of the OCGS
appraisals process.
The degree to which perceptions about the workings of the checks and balances inherent
in the OCUA/AAC and COU/ûCGS relationship were important is iilustrated by the fact that

upon leaming of the closure of OCUA and AAC, some University Vice-Presidents began raising
the issue.of the cost of the OCGS process and whether or not quaiity appraisals were really
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5.11.2 AAC Discussion Pcipers 1988 1992
During the annuai AAUOCGS meeting of 1988. OCGS indicated that in an attempt to
make better use of the system-wide knowledge of disciplines residing in the Appraisal
Committees (which reviewed graduate program quality on a discipline by discipline basis) it had
decided to produce a series of papers containing comments and observations about specific

disciplines arising from the appraisal of graduate programs within the Ontario university system

conducted between 1984 and 1986."

The comments and observations presented in these reports,

AAC was told, would be of a general nature, for the consideration of those responsible for

graduate work and were planning documents in an indicative rather than prescnptive sense.
However. they wouid point to matters that OCGS believed should be discussed within
universities. OCGS noted that there were planning issues that arose from the contents of the
report but emphasis on such issues had to be "watered down" substantiaiiy before such reports
could be released publicly. OCGS indicated that the universities resisted planning and direction
from OCGS and didn't want OCGS to tell the universities what to do even though OCGS was
With the encouragement of OCGS. and
charged by COU to make planning recorn~nendations.~~~

OCUA approval in December 1988 dong with a guarantee of additional staff resources, AAC

agreed to select certain disciplines for îürther study. The disciplines AAC selected were directiy
related to concems discussed at the 1989 AAC-OCGS meeting.

The proposed reports were intended to:
provide OCUA, and at OCUA's discretion, the Minister and the public, with a
detailed analysis of the strengths and weakness of the current anay of graduate
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programs in the Ontario University system on a discipline by discipline basis
which wiil assist in the Couocil's assessrnent of corridor shifi negotiations and
wiii assist AAC and OCUA in the evaluation of new graduate prograrns for which
funding eiigibility is r e q ~ e s t e d . ~ ~
Secondary objectives included the identification of program areas requiring consolidation on
grounds of poor quality or unjustifiable duplication. program areas or fields within programs
requiring expansion, areas of program excellence, and "to identify the needs of the Ontario
univeaity system with respect to the funire complexion of the graduate enterprise in ~ntario"."

That systematic academic planning was not an OCUA priority was reflected in OCUATs
unwilhgness to provide AAC with additional staff support. This initially delayed preparation of
the planning-related discussion Papen. As the Chair of AAC noted. in a letter of December 11,

The Academic Advisory Cornmittee (AAC) has asked me to wnte to you once
again about the urgent need for additional staff resources to be allocated to the
Cornmittee. These resources are especiaily important in respect of the
Cornmittee's responsibility for the preparation of a series of discussion papers....
When the AAC met today with the Executive members of the Ontario Councii on
Graduate Studies, it was ckar that the OCGS was very anxious that we prepare
these discussion papea; they were very disappointed that we were unable to report
any progress. FranWy, it was embarrassing for the AAC members to admit that
work on these papers had not even begun. In view of this, the OCGS membea
wondered how we could effectively fulfill our additional responsibilities for
reviewing undergraduate progiams and the universities' five-year plans. We share
this c o n c e r ~ . ~ ~ ~
Shortly thereafter, the AAC staff complement was increased from one to ~wo.'~'In
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March 1991. AAC p d u c e d Toward a Foreign h g u a g e Dimension in UniversityEducation.

In execution, AAC felt that the undertaking required an approach that also included the
undergraduate enterprise. AAC subsequentiy reviewed dl programs and courses cumntly
offered, econornic data and demographic and immigration data. This information was linked
to the array of modern language programs cucrently avaiiable and the potential increases
needed in relation to projected societai needs. AAC identified program areas where existing

programs were suffkient to meet future needs (e.g. German. Spanish). program areas where
additionai programs were warranteà (e.g. Arabic, lapanese. Chinese [MandarinJ,Korean) and

the need for modern language programs to becorne more accessible to students majoring in
programs within other departments and to stnngthen their senrice orientation to other
disciplines. institutional respunses to the paper were reviewed by AAC and it was clear that
the paper served to c o n f i trends that had b e n perceived by a nurnber of institutions and to
provide a system-level perspective of the implications of changes to modem language

programs contemplated in individual institutions.

The second and fuial AAC discussion paper. Professionai Bodies and University
Education (July 1993). was a joint undertaking of AAC and OCUA. Although the

recornmendations in the paper were AAC's done. the work of the Academic Advisory
Committee in developing the paper was assisted by OCUA holding a public hearing on the
subject in Ottawa on October 3 1. 1991. This hearing brought together university
representatives and representatives of professional organizations representing accountancy,
nursing. education, architecnire, engineering and speech pathology and audiology. Three issues
were discussed: the influence of the professions on university curricula; consultative
mechanisas between the professions and the university; and continuing educationkontinued
33 1
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cornpetence education? A s w e y of various professions was also conducted. The resultant
AAC paper stands as the fmt document to defme and sumrnarize the features of professional

programs offered in Ontario at a system-level and to critically assess the influence of the
professionai bodies on curricular content across all professional program m a s . From a
planning perspective. AAC raised particular concems about the development of five-year
undergraduate programs and the associated additionai costs this practice incurs. AAC
recommended that: "rationaiization of cuniculum or a higher level of abstraction in course
content should be e x p l o ~ as
d means of incorporating more elements into curricula without
increasing the number of courses or program length."'"
Due to OCUA's cornmitment to direct its staff toward the work of the University
Resmicturing Steering Committee. staff resources for future AAC discussion papea were not
made available. Thus. another oppominity for enhanced academic coordination at the systemlevel was lost. As former Executive Director of OCGS,Maurice Yeates concluded:
AAC failed to grasp the torch OCGS was passing on to [it]. This represents
a failure. We were trying to put something together that [ A M ] could use and
[AAC]...never got to it. That was because AAC wasn't set up to do it and

...because no one ever wanted...any senous planning....d l they were really
doing was throwing bones and when too many bones were thrown. one way of
controlling [AAC] was simply not to give enough resources to hande it?
5.11.3 Five- Yeut Graùuate Plans

OCUA's expansion of AACTsresponsibilities was not limited to the production of
discussion papea on discipline planning matters. in 1989, OCUA's Program Committee
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delegated its responsibility to AAC for the review of quasi-professional and speciai programs
for hioding eligibility and the annual review of institutional five-year graduate program plans.
As OCUA noted with respect to five-year plans:

Council believes that AAC's experience in the area of graduate program
approvais, and familiarity with the COU Macroindicator data and OCGS
appraisals results gives AAC panicularly relevant experience on which to
provide advice to Council about the appropriateness of five-year graduate
plans. Council WU refer the five-year graduate plans to AAC on an annual
basis for advice thereon. Council will review AAC's advice and subsequently
provide comments to the institutions with respect to their five-year plans."'
OCUA's practice of quiring five-year graduate plans had its origins in 1979 during
discussions of the ACAP and COU role in advising OCUA on the eligibility of graduate
programs for hinding against OCUA's critena of need, justifiable duplication, quality. saident
enrolment, institutionai appropriateness and consistency with the aims, objectives and existing
strengths of the institution? While COU had not responded to the issue of institutional
appropnateness on the grounds that it was premature in view of upcoming OCUA hearings on
institutional role differentiation, it suggested that universities would find it helpN to have

OCUA's reaction to new graduate programs when they fmt appeared in each institution's
plans in order that institutions couid avoid cornmithg resources to a program which had Little
likelihood of receiving hinding approval. OCUA's comments on the institutional five-year
graduate plans were fint provided in mid-February, 1980. Updated institutional plans and

OCUA responses were provided annuaiiy thereafter?

For graduate programs, inclusion in
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the institution's five-year plan, as ngistered with OCUA, also became a requirement for
funding eligibility.
While the process was not based on a centrally planned vision of where graduate

program developments should or should not occur, it initidy acted as an early-warning system

which provided each university with OCUATsopinion regarding the generai appropriateness
of future graduate program development plans. OCUA noted:

In some cases, a review of individual five-year plans may reveal aspirations
which are connicthg or duplicative in a system context. Council will attempt
to provide each institution with information regarding similar program
aspirations at other institutions as well as to comment on the apparent
institutional appropriateness of each program, ...A positive signal h m Council
with respect to a program included in the five-year plan îs not, however, a
guarantee of approval for funding eligibilityn4
As institutions faced ever more stringent fiscal circumstances, institutionai academic
planning became an increasingly important interna1 requisement. At the same tirne. OCUATs
entire approach to approving new programs for funding eligibility became more regdatory in

nature and less connected to broader planning issues. While stiU serving to inform other
institutions of the proposed new programs system-wide, the OCUA five-year graduate program

planning process came to be viewed as an institutional shopping list that acted as an insurance
policy for the institutions, ensuring new programs access to funding eiigibility should they
corne forward to OCUA at a future date. By the early 1990s. OCUA comments on five-year

plans served largely to c o n f i for universities what they aiready knew about their cornpetition

in the graduate program sphere. Hence, the OCUA five-year graduate planning process was,
from an institutional perspective, an annual inconvenience rather than an '%idto institutions
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in their planning".

In the s p ~ ofg 1996, OCUA requested that OCGS undertake an e-mail s w e y of the
Graduate Deans views about whether or not there was in fact any "value-added" component
to the OCUA five-year planning process, and whether the Deans would lose any leverage or
influence with their depariments, or a planning tool. if the requirement for filing an annual
five-year pian disappeared. The reaction of the graduate deans was typified by the following
respoase:
1 do not find that the Five Year Plan provides any value added nor does it
fimction as a planning tool. The planning takes place elsewhere. and the Five

Year Plan surnmarizes planning that has aheady occurred. From the point of
view of the University itself, 1 can foresee no d o m side to elirninating the
requirement to füe this plan."
OCUA subsequently decided to eliminate the five-year graduate plan process and simply ask

institutions to list annually any new program developments pertaining to the coming academic
year. At the same time, at the urging of AAC, OCUA moved to improve the overaii

comprehensiveness of the information institutions were required to subrnit in regard ta di
academic programs. As OCUA noted in its subsequent letter to the institutions:
A new item of information has become vitaily important in the curent climate
of fiscal contraction. It has been eloquently brought to my attention that senior
levels of this Government are expressing a more than casual interest in the
matter of program mergen and teminations. Accordingly, piease list for 199697 any programs to which you are ceasing to admit snidents, which you plan
to close or which you plan to merge either with an existing program in your

institution or a sister in~titution.''~
That this request would mark the fmt time that OCUA had ever systematicaily requested
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idonnation on anything other than new graduate program developments attests to the sheer
lack of decision support information that OCUA possessed and underlines the degree to which
the use of the word "planning" to describe -A's

activities in the graduate program area was

a misnomer.

5.12

The Ministry's Role in Rogram Coordination and Planning in the 1990s
In a break with past tradition of broad consultation with the university system, usuaiiy

facilitated by the Ontario Council on University Affairs. in the 1990s. the govenunent moved,

unilateraily in some cases, to address a number of issues pertauiing to the future development
of the Ontario university system. These issues took two forms: (1) those provoked by the
severe and sudden fiscal consvaints facing univeaities which triggered "crises" peculiar to
individual institutionsthat were dealt with d k t l y by the Minister without system consultation

or the advice of OCUA; and (2) shifts in government policy with respect ro the array of
publicly-assisted university-level institutions made without system consultation or OCUA
advice, or in complete disregard of OCUA advice where it was sought.

In 1993, then Minister of Education and Training, Dave C w k e was travelling around
the province telling the universities that they "needed to put their houses in order...be more

innovative...and imaginati~e"~
in deaüng with the environment of fiscd constraint. In 1993,
the University of Western Ontario proposed to close its School of Journalisrn, whereby sorne
faculty wodd be transfemd to CarIeton University's Jomalism program and others wouid
be bridged to retirement. The Minister had indicated informaiiy to the University of Westem
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Interview with Charles Pascal, April 15, 1997.
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Ontario that the Ministry would "look favourably on [a request for transition support] if
both..Senates approved"'fi

The proposal to close Western's Schooi of Journalisin received

approved fkom its academic Senate in September 1993, but the decision was subsequentiy
reversed one month iater by a margin of one vote by the University's Board of Governoa.
whose membea had been subject to intense lobbying by former graduates of the Scho01."~
Despite the prospect of transitional aid from public coffea, the failure of the university to
cbse the program served to reinforce how difficultand poiiticized such decisions can be when
the exercise of institutional self-denial is involved.

Two other examples of direct institutional negotiations with the Minister on programrelated matters involved agreements with the University of Toronto to cap enrolrnents in
Medicine (1993) and with Toronto and the University of Western Ontario to deregdate Nition
fees in Dentistry programs (1996). The University of Toronto Undergraduate Medicine
Agreement specified that the operating gant revenue that the University of Toronto would
have lost by reducing its fmt year medical program enrolment by approximately 75 students
per year, would be paid to it in the equivdent amount, for a period of 15 years through a
"Special Health Research Grant" that was specifically exempt from review by the Ontario

Council on University ~ f f a i r s .This
~ ~ agreement refiected the government's interest in
reducing the number of medical docton produced by the univenities and the univenity
faculty's willingness to trade off research funding for students.
With respect to Dentistry programs, an agreement negotiated with the Minister aiiowed
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Undergraduate Medicine Agreement Bemeen the Minisrer of Educahon and Training and The Govemlng
Council of the Universiry of Toronto, June 23, 1 993.
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the Universities of Toronto and Western Ontario to increase dornestic student niition fees fiom

$4,000 a year to $ 8 . 0 a year. Intake into fmt year dentistq programs at the two institutions

totalleci roughiy 100 students. Globe and Mail reporter Jennifer Lewington noted that
the...increase is a special deai between the govemment and the two
universities. As part of the agreement. the Council of Ontario Univenities,
which represents 19 institutions, pledged not to go back to the government this
year with special requests for fee increases in other programs?"

In addition, the two universities indicated that they intended to offer a "side-by-side" dentistry
program to which foreign students would be admitted. in order to uùlize excess program
capacity. International students would be charged a fee of no less than $17,500 according to
the information that the universities provided to the Minister of Education and ~raining?*

These cases suggest that in the case of Medicine, institutionai self-denial can be
successfully undenaken where there is no cost to the institution and that. with respect to
Dentistry, the COU is prepared to negotiate away the interests of the many on behalf of the
powemil minority among its membea.
With respect to macro-planning decisions. or questions which would arise in the
context of system master planning, the then Minister of Colîeges and Univeaities. Lyn
McLeod asked the Ontario Council on University Affairs in 1988 to advise her on a request
made by Nipissing Coilege, an a f f i a t e of Laurentian University. regarding legisfation that
would.grant it independent degree-granting s t a t u . This request was followed in the spring of
1991 by a request from Minister of Colleges and Univeaities. Richard Men. for advice on

changing the status of Ryenon Polytechnical hstitute to that of a polytechnic univenity.
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OCUA responded by submitting three separate but intemlated pieces of advice, the first
addressing the broad policy issues with respect to planning and coordinating the expansion of
the number of publicly-assisted degree-granting institutions,and the other two addressing each

of the specific institutions under review. OCUA ultimately recommended that both institutions
undergo a quality appraisal, and that they should be considered for univenity status with
limited missions if found to demonstrate appropriate program quality and if possessing the
appropriate university characteristics in terms of organization and govemance.
Minister Richard Alien declined to accept the centrai principle of institutional quality
assessrnent upon which the advice reste4 partiaily in recognition of the the-consumuig nature
of the associated processes. By vimie of a Rivate Member's Bili, in December 1992.
Nipissing was iransformed into a university with a "special" teaching-onented mission
restricted to education and liberal arts and sciences?') Its polytechnic counterpart was
delivered just six months later, with Royal Assent k i n g granted to An Act to amend the
Ryerson Poiytechnical Institute Act* 1977, assented to on June 1, 1993, which involved

repealing and renaming The Ryerson Polytechnical Institute Act. 1977 as the Ryerson
Polytechnic Universi9 Act. 1977. Additionai amendments provided the institution with

university powers Limiteci to granting degrees in areas of "applied knowledge and researchrr .784

Again in 1994,the Minister responsible for universities adopted an ad hoc solution to
the issue of institutional development, this tirne concerning the complete integration of the
University of Toronto's affiliate, the Ontario Institute for Snidies in Education (OISE),with
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Govemment of Ontario, Bill Pr70,(Chapter Pr52 Statutes of Ontario, 1992)An Act Respecting Nipissing
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the University's Faculty of Education. OISE was straining financially under the weight of a

12% rolling deficit. By 1995, a complete merger had been approved by the Honourable Dave
Cooke with si@cant

involvement of his then Deputy Minister, Charles Pascal, which hilly

integrated the Ontario institute for Studies in Education with the University of Toronto.

In view of the complete absence of any ongoing master planning activity on the part
of the Ministry responsible for universities, the advisory body OCUA, or the univeaity
collectivity, combined with the complexity of engaging in a timely planning process when
little system data are readily available. it is inevitable. and largely unavoidable that ad hoc
decisions are made when and where such issues present themselves. One must acknowledge,
however, that even within the context of a master plan, ad hoc decisions could and probably
wouid be made from tirne to time.

5.13

OCUA's Role in Program Coordination and Planning in the 1990s
With the introduction of the Social Contract, the effective demise of the University

Restnicturing Steenng Cornmittee and the Minister's subsequent request for a wide ranging
review of the system of funding Ontario univenifies (the Resource Allocation Review),

OCUA staff could undertake o d y the most minimal program-related work for a two year
period beginning in late 1993. Subsequent to the completion of the advice on resource
allocation for Ontario universities in 1995. and the realization that its recommendations for

an enhanced r d e in central planning and coordination for OCUA would not be implemented,
OCUA rehimed to the issue of its existing program planning and approvais processes. OCUA
began considering how it could streamline its program îùnding processes and minimize AAC's
role in order to facilitate program rationakation efforts on the part of the universities.
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Renewed interest in program rationalization and restmcniring haci k e n triggered by
the November 29.1995 Fiscal and Econornic Stafernenfof the Minister of Finance announcing

a 15%reduction in provincial transfer payments to universities for 1996-97. At the time of the
anaouncement, the Minister had under consideration undergraduate and graduate program
funding advice from OCUA involving 25 new or restructured programs which had been
recommended for funding eligibility. The Minister was not prepared to assume that the
universities, in üght of the 15% reduction in fun&, would wish to continue to offer these
programs. OCUA undertwk a venfication process with each institution, and concluded that
institutions were Mly prepared to offer the programs despite the funding reduction.

The Minister accepted OCUA's advice by letter of Febmary 19, 1996. but noted that
"in light of the changing fiscal environment. it will be important that future programs be
assessed under critena that promote sector-wide planning and coordination.""

In addition.

the Minister quested advice on a streamlined program approvais process by May 15. 1996.

In a meeting with the Academic Advisory Committee. November 17. 1995. Interim
Chair. J. Stefan Dupré, raised concems regarding real and perceived barrien to prograrn

restructuring and institutional flexibility created by the OCUA program approvals process. The

universities had become more vocal in expressing their view that sueamlining the prograrn
funding approvals process was crucial in the current environment. Since the late 1980s the
institutions Uidividuaily and through COU and OCGS had been complaining that the program
approvals process was dupiicating existing institutional and OCGS processes, was too

bmaucratic and was overly ngulatory. In addition, President of McMaster University. Peter
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Lener from the Honourable John C. Snobelen, Minister of Education and Training, to Dr. J. Stefan Dupré,
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George, observed: "meprocess] was slow. [as was] the Ume it took the Ministry to
re~pond."'~~
Streamiining the program hinding approval process came to be seen as urgent,
particulariy in Light of fiscd contraction and the uncenauity suffounding enrolment levels and
faculty retirements. As Peter George noted:
As funding restrictions g ~ wpressure
,
to look for some quick fixes increased*

and the [approval] system wasn't adaptable enough to move more quickly in
response to the kind of urgency people felt. There was more prograrn
restnicturing in respoase to intemal fiscal pressures...there was just a growing
sense of anxiety and ~ g e n c y . ~ "

For a number of yean, some institutions had advocated the elimination of the OCUA
re"ew process for graduate programs, arguing that the OCGS appraisal process was sufficient

in an environment of fiscal constraint. The Academic Advisory Committee had provided
OCUA with annual reports which substantiated the matwity of the system and the sobering
effects of fiscal constraint on academic ambitions. in 1994, AAC noted "a significant

reduction in the number of undergraduate programs submitted

...for funding eligibility

review ...*,788 and that the majority of programs were "products of academic restructuring which

has occurred within particular depaxtments..."7gg

resulting in a large number of cursory

reviews. This observation was repeated in June 1995 and in addition, at that t h e , it was noted
that:

N e w programs ...involved: refurbishing existing programs in order to better
meet societal needs... ;building upon institutionai academic strengths. Ofien via
intra and interdisciplinary programming.. .; exploiting institutional mission to
respond to regional needs...; and amalgamation of programs to strengthen
786.

Interview with Peter George, April9, 1997.

787.

Ibid

788.

Letter h m Sandra Ohey, Chair,Academic Advisory Committee,COJoy Cohnstaedt,Chair. Ontafio Councii on
University Affairs, January 21, 1994.

789.

Ibid.

programs without requinng additional public resources...

For the most part. additional fùnding has k e n found through internal
restructuring, private benefaction, or competitiveiy adjudicated funding
he expansion of the range of institutions offering doctoral
sources.
prograrns is happening in a constrained way, forcing institutions to identiS
their own strengths as well as regional needs and innovative modes of program
delivery and design.790

...[v

By 1996, AAC was reporting that the harsh fiscal climate appeared to be generating
remarkable examples of program rationalization and restructuring within existing resources
including a new Bachelor's of Fine Arts program at the University of Ottawa resulting from
the consolidation of three previously existing programs which led to the elimination of 50
courses within the department; and the introduction of two new Engineering programs at
McMaster University which were products of a rationalization and restructuring effort by the

Faculty of Engineering that involved the closure of six existing Engineering pro gram^.'^'
The number of programs submitted for review over the past five years had clearly been
declining, and the programs subrnitted were increasingly based upon existing approved
programs that had been restructured or rationalized. Fewer programs were king created de

nova The newiy elected govemment, which had publicly committed to the elimination of
counterproductive regulations. expected a new process which presumed a much more limited
govemment role. Yet despite signs that fiscal constraint was facilitating the rationalization
and planning that had for so many years rernained an elusive OCUA objective, AAC
reaffimed a need for OCUA to maintain its roie in reviewing proposed new prograrns arguing
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Letter h m Sandra Ohey, Chair, Academic Advisory Committee. to Joy Cohnstaedt, Chair, Onrario Council on
University Affairs, June 6, 1995,
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Letter h m Sandra Olney, Chair, Academic Advisory Committee, to Stefan Dupré, Chair, Ontario Council on
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that the process "protects the public interest while assuring the integrity of academic oflerings

in the province.""
After consultation with the Academic Advisory Committee, and with COU.on May

14, 1996. OCUA submitted what would be its final advice to the Minister prior to k i n g
abolished. Advisory Memorandum 96-1 "Streamlining the Program Funding Approvals
Process" was informed by the objectives of the program approvals process in Ontario as
denved from practice, which included:

1.

The assurance of truth-in-advertising (consistency among program name, degree
designation and course content).

2.

The assurance of an appropriate threshold level of academic quality.

3.

The assurance of efficient use of public hnds.

4.

The assurance of effective use of public hinds in relation to society's needs.

5.

The prevention of unjustifiable duplication.

6.

The assurance of institutional role ~iifferentiation.'~~

Although the OCUA recommendations wouid have significantly streamlined the process of
review required of rationalized and restructured programs. fifteen days after the advice was
submitted, it was announced that OCUA was to be abolished and the Academic Advisory
Committee dong with it. The advice never received Ministerid response.
With the elimination of OCUA and AAC, responsibilities for program funding
approval reverted to the MUiistry, and on November 8, 1996. Assistant Deputy Minister,
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Postsecondary Division, David Trick, advised the univeaity community of the establishment
of an "interim process of self-adrninistered regdation [that] will replace the cument program
approvals process for the 1996-97 acaciemic year."mO
While largely based on the OCUA streamlining advice, it differed in a significant way the Executive head of each institution was required to attest that the Senate and goveming

body had certified that the criteria of 'mith-in-advertisingT'/nomenciature.quality. financial
viability. consistency with institutional aims, objectives and strengths, student demand and
societal need had been met. There would be no system-level input required on any critenon,
with the exception of quaiity, which for graduate programs. would be addressed by OCGS and.
eventually, for undergraduate programs by the COU Undergraduate Program Review Audit
Committee that had been proposed and agreed to in 1994, but which had only just k e n
established in 1996 and had not yet undertaken any reviews. The Ministry reserved for itself
evaluation of the seventh and fmal criterion which required: "Convincing evidence that any
duplicative similarities to existing pro-

in Ontario or Canada are justifiable for rasons

of public f~nding."'~~

5.14

Conclusions
From 1965 to 1996, the Ontario government and its advisory bodies CUA and later

OCUA had attempted, in a variety of ways, to guide the expansion and development of the
graduate enterprise sometimes by direct intervention through the establishment of particular
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Memorandum h m David Trick, Assistant Deputy Minister. Postseconday Education Division, Ministry of
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fundhg and plarming policies, and sometimes by indirect ifluence. including the enunciation
of system-level objectives. Univeaities were encouraged to act in certain ways to avoid the
perceived alternative of imminent g o v e r n e n t involvement. With the stroke of a pen, the
system-wide planning and coordination structures and hinctions which had evolved, often with
great diffculty and at great expense. since the 1960s are now largely gone. The delicate
balance that had evolved among OCUA, AAC. OGCS and the appraisals process is no more.
A new foundation for govemment-university relations in Ontario is evolving that is much

more consistent with the nature of govemment-univeaity relations experienced during the

early 1960s. The new program approvals process has elirninated much of the emphasis on
collective coordination and planning. It continues to utilize UCGS's quality appraisal process

as a thrrshold criterion for eligibility for public fuoding and wiU evennially link undergraduate
program funding to the new COU process of program quaiity audits. Conceived as it was, in
the context of a deregulatory approach to policy advocated by the Advisory Panel on Future

Directions for Postsecondary Education, the presently evolving framework for govermnentuniversity relations will make the development of arrangements for system level acadernic
coordination and planning even more elusive than it has k e n to date. Yet in a strange twist,

perhaps the objectives underlying the govemment*~thirty year effort to achieve academic
coordination and planning at a system Ievel wiil now give way to an alternative discipline
imposed on universities by cornpetition and fiscal contraction in an uncertain environment.

History suggests, however, that the torality of individual decisions of autonomous institutions
acting in their own best interest may not be a guarantee that the decisions taken wili reflect
society's overall needs.
As provincial and federal govemments increase their efforts to utilire higher education
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and univeaity researcti as an element of econornic development policy, there will continue to

be conflicting pressures on the graduate enterprise. Graduate schools will be required to
expand their enrohents in certain fields of research and teaching; contract in othea; mount

and dismantle joint programs and always doing so in a fiscally responsible manner whether
public resources are contracting or expanding.
The diffculty of responding to these conflicting demands to the satisfaction of the
govemment, the universities and the public will ensure that graduate program planning in

Ontario will continue to be a responsibility of significant importance to the universities,
collectively and individually. With the demise of OCUA and AAC in August 1996, what is
not yet clear is how the balance of responsibility for program coordination, planning and
accountability w ill be shared between the institutions and the govemment.

While the historical record demonstrates clearly that institutions, individually and
collectively, were ultirnately unwiiiïng to make public judgements on matten of institutional
role differentiation which would restrict their potential for new program development in a
system context, the universities wiU accept restrictions on program development based on peer
adjudicated assessments of academic quality. The Ontario govemment's objective in the
1WOs, to see the universities become self-regulating to the greatest degree in academic

matters;has largely k e n &ed

The Ontario univeaity system is now manire, and relations

with govemment are on a new footing, with no intermediary committee. agency or advisor for
the fint time since the 1950s.
Govemment appears satisfied to use its spendiog power and funding policies to control

program proiiferation or expansion and encourage or discourage program emlment growth.
However, only time will tell if the univenities have leamed from the lessons of the past
347
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regarding how, to paraphrase J.A. C o q , to "order their affaia in a reasonable way*' or
whether they wiil be destined to repeat the3 predecessors' rnistakes with the result thai society.

as W.G. Davis put it in 1966, "wiU inevitably...demmd...that government move in and take
over."

Table 1 provides an overview of the various types of planning which have k e n used
or proposed in Ontario since the 1960s. Yeates indicates that there are four general types of
academic planning models used in North America: ameliorative probiem-solving, allocative
trend-modifymg, exploitive oppominity-seeking and normative g~alsriented.'~
These four

rnodels are defmed as follows:
1. Ameliorative Roblem-Solving

This is the simplest and rnost usual approach to planning. It can be thought of as
"planning for the present". Nothing is done until problems arising from the dynamics

of change in the environment reach a crisis. Then, a course of action is devised to
address the defmed problem and resources are aüocated accordingly. Yeates suggests
that this mode1 carmot provide "goodplanning" because it can achieve littie more than

a haphazard modification of future development.

2. Ailocative Trend-Modifving
This is the future version of planning for the present. It is based on a projection of

existing trends, and a forecast of the problems that may result. Mechanisms are then
devised to avoid fume problems, but Little is done to change the context in which the
796.
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problerns are occurring-

3. Exploitive Opwrtunitv-Seeking
This is an extension of the trend-modifying approach. The main objective is to make

the most of the future by capitalking on existing trends. Analyses are not made to
identiQ hiture problerns. but future oppominities, and resources are allocated so as to

take advantage of what is expected to happen.

4. Normative Goai-Oriented

This approach is predicated upon the establishment of goals that are set in accordance
with the kind of future that is desimi and the ways in which the trends in extemal

factors may modify the future. Policies are designed with respect to these goals.

Programs are introduced that take into account the projected trends and guide the
univeaity enterprise toward specific goals.7w

Master planning. at the univenity system level, can be most effective utilizing the

normative goal-oriented approach. However, it has been demonstrated that the govemment of

Ontario has k e n reluctant to become directly involved in the coordination and planning of the
univeaity system. While placing significant emphasis upon the coordination and planning of

the graduate enterprise, the govemment has avoided significant direct intervention, prefemng
to enunciate objectives it wishes to see achieved and allowing the univenities themselves to
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create nd hoc mponses. As a resdt, the fint elements of system-wide graduate planning in
Ontario resulted fiom joint govemment-univenity initiatives. based on the ameliorative
problem-solving model. and did not comspond to a centralized master-plan for the
development of graduate programming in Ontario.The historicai record cleariy illustrates that
the emphasis in Ontario over the past fifty years has been on less interventionist planning

approaches including ameliorative problem-solving. which typicdy involves a sense of
urgency or the perception of a crisis, and allocative trend-modimng, which is cypically
designed to avoid future problems based on the projection of existing trends but d e s no

effort to change the context in which problems may occur.

Table 1
Types of Planning in Ontario from the 1960s to the 19%

Least Interventionis(+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------- +Most Interventionist

Exploitive

rlvpes of

Planning:

Dpportunity-SwWng

Normative
Goal-Oriented

Establishment of New
Universities
ACAP

OCUA Sectorul Planning
(not irnplemented)
OCGS Periodic Appraisals
OCUA Graduate program funding
criteria and 5-year plans
OCUA Undergraduate program
funding criteria

Joumalism Western
U of T Medicine
Agreement
U of T/Wcsiern Deniistry
Agreement
Nipissing University
Ryerson Polytechnic
University
OISEfU of T Merger

AAC Discussion

Püpers (potentiül
never realized)
COU Undergraduate Program Quality
Audits

Chapter 6:

6.1

Analysis and Conclusions

Trends in Recommendations and Advice with Respect to Coordination and
Planning of the Ontario University System
An overview of the various recommendations and initiatives related to system-wide

coordination and planning h m 1945 to 1996 reveals an ongoing stmggle within the province
of Ontano to fmd smcnires, instruments. mechanisms and policies that ensure a) the efficient
and effective use of the public resources pmvided to the university sector and b) univenity
responsiveness to the needs of society, coupled with a considerable degree of institutional
autonomy in terrns of financial management and academic development. Table 2 provides a
listing of the commissions. reports and initiatives included in this review, and a brief sumrnary
of their major obsenrations or recornmendations with respect to sys:em coordination and
planning.
Throughout the 1950s and 60s. the national and provincial emphasis on univenity
expansion spawned a series of technicd advisors and advisory cornmittees in Ontario. intended
to assist the Ontario govemment in financing the expansion of the publicly assisted university
sector. By the late 1960s, there was a general recognition of the need for a formai provincial
body with a mix of cornmunity and university repreçentation to coordinate and plan university

policies and univenity development. Throughout this period, univenities established their own
fornial collective structures and undertook, ihrough them, to assume a high degree of
collective responsibiiity for the development of the sector.

Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s a series of extemai advisors recommended the
introduction of more systematic coordination and planning of university development and the
introduction of policies facilitating coordination and planned growth of research and academic

Agency or GoverPrnent
Sponsor

Commissions, Reports, and/or
Initiatives
-

Central Observations or Recommendations witb
respect Co Coordination and Pianning

-

Royal Commission on National
Development in the Arts, Letters
and Sciences
(Massey-LevesqueCommission)

thai the Federal government d e direct annuai
contributions to support the expanding work of the
universities

Federal Government

1

-

-

Royai Commission on Canada's
Economic Prospects
(Gordon Commission)

Federai Government

improve and expand univenities to improve and
expand the national economy

Post-Secorrdary Education in
Ontario.
1962-70
(Deutsch Report)

Committee of Presidents of
Rovincially-assisted
Universities of Ontario

significantiy expand the size and number of Ontario
univenities and encowage growth in graduate studies

Federai Government

that the Federai governrnent provide financiai support
for the expansion of university programs in medicine.
dentiscry and nursing

1

Royal Commission on Heaith
Services
(Hall Commission)

-

Fmt Annud Review: Economic

Goalsfor Canada ro 1970

Second Annuai Review: Towards
Susrained and Balanced
Economic Growrh

1

Economic Council of
Canada
Econornic Council of
Canada

a high standard of living and hi&-employment
economy required a "high-education" economy
"returns on the human investment" in high school and
university education are in the range of 15 to 20 per
cent
invesunent in education should be the highest prionty
in policy-making
expansion of university programs and services is
essentiai to national pmpenty
provinces should establish funding formulas and
"GrantsCommissions" to manage financial ailocations
to universities

Financing Higher Education in
Canada

(Bladen Commission)

Lctrad:

O

Commission to Study the
Development of Graduate
Programmes in Ontario
Universities
(Spinks Commission)

Government of
OntardComrnittee of
Presidents of Provinciallyassisted Universities of
Ontario

restrict doctoral programs to a few universities
research and library resources should be aiiocated
according to a system-wide plan
create a "state" university system - University of
Ontario to consuain cornpetition and "ill-advised
expansion

Universin) Govenunent in.
Canada
(Duff, Berdahl Commission)

AUCC and CAUT

formal bodies needed to coordinate university policies
within provinces
universities must ceordinate responses to public need
to enswe that proposed programmes are appropriate to
their standards and rationalty distributed among the
institutions of higher education
universities' independence of govemmental coatrol lies
in their ability to take united stands based on objective
studies undertaken by a forma1coordinating
organization
a provincial advisory committee on university affairs
should s u p e ~ s the
e development of a long-range
Master Plan for the development of higher education

AUCC = AuoePLPa 01 U o i v u w h aod Coikges of Canada
CA~T
a ~ . i n d Asœhtion
~a
of~ n n ~ l s iTt y~ ~ ~ I U S

COU = COU& OC <)I1IM-U
(10t
kCoinmiucc 01 ~
OCOA = <)auno ~otmui
on ~ n i w x d y~ l n i n

s ~ ~ of
z Pm-uriued
M s

UoiniPotr of Onwio)
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Table 2

Year

I

Commissions,Reports, and/or
Initiatives

1970 Commission on the Relations
Between Universities and
Governments
(Hurtubise, Rowat Commission)

Agency or Government
Sponsor

Centrai Observations or Recommendations with
respect to Coontination and PZanning

AUCU CAUT'
Canadian Union of
Students/Union générale
des étudiants du Québec

govemment should clarify public goals for universities
voluntary university cooperation seldom effective
without govemment sanctions
provinces should establish cwrdinating and planning
commissions

1971- Advisory Cornmittee on
1983 Academic Planning (ACAP)
Planning Assessments 1975-1976
Planning Appraisals 1976- 1980

ACAP developed graduate program planning reports
based on discipline reviews
later, ACAP conducted planning appraisals
lacer still, ACAP provided COU with advice on the
need, uniqueness and student demand for new graduate
programs seeking public funding - this information was
passed on to OCUA
greater institutional, provincial and national
coordination and planning of university research
necessary
institutional differentiation in emphasis on research
and access to research funding

The Commission to Study the
Rationalisation of University
, Research:
Questfor the Optimum: Research
Policy in the Universiries of
Canada
(Bonneau, Corry Commission)
1972 Commission on Postsecondary
Education in Ontario:
The Learning Sociery
1 (Wright Commission)

Government of Ontario

O

1974 Planning for PIanning
(Trotter Report)

mate a "Council on University Affairs" with executive
powers to undertake coordination and planning and
"buffer" institutions from govemment
more long-term planning required by institutions and
govemment
processes of information sharing, joint development of
objectives and goals more important than swctures
institutional rote differentiation required
-

1977 The Northern Dilemmu: Public
Policy and Posr-Secondary
&cation in Northem Ontario
(Camemn Report)

OCUA. Ontario Economic
CounciI, Ontario Council of
Regents

I

1978 The Ontario Universiry System: A
Starement of Issues
1979 System on the Brink A Fimncial
Amlysis of the Ontario
University System 1979

O

- -

merge some northern colleges and universities
create an "Ontario Council on Northern Postsecondary
Education" with coordinating responsibilities for al1 of
postsecondary education in the North
need for rationaiization and consolidation of pmgrams
through increased role differentiation

OCUA

need for system planning in view of "immense resource
allocation prob lems"

Table 2

Year

Commissions, Reports, andlor
Initiatives

Agency or Government
Sponsor

Central Observations or Recommendatioas wïth
respect to Coordination and PIanning

1980 Syjrem Ratiomrfization:A
Respanribiliry and an
Opportunity

OCUA

need for system-wide consolidation and rationaiization
based on the existence of a university "system" and a
particular "roIeWfor each institution within that system

1980 Challenge of Subsrance
Council of Ontario Universities'
Committee on Long-Range
Planning

COU

COU cannot effectively undertake inter-institutional

- -

-

.--

planning and cooperation mesures
ail new undergraduate programs should be reported by
COU to other institutions
COU should establish a cornmittee COguide
identification of undergraduate programming needs at
the system-level

- ---

1980 Nwnbers in the Clouds
Council of Ontario Universities'
Committee
on Long-Range Planning

COU

newIy developed undergraduate programs tend to
duplkate existing program
universities should exchange information regarding
new undergraduate program developments
more long-range planning required but note COU was
not prepared or equipped to do so

1981 A Proposal for Structural Change
in the University Sysrem of
Nonheustem Ontario
(Boums Comrnittee Report)

OCUA

establish a single multicarnpus university for
Northeastem Ontario better to achieve the
government's accessibility and quaiity objectives for
universities and better rneet societal needs in the
Northeast
identification of institutional sectonl strength would
create flexibility in the establishment of new academic
programs in areas of program strength. but restrict
program development in areas of limited acadernic
involvement

1980- Sectod Planning
1982

1981

Final Report of the Special
Cornmirtee to Review Graduate
Planning

COU

COU should strengthen the graduace pmgram quality
appraisals process by introducing periodic appraisals
COU should appoint a Committee on Graduate
Planoing to assume a broad planning and monitoring
role
COU is not constituted in such a way as to address the
issue of the role definition of its mernbers or planning
criteria - OCUA should do this

Committee on the Future Role of
Universities in Ontario
(Fisher Committee)

Government of Ontario

universities shouid have responsibility for institutional
planning within the frarnework of government
objectives and pursue diffenng institutionai d e s
based on their suengths
OCUA should have an academic advisory body

Report on Edircarion in NorthEastern Ontario
(Parrott Comrnittee)

Ministry of Colleges and
Universities

singie rnulti-campus University for Northeastern
Ontario with centraiized academic and financial
governance structures

Table 2

Commissions, Reports, ancilor
Initiatives

Year

to
1990

Central Observations or Recommendations with
respect to Coordination and Planning

Govenunent of Ontario

proposed an "operational plan which...p rovides for
more clearly defined. different and distinctive d e s "
for universities
institutional differentiation should occur in a
cornpetitive context rather than by formai designation
and centrai control
OCUA should have specified regulatory powers
enabling it to reconcile conflicting institutional
aspirations
establishment of a Northeastern Ontario University
Committee and a Northwestern Ontario University
Cornmittee, subordinate to OCUA, to advise the
Minister on issues related to coordination and planning
in relation to regionai needs in Northem Ontario

The Comdor Negotiations
Related to the Implementation of
a new University Funding System

OCUA

a funding mechanism impiemented with a specific
"planning" aspect related to system-level needs
institutions negotiate activity levels with OCUA, with
"planned" increases or decreases in enrolment resulting
in stable funding levels

The Report of the fitemal
Advisor ro the Minisrer of
Colleges and Universitieson the
Future RoIe and Function of the
Ontario Council on Universisr
Afiirs and ifsAcadernic
Advisory Committee
(Stubbs Report)

Ministry of Colleges and
Universities

19û4 The Commission on the Future
Development of the Universities
of Ontario
Onrario Universities: Options
and Futures
(Bovey Commission)

1986

Agency or Government
Sponsor

-

1988

O

-

1990 Premier's Council Report
People and Skills in the New
Global Economy

Vision 2000: Qudity and
Opportunity

Ontario Premier's Council

O

-

- -

OCUA attempting to play an advisory and regulatory
d e within the corridor system of funding, but lacks the
mandate and resowces io execute such a role in a
timely and effective manner
OCUA shouId abandon some regulatory functions in
order to take a more active role in system planning and
coordination
-

-

--

educational opportunities in Ontario should be a
continuum of opportunities for life-long Icarning
community colleges and universities viewed in a "postsecondary system" context
credit transfer arrangements should be established to
provide continuity and advanced standing with respect
to credit transfer from colleges to universities and from
universities to colleges
build better links arnong colleges and between
colleges. schools and universities to facilitate
movement of students and provide better access to
advanced training
create combined college-university degree programs

Goverment of Ontario

I

p a t e r sharing of expertise among universities
nationally
universities shoutd fom national consortium to deiiver
distance education more efficientiy and effectively
establish a national council for credit cransfer
create combined college-universitydegree programs

Commission of Inquiry on
Canadian University Education
(Stuart Smith Commission)

I

-

University Transition Assistance
Li

OCUA

1

mgeted funding program in which priority was placed
on fimding projects which had a "system-wide" impact
and projects involving both universities and colleges

-

Commissions, Reports, and/or
Initiatives

-

-

Agency or Government
Spoosor

Centrd Observations or Recommendations with
respect to Coordination and Pianning

COU

consistent policies and procedures needed across the
university sector with respect to transfer of credit
among Ontario universities

University Restructuring Steering
Cornmittee (URSC)
Open Lener tu Members of the
Ontario University Cornmunity
und Other Interested Persons,
October 30, 1992

Ministry of Colleges and
Universities

pwpose of URSC included making the university
sector responsive to the continuous or Iifelong
educational needs of the economy
proposed research agenda included issues of diversity
of institutional mission; enhancing pst-secondary
cwpention between colleges and universities and
between hem and the broader society; encouraging
cooperative resource sharing among universities and
between universities and the broader society

Task Force on Advanced
Training
No Dead En&
(Pitman Task Force)

Government of Ontario

colleges, universities and the employrnent sector m u t
work in partnership to provide advanced training
Pmeliminate barrien to "inter-sectoral" pst-secondary
credit transfer
create a mechanism to facilitate comrnunity collegeuniversity credit transfer in both directions

UniversityAccountability: A
Strengthened Frumework
Report of the Task Force on
University Accountability
(Broadhwst Report)

Confederation of Ontario
University Staff
Associations
Council of Chairmen of
Ontario Universities
Council of Ontario
Universities
Ministiy of Colleges and
Universities
Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty
Associations
Ontario Council on
University Affairs
Ontario Federation of
Students
Ontario Graduate
Association

recommended substantial smngthening of university
accountability policies and practices by enhancing
governing body supervision and creation of an
independent, external monitoring agency that would be
arms-length from both universities and government
"Accountability Review Cornmittee" be established
within the Ontario Council on University Affairs
each institution should have a mission staternent and
accornpanying acadernic and financial plans
governing body should develop measures to assess
performance which include performance indicators

The National Agendo and
subsequent initiatives

Council of Ministers of
Education. Canada

remove barriers to pst-secondary credit tnnsfer
(among universities for the first two years of university
study, and subsequently among colleges, and between
universities and colleges)
expand interprovincial colIaboration among
universities on curriculum, distance education

Trrutsfer of Undergraduate
Course Credit Arnong Ontario
Universities: Repon and
Recommendations (Baker
Report)
- --

-

Cornmiwions, Reports, and/or
Initiatives

Agency or Government
Sponsor

The Minister of Education and Training: requested that
a revised funding policy be developed in the context of
an integrated educational system permitting "easy
movement" from one sector to another
indicated that the funding system must encourage
sharing and cooperation arnong universities. colleges of
applied arts and technology and others
indicated that the funding system should encourage
cooperation and resuuccuring at the program IeveI,
differentiation and interdependence
Advice to the Minister recornmended:
discipline/sectotal "societal need" reviews for
professional and quasi-professional pmgrams;
implementation of undergraduate academic quality
reviews and provisions for transferability of credits;
funding mechanism as key poiicy instrument
allocation of fwids based on 2 formulae - teaching and
scholarship activity IeveIs ;and reseatch activity levels
activity Ieveb to be negotiated on five-year basis
fomulae to be cost-based
envelope funding promote restructuring and
accessibiiity
credit transferability for first 2 years become a
condition for gant eligibility

Sustaining Quulity in Changing
Times: Fwrding Ontario
Universiries, A Discussion Paper,

August 1994
Adviso- Memorandwn 95-Ili:
Resource Allocation for Ontario
Universities, 1995

Ercellence Accessibilin,
Responsibiliry:
Report of the Advisory Panel on
Future Directions for
Postsecondary Educarion

(David Smith Commission)

Centrai Observations or Recommendations witb
respect to Coordination and Planning

Government of Ontario

advocated deregulation of institutions coupled with
accountability exercised through institutional
goveming M i e s
assened that the basic structure of the system is sound no need to "impose a grand new design"
quality and institutiond differentiation to be
encouraged in "a less regulated environment"
govemment shouid encourage, rather than direct. the
deveiopment of arrangements for credit cransfer across
the postsecondary sector
an advisory body should be established to provide
oversight of institutiond accountabitity processes and
undertake and publish research and analysis of
postsecondary education including colleges and
universities

CrUrpter 6
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programs aimed at institutional specialization to avoid the inefficient allocation of scarce
resources. A wide variety of forma1 structures facilitating coordination were advocated. The
recornmended forms varied from state-wide unitary governing boards, independent
planningkoordinating commissions with executive powers, and advisory agencies at armslength from the govemment and the institutions, to voluntary cwrdinating and planning
structures created by the univenity collectivity. In previous chapters. it was apparent that
govemment and univenity advisors almost unanimously concluded that uncoordinated and
unplanned development was not in the public interest, in that it engendered destructive
cornpetition for students and scarce resources and made sub-optimal use of public fun&. At
the same t h e . one h d s a b e w i l d e ~ array
g
of ad hoc initiatives and prescriptions emanating
from the university collectivity and from govemment in an effort to ffailitate system level
coordination. Why didn't more systernatic, fomal coordination and planning occur in Ontario?
There appear to be a number of contributing factors.

6.1.1

Ine O n t r i o Couneil on University Aff4u.S: Purposeful Inadequaey
Under the general pressure of fiscal constraint in public finances and the particuiar

weight of public recommendations and institutional demands for an impartial and apolitical
locus for the resolution of conflicts among institutions, the governrnent established in 1974,
the Ontario Council on University Affairs (OCUA), an advisory, intermediary structure. to
provide it with poiicy advice and to facilitate institutional coordination and planning. OCUA's
ability to facilitate the development of public policy and enhance the coordination and

planning of the univenity system quickly feu shon of university and government expectations.
Universities felt OCUA wasn't effective enough in conveying their financial needs to
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government and that govemment wasn't prepared to iisten to OCUA in this regard. ui this
assessrnent they were correct. Government viewed OCUA as increasingly unredistic in its
advocacy of additionai funcihg for the sector. As a senior administrator in the Ministry
explained:

By the 1 9 8 0 ~
OCUATs
~
anoual funding advice was seen as a joke. Although we
would always take what OCUA did as we trundled over to the Frost Building
to talk with the Treasury guys...about what the allocation shouid be, it was
always ...seen a s ...tremendous wishfkl thinking...Everybody would roll their
eyes and Say weii isn't that nice that the Council thinks that they should get a
12% increase, we're talking 6% here guys. ..A was becoming increasingly
obvious that there was no respect within government for the methodology.
When you think about it, it is amaùng that OCUA survived as long as it did.
...the reason it swived was because politicaiiy it was.. .nice to be able to send
messy issues that Ministers didn't want to deal with down the street for
consideration and a nice long consultative p r ~ c e s s ? ~ ~

In spite of numerous recommendations related to the necessity of strengthening OCUA
in order to achieve govemment objectives related to the efficient and effective use of public
resources, successive governments failed to act in this regard There are a number of possible
explanations for this. Skolnik and Jones suggest that the delegation of executive authority to
a government agency contradicts the fundamental premises of ministerial responsibility in a

parliarnentary democracy? Former Ontario Minister of Colleges and Univenities and
Premier, Wiliiam G. Davis would appear to agree:
There is no question, it [executive authority] would have made...the whole
question of hinding, the debates over formulas, who got capital...much easier
for govemment, and it would have been easier for the Minister of the &y or the
Premier to Say when the Chairman of the Board or the President of a univenity
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interview with a Senior Ministry Official, A p d 10,1997. As J. Stefan Dupré noted: "The flip side is chat it is
nice for universities to send something down the saeet d e r than to Ministers who might decide something!".
Written cornments provided to the author, June 1997.
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Michaei S k o m and Glen Jones, "A Comparacive Analysis of Arrangements for State Coordination of Higher
Education in Canada and the United States", Journal ofHigher Educarion, Vol. 63. No. 2, March/ApriI 1992,
pp. 128-129.
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came in "Look* go see the council, they're the ones who decide." and wash
your hands of it, ...[but] 1 think that was reaily potentially an abdication of
responsibility as welLm
Govemments rnay, in fact, prefer a more market-oriented approach where incentives,
disincentives and iixnitations of hinding poiicies ailow govemment greater flexibility in terms
of priorities and objectives. Such an approach places more emphasis on careful institutional

planning, especially where public support is consaauied or declining. Perhaps, as Bonneau and
Corry suggested, the impersonal and anonymous nature of market forces resulting fiom the

preferences of a large number of individual decisions and based on a variety of unknown
factors, are easier for universities to tolerate thiui direct intervention of identifiable bureaucrats

or govenunent agencies whose motivations can be scmtinized and decision-support data
cnticized."' It ako does not politicize the issue of restricting institutional roles and missions.
If universities are unable to realize ail their academic aspirations within a cornpetitive

environment, they caxmot lay blame for their circumstances at the doorstep of the Ontario

Perhaps the govemment of Ontario's original comrnitment to university autonomy as

a fundamental aspect of its approach to Lmiversity-govemment relations has been so enmeshed
with its operating gants formula, which has been described as highly "non-directive and

unobtrusive in university operations..

that any shifi away from this approach is strongly

resisted by univenities even when govemment has recognized that such an allocative

mechanism does not necessarily ensure outcornes consistent with public policy objectives.

800.

Interview with the William G. Davis, April 16, 1997.
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Louis-Philippe Bonneau and J.A. Corry. Qwstfor the Optimum: Research Policy in the Univenities of Ca&.
Ottawa: Association of Universities and Coileges of Canada, 1972, pp. 64-65.
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Stenton, op cit., p. 404.

Certainly univenity hesidents believed that "it was in the univeaities' interest that OCUA

remain advisory"."
Reinforcing the value placed by a i i parties on university autonomy over the years was
a bias against centraiization. As Wiiliam G. Davis observed:

...ihere was always a feeling that we could solve the problems by centraiizing

...more,

and yet when the prospect of this staned to emerge and [the
universities] began to realize the impacts of it. I think there was a recognition
that while the statu quo was not perfectionA was somewhat better than the
alternatives?

The popularity of recent management trends emphasizing local management, decentraiization
and "privatization" of public services would suggest that the Ontario government's actions

simply reflect rational decision-making in recognition of the fact that it is more likely that
decisions about the efficient and effective use of public resources can be better made locaiiy
by univenity administraton than centraiiy by Ministry h m ~ c r a t s .
Arguably, al1 of the above factors weighed against the establishment of an intermediary
body with executive authority to varying degrees over the past quarter century. However,

perhaps the most important obstacle to the establishment of a strengthened intermediiily
agency or one with executive authority was intemal opposition to such a development within
the Ministry itself. As a senior oficial of the Ministry recalled:
There was absolutely no interest in the Ministry of giving OCUA executive
powers. There was a feeling that to the extentxhat any executive powers
existed outside the institutions themselves, they should reside in the Minisw.
It should be the Minister who would get to make those calls. We didn' t want
to have a buffer or advisory body mdcing those calis. Although that was
certainiy talked about. the British mode]. ...there was no political interest and
within the bureaucracy too. the bureaucrats felt. whatever role we had in
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Interview with Peter George, April9, 1997.
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Interview with the William G.Davis. April 16, 1997.

advising the Minister...would be diminished, so why set up something like
that?805

By 1990,new needs for coordination arnong univeaities were identified. and in some
policy areas such needs were supeneded by the expectation of greater coordination and
planned development across the entire post-secondary sector, encompassing both colieges and
universities. At this juncture, not ody was it clear that OCUA. as currentiy structured. was
inadequate to meet the needs for coordinated and planned development of univeaities, it was

not at al1 positioned to address emerging new societal needs spanning the whole of
postsecondary education. Neither was its coiiege counterpart, the Council of Regents equipped
to assume a postsecondary policy perspective. In spite of a perception by the Ministry and

extemal advison who had k e n given a postsecondary reporthg mandate of a need for greater
postsecondary coordination, recommendations for addressing the situation focused on new
processes, policies and the creation of additional new "intermediary" structures which were
distinct from. but ofien overlapped the responsibiiities of the existing councils. While the
existing structures could have been eliminated and a single postsecondary agency with
authonty for coordination, planning and policy encompassing both univenitics and colleges
might have been established, no such recommendation was made by external ad vis or^.^

In 1993, when OCUA was asked to undertake a review of the funding allocation
system it was in effect king asked to transform the allocative mechanism into a more effective
instrument of system coordination and planning. The dificulty of using an insuurnent intended
to allocate available public fiinds in an equitable fashion among autonomous institutions to

805.

Interview wirh Senior Ministry Official, April 1O, 1997.
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Although in 1996. a postsecondary body was recommended by the Advisory Panel on Future Directions for
Postsecondaty Education. it was n a intended to have authority for system-wide coordination and planning.
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achieve policy objectives related to system coordination and planning, without an
appropnately empowered structure for coordination and planning on an ongoing basis, were
obvious to many from the outset of the resource allocation review.This point had certainiy

been made in a variety of reports undertaken since the establishment of OCUA. The Resource
Allocation advice reflected this need for a coordinating and planning structure, even in the
context of a more directive funding instrument Shrouded in the pretense of a new hinding
mechanism, the RAR advice implied a much more powerful role for OCUA in making
coordination and planning decisions in the htufe.
That OCUA in its advisory form would have been incapable of implementing the
Resource Allocation advice was recognized by the Council. As the then Chair, loy Cohnstaedt,
recalls, while the disestablishment of OCUA was discussed by the Council, it was never
recornmended:
There was one possible recommendation discussed by rnemben of the Council
who were closely associated with RAR and bat was to recommend thaî OCUA
be disestablished. The reason for recommending that OCUA be disestablished
was the sense that in its current form, it could not enable the changes that RAR
would require to be undertaken if it continued in its present form. ...OCUA
cenainly wasn't the body that would be required to undertake the Ievel of
sophisticated work that RAR,if implemented, would demand.807

The RAR advice contained proposais tieing the funding allocation mechanism more
closely to public policy objectives through new "te-

and conditions" attached to the receipt

of government grants, which would have transfomed OCUA's influence over univenity
behaviour into authonty. Albeit without formal changes to OCUA' s mandate, this authority
would stiil be subject to Ministerial approval. OCUA would have conducted system-level

807.

InteMew with Joy Cohnstaedt, former Chair, Ontario Council on University Affairs, April 17, 1997.
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discipline or sectoral reviews of the societai need for existing programs and required
undergraduate program quality reviews for existing programs which would eventually be
linked to activity targets set by the govemment for teaching/scholarship and ~search
functions. It would have specified "flwr"provisions for credit transfer policy arnong
univenities and made cornpliance a condition of the receipt of operating gants. It dso would
have required data gathering to enhance its decision support information databases and
facilitate the movement to a cost-based evaiuation of the financial needs of Ontario
univeaities relative to public policy objectives. Taken as a whole. the resource allocation
advice, if accepted. would have transformed OCUA into a de facto statewide cwrdinating
agency dong the lines of what Aims McGuinness has descnbed as a "strong coordinathg
board."

In retrospect, while OCUA provided a system-level historicai memory and often
integrated threads of former commission's recommendations on matters such as roIe
differentiation, funding instruments and system coordination into their public hearings and
their advice to govemments, it generally accepted its tenuous, sometimes influentid, but
largely powerless perch between the government and the univenities. While successfully

playing a coordinathg role in some instances such as the corridor negotiations process in the
late 1980s. OCUA relieci heavily on influence, moral suasion, financial incentives and
disincentives and especiaily the availability of additional fun& to "grease the wheels" of
system coordination and planning. In recent years, OCUA adopted a largely regulatory mode,
approving academic programs for funding eiigibility, adjudicatïng competitively allocated
funding envelopes, and aliocating "targeted" operating grant fun&

Further, universities were less supportive of OCUA once it abandoned efforts to
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advocate on their behaif for additional univenity hnding. When OCUA accepted the
govemment's decision that stable or declining funding for universities would constitute the

future funcihg reaiity for the sector. and then undertook to reconsider ways in which avaiiable

fun& could be best docated, or reallocated in the public interest, it was no longer considered
to be sufficientiy "independent" of government and the univenity coilectivity largely tumed
against it, generally discrediting it in the process. OCUA was no longer effectively balancing
vested interests with the public interest. In political ternis, the voice of the vested interests
canied more weight than that of the public interest.
Although govenunent-university relations no longer occur in an environment where
there is an intennediary buffer, those who forget the past are at risk of repeating it. As in the

early days of university expansion in the 1950s and 196ûs, there are bound to be institutional
"winners" under the piecemeal, politicized coordination that is occurring in the current
environment. The "losers" wiii initiaiiy lobby quietly for some sort of neutral centraiized

fonun in which to air their grievances. and perhaps once their cries reach an unbearable pitch,
reconsideration of an intermediary structure wiii begin again.

6.1.2

me Political Comfirrints on System Coordinuîion and Phnning in 0While the province's advisoa identified a variety of means by which the university-

government relationship could be enhanced through a greater degree of system coordination
and planning, there has been littie actuai change in the nature of the relationship over tirne. The
series of unheeded caIls for more effective stmcnirrs for system-wide coordination and
planning suggests that there was general satisfaction with the statur quo.
While this appears to be the view of the university collectivity in recent years, there
366
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were many instances where the evidence suggesrs that the Ministen responsible for
universities believed othewise. In the early 1960s' John Robarts, and later William G. Davis
intervened in the university sector to a significant degree to facilitate the rapid expansion of
publiciy hinded universities across the province and threatened intervention in university
management decisions, should academic expansion not proceed in a planned and coordinated
fashion. Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s. the universities recognized the legitirnacy of
the govemment's concems regarding rational system-Ievel developrnent and initiaily
undertook to address these concerns as a collectivity to stave-off govemment intervention.

During the late 1970s and earfy 1980s. the Minister of Colieges and Universities. Bette
Stephenson. made a concerted effort to devise a new policy frarnework based on a "detailed
operational plan" that would increase role differentiation and speciaiization among institutions
and provide OCUA with a greater role in ensuring coordinated and planned system-level

development. Again in the early 19%, Minister of Education and Training, Dave Cooke,was
on the brink of placing university-government relations on a new footing where govemment
would have had much greater control over system development and influence over institutional
decision-making through changes to the funding mechanism and to OCUA's r 0 1 e . ~In spite
of reoccurring bouts of fiirtation with change at various points in time, the histoncal record
reflects relative stability.
It is interesthg to note that almost every time there bas been sigmficant emphasis on
univeaity system-levei coordination and planning, and associated govemment intervention in the
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In a brief i n t e ~ e wwith former Minister of Education and Training, Dave Cooke. on April28, 1997, ML Cooke
indicated chat had the 1995 provincial election na been caIled, he would have used OCUA's advice as an
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university sector either occurred or was about to occur. the responsible Minister and Deputy

Minister had both elementary-secondary education and postsecondary education in their portfolio.
At such times, the respomible Ministers tended to be more senior and influentid relative to their
Cabinet colleagues. The evidence aiso suggests that the bureaucratic culture within the division
of the Minisuy responsible for universities favoured university autonomy over govemment
intervention. It appears, however, that when the Ministries for prirnary-secondary education and
postsecondary education are merged or Ministerial responsibility is spread over the two
ministries, the responsible Minister's views on the univenity sector may be influenced by the
much larger and dominant Ministry of Education which places much greater emphasis on
centraiized control. h addition, by having multiple advisors. the Minister's thinking is broadened
by the competing bureaucratic perspectives. This aIso suggests that bureaucrats dedicated solely

to university policy issues tend to favour the dominant values and pnonties of the universities.
such as institutional autonomy and decentralized management smictms in the advice they
provide to the Minister.
Table 3 identifies the provincial Ministen responsible for universities in Ontario from
1945 to 1997 and when compared to the initiatives of the Ontario government in Table 2.

illustrates how the periods of time when Ministea were prepared to be, or were, more
interventionist, tend to coincide with penods when they had simultaneous responsibilities for
elementary-secondary and postsecondary ed~cation.~*
Politics has clearly protected the universities from direct govemment intenrention. On
numerous occasions "macroT'-politics, especially the timing of elections, changes in govenunent
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When making this cornparison, one must remember that a number of reports were made public or initiatives
such as the introduction of a corridor funding system occurred afier the initiating MUiis&r had moved to anorher
portfolio or the govemment had changeid. It appears that perhaps only Richard Allen's tenn as Minister would
suggest a comparable emphasis on govemment intervention when the Minismes were not merged.

Table 3

1
I

Provincial Ministers Res~onsiblefor Ontario Universities 1945-1997
Premier

-

I

Progressive Conse~ative:
George Drew

George A. Dmw
19434948

1943- 1948

I
I

Deputment of Education

--

Dana Porter

Thomas Keooedy
1948- 1949
-

Leslie Frost
1949-1961

John Robarts

Department of Edudon
and
Deparûnent of University
M a i r s (creatted in 1964)

John P. Robarts

1961-1971

196%1!371

1 William G. Davis

John White
197 1 (March - October)

(From October 197 1- 1972)

I

Depattment of University
Affairs

I

Ministry of Colleges and
Universities
James Auld
1974 - 1975

Harry Parrott
1975- 1978

Bette ~ t e p h e h n
l978-1985
Frank Miller
1985 (to June 18)

Keith Norton

I
Minirby of Education and
Miaistrg of Weges and

Univetsities

1

Provincial Ministem Responsible for Ontario Universities 1945-1997
Premier

Minister

2

Gregory Sorbara
1985- 1987

Liberal:
David Peterson
1985-1990

Minisw of CoLleges and
Universities

Lyn McLeod
1987- 1989

l
New Dentocrat:
Bob Rae
1990- 1995

Sem Conway
198% 1990
Richard AUen
IWO- 1993

Ministry of Colleges and
Universities and Ministry of
Skas Development

Dave Cooke
1993-l.995
u

-

Progressive Consentaîive:
Michael Hanis
1995- Dresent

John Snobelen
1995-October 1997

Mtafstry of Education and
Training

Shaded areas represented periods of time where there was a single Minister
responsible for both elementary-secondary education and postsecondary
education.
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and the shifting of Ministerial portfolios scuttled the prospect of substantive changes that
appeared to be on the bnnk of implementation. "Micro*' politics has also played a role in
preserving the sram quo in univeaity-govemment relations and protecting universities from
government intervention. Whiie recognizing the need for greater system coordination and
institutionai differentiation. govemments have been politicdy boxed-in by their educationai
values which have emphasized geographic equality of access and provincially-standardized
quality. These have long been core values also underlying the development of public education

at the elernentary and secondary levels in the Province. At the t h e univeaities were expanded.
the Premier, John Robarts was a former Minister of Education and William G. Davis was both
Minister responsible for universities and for elementary and secondary education. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the values that dominated elementary-secondary education would
influence the vaiues underlying the province's support of publicly funded univeaities. The values
of standardized access led the govemment to create independent universities rather than liberal
arts colleges in the 1960s to meet the need for university expansion. This decision implied that

the new institutions were intended to be of equal status and that they shouid aspire to a level of
quality and a role comparable to that of the existing universities. The institutions were situated
in al1 regions of the province in order to provide a substmtial number of undergraduate places
away 6rom the major metropolitan centres and ensure regional accessibility to a comprehensive

may of academic programs. That they were public institutions, and not denominational. was
considered essential to the standardization of academic quaiity. As former Minister of Colleges
and Universities, William G. Davis recalls:

...it

was important that the students at those institutions [that were formerly
denominational] not be in any way prejudiced because of lack of funding. 1think
with Laurentian, it was something beyond that. 1think it was a priority to establish
and support in an equitable fashion, the funding for a univenity in the

Northeastern part of the province. ...Laurentian did not have the same broad
spectrum of course offenngs so it required some additional encouragement
because we were very anxious to have that university available to the students
from the ort the ad"'
That dl universities should be created equai was a deliberately generous decision and one to
which the universities, the comrnunities in which they exist and the students would hold the
government hostage to ever after?

The political dynamics inherent in an area-based legislature have worked against formai
institutional role diffenntiation and institutional rationalization. University lobbying has only
served to buttress the powerfid regional politics protecting the universities from p a t e r
differentiation or closun. Cabinet's reaction to the proposal of the Cornmittee on the Future Role
of Universities in Ontario (Fisher Cornmittee) to close some universities and restructure others
or increase funding, reinforced the degree to which regional politics were a potent agent of the
univenity sector status quo. When asked which was the wone of the two recommendations made
by the Fisher Cornmittee (ie. close univenities or give them more rnoney), then Minister of

Education and Coiieges and Univenities. Bette Stephenson, recails emphaticaliy that it was:
Closing univeaities. More money wasn*t in the car& either...[but]...nobody [in
Cabinet] from Peterborough or Thunder Bay or Windsor or Sudbury, wanted to
hear anything of that sort at all and certainiy nobody from Waterloo wanted to
hear it either. ...no way was this ever going to pass. Politicaiiy it was dead in the
~ater?~
Not until 1996 and the-establishmentof the Advisoly Panel on Future Directions for

Postsecondaty Educaîion, did external advison appear to acknowledge the political reality in

Ontario around issues of university development. The Panel recommended a more deregulated
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policy framework for universities, and one that did not envision forma1 structures for
coordination and planning among universities or between colleges and universities. î h e
Panel's advice dispelled any pretences that may have existed about the degree of emphasis
Ontario should place on formal coordination and planning at the system level. It dso served
to underscore the primacy of fmancial incentives in defining university-govemment relations
and shaping the development of the system through what one would consider unconscious,

uncoordinated or evolutionary planning as achieved through interinstitutional cornpetition.

6.13 R e u @ h d o n of the Infornul Approcieh to System Coordinution and Phnning in
Ontario
From the mid 1980s' OCUA sought to achieve the government's objectives related to
coordination and planning within the corridor funding mechanism. However, there are clearly
limitations on what a furiding formula c m be expected to do. It cm serve to create incentives
and disincentives for institutions to do things that are olherwise protected fiom govemment

intervention by virtue of university autonomy and particularly academic &dom At the same
time, funding formulas do not serve as effective instruments through which to address the
changing policy priorities of governments. The Ontario university sector, since 1967 has k e n

highly onented toward formula funding and as demographics and the fiscal circumstances of
the province changeci, OCUA was regularly preoccupied with the tirne-consuming process of
formula revision. Pertiaps the lack of support OCUA exhibited toward the Academic Advisory
Cornmittee's efforts to issue planning related discussion papen in the early 1990s was a
reflection of the limited relation that AAC's conclusions would have had to the regdatory

instruments OCUA had at its disposal. As Darling et al. noted:
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The basic concept of p r o m m review, whether to determine quality or
minimum standards as in accreditation, is not suited well to formula funding
and vice versa Program review, when it can be made to work on a systemwide basis, leads to greater differentiation between institutions and programs
than is within the scope of most funding formulas. Perhaps the most diffcuit
choice facing plannea in higher education is that between a system onented
to program and institutional quality and a system funded by a formula The two
are not highly co~npatible.~'~
With OCUA abolished. and govemment's role in the program funding approvai
process substantidy pared down, system coordination and planning in Ontario will remain
infomal. Government relations with the public1y- h d e d universities remains pnmarily a
technical one, defined by institutionaily focused financial incentives and disincentives that
have evolved over tirne, usualîy through consultation between govemment and the
universities. and modifed in an ad hoc fashion in response to changing policy objectives and
fiscal circumstances.

6.1.4

Universüy-Govemment Reldions in Ontario: A Relan'onship Among Bit Phyers
It is important to note that the fiscal circurnstances of the universities are largely

determined by the totai arnount of pubïic support provided by govemment and that the global
amount available in any given year is a hinction of decisioos made at the highest levels of
govemment, sometimes well beyond the control of the Mnistry directly responsible for
universities and largely discomected fiom any objectives or pnonties the Ministry may have
for the development of the university system. A univenity system shaped by financial
incentives and disincentives constitutes an alternative. more flexible approach to system
development in that the outcomes may not be known in advance and the range of impacts on
8 13.
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institutional development may not have k e n clearly nor publicly debated from a planning
perspective related to who does what and how much of it. Within this approach to system
development, Ministry policy with respect to universities is highly vulnerable to changes in
the financial decisions made at the highest levels of govemment. and in isolation from the
Ministry's goals and objectives for the sector. Examples of this include the decision in the
1960s to expand the university sector. the introduction of the Social Contract legislation in

1993 and the manner in which government set out to close advisory bodies. In addition.
Cabinet directives based on a signifcant degree of public debate such as those pertaining to

tuition fee determination and the detemination of the formula fee. tuition charges above which
resulted in deductions from an institution's formula gram, also iliustrate the importance of
decisions taken by the Premier, Cabinet or the Treasurer.
University presidents, acting individually or collectively through COU, have a
leadership role within their institutions that would exceed that of a Minister of the Crown visà-vis Cabinet. Yet they are accountable to both their university goveming bodies. which are

bound to govern in the best interests of their institution. and to univeaity faculty. At the end
of the day, university presidents lack the authonty to make unilateral decisions that are binding
on their institution's facdty, and goveming body to whom they are directly accountable,

without explicit consent. Herein lies the inherent inappropriateness of COU - an association

of vested interests - as a source of advice on system-level policy decisions. As a result. when
the period of institutional expansion and govemment largess ended and decisions were
required related to retrcnchrnent, institutional and program closures, and limitations on
institutional roles and missions, the Council of Ontario Universities could not assume
responsibility for system-level considerations involving aade-offs between institutional
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interests and the broder public interest. It would place univeaity presidents in a conflict of
interest vis-à-vis their faculty,Senates and governing boards, which are properly responsible
for such decisions.
Whiie some of the most fundamental decisions affecting university-govemment
relations are made at the highest levels of govemment and by governing bodies of universities.
the &y to day decisions about the development of the university system are made by university

facuity, adminisuators and presidents, and senior Ministry officiais. In an environment where
decisions &ecting system-level development devolve to individual institutions acting in their
respective best interests, and witbin the Ministry, to individuai units handling discrete policy
and program initiatives. diffused,denntralized and inforxnai designation of responsibüity for
such decisions is inevitable. This situation often makes it dificult for universities to
understand and operationalize goveniment's objectives and pnonties. Where govemment
objectives and anticipated outcomes are unclear, accountability "for what?" remains vague.

The university-government relationship is plagued by multiple sources of authority and
conflictïng visions about the way the system should be developing.
Such circumstances increasingiy poïitcize the competition among universiùes, which

in turn exacerbates tensions with respect to institutional status, and access to public fun&. For

COU,k i n g seen to act in the interests of a l l its members has becorne more difficult since the
abolition of OCUA. COU is cumntly king drawn into the policy process, as a surrogate
advisory body to the Ministry, engaging in what is king refemed to as "shuttle diplornacy"
with senior govemment officials. As one observer noteci, this is an extremely Nky undertaking
for COU politicaiiy:

In many ways. COU has become a kind of substitute for OCUA in t e m of
providing advice to the govemment. There are two difficulties, one is
govemment could become quite capricious about saying we want advice on
issue x but not on issue y. It does in a sense subom COU...1 think the
govemment has cleveriy got COU to be recommending policy initiatives [with
respect to tuition increases, for example] for which the govemment then passes
responsibility back to the univeaities and deflects the anger from the
govemment to the univeaities. 1 think that's the risk for COU - that it gets
caught up in ...king an instrument of govemment policy. The other thing is
bat a lot of that depends on COU'S king able to maintain a consensus around
these kinds of positions. That puts tremendous pressure on COU and on the
members of COU to reach consensus and on sorne...issues the institutional
interest can be widely variant. Trying to force a compromise around some of
these issues is very tough:I4
One cannot help but recall WM. Sibley's waming in relation to the issue of whethcr and how
far universities can and should engage in lobbying or other political activities: 'There is
perhaps some danger that those who seek to live by political action may also die by it.'""
Scholarly analysis of voluntary organizations and democratic political processes
suggests that despite democratic structure, conditions of oligarchy are aimost universal in the
intemal operation of voluntary association^.^'^ Glenny found this to be equaiiy m e of
voluntary agencies for coordinating higher education, noting:
An institution is a leader or follower, depending upon size, prestige, age, the
number and sociai stanis of alumni. the political support it can command, and
the personalities who represent itT7

Managing the hierarchy, or what has been termed the "sociotogical order of prestige." among
institutions is one of the primary underlying functions of Amencan state-wide cwrdinating
systems. In Ontario, in the absence of a buffer, managing the hierarchy is an extremely
814.
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challenging role which has befallen COU."' Within a voluntary body jealousies and distrust
simmer just below the surface. parficularly where it is recognized that powerful institutions
have more influence and cm get a better d d with govemment acting unilateraiiy rather than
cooperatively. As a former President of COU indicated:
It's hard not to pay more attention to [the President of the University of
Toronto] than to a Resident of a reaiiy small univeaity because on the one
hand it's essential to try to give everybody an equal oppominity within the
COU structure. Toronto pays 20% of the biiis. It reaiiy is a diffîcuit stretch.
L U of T wants something. it can wave its 20% part of the budget and say we
deserve more attention than Nipissing or Trent does. That's the practical
p~liticsl'~
While advocating a highly dereguiated environment for universities in relation to
govemment, the Panel on Future Directions for Postsecoadary Education in Ontario did
acknowledge that there were some functions, related in particular to accountability and policy
development, that funding instruments cannot d d m s and that should be provided for by way
of a disinterested advisory agency, with a postsecondary mandate including both colleges and
universities, residiog at a m ' s length from govemment and the institutions. However. in the
current environment where "less govemment" is a politicaï pnority and public resources are

severely constrained for the foreseeable funire. this author believes it to be more Iikely that
additional govemment agencies wili close before new ones are established.

6.1.5 A Pote-

Role for the Ministry in System Developmenf

Throughout the 199ûs, the Ministry responsible for university affhirs in Ontario. the
Ministry of Colleges and Universities and later the Ministry of Education and Training.

8 188 19.
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spawned a multipiicity of small, interest group-related agencies to facilitate each stakeholder
group's dialogue with govemment. In addition to OCUA. a postsecondary level Advisory
Committee on Francophone Affairs, an Aboriginal advisory council, and an office for
academic quality and accountability were established to advise the Minister on various aspects
of policy related to universities- Additional agencies had also been recommended to monitor
accountability and undergraduate program quaiity. Far h m enhancing system coordination
and planning, there was the potential for significant discordance between these various

interests. Further to the case for a single locus of responsibility for state-level coordination.
Berdahl argues:
Rather than have coordination undertaken piecemeal by a variety of state
offices, it is preferable nom the standpoint both of autonomy and of the public
interest that it be carried out by an agency specializing in higher education and
planning on a compreheasive and long-rangebasis:"
Pechaps the elimination of a number of advisory agencies will provide the Ministry with an
oppominity to r e t W the way in which the coordination and planned development of
postsecondary education in Ontario can k best stmctured to satisfy society's and institutional
needs. As Harold Enarson observed:
The growth of ...cwperation [between higher education and government] wiil
be dependent on two things: fmt, the "climate of opinion" ...; second, the
availabiiity of practical machinery to encourage cooperation. [It] rarely "just
happens.""
Perhaps the as yet undefined role of the Sector Policy Unit within the Ministry of
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Education and Training could provide a locus for the enunciation of formai Ministry objectives
with respect to univenities and facilitate the coordination of Ministry policy, and institutional

accountability requirements around the achievement of these objectives. in view of the
shortage of staff and the press of program delivery and responsiveness to changing political
pnorities. this appears highly uniikely. In addition, the perceived leadership stanis of the
people who are at the locus is v e r - important to university responsiveness and civil servants
typically lack such stanis within the univeaity community.
Without a locus for leadership in the development of broad objectives and specific

goals for the univeaity system based on a prioritization of competing political values, the
universities w u be forced to impute govemment pnorities from policy choies and programs.
"Accountability for what" will remain vague. Without a formal locus in which conflicting
univeaity-governent objectives and prionties can be aired and discussed, univenities are at
risk of k i n g besieged by ad hoc government policies and processes that may in fact confiict

one with the other and with institutional perceptions of responsiveness.

6.1.6

Conclusions Regarding Structures for System Coordi~~~tion
and P h n i n g in
Ontantano

One must conclude that the s t r u c ~ on
s which the government relied to provide
leadership in system.coordination and planning over the years were ill-equipped for the task.
While this was recognized by dl parties and a variety of means to address the issues were
publicly debated, very little was actuaily done to restructure institutional or govemment
agencies' powers and respomibiiities or to change the foundation of the univeaity-govemment
relationship, in part because there was no political wiil to do so* and in part because the
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govemment was highly constmined by the political implications of the value it had placed on
institutional autonomy, decentralized control of univeaities. and ensuring equity of access.

quality and opportunity when the expansion of the university system occumd in the 1960s.

This study

suggests that university-govenunent relations in Ontario are premised on the

following, sometimes tacit, understandings: univeaities are non-denominational publicly
funded institutions; they are autonomous rather than instruments of public policy; they

not

micro-managed or centrally controiied; a plurality of institutions is desired rather than a single
"Provincial" university; no univenities wiii be closed; universities receive relatively equal
treatment with respect to access to public support in order chat programs avaiiable anywhere
in the Province meet or exceed a peer-defined standard of good quality; in return for public
funding, universities wiil provide access to all who have the desire to attend and the capability
io benefit notwithstanding financial means; and univeaities will perform in a way that
demonstrates responsiveness to societal needs and responsible stewardship of public resources.

In the next section, a detaiied andysis of the nahm of the coordination and planning
efforts that were made by the Council of Ontario Universities and the Ontario Council on
University Affairs wiii be undertaken.

6.2

An Analysis of Coordination and Planning Efforts in Ontario, 1945 to 1996
The recognition of legaiiy autonomous secular univeaities as unique institutions that

play an important role in the social, economic and culhiral development of the province and
the nation has long justifïed thek receipt of public hinds. In r e m for signifcant degrees of
autonomy with respect to the use of public fun&. universities have acknowledged the
legitimacy of govenunent's responsibility to pursue the public interest with respect to the use
38 1
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of such fun& which totaiied $1.5 billion in 1996-97.and which constitute the primary source
of university revenue. The specific objects of govemxnent intervention have varied over the
period uader study. During the 1950s and eariy 1 9 6 0 ~government
~
sought to encourage
university expansion by creating additional institutions and expanding academic program
offerings, especially in the r e a h of graduate studies and research. Universities themselves

were largely responsible for advising govemment on the nature and extent of institutional
expansion needed and this advice was gratefiy received and quickly implemented with
public financing and Iimited provisions for accountability. As former Executive Director of

the Council of Ontario Universities, Ed Monahan, observed:

In the heyday in the sixties, h m the beginning of the Cornmittee of Residents,
CUA [Committee on University Anairs] and the Committee...worked very
closely. The Presidents had the ideas and they pushed them up to CUA and
most of them were sensible and they got accepted. So, it was a grand
cooperative exercise w hich, by and large, worked maxvellously weil. ...[?limes
were good and the pressures of divisiveness were much reduced. It was an
ideal dimate.'"

During this early p e n d in the growth and development of Ontario universities, there
appears to have been a communion between government and the institutions with respect to

the nature of the government-univenity relationship which emphasized the importance of
universities. university autonomy, accessibility, and the avoidance of direct government
intervention in university management or academic affairs. The issue of creating new
universities would not arise again until the 1990s. At that time, despite advice developed by
OCUA in consultation with the universities, which specified a process involving criteria and

qudity standards to be met before eligibility for university status could be achieved, the
government of the day supported the immediate establishment of two new universities
823.
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(Nipissing and Ryerson) from existing wversity-level institutions.
By the latter haif of the 1960s, concems expressed by govemment and the public that
universities were developing in an uncoordinated and potentially expensive fashion resulted in

a series of extemal advisors king invited to provide the government with advice on the ways
and means to ensure orderly academic development and accountability. Govemment largely
rejected such advice. Universities convinced govemment that they could undertake the desired
coordination and planning coUectively without govemment involvement. However, the results
of their efforts were not fully satisfactory tu govenunent as fiscal constraint increased.
From 1974. the Ontario Council on University Affairs attempted to introduce financiai
incentives, poiicies and pmesses that wodd encourage role dinerentiatioo, program planning.
rationalitation and consolidation within a "system" context. To the early 1980s. these efforts
were made witbin the context of a govemment that insisted the Ontario universities be
collectively self-regulating. Govemment took the view that the universities shouid ultimately
determine amongst themselves distinct roles and associated academic and research mandates,
and undertake measures to ensure inter-institutional planning and coordination on their own.

This position was maintained by govemment in spite of the conclusions of the
Commission on the Relations between Univenities and Govemments in 1970 that voluntq
university cooperation was seldom effective and especially prone to failure without explicit
government sanctions. While in practice, OCUA was intervening to an ever greater degree to
ensure program planning and coordination at the graduate and undergraduate professional
program levels, govemment and OCUA continued to advocaîe institutional self-regdation.
Finally, in 1980, the universities emerged waving a large white flag, in the form of the report
of the Council of Ontario Universities' Cornmittee on Long-Range Plaruiing, which concluded
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that as a voluntary organization committed to prornoting the intensts of al1 its institutional

members. COU would not and could not effectively undertake decisions related to interinstitutional coordination and planning, especially where role differentiation was
contemplated. h 1981, another COU report, this one from the Special Cornmittee to Review
Graduate Planning, underlined COU's inability to deal with issues of role definition or

graduate program planning, although it reaffirmed the universities' cornmitment to appraise
academic quahy and to extend the quality appraisai process for new graduate programs to
existing graduate programs as well. The discipline planning reviews undertaken by COU's
Advisory Cornmittee on Academic Planning (ACAP) had becorne mired in technical detaii and
inter-institutional politics. ACAP was abolished. in order to satisv govenunent that there
would be something to fil1 the planning void, OCGS recommended that OCUA create for itself

an academic advisory cornmittee to assist it with academic planning decisions. Although some
of ACAP's functions were picked up (albeit in a much more superficial fashion) by the
Academic Advisory Cornmittee established as an advisoxy body to OCUA in 1982. there was
no serious attempt made. by either the universities or govemment, to undertake systematic,
normative goal-onented planning of the Ontario universities' future development.
Table 4 Uustrates the evolution and dernise of structures within the Ontario univeaity
sector with responsibility for system coordination and planning. It is important to note,
however, that what is not evident is the degree to which these structures were able and wiiling
to undertake such responsibilities.

Table 4

Primary Locus of Rsponsibility for System Coordination and Planning in Ontario 1945-1997

F'undiag EligibiUty l

hdag

New and existing
wwu=)

BligibiUly
[New Rogranis only)

3CGS
:new and
exisling
programs)

Min&rry
Univemilieu
Branch)

DCGS
(new and

DCUA on vdvice
~fAAC

1

Minislry
[Universilies
Branch)

not done

OCUAl
AAC (al1
undergraduale
programs)

existingperiodic
OCUAIAAC

COUIOCAV*
[new and
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prograar~)

appdh
intraûuced
in 1982)
and AAC
(modtoring
of OCGS)
-
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6-21 Why L W GradNe Rogram Pîànning Rd?
Planning efforts were thwarted by structurai, political and technical faftors. Given that

Ontario universities are staîutorily independent corporations with individual goveming boards,

COU, the universities ' collectivity, could never be delegated authority over its rnember
institutions. COU was never intended to enforce binding decisions that wouid constrain its
member institution's ambitions in order to realue the broader interests of province-wide
academic development. COU was simply not prepared to make decisions about **ho does
what and how much of it".

The sheer technical complexity of collecting the data necessary to undertake provincewide discipline assessments or sectorai planning. funher discouraged planning efforts. The
related costs, time-commitments. and the divisiveness arnong institutions atoused by
discussions of what data should be cokcted and the way in which program strength would be
measuted, far outweighed the perceived benefits of collective conaol over the process. By the
1980s. this view appeared to be shared equally by the universities and govemment.

6-23 W%yWme Universilies A&&to Accept the QudüyApprcUSaIs Rocess for Graduate
Progrurnis and Yet Reject Planning?

The appraisals pmess is based on an objective standard of quaiity as defmed through
a process of peer review. Peer review is a process about which there is a high degree of
consensus in the academic community. Planning, on the other hand involves comparisons of
programs and standards between institutions with potentially negative hancial consequences

and ultimately serves to Mt the aspirations of some institutions.The politics surrounding
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institutional selfdenial, the public nature of the comparisons among institutional cornpetitors
who are divided into "winners" and "losers". and formai limitations and constraints on
institutional development based on externallydetermined roles or missions, are a i l
strategically avoided in the quality appraisals process. 'The appraisals process largely avoids
the questions of "Who does what and how much of it." Program comparisons are not made
horizontally between institutions but involve vertical comparisons of the same program over
a period of t h e . The appraisds process strategically rejects public cornparison of appraisal
results (they are not pubiicly available from OCGS

- OCGS directs al1 inquiries back to

individual institutions). The appraisals process puts a i l programs that meet the minimum
standard of ''good quaiity" (and virnially aii programs that are put foward do eventualiy meet
the standard)824on an equal footing relative to eligibility for government funding. Every
prograrn approved by OCGS is eligible to apply for governrnent funding. It is. therefore, the
oovemment's responsibility to make the "political" decisions about what institutions should

O

be offering in response to societal needs and effkiency concems.
Since the underlying values of the appraisals process are consistent with the widely
held academic values related to the improvement of academic quality and the elimination of
prograrns of unacceptable quaiity, universities are willing to invest in improving prograrn
quality where necessary, and are shielded from public scnitiny when improvements are
needed. Faculty have a sense of ownenhip in the process and see it as usehl and nonthreatening in that the information provided to appraisals consultants wili not be used against

824.

One of the prirnary benefits of the OCGS apptaisai process is that it provides the Graduate Deans with the
means to prevent pcograms of poor or marginal quality h m going forward to the university Senates for
approvai. Without the appraisais process there wouid likely be far morc graduate programs in the Ontario
university system.
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them in their own performance appraisals. Faculty also view the appraisals process as a useful
tool when they are bidding for additional resources within their institutions, although some

faculty view the leveraging effmt that the appraisal process can exert on institutional budgets
as a means to distort intemal budgetary considerations.
This kind of process provides enormous incentive to quietly eliminate programs rather
than have the government or its agencies formally cancel programs with the attendant negative

publicity. It is also consistent with Fleming's observations regarding the subtle way in which
Ontario universities appear to prefer to relinquish varying degrees of institutional autonorny
to the state:
Most of the process by which the status of the univeaities has been
transformed has been canied out by unwritten or obliquely wrinen
undentandings, by "gentlemen's agreements." by informal assumptions of
obligations. by voluntasy avoidance of provocative actions, and by a comrnon
acceptance by government and univeaities of responsibilities imposed on both
by the needs and dernands of the community."
Such processes and understandings would not be possible in the context of a system-wide
planning assessrnent that would involve comparative evaiuations and have potentialiy negative
public, financial and reputationai consequences for particular institutions.

University behaviour suggests adherence to the belief that once something enten the
public domain. entering the political domain is not far behind. Whiie the popularity of the

annual Maclean 's Magazine university rankings attest to the public thirst for comparative
performance information, this recognition exacerbates a deep-seated resistance to formal,
public planning processes. Ontario universities have again and again rejected any notion of
classifjhg, tiering or freezïng the institutional structure as it is, even though it has k e n

825.

W.G. Fleming, op cit.. pp. 20-2 1.
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relatively stable over the past 15 yean and the institutions could be easily characterized a s
research intensive (6),doctoral (4) and comprehensive (7) using the Carnegie classification
of higher education institutions.This characteristic of Ontario universities. which 1c d "status
anxiety" is buttressed by the government's initial emphasis on egaiitarian hinding policies and
is manifest in the universities* demand for interinstitutional equity of treatment and

opportunity as the foundation of the govenunent-university relationship. This approach
provides the veneer necessary to maintain a "parity of esteemT*among unequai institutions.
Even though modifications to the h d i n g formula for universities bas led to substantial
differences arnong institutions in ternis of the level of public support each derives per student
(on a BIU basis), and the extent to which the formula refiects both horizontal and vertical
equity measures. equitable treatment of the institutions under the terms of the basic operating

grant has corne to be viewed as a fundamental principle underlying the relationship between
universities and the provincial govemxnent.

in a university system where there is littie diveaity in terms of program standards,
programmatic divenity is a key element of institutional role differentiation and institutional
specialization. Yet, the Ontario system has largely resisted this kind of divenity despite the

efforts of various Ministers, OCUA and the recommendationsof commissions since the 1960s-

The graduate program appraisals process may even contribute to program standardkation since
appraisals cornmittees have often had dficu.ity assessing the quality of unique and innovative

pro gram^.^^^ uideed, with the exception of Trent University. institutions have refused to
826.

Observation by Maurice Yeates, Executive Director, Ontario Council on Graduate Studies. MiIIcroft Inn, Apnl
23, 1987, fmm author's personai notes. That the OCGS appraisals process reinforces program orthodoxy and
stifles program innovation bas aIso been naed by Michael Skolnik. 'Our academic appraisal systern needs
overhauf', Toronto Star, March 24, 1988, and "How Academic Progiram Review Can Fosccr InteUectual
Confonnity and Stifle Diversity of Thought and Mcthod", J o u d of f f i g k r Edrtcanon, Vol. 60, No. 6,
November-December, 1989.
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formaiiy accept a limiteci rote in the system even if in fan they pursue a diflerentiated mission
of their own makingM

6.2.3

Why H m Tliere Been Su Much Emphasîs un Gradtuate Program Coordinaiion,
Phnning, Q d ü y and FundUlg?
When the undergraduate enterprise constitutes 90% of the university sector's enrolment

and generates the bulk of institutional hinding entitiements. why has there been such an

emphasis on graduate program coordination. planning, quality and funding in Ontario? One
could argue that the governrnent's long-standing emphasis on accessibility. deference co
uaiveaity authority in academic rnatters and respect for the pnnciple of univeaity autonomy
caused it to consciously decide not to concem itself with the development of the undergraduate
enterprise because in fact that is what they believed that they were paying the universities to
do - teach undergraduate students. This line of argument was substantiated to a degree by a
senior university official in the Ministry of Education and Training. who stated:

If you asked them [the govemment] what we are funding, they would Say we
are paying universities for the very sarne reason we are paying school boards.
and we are paying colleges - we are paying them to teach."
At the same tirne, if the governent was so concemed about cwrdinated and planned
development of the universities in a system context. the undergraduate enterprise. just by
virtue of the magnitude of students served and costs involved, screams out for coordination
in ternis of who does what and how much of it. Yet. this very magnitude and complexity iikely
shielded it f'rom the types of undergraduate program review processes undertaken in other

827.

It should be noted that Trent University rcceives annual govemment support in addition to its opcrating grant to
cover the extra-ordinary costs of pursuing a differentiated academic mission.

828.

Intenriew witti a Senior Mùiistry Official, Aprit 10, 1997.
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jtuisdictions which t m k up the planning challenge in the mid-sixties, because a large
centralized government bureaucracy normally attends to such processes.
The threat of govemment intervention in the e u l y 1960s chaiienged universities to
subjugate their cornpetitive ambitions and aspirations as l e g d y autonomous corporate entities
to the broader public interest to avoid government intervention. As Ed Monahan, former
Executive Director of COU,points out:
First Bisseil m s i d e n t of the University of Toronto] and then Corry mncipal
of Queen's University] as Chairs of COU recognized quite rightiy, that if the
institutions were going to maintain leadership, they would have to do
something, so what they did is that they produced appraisals and
assessments,829
Given the emphasis univenities have placed upon institutional autonomy and the apparent
respect for independent universities on the part of the govemment to the 1980s. one could
argue that in view of the publicly expressed concems about the financial implications of
univenity expansion, graduate program planning and coordination was the least that the

govemment could f i o r d to demand of the institutions at the tirne. and it was something the
institutions were prepared to concede if it would deflect government intervention from the
bulk of its core business and finances at the undergraduate level. It was largely a successful

strategy which, until the early 1 9 8 0 ' ~diverted
~
govemment and OCUA's attention away from
ail but the undergraduate professional programs.

Compared to most other jurisdictions, Ontario's emphasis on graduate program
planning and quaüty is rather unique. In fact, the government has never required any f o m of

quality assurance of existing undergraduate programs as a condition of eligibility for public
funding, as is the case with respect to graduate programs. With respect to new undergraduate
829.

interview with Ed Monahan, Apnl 1O, 1997.
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programs government accepts the attestation of individual univenity Senates that
undergraduate program quality is of an acceptable level.
Of course. because univenities consider that their status confers monopoly rights. they
have been insistent that the prograrns of both offshore university-level institutions operating
in Ontario with the permission of the Minister. and applicants for pnvately funded univenity

stanis (neither of which would be eligible for requesting public support). should be required
to undergo a "made-in-Ontario" quality appraisal. At the same time. reliant upon the
assessrnent of their own university Senates for the maintenance of undergraduate standards.
the Ontario universities had no extemaliy-vaiidated process in place to assess the quality of
their own. publicly assisted undergraàuate programs. In addition, Ontario universities insisted
that the colleges of applied arts and technology (CAATs) establish a process to determine
quality standards and accreditation in order to facilitate credit transfer between the CAATs and

the universities. This. in particular, focused attention within government circles on the glaring
absence of any such central quality review process pextaining to the univenity undergraduate
enterprise. The former Chair of the Council of Regents recalls the point king raised during
the Vision 2000 exetcise:

The univenity foiks, in terms of Vision ZOW, were very supportive of the
notion of all coiiege programs having ciear and relevant and consistent
province-wide standards for all their programs. That led to CSAC [the College
Standards and Accreditation Council].The university folks were.. .insistent that
in order for coiiege graduates and their credentiais to be Mly recognized,
CSAC was a very important characteristic of the lay of the land. The real
hypocrisy is, of course, that when someone from the university community
mentioned this at a steering cornmittee meeting, 1 was in the Chair and said
"Yes. that's a good point. Of course, you folks have nothing that resembles
outcome standards for anything at the undergraduate level....*"M

830.

Interview with Charles Pascai. April 15. 1997.
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Charles Pascal subsequently ended up in the position of Deputy Minister of Education and
Training, just as OCUA's advice regarding a process of undergraduate program quality audits
was delivered to the Minister. Under the circumstances. COU'S position appeared increasingly

foolish and hypocriticai. In a last minute effort to avoid govemment imposition of an
extemally directed quality audit process, in 1994, COU announced its intention to introduce
a process of undergraduate program review audits to assure the ongoing improvement of
undergraduate education.

In addition, it could be argued that some of the universities purposeMy drew
govemment into a more active role in planning and coordinating the development of the
graduate enterprise in the hope that govemment wodd arbitrate among the competing
institutional aspirations and decide in favour of the more developed and well-estabfished
institutions where graduate work was already weli underway. The fierce competition for highiy
vaiuable and relatively scarce graduate students and associated scarce research dollars
motivated the oider. more established univeaities to seek a govemment enforced
rationalization of graduate work which wouid favour the stam quo by limiting competition
for graduate students and preventing the newer universities from opening pro-

that would

draw students and research dollars away h m existing institutions. That AUCC sponsored the

Coq-Bonneau review of the rationalization of univenity research suggests that the issue of
destructive cornpetition for graduate programs and research dollars was politicizeci at both the
provincial and national level. That univeaities did not encourage govemment to become
involved in undergraduate program coordination and planning to a similar degree, reflected:
a) that undergraduate students were generally in sufficient supply, and that the marginal dollars
attached to marginal increases in undergraduate enrolments were not substantiai; and b) that
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in general, univenities wanted to maintain as much autonomy as possible and. therefore, did
not want system-planning undertaken because it placed limits on their ability to pursue
activities that they rnight consider to be in their interest.
6.2.4

The Impact of OCUA and AAC on P h n i n g and Coordination
From 1980 onward, OCUA contributed only marginaily to increasing programmatic

and institutional divenity, and to establishing graduate, undergraduate and professional
programs in nsponse to market needs. Exceptions occurred when OCUA raised the issues of
system coordination and planning in the context of the new "corridor" fùnding system in

public hearings with the univenity community in 1987 and held hearings on institutionai role

and goal statements in 1988. However, W

A failed to develop procedures to ensure the

termination of obsolete or duplkative existing programs, credit transferability, or greater role
differentiation although these had a l l been stated government objectives at various points in

time.
While Iimited in scope. the OCUA program funding approval criteria for new
undergraduate and graduate programs did shape (or distort) institutional acadernic planning
decisions to a degree. Their sheer existence forced sponsoring departments, when developing

a program, to consider provincial and national levels of student dernad, need for graduates,
justification for duplication of existhg programs and the impact on the enrolment of existing

programs at other Ontario universities, in addition to academic quality. As Peter George.
President of McMaster University note& the OCUA prograrn funding process had less impact
in later years as institutional budgets tightened and administrators becabout the interna1 redistributive impacts of new prograrn developmeots:

more concerned

Those OCUA critena did make univenities think harder...so proposais that
came foward to OCUA were more well thought out than maybe they had been
at one time. New programs grew up like mushrwms. ...As resources became
scarcer, universities were making harder decisions as the program was k i n g
developed. When it got out of the University a lot of hard decisions had k e n
made, whereas at one time, ...anything got out of the university because
resources weren't that hard to come by. Certainly by the late eighties and
certainly in the nineties. we don't put forward new proposais willy nilly...We
have to make barder decisions internaiiy around resource allocation and 1think
that has led to better screening processes..."'
As of 1990-9 1, OCUA had delegated a i i program-related planning and regdatory
functions and responsibilities to its Academic Advisory Cornmittee (AAC). While OCUA
retained responsibility for program-related policy development, even in this regard, it had
come to rely heavily on AACTs advice. On OCUA's behaif. AAC provided public
accountability through regular monitoring of the OCGS appraisals process. The discussion
papers produced by AAC in the early 1990s. with the encouragement of OCGS, reflected an

attempt to fül the vacuum that existed in terms of system-level research and data required to
undertake system-wide academic planning decisions. While providing substantive findings and
recommendations on which h u e OCUA program funding decisions could be based, such
endeavours were not accorded a high pnority by OCUA.OCUA effectively retarded AAC's
production of the p a p a by limiting the resources available, which eventuaily precluded
m e r such undertakings. In many respects. AAC's developrnent of discussion papers resulted
from the closure of ACAP, OCUA's abandonment of the academic planning efforts
charactenstic of its early years. and OCUA's rejection of the role the universities had
recommended it adopt during the 1987 and 1988 hearings on system planning and role
differentiation, which would have involved OCUA in more data gathenng and synthesis. It

83 1.

Interview with Peter George, April9, 1997.
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iiiustrates the degree to which the need penists for a forum in which issues related to acadcmic
development - "who does what and how much of it" - can be impanially aired and debated.

The regulatory nature of the program approvals process, and its impact only on the
margin where new programs were concemed, contributed to a coorduiated and planned system
in a very limited way. At the same tirne, the existence of the process did cause the
internakation of the cntena within institutions. This was borne out by the very few negative

funding recommendations that were made over the years. Most programs that were not
approved were rejected out of "mth-in-adverti~ing'?~~~
concems or for lack of evidence of
societai need and student demand. In some instances, it was clear that the OCUA program
approvals process provided university administrators with a "stick to wield over detemiined
faculty with visions of academic expansion and shoa of that. a court of last mort for those

administrators unable to contain departmental aspirations.

The government's preoccupation with the management of the university system
through financial instruments that provided the universities with incentives and disincentives

kept OCUA focwd on developing advice in that context. At the same time, OCUA's annual
advice, rooted as it was in these same financial incentives and disincentives, ensured that
financial issues rather than planning issues continued to preoccupy govemment. The dearth
of OCUA staff made it very difficult, if not impossible for OCUA to undertake both financiai
and acadernic coordination and planning initiatives simultaneously. This effectively ensured
that the academic coordination and planning of the Ontario university system was little more
832.

ûCUA considered the assurance of '%rutnith-in-advertising*
to be an aspect of its consumer pmction function.
To ensure '"tnith-in-advergsing"OCUA confinned that each program approved for lunding eiigibility had a
program name and a degree designation that was consistent with its curriculum, For a discussion of the
Academic Advisory Cornmittee's role in relation to 3rut.h-in-advertising" considerations see Ontario Council on
University Affairs, "Advisory Memorandum 96-1, Strcamlining the Rogram Funding Approvals Process",
Twenty Second Amtual Repon 1995-96, Toronto: Muiistry of Education and Training,p. 225.
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than an anifact of fmancial administration. However, this should in no way detract from the
extremely important information sharing and accountability functions that AAC undertwk on
behalf of OCUA in relation to the OCGS appraisais process. In addition. the annual
observations that AAC provided OCUA with respect to trends in new prograrns proposed for
funding eligibility provided OCUA with regular insight into the rate and nature of new
program development, should OCUA have chosen to use it.

6.25

Conclusions witlr respect to Coordination and Phnning Efforîs in Onlorio
Whiie it is tempting to argue that the m e n t closure of OCUA and the approach to

program funding taken by the Ministry of Education and Training has nimed back Ontario's
system-planning and coordination clock to the pre-Spink's era, one m u t recognize the
dramaticaiiy different circumstances in which the university sector finds itself today. The
sector is mature, the physical infrastructure is in place and the programmatic palette is
comprehensive. New programs are largely based on existing restmctured or rationalized
offerings. Institutional and program growth is no longer a dominant issue. Institutional
evolution is ongoing but the pace of change is relatively slow when compared to the late 1950s
and 1960s. Political emphasis has been placed squarely on institutional planning. in such an

environment, centrai issues related to system planning (number, location, size of institutions.
institutional role and mission, program scope, and inter-institutional articulation) have k e n
largely settled, and revisiting them is severely constrained by the current fiscal context of
contraction.

The maturity of Ontario's university system, institutional experience with academic
planning and funding cnteria, widespread acceptance of the value and ment of the OCGS
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graduate program quality appraisals process, the developrnent of procedures for systematic
review of undergraduate program quality, and severe and ongoing fiscal contractionlconstraint
facing Ontario universities for the foreseeable future are likely to provide strong incentives for
institutions to develop academic programs consistent with system needs and discourage the
maintenance and establishment of prograrns of poor quality or programs of limited need and
demand. At the moment, in a fiscally constrained environment, ceotralized control does not
appear necessary but enhanced coordination may be wamted. In the short-term. this new
unregulated environment may very weli produce outcomes which wiiî match or better the
outcomes of the former, more regulated regirne. However, should the fiscal constraints worsen

or be substantidy removed, then the cumnt structure certaidy possesses the potential for
program contraction or proliferation that rnay be neither consistent with public priorities nor
socially responsive.

In addition, issues such as program privatization and program closures may pose
immediate challenges to Ontario's universities in temis of system coordination. In an
environment of fiscal contraction and deregulation, new needs will be met readiiy where
demand from students and employea is high. However, access may be Limited by institutional
efforts to pnvatize high demand programs. paxticularly in professional fields where univenity
programs typicaliy perform a credentialing and gate-keeping hinction, effectively controlling
access to lucrative professional careers. And what of the core academic disciplines? Will
institutions dnven by cornpetitive forces in a deregulated environment maintain core academic

programs with low enrobent such as Classics and srnail, unique, high-cost, undergraduate and
graduatdresearch programs, many of which are in the pure sciences? Will graduate studies in
the humanities, particularly study in modem languages, be sacrificed

as part of a rational

academic planning process undertaken by individual universities. with the collective result that
400
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there wili be an insufficient number or no such prograrns remaining in Ontario within a few

years? Within current levels of funding. wiii institutions shift their teaching emphasis from the
undergraduate enterprise to the graduate enterprise jeopardizing achievement of the
government's accessibility objectives? Where will the ironing out of competing institutional
decisions to close simiiar prograrns occur in the new environment? Who will ensure that core
academic disciplines to the doctoral level are maintained somewhere in the province of
Ontario?
Perhaps what is needed in the cumnt envirotunent is an ACAP in reverse to reconcile
universities' competing desires to off-load uneconornic program offerings in order to make
more efficient and effective use of scarce public resoums and to adjudicate competing

institutional desires to reduce the size of their undergraduate enterprise so as to increase access
to professional and graduate programs. This is the fixe of the new challenges for coordination
and planning which c m n t l y have no locus for resolution either among institutions or in the

public sphere.
Stace-of-the-art knowledge about Ontario's programmatic strengths and weakness
currently resides within the OCGS appraisals cornmittees. However,it is OCGS' position thaî
the cost of tapping into this resource for planning purposes, would not be wonh the nsk of
jeopardizing the future of the appraisals process and the very existence of OCGS itself. The

likelihood of OCGS adopting a planning d e of any sort is, therefore, slim. Since the dernise
of ACAP, OCGS has repeatedly rejected a planning mandate for itself, even with respect to
its series of discipline surveys undertaken in the 1980s. which avoided institutional
identification as a condition of institutional support for the endeavour. The ACAP experience.
however. does suggest that should a structure and process be developed for academic planning
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and coordination. it should be undertaken at arms-length fiom the institutions and from
goveniment,
The study of academic program planning and development among Ontario universities
is a microcosm of the broder trends in system planning and coordination. It parallels the
transition of Ontario univenities fiom fully independent. self-contained institutions to
institutions voluntarily participaîing in a system, with ever greater dependence on public
money for operatkg and capital expenses, and ever greater expectations for accountability to
assure the public of responsibte stewardship. The movement toward coilective autonomy was
tempered by the limitations of the structures of COU as a voluntary organization. As the
Ontario university sector matured, responsibility for academic program coordination and
planning became a shared responsibility between univenities, individually and collectively,
and govemment. Most recently, govemment has opted to minimize its role in university

affairs. resulting in more of a role for individual institutions and Iess for govemment and the
collectivity than has been the case since the late 1960s and early 1970s.
As described in Chapter 5, ailocative trend-modifying is perhaps the planning model

which most closely characterizes the type of planning which has occurred and is possible in

the Ontario university sector. The exploitive opportunity-seeking planning model. in which
the main objective is to make the most of the future by capitalizing on existing trends should
probably not be aspired to, nor encouraged given society's poor track record in successfully
projecting future enrolments, manpower needs and economic prospects. The centralized
control over universities which would be required to conduct normative goal-onented planning
in Ontario has been unpalatable to the Ontario govemment which has proved to be indifferent
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to the lack of planning, and completeiy unacceptable to the univenities. Hence. formal system
coordination and planning remains largely untried in Ontario and one could argue, based on

Skolnik and Jones' research, that it is an approach that is "un-Canadian".

63

Looking Back
This research has focused largely on the perspective of univenities as represented by

Presidents, and the govemment as represented by the Ministry of Education and Training and
its agencies because this is the primary context in which the debate about system coordination

and planning and univenity-govemment relations in Ontario has occurred. Yet. the Ministry's
ability to influence university development is huidamentaiiy dependent upon decisions made

higher up in govenunent with respect to the total amount of public resources available.
Decisions of this nature are made in the context of the province's broader social and economic
objectives rather than in the context of postsecondary education policy. Sirnilarly, in the
context of University goveming arrangements, Presidents are subject to significant restraints

irnposed by their positional relationship to university goveming bodies, colIective1y bargaineci
agreements or special plans defuing terms and conditions of employment with faculty and
staff, and a wide variety of other legai arrangements and political influences fiowing from their

institutions' relationships with other public sources of fùnding including other govemment
ministries both federaily and provincially, as well as pnvate funding sources. Thus, in some
ways, Ontario's histone lack of a single locus of responsibility for coordination and planning
with an associated mandate, resources and powen to play such a role effectively cm be
considered a reflection of the fragmentation of power and control both within the sector itself

and within govemment. Further, the fragmentation of interests among the univenity
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community writ large in ternis of role. Le. students, faculty, administrators, support staff, and
hinction i.e. teaching intensive, research intensive, and by discipline cannot be overlooked as

a factor contributing to the sector's resistance to greater govemment intervention.
While the shortcomings of existing structures and processes for system coordination
and planning were clearly examined over the past thiriy years by the steady Stream of reports,
commissions and initiatives identified in this paper, many Ministers chose to avoid the
complex poiicy issues and political ramifications of institutional differentiation by role and
function. Rather thaa test the political muscle of the university cornrnunity, and the regional
sensitivities of Cabinet colleagues. Ministen have opted for a more politicaiiy-neutral
approach by approving across the board funding increases or reductions to the system as a
whoie. In this way they avoided both the policy and the political implications of institutional
dflerentiation and selective retrenchment when funding levels were deemed by the institutions
to be insufficient. As a result, the individual univenities were lefi to muddle through, and to
do so, it could bc argueci, at taxpayers' expense in that a more coordinaied and planned system

would require greater institutional differentiation and, therefore, be less costly and pose less
risk to quality.
Ministen, such as Bette Stephenson and Dave Cooke, appeared to be convinced of the
need for change, but were denied the oppominity to act on their convictions due to the timing
of provincial elections. At such points in t h e , opportunities to approach the developrnent of
the university sector in new ways were lost, aithough one must add that the regional politics
around the Cabinet table may have, in the end, thwarted even their best efforts to realize
alternative visions for an Ontario university system. In retrospect, politics has k e n an agent
of stability, shielding the sector from change in respect to its relations with the Ministry
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responsible for universities.
The record of choices that have k e n made over the past 50 years suggests thar
successive Ontario govemment' s have placed a premium on the achievement of their
accessibility and quality objectives, and as a result, Ontario univeaities have enjoyed a
significant degree of autonomy so long as accessibility has k e n provided to al1 qualified
applicants.
Using Berdahi's concepts of procedural and substantiveautonorny, Ontario univeaities

continue to enjoy a relaiively high degree of proceducal autonomy. in t e m s of how the
univenity performs its functions and provide its services. They are not micro-managed by
government. W e government has regulated tuition fee increases, regulations in this regard
are becoming less restrictive. Public support, provided as a block gant, enables institutions
to manage provincial fun& as they see fit within general guidelines. Human resource policies.
collective bargaining, property management and asset management are dl institutional
responsibilities. On aU counts, one must conclude that relative to many publicly hinded
systems of similar magnitude and cost in other North Amencan and Commonwealth
jurisdictions, Ontario universities operate largely independent of govemment direction in
terms of fiscal and administrative decision-making. With respect to administrative decisions,
universities arguably face much greater loss of management flexibility from coliectively
bargained agreements with faculty and staff than they do from govemment regulation.
Substantive autonomy among Ontario universities has also remained arguably high in
the p s t World War II era Universities, as legaiiy autonomous institutions. may offer any and

al1 degree programs (with the exception of Nipissing and Ryerson, which have academic
mandates that are constrained in legislation) and ody when fùnding eligibility is sought does
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government have the opportunity to indirectly shape the development of the academic
programmùg available.

In addition, 1 would argue

that

Ontario univenities enjoy a high degree of policy

autonomy. Policy development pertaining to universities has been a hinction govemment has
shared with universities to a significant extent. Extensive consultation with the univenity
community has been characteristic of the approach taken toward the development of new
university-related poiicy initiatives. During OCUA's tenue, the rationale for univenity policy
was made expiicit and public in its annual reports. Further, govemment agencies have typicdy

displayed strong university representation and university faculty and administrators have more
often than not, provided leadership to govenunent agencies with respoasibility for universities
as weii as the commissions and inquines about university development undertaken on behaif

of govenunent. in the result, univenities have targely continued to define for thernselves the
degree to which they have k e n responsive and accountable to the total needs of society in
terms of outputs or outcornes and the balance this mpnsents between their teaching, research,
service and administration functions.
Philosophicaily, Ontario govemments have. dong with the univeaities thernselves,
generaiiy favoured decentraiization over centraiization as guiding organizing principles.
Organizational theorists have suggested that decentralized organizations are more flexible,
more efficient and more appropriate to professionals than highly centralited and bureaucratie
organizational fonns. In some ways,the govemment's relationship with universities parallels
that of its relationship to self-reguiated professions except that within a self-regulated

profession there is a single locus of responsibiüty for control and coordination with an
associated mandate, resources and powers to play such a role effectively, which has never
406
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existed in the University sector. The professional stature of the univeaity comrnunity and the
perceiveci importance of the universities' huictions to economic prosperity and social mobility
have provided the universities with a power-base that bas helped them to resist overt
incursions of institutional autonomy. Carolyn Tuohy has described "powei' as a two sided
coin: "One side of the coin is control; the other is autonomy. Power can be used to bend others
The lirnited number
to your wül. and it cm be used to resist king bent to the will of other~"?~~
of universitiw relative to. for example hospitals; the civic pride universities engender in their
communities; and the economic benefits that accrue to their local region make them politicaiiy
potent institutions, particularly within a provincial political system based on regionai
representation. It can be argued that the universities' power of "mistance" has so far largely
neutralized the government's "wili" (or at least the degree govemment has expressed its
"will") to see universities change.
At the same time. autonomous universities have k e n prepared to genuflect at the

financial alter of public support. As Harry Arthurs indicated, universities
have become habituated to "govemment intervention" in its most seductive
fom: subvention. We crave subvention: financial support through direct
operatïng gants, land grants and capital grants, research contracts. snidents aici,
tax credits and other fiscal measures by which governments effectively sustain
almost ail public and pnvate univenities around the world?
Universities were most willing to coucede to centraked control of coordination and planning
matters in instances where govemment had buttressed decisions made by the collectively with

fmancial consequences. Decisions about "Whodoes what academicaiiy, and how much of it"

833.
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that resulted in financial wimen and losers were ultimately too divisive an undertaking for
a voluntary association established to promote the interests of al1 memben. Universities were
looking, not for a cenaal planner. but for a referee. Decisions about which univeaity p r o & r a
should ment public support, therefore, were gladly placed in govemment's lap.
While divesting themselves of a degree of autonomy over decisions about which
programs should be publicly funded, univeaity pnorities with respect to their fiscal relations
with govemment and govenunent policies have emphasized interinstitutional equity,

maintenance of quality, stability and predictabiiity. This has facilitated a "parity of esteem"

among differentiated institutions in their relationship with government, which in the context
of a more dereguiated and competitive envuonment toward which the university sector appears
to be moving, is beginning to evaporate. The teaching intensive universities in particular. stand
to lose access to funding for research under such a regime and so continue to resist
institutional differentiation through public hinding. These universities argue that equity is a
fundamenta1 tenet of univenity-govemment relations:
Although there is wide diversity in the size and mission of Ontario's
universities - and in their budgets - equitable treatment of each institution
under the basic funding formula is a fundamental principle underlying the
relatiunship between the universities and the provincial g o ~ e m r n e n t . ~ ~ ~ .

In addition. the universities, while responding in a very direct way to financial
incentives and disincentives, appear to have been influenced by the public statements of
govenunent Ministers, offcials and agencies. Institutional behaviour has been strongly
influenced by beliefs about what the govemment "might" do. Public statements by the
Minister or the Premier have the potential to set the environment, not oniy in system-level
835.
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planning but also in institutional. faculty and departmental planning fom
Even though the suuctures for coordination of univeni ty activities and the resolution
of university-govenunent conflict were impedect, the government's decision tu remain less
interventionkt in univenity afhirs than it could have k e n , and its decision not to strengthen
the structures for coordination and planning suggests that there has been a general case of

policy apathy toward issues of university sector coordination and planning and a willingness
to accept that a relatively autonomous university system could meet public policy objectives
at least as well as a large permanent bureaucracy orchestrating a centrdized process. Such an
approach aiso left Ministers and govemments with more discretion as to the allocation of
funds to areas of particular interest to them.

No broad based research exists to ailow one to conclude definitively that a centrally
coordinated and planned system ultimately produces more sociaüy and econornically desirable

results than the Ontario system does with its relatively limited central coordination and
planning rnachinery, stnictures and practices. However as fiscal constraints have increased,
recent govemments have recognized the shortcomings of having few means by which to

ensure that the funds they disburse to the university sector are used to support their key
objectives. Further. theory suggests that deliberate institutional differentiation generaliy lowen

overail delivery costs of univenity education thereby making more efficient and effective use
of scarce public resources. Roponents of free and autonomous universities, however, would
not wish to see universities become instruments of govemment policy for fear that it would
destroy their ability to fulfd their fundamental mission of generating and disseminating
knowledge and its applications, which are by nature long-tenn objectives, in contrast to the
short-term nature of govemment objectives which may change with a change of govemment.
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While the recommendations of the various reports. commissions and inquiries
reviewed in this paper went largeiy unheeded. they served to raise alternatives and enunciate
goals and objectives which became embedded in the glacial nature of the debate around systern
coordination and planning in Ontario. At best some had a steering effect and at a minimum.
othea played a consciousness raising and information sharing role.

In one sense, the regular commissionuig of system-level reviews provides univenities
and govemments with a map of the terrain to be manoeuvred by the univeaity sector in the

future, identifies alternative paths by which to travene the terrain. the resources and incentives
required for successful navigation of each route. and the structures to ensun that the
universities' cesources wiil end up where society needs them mat. To date both the
univenities and governrnent appear to have chosen the path of least resistance.
Table 5 provides a summary of factors that have facilitated and inhibited the exercise
of system coordination and planning in Ontario.

6.4

Looking Ahead
Many of the coordinathg Eiuictions undertaken in other jurisdictions in order better to

serve the public interest and ensure efficient and effective use of public funds will continue
to be formally unattended to within the Ontario univeaity sector. While the former functions

of OCUA technicaliy reven to the Ministry of Education and Training. it appears that the
Council of Ontario Univeaities is being used by the Ministiy to fulfd a surrogate advisory
role. If financial winners and losers emerge from COU recomrnendations while it engages in
shuttle diplomacy with the Ministry, then mistrust and suspicion among rnembea wiii
increase, COU'S motives wdi be challenged and its hiturc may be jeopardized. Institutions wili
410
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Table 5
Planning in Ontario
Facilitating Factors
threat of goveniment intervention
access to additionai public funding

threat of financial penalty or
financiai disadvantage
oppominities for quality
improvement and the enhancement
of prestige (e.g. OCGS appraisal
process)
inisting relationship among parties
where detailed information couid
be shared in a confidentid context
(e-g. AAC-OCGS)

politicai pressure for
responsiveness to societal needs

Debiiitating Factors
govemment's emphasis on province-wide
access, quaiity standards and on a financial
relationship with univenity system
univeaity insistence on equal treatment.
equal oppominity, parity of esteem in
relaiionship with government. "stanis
amiety"
politicai dynamic of an ana-based
Iegislature

timing of political processes (e-g.
provincial elections, changes in Ministerial
leadership)
lack of sustained emphasis on system-wide
objectives due to pnority attached to
achievement of govemment's accessibility
objectives/ isolation of goals

severe fiscal constraint

failure to operationalize system
coordination and planning objectives and
goals, policy apathy
vague notions of system accountability:
high levels of instinitional autonomy
rnismatch between available structures to
perfonn system coordination and planning
in the government and univenity secton
and the authority/powers of such structures
to meet expectations related to system-wide
coordination and planning

lack of sufficient decision-support data on
which to make system-wide decisions
emphasis on incremental change, stability
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reson to extensive individual lobbying of Ministers and Ministry officiais. In tirne, the benefiits
of off-loading political pressures on to some form of disinterested buffer structure are likely
to be rediscovered. Whde COU and OCGS will continue to shoulder responsibilities for
system-level acadernic quaüty assurance, whether or not the regularized ovenight
responsibilities provided by AAC will be picked up in a senous and comprehensive fashion
by the Ministry is, as yet, uncertain.
To summarize, the Ontario govemment appears to have opted for an approach to
university-government relations that assumes a competition arnong institutioas with no fomal
state stnicnires responsible for cenual coordination or planning to mitigate against the
inefficiencies that flow from disciphary and institutional temtoriality and self interest. There

appears to be no formal collective vision for fuiure University development. Formai structures
for self-regdation by the university collectivity exist only in the area of academic program

quaiity. A temporary structure exists with respect to facilitating transfer of academic credit
among universities and between universities and coiieges.
The govemment's future role will continue to involve the provision of block grants to
universities with minimum accountability requirements and the expectation that universities

will endeavour to meet government's public policy objectives. particularly with respect to
accessibility. Reductions in public funding io universities are assumed to have created
sufficient incentives for universities to use what public fun& they receive in as efficient and

effective way possible. The incentives and disincentives of the funding allocation mechanism

will continue to provide a sigrilficant degree of infiuence in shaping university development constituting an informal, or unconscious planning strategy on govemment's part.
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Laoking ahead. COU wiii continue to provide a locus for a Limited degree of system

coordination, largely achieved through information sharing. To the degree that formai planning

of university development does occur in Ontario. it wiii continue to be undertaken primarily
at the institutional level. Institutions with less developed formai planning processes. wiiI
continue to plan by virtue of the tyranny of shrinking budgets. Pressures arr likely tu build in

support of the establishment of some form of impartial intennediary body at amis-Iength from

the universities and govemment to perfom a coordination. ~searchand information-sharing
role and tu facilitate the management of the univenity-govenunent relationship.
Paradoxicdy, while the govemment's current approach is much more market-oriented

than has been any approach taken to uaiversity-government relations since the 1970s. it also

has the greatest potential for direct goverment intervention. As one university president
described it, the system is in the process of moving from what presidents consider to be a
highly regulated but mostly independent publicly funded sector. to a less regulated but more
politicaüy wlnerable sector. He concluded " right now. we are in the worst of both worlds"?

At a leadership summit for university presidents in the mid-1990s.then Minister of
Education, Dave Cooke asked university presidents and board chairs: "Who should raise the
question of how many Iaw schools, medical schools and f d t i e s of education we should have
in Ontario, and who should answer it?" After h t y years of reflection in Ontario. the answen

to questions of this nature rernain unclear.
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Appendix A
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Dave Cooke
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Minister of Education and Training

William G.Davis

Former Premier of Ontario and former Minister of Education and
of Colleges and Universities

Peter George

President of McMaster University, former President of the Councii
of Ontario Universities and former mernber of the Ontario Council
on University Affairs
Former Executive Director of the Council of Ontario Universities,
former President of Laurentian University, former Executive
Assistant to John Deutsch at Queen's University. former staff
member of the Canadian Association of University Teachea

Charles Pascal

Executive Director of the Atkinson Foundation. former Deputy
Minister of Education and Training,former Deputy Minister of
Community and Social Services, former Chair of the Ontario
Premier's Council on Health, Well Being and Social Justice.
former Chair of the Ontario Council of Regents, and former
President of Sir Sandford Fleming College

Robert Patry

Coordinator - Postsecondary Education, Council of Ministen of
Education, Canada

Bob Rosehart

President, Lakehead University

Senior Officiais (2)

Postsecondary Division, Ministxy of Education and Training

Dale Shipley

Manager. College-University Consortium îouncii. Council of
Ontario Universities

Bene Stephenson

Member of The Education Quaiity and Accountability Office,
former member of the Advisory Panel of Future Directions for
Postsecondary Education, and former Minister of Education and
Colleges and Universities

*Lynn Watt

Former Executive Director of the Ontario Council on Graduate
Studies, former member of the Advisory Committee on Academic
Planning and former Dean of Graduate Studies at the University of
Waterloo

*Maurice Yeates

Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for the Study of Commercial
Activity at Ryerson Polytechnical University, former Executive
Director of the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies, former Chair
of the Geognphy Discipline Group within the ACAP process and
former member of the COU Special Cornmittee to Review
Graduate Planning

*
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